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Recently the creation of ennobling visions of an ideal system of schooling has been

recognized as an important part of the movement to improve America's schools. These

visions of what should and could be characteristic of future schools are necessary in order

to focus reform and restructuring efforts.

The primary objective of this study was to describe and analyze visions of 21st

century education articulated by prominent individuals involved with current school

reform and restructuring efforts. A second objective was to describe and analyze those

images of the most likely educational scenario in the 21st century and the perceived

barriers that would prevent realization of those idealized visions.

This study used qualitative data collection and analysis procedures using an open-

ended, focused, in-depth interview instrument, field notes, and document collection.

Twenty-nine interviews were completed with informants representing a broad spectrum

of educational leadership: professors, school administrators, union representatives,

journalists, professional organization executives, corporate liasons, and private founda-

tion representatives.

Data analysis was an iterative, on-going process using a constant comparative analy-

sis of coded categories emerging from transcribed data. This comparison examined:

components of an ideal system of 21st century schooling--values and beliefs, curriculum

and instruction, governance, and culture; visions of a probable 21st century system of

schooling; barriers identified as preventing school reform.

The study of the idealized visions of 21st century schooling resulted in the develop-



ment of a composite vision containing five themes: Relationships: A Caring Community

of Learners; Democracy in Action; Conserving and Developing Human Resources;

Problem Solving; Flexibility. These themes can prove useful as targets for current reform

efforts; the efficacy of restructuring strategies can be measured in part by reflecting on

whether or not they support these targets.

A collective vision of the system of 21st century schooling most likely to materialize

also was developed. Pessimistic images of a reformed, but not significantly restructured,

school system prevailed. Most informants predicted little departure from the models of

schooling that currently exist. They also predicted that student learning outcomes would

continue to be unsatisfactory to the business community if reform efforts persisted in

their current form.

An analysis of the identified barriers to school reform revealed five themes: Not

Enough Dollars; Old Images; Educators as Obstacles; A Lack of Commitment to Chang-

ing Education; A Lack of Understanding of the Change Process. The results of this study

suggest that if current efforts to change America's schools are to succeed, the barriers

defined by the informants need to be dismantled.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education released A Nation at

Risk, a report that announced that America's economic leadership in the world commu-

nity was being threatened by an erosion of its educational foundations (Passow, 1989).

This report prompted educational leaders to develop a number of reforms designed to fix

the educational system. However, the recommended school restructuring strategies

frequently reacted to the problems and needs of the present, rather than operating

proactively with a focus on the long-term needs of society (Lewis, 1989a). Those strate-

gies appeared to be driven by a need for quick outcomes, rather than a concern with long-

term consequences. Suggested reform strategies usually supported narrow, provincial

priorities defined by the crisis of the hour (Futrell, 1989). States increased their regula-

tion of curricula and teacher behavior in a misguided effort to speed up the reforming of

America's schools.

Contradictory and poorly coordinated top-down reform activities were enacted at the

federal, state, and local level (Cohen, 1988a; Cuban, 1990). Confused educators spent

time trying to decipher the meaning of these reforms and the action they required. These

state and federal educational mandates produced unintended, disappointing outcomes

because assumptions underlying the policies had not been explored. Student achievement

failed to increase significantly. School climates became characterized by teacher frustra-

tion and cynicism. School level decision making was diminished, and administrators and

teachers struggled under a centralized bureaucracy which often made them less respon-

sive to individual student needs (Wise, 1988).
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A second effort at school reform began, spurred by two reports: The Holmes Group's

Tomorrow's Teachers: A Report to the Holmes Group_(Holmes Group, 1986), and the

Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy's A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the

21st Century (Carnegie Corporation's Council on Adolescent Development, 1989).

Flaws in the previous reforms were identified. First, reformers had erroneously assumed

that teachers would meekly follow state and federal mandates. They had not viewed

teachers as thinking, possibly disputatious human beings (Passow, 1989). Second,

reformers thought that the current system of education was basically sound. They as-

sumed that its failure was caused by an ineffective workforce that could be coerced into

working more effectively. Instead of seeing a need for a completely different educational

system, they continued to believe they could fix the existing one.

Armed with a new understanding about teachers and schools, new reforms were born.

Empowering educators became a major goal of reform. Decision making was decentral-

ized, and local campuses became the center of school district governance. Site-based

management allowed teachers, administrators, and parents to form school policy within

the boundaries of limited state and federal mandates.

Teachers were seen as the key to educational reform and school renewal, and these

reform efforts emphasized teacher training and development. Improving teacher training

programs, increasing teacher salaries, and creating teacher leadership positions were

typical reform strategies.

Altering other aspects of the existing public school system also was suggested during

this period. Changes in the school calendar, teacher certification modifications, and

substantive curriculum changes were suggested as reforms that would lead to improved

student performance (Barto, 1990; Cohen, 1988b; Goodlad, 1984; Goodland, 1990;

Iacocca, 1991; Maeroff, 1988; Nothdurft, 1989; Rist, 1991; Sizer, 1984).

Eventually educators became disenchanted with the results of these reforms. Tinker-
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ing with the current public school system failed to improve student learning outcomes.

Slowly voices from the corporate and educational arenas began advocating a completely

different educational system. They wanted to scrap the current public common school

model and replace it with an educational system that was market-driven, a choice system

that would allow parents to choose among private and public school options (Alexander,

1991; Bush, 1990; Chubb and Moe, 1990).

As this new reform became popularized, educators who didn't like the privatization

of schooling took another look at the short comings of the public school system. They

realized that the needed changes in public education could not occur without fundamental

alterations in educational culture. Reformers saw a need to redefine the ideas, the com-

mitments, and the social order of schools (Timar and Kirp, 1989). Visions of how ideal

future schools should look, clearly spelled out with desired long-term educational out-

comes, were needed to provide focus to reforms (Schlecty, 1990). School leaders were

urged to make the creation of this vision their top priority (Behrens, 1989).

In the view of these reformers, a vision of ideal schooling creates significant school

reform goals (Schlecty, 1990). Visions of the ideal system of education provide school

restructuring efforts with a sense of order and direction. The process of vision building

forces school communities to form a consensus about their conception of schooling.

When visions have been created, the value of educational policies becomes easy to

evaluate; only if they align with envisioned outcomes are they supported. By crafting a

vision of the kind of schooling that will produce quality graduates, educators become

creators of the future. Instead of merely preparing for the future, they shape it.

A vision of the ultimate aims of reform also creates shared norms and cultural mes-

sages that inspire school people to excellence (Behrens, 1989; Schlecty, 1990). Working

towards the completion of important goals that are valued by the group acts as a motiva-

tor more powerful than money, power, or other extrinsic rewards (Sergiovanni, 1990).
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The required vision of future schooling to which educational reformers refer has

certain characteristics. It must be clear and compelling (Schlecty, 1990). It must contain

a careful conception of underlying values and beliefs (Lewis, 1989b). It must also

specify an action plan which converts the intuitive vision into a description of the educat-

ing expected of schools (Goodlad, 1990). Further, it must have a quality that stirs others

to action and induces commitment to it. The created image must be broad, ennobling,

and passionate (Miles and Louis, 1990). This vision must also include speculations on

conditions that may get in the way of its realization. Finally, it must be able to be shared.

By communicating their vision, educational leaders give meaning and purpose to school-

ing (Behrens, 1989).

Leaders with an agenda and an unparalleled concern with outcome also usually have

a capacity for transforming that vision into reality (Behrens, 1989). Therefore, educa-

tional leaders with well-developed visions may be the individuals most likely to create

21st century schooling. It seems important, then, to identify all aspects of the driving

visions of prominent educational theorists and practitioners.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to describe visions of an ideal 21st century system of

American schooling created by educational theorists and practitioners who have been

influential in the school restructuring movement and to record their descriptions of the

American school system that is most likely to evolve in the 21st century.

Research Questions

The responses of selected educational theorists and practitioners to the following

six research questions will guide this study of 21st century schooling:

1. What key assumptions and beliefs will drive this school system?
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2. What system of school governance and decision making will be utilized?
3. What will it be like to be a teacher, a student, and an administrator in this

school?

4. What will be the form and substance of the curricula?

5. What will be the role of instructional technology?

6. What obstacles may prevent the realization of the vision?

Significance of the Study

Since 1983, school reform has occupied both national and state policy agendas.

Although various models of school restructuring have been adopted throughout the

country, these efforts have usually proceeded without initially considering the long-term

needs of either particular school districts or of the national as a whole (Lewis, 1989a;

Schlecty, 1990). Many initial reform efforts, characterized by state and federal mandates,

proved largely unsuccessful in improving student achievement. More recent reform

efforts focused on moving both decision-making and accountability to the school site.

Diverse strategies for restructuring education were developed to create this decentralized

system (Lewis, 1989a). However, the lack of clear and guiding visions of the future to

be realized as a result of this restructuring effort has been identified as the greatest ob-

stacle to genuine and significant change (Schlecty, 1990).

Additionally, it has been difficult to ascertain whether educators subscribe to a set of

shared values and beliefs regarding the purpose of schooling. These driving beliefs and

values are either assumed, partially described, or are absent in discussions of educational

reform (Sergiovanni, 1989). Yet they determine the nature of the restructuring strategies

which are created. Disagreement over how to reform schools is to be expected in a

democratic society, but without a knowledge of the beliefs and values that are driving the

proposed changes, it is difficult to evaluate their usefulness.
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The present study attempted to describe visions of 21st century schooling hypoth-

esized by leading educational theorists and practitioners. Their visions of what should

be, and what probably will be, characteristic of the 21st century teaching-learning process

will represent important frameworks that can guide school reform evaluation. Barth

(1990) refers to a vision as a star on a compass that offers a clear, sometimes shining

sense of direction, a destination. With this destination in mind, continual, realistic ap-

praisal can determine how much progress has been made toward the star.

This study defined the educational destinations conceived by leading theorists and

practitioners. Without these guiding visions, current restructuring and reform efforts may

merely be efforts at not repeating the past, rather than actions aimed at crafting a future.

Assumptions

The major assumptions underlying this study were as follows:

1. The key informants in the study have a developed vision of 21st century school-

ing. This vision will include two perspectives: an idealized vision of what they would

like to see occur, and a vision of what they think is probable, given their knowledge of

the obstacles that may prevent the realization of their vision.

2. Representing a diverse group, the visions of key informants will convey common

themes that will be articulated using language and concepts familiar to educational

institutions (Schon, 1983).

Limitations

Because the key informants are primarily white and male, the visions described may

well represent majority rather than minority paradigms. Since there are always restraints

on being completely open, key informant responses may be intentionally selective and

the information gathered incomplete (Punch, 1986). However, diluted and restrained
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responses may reveal something of the concealed micropolitics of the interview topic.

Finally, although the described visions may provide insight into a preferred form of

future schooling, they should not be considered prescriptions for individual school dis-

tricts, since the key informants are not being asked to analyze specific district needs and

conditions.

Definition of Terms

The following terms were used in this study:

1. A non-structured,focused interview refers to an interview designed to elicit

specific information about a given experience, the content of which has already been

thoroughly analyzed (Brandt, 1972).

2. The term iterative refers to ongoing, incremental analysis of data throughout the

study.

3. Naturalistic generalization is knowledge gained by recognizing the similarities in

issues (Stake, 1978).

4. A reflective conversation with conversational improvisation is an interview tech-

nique designed to encourage the key informant and interviewer to contribute spontaneous

communication in response to thoughts and feelings evoked by the interview (Pettigrew,

1985). It promotes an open, rather than closed, question-and-answer agenda. Although

specific questions will guide the interview, related, spontaneous material will also be part

of the interview dialogue (Brandt, 1972).

Research Design

A qualitative design was used to examine, analyze, and describe the visions of 21st

century school articulated by key informants. The strength of this design lies in its five

components: it utilizes a natural setting where the researcher's insight is the key instru-
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ment for analysis. It is descriptive, focusing on words or pictures rather than on numbers.

It is concerned with process rather than just outcomes. The data analysis is on-going and

inductive. Its primary focus is on meaning and the participants' perspectives (Bogdan &

Biklin, 1982).

Subjects

Key informants chosen for this study included educational theorists and practitioners

who are recognized leaders in the current educational restructuring effort. The educa-

tional theorists either published works on school reform and restructuring that have

gained national notoriety and are frequently cited, or they expressed important views on

school restructuring and reform at seminars or through the news media.

The educational practitioners represented nationally known individuals who have

demonstrated leadership in the implementation of school restructuring and reform. Since

the critical criterion for inclusion in this study is nationally recognized expertise and

experience in current school reform and restructuring, it was inappropriate to attempt to

balance the list of participants in terms of geography, race, sex, age, or ethnicity.

The key informants included professors, university administrators, editors of major

educational publications, members of institutions and associations that have focused on

school reform, business leaders active in school reform, and school administrators. Key

informants meeting the above-mentioned criteria were selected as the target group to be

interviewed using the following procedure:

1. The researcher and two professors in the College of Education at the University of

North Texas compiled a list of key informants. The list totalled thirty-five individuals.

2. The researcher contacted by telephone four of the suggested key informants. After

hearing the names of potential key informants, the selected individuals were asked to

suggest additional names of important theorists and practitioners.
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3. A new list of potential key informants, totallying fifty-two individuals, was

created by adding names suggested by the four informants who were contacted.

4. The researcher then contacted, by telephone and letter, all potential key informants

to assess their availability and willingness to participate in this study.

5. A final list of key informants was compiled. This list included only those indi-

viduals who were willing to participate in the study. The final list included twenty-nine

key informants (see Appendix A).

Procedures for Data Collection

Data collection involved audiotaping interviews of key participants, gathering pub-

lished materials written by the key informants on school reform and restructuring, and

compiling researcher journal notes written as the study progressed.

Interviews of the key informants lasted a minimum of 30 minutes and a maximum of

two hours. Interviews began with the researcher establishing rapport, providing a brief

explanation of the study, and referring briefly to the informant's published viewpoint, if

applicable. The interview centered on obtaining responses to two questions that sup-

ported the research questions of this study (Appendix B). After the key informant was

asked these specific, open-ended questions, probing questions were sometimes used to

evoke greater specificity (Appendix C). The researcher continued to probe until all

research questions were discussed, or until the respondent chose to terminate the inter-

view. Although predetermined questions framed the interview, the researcher encour-

aged conversational improvisation, and a pattern of reflective conversation ensued

(Pettigrew, 1985). The length of the interview, although somewhat defined by the num-

ber of questions posed by the researcher, was determined by the key informant.

The securing of interview data occurred through one of two methods chosen by the

key informant, ranked below from most to least desirable method:
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1. Audiotaped interviews were obtained by visitation in a face-to-face interview.

2. Audiotaped interviews were obtained by recording telephone conversations as the

transaction occurred.

Participants were informed that the interview was being recorded. They also were

informed that the interview data would be used as part of this dissertation and, possibly,

in future publications. Occasionally an informant requested that certain remarks not be

attributed to them by name and they were assured that the researcher would honor this

request.

Audiotaped interviews were carefully transcribed verbatim to written format; the only

permissible omissions were irrelevant conversation and redundancies. Each tape was

reviewed at least twice. After the tapes were converted to written format, the audiotaped

material and the written material were compared and any necessary corrections to the

transcriptions were made. To further ensure the reliability of the transcriptions, a univer-

sity professor randomly selected three tapes, and compared at least 10 percent of each

audiotape with the transcribed responses.

Soon after the interview was completed, journal notes recording the researcher's

reflections on the interview process were made. These reflections included the

researcher's idea of key points and recurring themes, as well as notations about the

circumstances surrounding the interview and the responsiveness of the informant.

Data Analysis

Data analysis followed a constant comparative method that involved an on-going

search for patterns and trends among the data base (Glaser, 1978). As each key

informant's audiotape was transcribed, it was reviewed for recurrent patterns of response

to each research question. Pertinent material published by that key informant was then

reviewed and compared with the content of the audiotape. Through an iterative process,
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naturalistic generalizations emerged. These generalizations were then coded into cat-

egories (Fielding and Fielding, 1986). These categories were used as a vehicle for com-

paring the responses of key informants. A matrix of responses for each respondent was

developed and answers for each individual were recorded in appropriate cells (see Ap-

pendix D for an example). This allowed for a reduction of the data that permitted intra-

person response analysis.

A second matrix was then created by recording the key comments of each key infor-

mant relative to categories which emerged through iterative data analysis (see Appendix

E). Once the data were reduced and displayed in this form, an inter-person response

analysis to each of the interview questions occurred. Thus, a search occurred for simi-

larities among the responses of the key informants.

The information and relationships emerging from this analysis was used to develop

general understandings and conceptions of the form and function of 21st century school-

ing desired by the key informants of this study. The results were used to develop infer-

ences about the obstacles that key informants identified as key to preventing the realiza-

tion of their 21st century visions of schooling.

From the data, an attempt was made to develop inferences about the form of 21st

century schooling that seemed most likely to materialize. Inferences about the relation-

ship of current reform efforts to the 21st century visions articulated by the key informants

was accomplished through an iterative process of data review. Repeated reviews of the

original audiotaped transcriptions, the matrices, the published material of the key infor-

mants, and the researcher's journal notes occurred until the researcher was satisified that

all research questions were explained satisfactorily.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

No one seems happy with the American system of public education (Fullan, 1991).

Corporate voices deliver blistering critiques of graduates (Passow, 1989). Parents fume

about teachers and characterize their child's school experience as academically weak or

irrelevant. Members of the educational community are fed up with being held account-

able for teaching students who come through the schoolroom door weighted down with

the social ills of child abuse and neglect and family substance abuse (Fullan, 1991).

Talk further to these critics and they will assure you that they know exactly what will

fix America's schools. For some, public funding for private schools will spark productive

competition among educators, allowing free market capitalistic principles to set fire to

educational excellence (Chubb and Moe, 1990). Other voices advocate radical alteration

in school governance. They want all members of the school community to have input

into decisions (Maeroff, 1989; Glickman, 1990). Still other critics, faulting the curricu-

lum, plead for academic rigor. Others point to defective curriculum delivery and advo-

cate instruction that is equitably distributed to students with enthusiasm and creativity in

a technologically rich environment (Braun, Moursund, and Zinn, 1990). Many others

blame poorly prepared, "lazy" teachers for our country's academic woes and want to see

more regulation of both their training and daily routines.

Yet most of these critics don't present a clear, coherent image of the educational

changes they suggest (Fullan, 1991). With good intention, they advocate the use of

single, segmented solutions that are unconnected to the school's basic purpose, the values

and beliefs held by the school community (Fullan, 1991).

12
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Isolated innovations introduced into schools without the full involvement and ap-

proval of the school community invariably are unsuccessful (Fullan, 1991). Piecemeal

reforms fail to make deep and meaningful change in school practices. Illustrative of this

unsuccessful approach was the effort to introduce the British system of open education

into American public schools during the 1960s (Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, 1971;

Smith and Keith, 1971). Despite aggressive efforts to break down the doors separating

classrooms and people, over time students and teachers returned to their solitary rooms.

The curriculum reform effort of the 1960s, spurred by the launching of Sputnik, also

failed to involve teachers, parents, or children (Sarason, 1982). Its prime movers were

well-intentioned university scholars. Two fatal products resulted from this

uninvolvement of practitioners: faulty and overly abstract theories not related to practice,

and the lack of an explicit relationship between the nature of the proposed innovations

and the purposes of schools (Silberman, 1970). Similar innovations introduced in Cana-

dian schools by university authorities yielded dismal results (Aoki, 1977; Downey, 1977/

78; Simms, 1978; Tomkins, 1986).

Reform agendas initiated at federal and state levels often produced counter-produc-

tive and unintended results (Fullan, 1991). Some school districts only adopted changes to

access available federal funding rather than to solve identified problems (Berman and

McLaughlin, Vols. VII-VII, 1977-78). Because of the lack of commitment to the

change, support disappeared when the federal funds were discontinued. Statewide

testing efforts in Maryland and Pennsylvania also yielded disappointing results. Mandat-

ing these standardized assessments caused a crisis mentality among local school educa-

tors (Corbett and Wilson, 1990). Districts and teachers responded by frantically narrow-

ing their curriculum content and strategies to produce satisfactory test results. Corbett

and Wilson (1990) report that the pressure of these statewide tests reduced the breadth of

the curriculum, and diminished teacher motivation, morale and collegial interaction.
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Certainly these were not the results state officials envisioned.

The effective schools movement attempted to initiate a reform agenda that was

broader in scope than previous reforms. But superintendents and principals attempting to

implement the research from effective schools were disappointed with results

(Duttweiler, 1988; Fullan, 1988; Purkey and Smith, 1985; Rosenholtz, 1989). They

distilled the highly complex phenomenon of successful schooling to a list of simplified

factors such as high expectations for students, clear goals, an orderly atmosphere, etc...

(Fullan, 1991). While the effective schools movement attempted to address both instruc-

tional and school-wide change, it tended to focus on narrow educational goals.

Even reforms purported to have as their aim the restructuring of schools have had

disappointing results (Fullan, 1991). Teacher salary incentives, such as career ladders,

have created adverse side-effects (Bellon, et al, 1989; Hart, 1987; Timar and Kirp, 1989).

And the implementation of site-based management has produced unintended problems

and less than satisfactory outcomes (Lindquist and Mauriel, 1989; Levine and Eubanks,

1989). School-based councils and parent councils do not work any better than traditional

governance models because they do not get at the problem of meaning for the everyday

teacher (Fullan, 1991). And school councils rarely tackle instructional issues (Levine and

Eubanks, 1989). Ogawa and Malen (1989) claim that shared governance in the eight

schools they examined had failed to alter traditional decision-making relationships at all.

Most of these solutions were reactionary. They focused narrowly on achieving one

limited goal related to a perceived glitch in the existing educational machinery. Compel-

ling, broad, practical visions of the shape and form of an ideal 21st century American

public education system, noble dreams of educational excellence that pushed beyond

mere tinkering with the existing system were, and still are, notably rare.

This chapter explores the concept of "vision" in schooling, its relationship to leader-

ship and, finally, its impact on the current process of reforming America's schools to meet
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the challenges of 21st century society. As Schlecty (1990) states, "one of the greatest

barriers to school reform is the lack of a clear and compelling vision. One cannot get to

the moon if one does not know what the moon looks like or where it is" (p. 137). It

begins with a detailed definition of the concept of vision and visionary leadership. It

continues with a discussion of how visions are built and shared. It concludes with an

examination of the concept of vision in the context of current school reform, an examina-

tion that reveals a need for the shared, proactive, future-oriented envisioning that is the

object of the data collection process.

Vision: A Definition

A vision is a clear view of a believable and attractive future for an organization, a

target that beckons (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). It is not simply a vague idea of a desired

end. Nor is it a clear picture of a single aspect. A vision is an operating paradigm of all

aspects of the organization being created and the actual steps necessary to make that

paradigm a reality (Behrens, 1989; Goodlad, 1990). A vision takes a picture of the

whole that is more than a mere snapshot; it reflects on the process of picture-making as

well as the end product (Senge, 1990). It begins as an intuitive art that leads to a realistic

potential for a person, a dyad, or any larger collective body.

Visions, viewed from a systems point of view, express underlying, recurrent themes

that simplify a vast array of interrelationships and patterns (Senge, 1990). A new reality-

-one composed of interdependent, interconnected parts--is described. A vision of school

success involves such components as educational philosophies, values, missions, goals,

school cultures, staff development programs, curricula, organizational structures, school

finance, and the myriad other pieces that go into the delivery of education in the public

schools (Renchler, 1991).

A vision is a picture of a desired reality that compels others to act (Schlecty, 1990). It
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demands change. And a vision that causes action has several characteristics.

First, it is exhilarating and creates excitement by revealing ennobling underlying

values and beliefs (Lewis, 1989b; Senge, 1990). This statement of values and beliefs can

inspire in others a passionate commitment to make the vision a reality because it involves

them in a higher purpose. When people have a vision they truly want to accomplish and

that matters deeply to them, their ability to create solutions and to engage in learning is

enhanced (Senge, 1990).

Second, while the vision affirms the dignity, worth, and competence of those who are

being asked to change, it also clearly points out that unless change does occur, the values

of those individuals being asked to change will be threatened (Schlecty, 1988). The

vision emphasizes that currently embraced values are more likely to be threatened if the

status quo is retained than if the pain of change is endured. Corporate and educational

leaders delineate the negative consequences of not pursuing the desired outcomes. Cre-

ative tension is generated by concurrently presenting the vision while telling the truth

about current reality (Senge, 1990).

Third, a vision refers to a future state that has never before existed. That reference to

the future engenders commitment to act and differentiates a vision from strategic plan-

ning and goal-setting (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). A school, for example, is depicted in

terms of how it will be positioned in its future environment and how it will function

internally (Renchler, 1991).

Visions without reference to an idealized future are weak and hollow. These visions

will not muster the will and hard work necessary to transform the vision to reality. Com-

mitment to change is generated only when attention is focused on future solutions rather

than present dilemmas (Schlecty, 1988). Envisioning involves a belief that the future can

be influenced and changed by what one does now. Effective school leaders create strate-

gic visions that connect the reality of the present to the possibilities of the future
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(Renchler, 1991).

Fourth, visions focus on results (Schlecty, 1990). Visions containing measureable

outcomes cause purposeful action. Members of the organization must know that every-

one will be expected to judge their own performance and the performance of others

against clear outcomes embedded in the vision. When a comprehensive vision has been

created, outcomes are not measured in isolation. Instead, individuals also should ask

"Am I doing all I can do to assure that this organization is getting the results it should get

without violating the values we hold sacred?" Outcomes include both short-term and

long-term targets (Herman, 1990).

Great visions are usually considered by the majority to be unattainable and impracti-

cal. But it is this quality that fascinates and gives the vision its power. Presidents

Kennedy and Johnson envisioned landing on the moon. Martin Luther King envisioned a

world where citizens were judged by accomplishments and not skin color. Both dreams

were not tied to the realities of the time in which they were conceived. But visions like

these that cause significant change are novel, bold, brave, and even frightening to those

who can not or will not look beyond the present.

Leaders and Visions

The notions of leadership and vision are closely intertwined. When Bennis and

Nanus (1985) interviewed 90 successful corporate and public sector leaders, they found

that all of them possessed a compelling vision and demonstrated an unparalleled concern

with the outcomes implicit in their vision. Leaders are paradigm pioneers (Barker,

1988). They craft the future. They do not wait for it to happen.

Successful educational leaders possess visions (Chance and Grady, 1990). Effective

Texas school principals could clearly describe their visions, while ineffective principals

had no vision for their school (Behrens, 1989). Instead, less skilled principals focused
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on maintaining tranquility and the status quo.

The visions these successful principals create are powerful. After observing eight

very good elementary school principals, Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) noted one

characteristic they all shared: their visions for their schools were noble, realistic, and

clear. And they provided a sharp image of their future schools that included a careful

description of their own roles in those schools, a clear image of the change process itself,

and a framework within which to act on a daily basis (Manasse, 1986).

Shieve and Schoenheit (1987), in their study of twelve highly effective educational

leaders, found that their visions contained two dimensions. They created an organiza-

tional vision, focused on the specific outcomes they wished to see materialize in their

particular schools. They also espoused a universal vision that transcended their local

conditions and articulated their general philosophy of education.

Many less effective leaders develop visions predicated only on external standards

and rewards (Burns, 1978; Senge, 1990). Burns (1978) calls this "transactional" leader-

ship. School principals utilizing a transactional form of leadership provide positive

reinforcement for good work, merit pay for increased performance, promotion for in-

creased persistence, and a feeling of belonging for cooperation (Sergiovanni, 1990).

Transactional leaders often focus on achieving something relative to an outsider (Senge,

1990. School superintendents with a desire to produce student achievement scores

higher than a neighboring district, or CEOs who want to beat out the competition and

become number one are examples of leaders with extrinsically motivated visions. How-

ever, while outside threats can unite groups against something, they do not generate

action directed toward attaining worthwhile goals (Schlecty, 1988). And principals

practicing transactional leadership encourage their faculty to do what is expected, but

little else (Sergiovanni, 1990).

Successful leaders do more. They marshall their internal will by focusing on per-
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sonal intrinsic inner standards of excellence (Senge, 1990). Their vision develops from a

look inside themselves and an examination of the purposes, beliefs, and values that they

cherish. They create their organizational vision around this knowledge. Burns (1978)

calls this kind of leadership "transformational" leadership. Transformational leaders

motivate their subordinates by fulfillment of higher order psychological needs, needs for

esteem, autonomy, and self-actualization (Sergiovanni, 1990). They inspire their follow-

ers by focusing them on moral questions.

Transformational leaders know that what counts to most people is what they believe,

how they feel, and the social bonds they form (Etzioni, 1988). Transformational school

leaders create commitment in their faculty, commitment to a set of purposes and beliefs

about teaching and learning and a vision of what the school can become (Sergiovanni,

1991).

One of the challenges facing school leaders is developing the ability to connect their

hectic routine activities to instructional outcomes (Dwyer, 1984). Effective school

principals do this by establishing visions that are firmly grounded in a well-defined set of

purposes (Leithwood, 1987; Leithwood and Stager, 1989). Their vision profoundly

affects the content of their daily routine. Research conducted at the Center for the Ad-

vanced Study of Educational Leadership (Hallinger and McCary, 1991) suggests that

principals who implement the leadership function in ways that make a difference for

students and teachers consider the interplay between actions and responses in light of a

set of purposes.

Leithwood's (1987) research on principal leadership in schools noted that principals

with vivid purposes in mind recognize and use even unrelated opportunities to achieve

their goals. Peterson (1986) observed that principals functioned more effectively in their

school's fast-paced, fragmented administrative milieu when they held a vision firmly

based on values and beliefs. He also noted that principals holding this kind of vision
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engaged in focused problem finding, i.e., they identified as problems only those difficul-

ties that hampered the realization of their vision. This focus helped shape organizational

activities, teacher actions, and student learning. It shaped and channeled the actions of

subordinates in the school as well, and signaled to everyone that which was organization-

ally important.

Visionary leaders are avid learners. They have a passionate, commitment to changing

the way they and others think and do business (Senge, 1990). Senge (1990) shares the

perspective of two corporate visionary leaders. Ed Miller, President of the Herman

Miller Company says that companies must be "vision-led"--each company's reference

point is anchored in the future. He sees organizational learning as learning how to ac-

cept, embrace, and seek change. Ray Stata, President and CEO of Analog Devices, Inc.

feels that the core challenge faced by the aspiring learning organization is to develop

tools and processes for conceptualizing the big picture and testing ideas in practice. All

in the organization must master the cycle of thinking, doing, evaluating, reflecting.

Effective leaders manage themselves well (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). They

understand that self management is critical and they have a clear grasp of what is truly

crucial in their lives. They have come to the conclusion that effective leadership is no

less noble or base than the creative and healthy use of one's self. Successful school

leaders express this healthy use of self in the practice of difficult leadership skills (Miles

and Louis, 1990; Barth, 1990). They are able to give up power but not control, take

active initiative without shutting others out, and can support the initiatives of others

without becoming patronizing. Their healthy self-regard allows them to extend involve-

ment in the school's improvement to teachers, parents, and students (Barth, 1990).

Leaders can view reality from four different perspectives; they can see events,

patterns of behavior, systemic structures, or purposes (Senge, 1990). Reactive leaders

focus on events and patterns, while visionary leaders pay attention to all four levels but
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focus predominantly on the underlying systemic structures and their purposes.

Visionary leaders are able to see the reality-governing, generic structures in their

organization that remain hidden from most people (Senge, 1990). They are capable of

fathoming the processes and rules sustaining the system (Sarason, 1990). Effective

school leaders are keen observors of the cultures of classrooms, schools, districts, univer-

sities, and communities (Fullan, 1991). They recognize the complex web of factors that

reinforce the status quo in schools. They describe and explain the operations of their

schools, the interaction among school participants, and the impact of educational laws

and regulations by referring to broad structures and systems (Wirt and Kirst, 1989).

External sub-systems, such as the economy and the church, are seen as interacting with

the school and affecting outcomes. Internal cultural structures in their schools that wield

power are also acknowledged. Visionary school principals are aware of all of the critical

factors exercising control over the school's destiny: technology, political factors, com-

munity culture, and economic conditions (Sashkin, 1988).

These organizational structures can be conceived using different cognitive frames.

Some leaders with a rational system perspective see organizations in terms of their goals,

roles, and technology (Bolman and Deal, 1991).

Power, conflict, and the distribution of scarce resources are central issues to leaders

who view organizations with a political perspective (Bolman and Deal, 1991). Wirt and

Kirst (1989) identify the political system as a critical system that affects school opera-

tions:
It differs from the others because it alone is the source of.. .authoritative allocation ofvalues... .This is the subsystem whose decisions--about how individuals and groupswill be allocated the valued but limited objects--are generally accepted as legitimate.The values this system allocates may be material--a textbook... .or dropout schools.Values allocated may also be symbolic, conferring status and deference on favoredgroups--for example, making Christmas or Martin Luther King's birthday a schoolholiday. (p. 34)
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Visionary leaders understand that groups use political power to satisfy their values and

that four elemental values are present in school policies: quality, efficiency, equity, and

choice (Wirt, and Kirst, 1989).

Other leaders analyze organizational forces in terms of human resources: they focus

on people's needs, skills, and values and their formal roles and relationships (Bolman and

Deal, 1991). These human resource systems and structures represent basic forces at work

in all organizations (Senge, 1990). There are a small number of themes or stories of

human interaction that recur in all fields: management, psychology, family therapy,

economics and ecology. And they subtly but powerfully mobilize all kinds of systems.

Human interaction, regardless of context, moves in predictable patterns (Senge,

1990). These "systems archtypes" are not seen but felt. Unless leaders reckon with

these structures, their leverage remains a mysterious force that either hampers or sup-

ports the vision.

Senge (1990) provides a detailed picture of some of the most frequent archtypes:

Archtype 1: Limits to Growth

For every process that reinforces individual or group growth or improvement, there is a

balancing or stabilizing process which operates to limit growth. To change the behavior

of the system, one must identify and change the limiting force, not the reinforcing force.

Staff development efforts in schools are examples of activities that reinforce faculty

growth and improvement. But in order for the growth to be continued, the forces in the

daily school environment and culture that limit growth must be identified.

Archtype 2: Shifting the Burden

Shifting the burden structures come into play when there are obvious problems that need

attention, but quick, easy diversionary solutions are chosen instead. They are symptom-

atic solutions that address only the symptoms of a problem, not fundamental causes, and

thus tend to yield only short-term benefits. Principals may appease a student's parent by
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changing an unfairly assigned grade. But unless the principal coaches the teacher into

formulating a better student grading procedure, the fundamental problem remains un-

solved.

Archtype 3: Shifting the Burden to the Intervenor

The burden for solving a problem is shifted to an intervenor, such as a consultant. They

often do so with great success. Therefore, the people within the organization never learn

how to deal with the problems themselves. Principals who repeatedly take complete

responsibility for solving student discipline problems exhibit this type of behavior.

Archtype 4: Eroding Goals

A shifting-the-burden type of structure is one in which short-term solutions involve

letting long-term, fundamental goals decline; groups give permission to let performance

standards slide a little when in the midst of a crisis. Principals who suspend lesson plan

requirements and overlook poor classroom management when their faculty are coping

with new state curriculum requirements are practicing this kind of behavior.

Archtype 5: Escalation

If two people or departments see their welfare as depending on a relative advantage over

the other, escalation may occur. Actions are characterized by each trying more aggres-

sively to reestablish or hold the advantage. Competition between athletics, special

education, vocational education, and other departments for limited school district re-

sources practice Archtype 5.

Archtype 6: Success to the Successful

When two activities compete for limited support or resources, one becomes the victor.

However, as one becomes more successful and gains increasing support, the other activ-

ity receives decreasing support. Competition between departments in school buildings

can display behavior typical of Archtype 6. As one department becomes successful in

obtaining more faculty and funding, the other department's effectiveness is automatically
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reduced because of depleted resources. The future funding potential of the disadvantaged

department is reduced.

Archtype 7: Tragedy of the Commons

If individuals use a commonly available but limited resource solely for their department

or personal use, at first they are rewarded for using it, but eventually the resource is either

signficantly depleted, eroded, or entirely used up. School or central office secretarial

support can be used up when one individual or group over-burdens the service that should

be equally distributed to all.

Archtype 8: Fixes that Fail

A fix, effective in the short term, has unforeseen long-term consequences which may

require even more use of the same fix. When a school administrator responds reactively

to a parental request without contemplating the long-term, school-wide consequences

Archtype 8 behavior is operative.

Archtype 9: Growth and Underinvestment

Key goals or performance standards are lowered to justify underinvestment. When this

happens there is a self-fulfilling prophecy where lower goals lead to lower expectations,

which are then borne out by poor performance caused by underinvestment. Schools with

limited funding who lower their expectations for students with special needs are practic-

ing Archtype 9 behavior.

Some leaders focus on the symbolic meaning of organizational behavior and tend to

see imagery as having the power to control organizational behavior (Bolman and Deal,

1991). The structures and systems that they try to understand are the mental images of

schools, teachers, teaching and learning that their faculty carry around inside of them.

Still other leaders are eclectic and see a variety of these forces operating in their milieu.

Some controlling structures in schools are easy to identify. Organizational charts,

curriculum documents, written rules and regulations are tangible structures. But it is the
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unseen force of interpersonal relationships, the power of culture and history that is often

difficult to ascertain and understand (Bolman and Deal, 1991). In some schools there

may be confounding cultural differences due to the class, ethnicity, and race of the

student body (Metz, 1990). Organizational rituals, ceremonies, and symbols provide

important clues to the visionary leader about the underlying structures that control events

(Deal and Peterson, 1990).

Yet one can not see a system; it can only be conceptualized. What makes this so

difficult? Why do so many people who sincerely want to be effective agents of produc-

tive change fail to connect the parts of their organization into a meaningful whole? Fear,

that enemy of all change, deliberately clouds the vision of some would-be leaders

(Sarason, 1990).

Sarason (1990) sees this fear as promoting flight back to familiar albeit unproductive

ways of behaving:

Thinking in terms of a system, whether it is a family or school or school system,is intellectually demanding and messy; on the level of action it is like skating onthin ice or walking through a Mid-east mine field, fearful that you miscalculatedthe dangers and regretful that you cannot go back to the starting point. Is it anywonder, then, that people concentrate on what they feel secure about doing eventhough they know that what they will do is an exercise in futility? (p. 42)

For great leaders, problem solving begins with an understanding of the particular

structure underlying a particular problem and continues until they have been able to
envision the pattern of diverse forces that contributes to the continuation of the problem.

Visionary leaders display an uncanny ability to comprehend the purposes and systems

underlying organizational events. It is this understanding that enables them to become

master of, rather than servant to, their organization. Because visionary leaders truly

understand the forces that shape their group, they can decide whether to maintain or

change them and by how much.

Visionary leaders start by pursuing their own vision, but they learn to listen carefully
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to others' visions and see that their vision is part of something larger (Senge, 1990).

Instead of possessing their vision, they become its steward. The vision ceases to be a

possession and becomes a calling. George Bernard Shaw (Senge, 1990) describes the

transcendant quality that energizes visionary leaders:

This is the true joy in life, the being used for a purpose recognized by yourself as a
mighty one...the being a force of nature instead of a feverish, selfish little clod of
ailments and grievances complaining that the world will not devote itself to making
you happy (p. 352).

Visionary leaders are not necessarily charismatic personalities (Peters and Waterman,

1982). They are not always imposing people with fire in their bellies. Some leaders

inspire others with their high visibility and constancy. Their knack at shaping values and

selling their vision is tied to their sincerity. They do not give up. They live their dream-

-everyday. Not only do they talk incessantly about their vision, but also work to rein-

force it through personal actions, hiring practices, and organizational structures they

support (Bradford and Cohen, 1984). Visionary leaders are continually helping people

see the big picture: how parts of their organization interact and the longer and broader

impact of local decisions (Senge, 1990). Visionary leaders are teachers. But they do not

pretend to have final answers. Most importantly, visionary leaders are humble, life-long

learners.

Creating the Visions that Lead

Recent studies of urban education reveal that successfully changing schools revolves

around a number of powerful themes (Louis and Miles, 1990). Fullan (1991) identifies

six key themes that must be addressed:

1. Vision-building

2. Initiative-Taking and Empowerment

3. Staff Development/Resource Assistance
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4. Restructuring

5. Monitoring/Problem-coping

6. Evolutionary Planning

Successfully changing a school starts with vision-building (Rogus, 1990; Fullan,

1991). The school leader must create a sharable vision that describes what the school

will look like and what the change process will involve (Miles, 1990). Indeed, Cole

(1985) defines leadership as "articulating a vision."

How does a leader begin to develop the kind of vision that inspires others? Some

leaders intuitively design visions, but the process of vision building is also one that can

be learned.

The DuPont Corporation has created a leadership training program that addresses

vision building (DuPont Corporation, 1989). One of the first steps they advocate is

utilization of what is called a "Levels of Thought Framework," a tool that assists leaders

in becoming clear about their beliefs, principles, and philosophy.

Peters and Waterman (1982) believe clarity about values is imperative. Every excel-

lent company they studied was passionate about what it stood for and took the process of

value shaping seriously. Less successful companies did not. Only financial objectives

stimulated animated discussion in their firms. The basic beliefs and philosophy of an

organization have far more to do with its relative achievements than do technological or

economic resources, organizational structure, innovation, or timing (Watson, 1963).

Every successful school is defined by a culture that has a clear sense of purpose and

a firm sense of it core values (Sergiovanni, 1984). Effective school leaders are those

espousing a vision that pays attention to intentions, or the meaning behind their vision

(Manasse, 1986). One of the fundamental problems with educational reform efforts has

been that the people involved did not have a clear, coherent sense of the reform's basic

meaning (Fullan, 1991). The changes that came with the proposed reforms struck at the
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core of learned beliefs and conceptions about education. Many times the beliefs about

teaching and learning inherent in the reforms were not explicit, discussed, or understood

(Fullan, 1991). Lacking a clear belief system, faculty in these schools found it difficult to

sift valuable from not-so-valuable activities as they occurred each day.

Vision building begins with soul-searching: what values and beliefs, what prin-

ciples form the core of the leader? How will this core be reflected in the vision that is

built for the organization?

For educational leaders this means asking themselves fundamental questions about

the teaching-learning process:

1. Do I believe that students can learn by working together in small groups and that they

can enhance each others learning?

2. Do I believe learning should be highly relevant to the learner?

3. What defines the teaching role: to develop minds, to instill social values, or both?

4. Which outcome do I prize more: academic rigor or student self-esteem?

5. Should rules be equitably and blindly enforced?

6. Should the teacher's authority remain rooted in institutional legitimacy and knowledge

and be paid respectful attention?

7. Do I believe in teaching a subject or in teaching people (Cuban, 1984)?

In order to create a vision capable of leading an organization to excellence, leaders

must engage "transcendent" levels of energy (DuPont Corporation, 1989). Transcendent

energy is generated when the leader develops courses of action that supersede self-

interest and generates willfulness to pursue the goal in others. This is the drive, the zeal

that is so evident in superior achieving groups. Leaders without this energy are transac-

tional leaders that give rewards and receive mere compliance from their employees

(Sergiovanni, 1990). Leaders with transcendant energy levels, transformational leaders,

inspire their employees' high performance as they push toward realizing lofty goals.
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Once personal beliefs and values are clearly known by the leader and the appropriate

energy level has been harnessed, the next step begins (Behrens, 1989). That step is an

intuitive imagining of a possible future.

University administrator preparation programs are being designed to develop the

holistic, intuitive thought processes prevalent during vision-building. A few universities

have initiated Creative Leadership Preparation programs to do this (Mecca and Adams,

1991). The Institute for Future Systems Research has developed for educators the ED

QUEST strategic planning model that integrates future research techniques and divergent

thinking methods into a group process to yield scenarios of alternative educational futures

This intuitive process proceeds from an ability to identify and appreciate the interact-

ing parts, to see the governing structures of the organization (Manasse, 1986). These

parts can be seen in the manifest organization, the one that is seen on the organizational

chart; they are evident in the assumed organization, the organization that individuals

perceive actually to be existing; they are found in the extant organization, or the situation

as revealed through systematic investigation; they can be seen through the requisite

organization, the organization as it would look if it were in accord with the reality of the

situation within which it exists (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). Only in healthy, highly

functional organizations are these four concepts in alignment. That is why the leader's

task is so arduous. First, the leader must identify the various parts that propel the current

organization and then must conceive of a vision that will bring all of them into harmony.

Like architects, great leaders build visions with a clear understanding of how these

structures and systems will either support or disintegrate their creation. Their vision is

built on a foundation of values, purposes, and beliefs that support excellence for the

entire organization. Structures and systems that support the foundation are carefully

nurtured. It is this capacity that gives the vision its power to transform future reality in a

positive direction.
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Dreaming creatively about alternatives to the current organizational forces, actually

seeing spectacular alternative outcomes, daring to think what is currently unthinkable,

this is the stuff of visions. When new paradigms are being sought, all ideas and

imaginings are uncritically accepted by the visionary (Barker, 1988). To assist leaders in

developing this capability, "brain-storming" activities are conducted in which groups of

leaders are asked to generate solutions to a problem in an atmosphere that accepts all

responses (DuPont Corporation, 1989).

DuPont (1989) also provides a "Systems Framework" tool to assist leaders in devel-

oping a future-oriented vision of organizational excellence. This process begins by

asking leaders to describe the current situation, and then continues by challenging them to

imagine and record the most ideal situation they can muster without concern for barriers

or practicalities. This represents the core of their vision.

The second phase of vision development involves the analytical skills of the leader

(Behrens, 1989). Concrete implications of the dreams must be understood and action

plans conceived to transform the imaginings from mere dreams to powerful visions. The

Texas LEAD Center (Schainker and Roberts, 1989), during its workshop on vision-

building for school administrators, trains participants to actualize their vision by utilizing

a wall chart with a picture of a large balloon that symbolizes the vision. Several trailing

tethers are drawn from the balloon; these symbolize the "ropes to reality," or the actions

they need to make their vision live. Now the requirements for institutionalizing the

vision must be considered.

Transforming the vision to action means asking some tough questions:

1. What would it take to invoke the changes and what would it cost?

2. How likely is it that these changes can be invoked and what are the obstacles?

3. Are there structural, organizational, or cultural changes that simply must occur in

order to make the vision viable?
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4. What changes need to occur in the structure of the organization or in the way business

is done in order to ensure the continuation of the vision?

5. At what point should the changes be in place and how long will it take to get them in

place (Schlecty, 1988)?

Answering these questions causes the vision to expand and become more sharply

defined. Changes in funding patterns, the alteration of existing laws, the reconception of

physical plants may become a part of a vision as a result of a thorough consideration of

implementation issues. Visionary leaders craft their vision carefully.

Personal Visions of Organization Members

No one can give another person a vision, and no leader can force a person to develop

a vision (Senge, 1990). Yet it is important to nurture and celebrate personal visions. If a
person does not have one, then all he can do is "sign up" for the vision of someone else.

Before members of an organization can create a more powerful, shared vision of what

they wish their organization to work together to accomplish, they each must hold a

personal vision to which there is deep commitment (Senge, 1990).

This personal vision must be rooted in an individual's own set of values, concerns,

and aspirations. Developing a personal vision is not easy for everybody. Motivation to
create the vision will vary greatly. If individuals develop a personal sense of mastery and
have successfully created much of their own individual reality, then they will be more

likely to believe in their ability to create a future reality for the organization. Conversely,

if individuals perceive themselves as having little power over their personal destiny, then

it is unlikely that they will invest much energy in creating a vision of the future for the

organization. They will see it as a futile exercise, a waste of time.

Many members of organizations may quietly own visions. Barth (1990) believes that

every teacher and every principal, for example, harbors a vision of a desirable school
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that was developed before they began their work in education. He believes educators

possess a "moral imagination" that gives them the ability to see schools not as they are

but as they would like them to become. And he also believes that their vision contains an

overall conception of what the educator wants the organization to stand for, what its

primary mission is, what its basic core values are, and a sense of how all the parts fit

together.

But for some reason, these visions are seldom articulated. They are usually deeply

submerged, and when they do surface, are fragmentary. Barth (1990) explains that this

blurring of personal visions is a consequence of the educational milieu in which teachers

find themselves. Their personal visions often conflict with state department of education

requirements. They must yield to school district goals and objectives. Soon frustrated

teachers abandon their own agendas and make their way, grudgingly complying with

goals developed by someone else, somewhere else (Barth, 1990):

It becomes painful to have what we care deeply about repeatedly violated or
discounted. So, our visions take refuge way down in our hip pockets where, in toomany cases, they forever languish rather than inspire (p. 149).

Personal vision killers take many forms (Barth, 1990). One is the wet blanket re-

sponse to unfamiliar ideas delivered by those who delight in dashing dreams: "Are you

crazy?" "We've tried that before and it didn't work!" Another subtle vision killer gives

half-hearted support to the new idea and secretly hopes that it will fail. Unfortunately,

life is usually difficult for those brave few that risk sharing a personal vision of the future

that is markedly different from the status quo (Barker, 1988). While a few pioneers may

be willing to follow the new path, the majority will initially resist and want to snuff out

both the vision and the visionary.

Leaders face an awesome task. They must nurture courage in some individuals so

they will dare to build a personal vision. They must radiate trust and caring so that others
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will feel free to retrieve and celebrate their own visions. But by unlocking these visions,

energy is also unlocked (Barth, 1990). The visions of seasoned practitioners in any

organization are precious because they are rich with insights, hammered out of years of

practice. In order for transformative, shared organizational visions to emerge, every

organization must become a community of visionaries. Each member must create a

vision.

Sharing the Vision

It is not enough for an individual to create a vision of a better reality in his head. A

vision is not a vision but an empty collection of thoughts, unless it can be shared with

others in the organization. A shared vision is one that belongs to the individual and to

everyone. One person, not even a gifted leader, or a group can not impose a vision on an

organization (Senge, 1990). Such imposition of visions engenders compliance, but not

commitment.

A shared vision unearths shared pictures of the future that foster genuine commitment

and enrollment rather than compliance (Senge, 1990). When people identify with their

organization's purpose, when they experience ownership in a shared vision, they find

themselves doing their life's work instead of just doing time (Schainker and Roberts,

1989).

A bond of shared understandings sustains innovations and reduces the stress of

change (Fullan, 1982). Altering old ways of behaving is not easy. House (1974) ex-

plains:

Innovations are acts of faith. They require that one believe that they willultimately bear fruit and be worth the personal investment, often without thehope of an immediate return. Costs are also high. The amount of energy andtime required to learn the new skills or roles associated with the new innovationis a useful index to the magnitude of resistance (p. 73).
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Schools in which teachers have a shared vision about their work are more likely to

incorporate new ideas and to be continually improving their practice (Rosenholtz, 1989).

A shared vision can give faculty the strength to confront the conservative ethos of teach-

ing that is so firmly focused on the present (Lortie, 1975). Miles (1987), in his study of

successful urban high schools, found that:

A good vision provides shared criteria for judging movement. Such evolution alsoleads characteristically to organizational change: new structures and procedures thatin turn promote institutionalization (p.7).

A shared vision brings alive an organization in many ways:

1. It provides the focus and energy for the learning that must occur if the vision is to be

realized.

2. It gives coherence to diverse activities.

3. It creates exceptionally high-performing teams.

4. It compels courage so naturally that people don't even realize the extent of their

courage.

5. It provides a powerful antidote to the overwhelming force of the status quo.

6. It creates a great dream that dispels pettiness.

7. It fosters risk taking and experimentation.

8. It fosters long-term commitment to goals (Senge, 1990).

A shared vision reflects the heart of each person's personal vision. It is a force of
impressive power that creates a common identity even among enormously diverse people

(Senge, 1990). It is the answer to the question, "what do we want to create?" It is a

vision that has been so skillfully woven by a leader that all members of the organization

feel ownership. A vision is truly shared when people feel connected and bound together

by a common aspiration.

Successful leaders artfully guide the building of a shared vision. Donald M. Kendall,
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CEO of PepsiCo, Inc. (1986), describes the most important job of top management as the

creation of a vision and the sharing of that vision with others in the organization. In fact,

he describes the essence of leadership as being the sharing of the vision rather than the

creating of one.

Vision-sharing in schools occurs in an educational culture that encourages collabora-

tion and power sharing (Louis and Miles, 1990.; Fullan, 1991). Louis and Miles (1990)
found that leaders of successful schools set up cross-hierarchical steering groups consist-

ing of teachers, administrators, and sometimes, parents and students. Developing a

collaborative work culture reduces the professional isolation of teachers and allows the
sharing of successful instructional practices (Fullan, 1990; Hargreaves, 1989; Little,

1990). Working together, sharing a vision of an ideal image of their school, is one activ-
ity that also has the potential for raising teacher morale and enthusiasm. The sharing

process opens the door for experimentation and an increased sense of efficacy among

faculty (Cohen, 1988; Rosenholtz, 1989).

Sharing a vision involves two processes. The talented leader must first persuasively

share his own vision with his membership. A leader must have confidence in both his

vision and in his office. CEOs and school superintendents who do not use their office
and their vision to lead will create an organization incapable of leadership in the commu-

nity (Schlecty, 1990).

This means that a truly outstanding visionary leader must also be a truly gifted com-

municator. The leader must be able to capture the imagination of the group and get them
to recognize and accept an ideal (Behrens, 1989). To do this, visionary leaders must do

more than impart information. They must express their vision as shared values in a form
that makes them memorable and easily grasped (Deal and Peterson, 1990). Visionary

leaders must employ metaphors, analogies, and simple phrases or slogans to express

complex ideas (Schlecty, 1988). Rather than using familiar words, visions are best
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described with new language that challenges the listeners to reconceptualize familiar

happenings (Schlecty, 1990). But this is just the first step.

The second process involves the incorporation of the leader's vision with the personal

visions of others in the organization. It is a delicate process. The leader must artfully

persuade others to adopt crucial elements of his vision, yet at the same time must be

willing to adapt the vision to accommodate perspectives of others in the organization.

As the shared vision develops, participants become co-creators, partners in an image that

ceases to be "my vision" but instead becomes "our vision" (Senge, 1990):

A useful metaphor is the hologram... .if you divide a hologram, each part shows thewhole image intact... .Similarly, if you continue to divide up the hologram, nomatter how small the divisons, each piece still shows the whole image. Likewise,when a group of people come to share a vison for an organization, each person seeshis own picture of the organization at its best. Each shares responsibility for thewhole, not just for his piece. But the component pieces are not identical. Eachrepresents the whole image from a different point of view. It's as if you were to lookthrough holes poked in a window shade; each hole would offer a unique angle forviewing the whole image. So, too, is each individual's vision of the whole unique (p.212).

Beliefs are learned and are malleable. They can be slowly dropped, learned anew,
and integrated with others into a unique synthesis (Cuban, 1984). This process begins
with training for all faculty in collaboration- and consensus-building skills (Anderson

and Cox, 1987). Groups must learn how to take their multiple views and refocus them

into a shared vision. Groups must also learn effective ways to deal with the inevitable

conflict that arises when groups come together. Training in conflict-resolution skills

must occur. Individuals must be taught to behave non-judgmentally (Senge, 1990).

Excellent visions will not emerge unless these skills become part of each person's auto-
matic communication style, because once an individual decides "this is the way it is," the

flow of creative dialogue is blocked (Bohm, 1965).

Participants must be coached to separate themselves from their thoughts so they lose
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the need to defend and react and can instead, truly listen and learn (Senge, 1990). Medio-

cre groups either suppress their conflicting views because they fear conflict or they

adamantly speak their views which they present as sacrosanct. Group members must

begin to see each other, not as adversaries, but as colleagues, with different views (Senge,

1990).

Discussions must be seen as divergent activities that, rather than seeking agreement,

seek a richer grasp of complex issues. Conflicting ideas must flow freely to allow the
discovery of new solutions no one individual would have found alone. The difference

between great teams capable of great envisioning and mediocre teams lies in how they
face conflict and deal with the defensiveness that invariably surrounds conflict.

Rarely do all members of an organization enthusiastically embrace the vision, how-
ever. Although leaders can proceed successfully without 100% acceptance, the vision
must receive approval from the majority (Schainker, and Roberts, 1989). If the vision
has not been accepted by a majority of the group, then it has little chance of materializ-
ing. Visionary leadership means vision salesmanship. No sale, no vision.

To fully share the vision, a leader must then make a conscious decision to manipulate

the routine ceremonies and symbols of his organization's culture (Deal and Peterson,
1990). Merely holding a meeting and developing a shared organizational vision will not
make the vision a meaningful force in each person's life. The daily behavior of leaders
symbolically reveals their priorities and values to others (Mojkowski, 1991). People

watch what leaders do and do not have time to do. They watch what leaders say and

what they do not say.

Excellent educational leaders know that symbolic behavior is particularly powerful

in schools. Teachers, for the most part, work alone. Once the classroom door is closed,
they can choose to follow or ignore the mandates of their principal or of the state educa-
tion agency. Since it is impossible to give direct supervision in loosely structured
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schools, effective school leaders realize the significance of vision symbols as a means of

influence (Sergiovanni, 1990). They deliberately and liberally celebrate certain heroes

and heroines that typify the kind of worker needed to realize a school's vision. School

symbols that reinforce aspects of the vision are used repeatedly in speeches and in iconic

representations adorning hallways and classrooms (Davis, 1989). They use rituals,

stylized repeated behaviors that reinforce shared values and beliefs, to make the vision a

creative force in the daily lives of employees. These rituals can involve story-telling,

celebrations, "happy hours," handshakes, or inside jokes. The Texas LEAD Center

(Schainker and Roberts, 1989) acknowledges the symbolic value of a leader's behavior

and suggests that school administrators consider adopting the following rituals:

1. Allocate time in meetings to hear testimonials related to the vision.

2. Allocate resources to projects that relate to the priorities inherent in the vision.

3. Conduct regular meetings in special settings to convey importance.

4. Celebrate "small wins" that ultimately will lead to the attainment of the vision.

5. Use key words or slogans during brief face-to-face interactions to remind others of the

vision.

6. Develop a logo that iconically conveys the vision.

7. Reward people who demonstrate behavior consistent with the vision.

Visions are fragile. They need to be nurtured or they die. Visionary leaders take

great care to ensure that the enthusiasm of the early stages of vision sharing is continued

(Senge, 1990). If dissenting voices are discounted rather than heard, if the vision is
perceived to be set in stone, if people feel that their particular piece of the vision does not
matter, enthusiasm wanes and the vision withers. Instead, the vision sharing process

must be viewed as a special kind of on-going inquiry into the future, an inquiry that seeks

to produce a vision that is always larger than the individual visions out of which it was

born.
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Visions also can die because of organizational discouragement (Senge, 1990). A

vision must be built on firmly held beliefs and values and each person must feel a keen

sense of commitment to them (Ovard, 1990). If they do not, when frustrations are en-

countered they will lack the will to see the vision through to fruition. Reminders of these

shared beliefs must be abundant. The persistence and determination so vital to the suc-

cess of the vision rests on strongly held beliefs (Bennis and Nanus, 1985).

Members of the organization must also be given the time necessary to focus on the

vision (Senge, 1990). If individuals are so overwhelmed with managing current reality,

the vision will be forgotten. Most importantly, a spirit of connection must be cultivated

among each organizational member. To keep the vision empowered, there must be a

quality to relationships and conversations that reinforces the idea that everyone is impor-

tant to the process. Each member must feel a relationship to others in pursuit of a truly

noble future. "We" must remain the operative word.

Sometimes visions abort. Despite good beginnings, they die before they have fin-

ished their mission. Why? Structures that limit the growth of visions can arrest the

building of momentum behind a new vision (Senge, 1990). These structures must be

understood and dealt with as part of the vision building process. Several generic vision-

killing structures are commonly seen in organizations:

1. Polarization: inability to inquire into diverse visions in a way that promotes the emer-

gence of deeper, common visions.

2. Organizational discouragement: the apparent difficulty in bringing the vision into

reality that discourages the group.

3. Limitations of time and energy: the demands of current reality that overwhelm people

and result in a loss focus on the vision.

4. Loss of group connectedness: the loss of focus on what the group really wanted to

accomplish, replaced by a detached focus on an official vision; this kills the deepest
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desires underlying shared vision, the desire to be connected to a larger purpose and to one

another (Senge, 1990).

Visions become forgotten dreams unless they are shared and nurtured. Not only do

successful leaders impart the shared vision through overt actions, but also they carefully

orchestrate the hidden forces of the organization so that they, too, share the vision. Lead-

ers must create a culture that is motivated by and dedicated to the vision (Senge, 1990).

Those asked to support the difficult work of change in support of a shared vision of

future excellence will expect to have four questions answered (Schlecty, 1990). First,

they will want to know what the vision entails and how it will affect them and their lives.

Second, they will be interested in feasibility: can it be done or is this just one more

passing fad? Third, they will want to know why they should do it. Finally, they will ask

how to do it. One of the reasons shared visions fail is that too little time is spent answer-

ing the first three questions.

When is a Vision not a Vision?

President Bush has a vision of 21st century education that is expressed in his well-

publicized National Goals for Education (U.S. Department of Education, 1990). Some

school personnel may see this document as a ready-made vision for their particular

campus. But no organization can adopt someone else's vision, even if it belongs to a

president. The Coalition of Essential Schools, a very successful school reform effort,

inculcates the participating school membership with its principles (Houston, 1988). But

they also admonish these schools to avoid designing programs to serve only Coalition

needs, and instead urge them to ensure that local ownership and accommodation are

possible. Excellence only arises when the individual organization's membership feels a

strong sense of ownership that is partially created by the process of vision construction.

Traditional hierarchical organizations create visions that emanate down from the top
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(Senge, 1990). The vision sharing process often involves nothing more than perfunctory

sharing, giving people information only so they can carry out their tasks in support of the

larger vision. Some presidents of authoritarian organizations do not even acknowledge a

need to share their vision. Employees are seen as needing only to know what is expected

of them. It should not be surprising that employees in these groups feel little personal

commitment to their work. Labeling this kind of statement a vision is a misnomer, and

labeling perfunctory information distribution as vision sharing is a fraud.

School leaders frequently have been guilty of this kind of vision-building. Their

visions, made of abstract goals, were powered by the force of mandate (Gross et al, 1971;

Charters and Pellegrin, 1973; Huberman and Miles, 1984). Teachers were told they must

operationalize the vision. They responded with confusion, frustratration, and anxiety. In

this tense milieu, the vision died.

Some firms, sensing a lack of strategic direction and poor morale, gather top manage-

ment together with outside consultants to write a vision or mission statement (Senge,

1990). The resulting vision or mission statement is intended to describe what the organi-

zation is going to achieve. But the process behind the development of the statement can

be an obstacle to creating a vision that has the power to change the future. Strategic

planning efforts usually are reactive and focused on short-term rather than long-term

scenarios. Hamel and Prahalad (1989) state that most strategic plans reveal more about

today's problems than tomorrow's opportunities. Typical strategic planning analyzes an

organization's market niche and strengths and weaknesses in relation to its competitors,

but fails to entertain the notion of the ideal, a vision to which the organization would like

to aspire. The envisioning process is markedly different from long-range planning, the

simple extrapolation of statistical trends and forecasts. It is more than attempting to

anticipate the future and prepare accordingly.

Indeed, Adams (1984) was disturbed by the strategic planning efforts characteristic of
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most developing organizations. Although acknowledging the importance of visions, the

traditional organizational development perspective centered on theories and the collection

and analysis of data about present realities. This approach left organizations vulnerable

to unanticipated events that lay beyond the data base. It also blinded the organization to

opportunities to create a quality future; instead, the focus frequently remained on creating

a "better" tomorrow.

Seeing the need for a new organizational perspective, Adams (1984) began referring

to his perspective as organizational "transformation" rather than development. While

organizational development attempts to enhance existing operations, organizational

transformation acknowledges a need for an entirely new system. This transformative

perspective shifts the focus to establishing a vision of what is desired, a proactive per-

spective. Organizational transformation implies discontinuity rather than continuity with

past practices. Six themes dominate the arena of organizational transformation:

1. Vision: this implies the importance of establishing and clarifying the purposes, goals,

directions, or focuses that the individual or system is working towards and then obtaining

group agreement and commitment.

2. New Perspectives: this involves questioning the basic assumptions and beliefs that are

taken for granted in organizations and permits new ways of knowing, new conscious-

nesses that are more holistic, expansive, and relativistic.

3. Organization as an Energy Field: this suggests the necessity of managing organiza-

tional processes in addition to managing organizational positions and focuses on the

power of collective beliefs, myths, and traditions--the culture of the organization.

4. Leadership: this involves adding a leadership focus on creating and sustaining the

vision and catalyzes alignment with the vision.

5. Performance Excellence: this refers to the highly competent execution and comple-

tion of required or desired tasks.
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6. Human Empowerment: this involves the creation of environmental conditions in

which people are encouraged to work toward achieving their potentials; the focus is on

encouraging individual well-being, individual responsibility, individual spiritual develop-

ment and the alteration of self-limiting beliefs.

This new paradigm emphasizes an expanded sense of personal identity, an awareness

of the interconnectedness of people in their organizational cultures, and the interrelation-

ships among organizational cultures in the larger environment (Adams, 1984). It moves

the basic style of thinking about organizations away from a reductionist, mechanistic base

to include more expansionist and systemic thinking. By adopting this broader perspec-

tive, an organization explores its purpose and future in relation to the larger environment.

Organizations engaged in developmental activities do not produce future-creating visions.

Organizations willing to transform themselves do.

Visions and their Relationship to Current School Reform

Teacher empowerment. Site-based management. Democratic management. Coop-

erative learning. Higher order thinking skill instruction. Teaching mathematics with

manipulatives. Whole language. Teachers as leaders. Master Teachers. Multicultural

education. Computer Assisted Instruction. Accelerated Learning. Parent-community

involvement. National teacher certification. Instead of creating proactive, future-

oriented, holistic visions that describe desirable and excellent outcomes, most current

proponents of school reform develop one good idea. And the list of good ideas is end-

less.

But the myriad of recommendations in recent educational reform reports rarely

connect. Few of the reports attempt to create an integrated conception of the complex

system called schooling (Sarason, 1990). In 1984 the Department of Education de-

scribed in A Nation Responds: Recent Efforts to Improve Education the tidal wave of
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reforms that occurred in response to the National Commission on Excellence in

Education's report of the previous year, A Nation at Risk (Passow, 1989). This report

mentions an extraordinary array of reform initiatives: site-based management, business-

school partnerships, changes in vocational education, and the need for a technological

revolution. By 1986 reform efforts were unified by two themes: more rigorous aca-

demic standards for students, and more recognition and higher standards for teachers.

But like all reform reports that have appeared regularly since the Report of the Com-

mittee of Ten in 1893, the outpouring of activities at the federal, state, and local levels

after publication of A Nation at Risk focused on fixing aspects of the current system of

American education (Passow, 1989). The system itself was never questioned. And not

one report asked why these reforms should be any more successful than similar school

reform efforts attempted in the past (Sarason, 1990). No report questioned the useful-

ness of this old, essentially unchanged system in a society that has experienced drastic

cultural changes. Since the 1970s American educational policy has shifted from equity

to excellence, from needs and access to ability and selectivity, from regulations and

enforcement to deregulation, from the common school to parental choice and institutional

competition, and from social welfare concerns to economic and productivity concerns.

Yet classrooms and schoolyards, teachers and instruction look remarkably the same.

Minor innovations give the impression of change, but the deep structures of schooling

stubbornly remain.

Why don't most educational reformers conceive of schooling holistically? Why

can't they see the underlying structures, and the system that controls the tiny pieces of

daily teacher and student behavior? Why hasn't the system itself changed in any major

way?

The answer, like the question, is messy and complex. If schools could be excised

from the whole of society, placed in a sterile environment and manipulated without
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interference, then maybe understanding the systems that control school life would be

easier. But that is not the case. The organizational dynamics of school systems are

embedded in and reflective of the American society that created and nurtured them

(Sarason, 1990). To understand the structures operative in one school's life, many outside

influential structures also must be considered: the universities that prepare the faculty,

the political system that creates the rules and regulations, the family systems that nurture

the students, the private belief systems that drive the faculty, and unintended ecological,

sociopolitical, and technological events that cause the phrase "societal stability" to be an

oxymoron. This is dangerous work. The protections afforded by perceptual blinders are

gone. Seeing holistically is seeing a supposedly known reality for the first time.

Once the protective covering has been torn off, school leaders begin to see powerful

structures that do control the world of schooling and discover that other structures,

thought to be the controllers, are non-existent. Traditional scapegoats such as funding

and governance structures lose power when school leaders face the fact that the real

obstacles to school reform are the values and beliefs about teaching and learning held by

members of the school community. They must be brave enough to admit that many of

their cherished assumptions and axioms about school are no longer valid, if they ever

were (Sarason, 1990):

The problem is not technical. Nor is it motivational. Nor is it moral. The problem
inheres in your unreflective acceptance of assumptions and axioms that seem so
obviously right, natural, and proper that to question them is to question your reality.
Therefore, faced with failure after failure, having tried this, that, and almost every
thing else, you don't examine your bedrock assumptions. Instead, you come up with
variations on past themes - now with more desperation and anger, but less hope.
Instead of stimulating discussion in which no assumption is sacred, no alternative
automatically off limits, and arguments for practicality and the status quo are no
inhibitors of envisioning alternatives, intractability has reinforced the repetition
compulsion ( p. 148)."

Very few current school structures influence individual teaching acts (Little, 1988).

Instead strong structures exist to make schools orderly and safe, to teach basic academic
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and social skills, and to maintain good relations with parents and with the local public.
Yet few leaders of educational reform understand the rigid organization of schools that
has evolved over several hundred years (Cuban, 1984):

The school and classroom structures, I believe, established the boundaries withinwhich individual teacher beliefs and an occupational ethos worked their influences inshaping a practical pedagogy...The constraints, pressures, and channeling that theschool and classroom contexts generate is the invisible encompassing environmentthat few recognize potentially shapes what teachers do daily in classrooms (p. 250).

Reformers with a blindness to these powerful structures often hand down harsh
indictments of teachers and school administrators. Their solution to the educational mess
is to get new and better trained faculty. The Holmes Group, the Carnegie Forum, and the
Educational Commission of the States reports all argue that the answer to educational
mediocrity is attracting better teacher candidates, providing more rigorous university
training to them, and improving both the working conditions and rewards of teachers
once they are employed (Passow, 1989). Attraction and retention of more talented
faculty is seen as the answer to the educational malaise. The villains are the educators
and the structures that select, train, and retain them. The systemic pressures that impact
on educators in the school environment are ignored.

Another faulty, narrowly focused reform effort is based on the long-standing belief
that secondary teachers are somehow more rigid and less child-centered than elementary
teachers. Reformers see the solution as staff development activities for existing faculty,
or replacement of the faculty with other more child-centered persons. Again, the focus
remains on human resource development rather than on the system that impinges upon
them. Yet child-centeredness requires the flexible work milieu of the elementary school;
secondary school schedules force rigid, limited student-teacher interactions.

Structural characteristics clearly differentiate elementary schools from secondary
schools (Cuban, 1984). These structures mold teacher and student behavior. Yet many
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reformers of secondary schools continue to focus on rehabilitating recalcitrant teachers.
They do not see the enabling system. They do not recognize the three structural differ-
ences that differentiate secondary and elementary schools:

1. Differences in content: secondary schools emphasize subject matter while elemen-
tary schools focus on developing the learning tools.

2. Differences in contact time with students: secondary teachers see a particular student
55 minutes per day, elementary teachers have the same students all day.
3. Differences in external pressures: secondary teachers and students are subjected to
pressure from accrediting associations, college entrance requirements, Scholastic Apti-
tude Tests, etc... While similiar urgencies exist for elementary teachers and students,
the tensions are considerably less.

Reformers of secondary schools fail to recognize the power of secondary students.
Authority in organizations exists only when subordinates grant their superordinates a
legitimate claim on their obedience (Metz, 1990). Subordinates must decide to partici-
pate in the organization. Students may be coerced into attending school, but they can
withhold their cognitive and social engagement. Revamped teacher training programs,
increased academic requirements, national testing and other reform strategies are put
forth without consideration of the student power structure.

There are still other examples of reform efforts that are not built on a solid under-
standing of the complex web of structural forces in schools. The issue of teacher au-
tonomy and site-based management is a hot topic that appears on most school reform
agendas. Teachers will adopt more effective teaching practices, the logic goes, if allowed
more control over what happens in their school and classroom. Teachers might, for
example, abandon teacher-centered practices in favor of discovery learning, or they might
step away from the podium and create cooperative, student-centered learning groups.
And so reform is geared toward reshifting the power from the central administration to
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the school, from the principal to the teacher. The reform effort centers on an event, a

single structure rather than the whole system. Why won't this change teaching practice?

The solution of site-based management and teacher empowerment are laudable goals.

But expecting these changes alone to transform student achievement fails to acknowledge

the complex structures that move teacher behavior. Unless other structural and cultural

influences are addressed, these existing influences are powerful enough to maintain

teacher-centered practices (Cuban, 1984). The belief system of each teacher about

children, about learning, about what schools should do powerfully influences what

choices that teacher will make.

In fact, there always have been teachers who believed so strongly in practices that ran

counter to the mainstream that they forged ahead (Cuban, 1984). They did it, despite

their lack of empowerment, despite time and resource constraints. Both the entrench-

ment of teachers in old methodologies and the willingness of certain teachers to embrace

wholely different approaches to instruction can be explained by the belief system that

they developed throughout their professional career. The strong belief system of some

individuals might be the only force great enough to cause or inhibit change by itself. But

individuals with the strength necessary to counter other powerful organizational forces

are rare. The daily structural constraints of time and resources and conflicting cultural

norms defeat many more teachers, even empowered teachers. Most teachers give up

when they see that they have chosen a path that is thwarted by state, district and school

policies and norms. And if rewards are given to the compliant, to the orderly, will

empowered teachers risk the noisy disorder of student-centered learning? Because of

empowerment will they innovate and risk failure, if their school culture sends a clear

message that good teachers are those whose lesson plans go off without a hitch and

whose students are never off-task?

Unidimensional reforms implemented in a fragmentary fashion always have been
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unsuccessful in effecting real changes in teaching and learning behavior (Sarason, 1990;

Ancess, 1991). Even such worthy goals as teacher empowerment need to belong to a

greater vision of schooling, i.e., a vision that ignites a passionate commitment to reshape

or abandon all structures that don't buttress the vision.

Another short-coming of most educational reform efforts is that they do not talk about

changing the educational system (Sarason, 199.0). The visions of these reformers center

on improving schools, doing what has been done, only doing it better. Cuban (1988)

brands changes like these "first-order" changes.

But America's schools are not less effective than they once were (Schlecty, 1990). In

fact they are better at doing what they were expected to do in the past. The problem is

that the schools of today and tomorrow face tasks that their educational ancestors never

dreamed of tackling. Schools do not need improvement, they need radical transforma-

tion. They need new goals, new structures, new roles and ways of solving problems or

what Cuban (1988) terms "second-order" changes.

Educational reform reports focus on villains, problems, and band-aid solutions. And

yet to bring any organization to excellence requires a vision of its ideal form, one that is

future-oriented and starts with grand notions of what might be. Dreams of space travel

had no relevance to the earthly problems of the 1950s. Flying to the moon was not

suggested by Presidents Johnson and Kennedy as a way to eradicate poverty or eliminate

any other social ills. Instead, they dreamt of a magnificent future America. America

would not only occupy a piece of the planet, but a piece of the sky. In scores of educa-

tional reform reports, there are no magnificent dreams of future schools. Instead most

reformers accept the system as it is and suggest that the egregious problems of education

can be fixed by improving particular dysfunctional parts.

The powerful force of visions of what could be is not behind most reform efforts.

Instead educational reformers seem to assume that what was true in the past will be true
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in the future (Sarason, 1990):

It makes quite a difference if one approaches it (school reform)with a clear preven-
tive orientation rather than with one geared to problems that are so severe and perva-
sive that one is forced to take some remedial action... .The infinite superiority of the
preventive over the clinical stance is an old story. Why, then, is the clinical stance so
much a feature of school systems and the preventive stance distinguished by its near
total absence? As one superintendent of schools said to me: 'Of course you are right.
But who has time to think about preventing problems when we don't have enough
time to deal with existing problems. Think preventively? Come off it. That is a
luxury school systems cannot afford' (p. 45).

Although reform efforts speak dramatically of restructuring education, the focus is on

a limited set of structures. Consistently ignored are powerful structures that continue to

silently control outcomes (McNeil, 1988). Reformers make the assumption that Ameri-

can schools and students are more alike than different and that one dream, one vision, one

set of policies and mandates can lead the way to excellence for all (Metz, 1990). Reform

agendas rarely acknowledge the sometimes profound cultural differences of communities

and schools. They propose stiff academic requirements for graduation, centrally pre-

scribed curricula, increased testing, hallmarks of "real school" or schooling as it is com-

monly defined. Yet human and material resources in schools vary significantly from

school to school. Inner city schools cry out for a vision that is very different from a

school in a rural farm community.

If schools are to promote excellence for all of the American people, visions of school-

ing in the 21st century must vary. While American educational visions ought to express

the common goals of society, schools and communities must be free to create visions that

also reflect them and their unique needs and aspirations.

Finally, current educational reform got its power from an astute combination of

politics and leadership (Lewis, 1989). Former President Reagan and his two Secretaries

of Education, Terrel H. Bell and William J. Bennet, made masterful use of their high

offices as "bully pulpits." With an effective use of rhetoric and symbols, they made
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schooling a hot and profitable political issue. But this reform-through-rhetoric approach

is shallow; by themselves, exhortations and mandates will never produce fundamental

and lasting change.

In reforming organizations, there has to be a driving vision, a vision containing a

sophisticated plan for systemic organizational change. Technical documents such as the

plethora of reform reports already written are readily forgotten; visions stay with us

(Lewis, 1989).

But American education does not need reforming, if reforming means adjusting the

current system by making incremental, adaptive improvements (Deal, 1990; Soltis,

1990). It needs a "reformation" similar to the one that spawned completely new protes-

tant religious denominations. This will require thinking about education in truly new and

profoundly different ways. As Glickman (1990) notes "the time to release ourselves

from simplistic and ineffective prescriptions has passed; the time to dream is upon us" (p.

69).

Reform will require leadership that has the ability to question established and en-

trenched traditions in light of the bigger picture, as well as having a clear sense of what

that bigger picture is (Harrington-Lueker, 1990). Kentucky's Education Reform Act of

1990 is one rare example of the radical reform that is needed. Frank Newman, president

of the Education Commission of the States describes Kentucky's reform as "... the first

time any state has gone back to the drawing board and rebuilt its entire education system

from scratch" (p. 17).

Building a vision of fresh new ideas, thinking preventively and holistically--reform

efforts aimed at creating excellent 21st century schools must begin with the process of

vision building. And that formed the focus for this study: collecting and analyzing

broad, future-oriented visions of ideal 21st century schooling crafted by individuals
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involved in recent school reform efforts.



CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The primary objective of this study was to describe and analyze idealized visions of

21st century American education articulated by individuals involved with current reform

and restructuring efforts. A second objective was to describe and analyze their feelings

and thoughts as they constructed an image representing the most likely educational

scenario in the 21st century and as they explained the barriers that they identified as

preventing the realization of their idealized vision. Six research questions were posed

that addressed various facets of the respondents' visions of 21st century schooling: the

beliefs and values propelling their vision, the system of governance, the culture, the role

of instructional technology, the curriculum, and the barriers obstructing realization of

their vision. A third goal was to extend the data to inferred implications for current

school reform and restructuring activities.

A qualitative design was selected for this study (Brandt, 1972; Stake, 1978;

Bogdan and Biklen, 1982). This design was chosen because it is descriptive, focusing on

words or pictures rather than on numerical data; it is concerned with process rather than

outcomes; and the data analysis is ongoing and inductive with a primary focus on mean-

ing and the participant's perspectives (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982).

The interview was chosen as the main research tool and is considered by many to be a

powerful and useful research technique (Kerlinger, 1973). The interview has several

advantages as a research tool (Mouley, 1978). It allows the establishment of rapport that

can stimulate the respondent to give more complete and valid answers, it encourages the

53
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sharing of confidential thoughts, it allows the expression of thoughts that respondents

may be reluctant to put in writing, and it permits the interviewer to help the respondent

clarify his thinking so that the responses more closely align with the intent of the ques-

tions (Mouley, 1978).

Two open-ended questions, formulated to stimulate response to the six research

questions originally proposed, were asked consistently of all participants to provide a

standard focus to all interviews, yet the interview style chosen was focused but non-

structured (Brandt, 1972). This format was chosen because none of the participants

knew the interviewer prior to the session, and it was necessary to create a relaxed atmo-

sphere to produce valid data that were both natural and reflective of the participant's true

perceptions.

This study intended to describe both idealized and probable visions of 21st century

schooling as articulated by those with experience in school reform. Therefore, the in-

formed respondents were deliberately selected. The chosen individuals were among

recognized leaders in current educational reform and restructuring activities. They repre-

sent a broad spectrum of reformers: university professors, journalists, school administra-

tors, and corporate executives.

Procedures for Collection of Data

Instrumentation

A non-structured, focused, in-depth interview was utilized to collect data for this

study. This format creates a flexible communication milieu and gives the interviewer the

option of changing the order of questions and providing any necessary clarification

(Oppenheim, 1966). It also allows the investigator to get more adequate answers and to

follow significant ideas that are expressed by the interviewees (Mouley, 1978).

Since the objectives of this study required the interviewees to express feelings, under-
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standings, and creative imaginings, questionaires and direct observation could not be

used (Oppenheim, 1966; Brandt, 1972; Garfinkel, 1972; Wilson, 1977). A questionaire

would have restricted the data to surface responses (Mouley, 1978).

Focused interviews have been used frequently as data collection tools in educational

research. Hord (1978) affirmed the reliability and validity of this kind of ethnographic

research. Numerous studies designed to measure the levels of acceptance and implemen-

tation of curriculum have utilized the focused interview as a method of data collection

(Charters and Pellegrin, 1973; Brown et al, 1976; Fullan and Pomfret, 1977; Loucks and

Pratt, 1979; Hirsh, 1982). Focus for this study's interviews could be provided by asking

each individual to respond to a set of questions. However, a structured formal interview

utilizing the six research questions was deemed inappropriate for this study, since a

person is more likely to reveal true feelings under natural conditions rather than during a

formal interview (Brandt, 1972). For this reason, open-ended questions were developed

to provide focus to each interview and yet allow the interview format to remain natural

and non-structured.

Since this study's research questions require the synthesis of ideas about education

and the creation of future educational systems, the research tool had to be one that would

facilitate this process. Depth interviewing encourages responses that are below the

surface and assists the respondents to clarify and solidify their own positions as they

attempt to express them to the interviewer (Mouley, 1978). The chosen interview ques-

tions would have to probe beyond the informant's immediate thoughts regarding 21st

century schooling.

Two questions meeting all of the above criteria were used during each of the inter-

views:

1. If you could create an ideal system of quality schooling for the 21st century based on

what you think should happen, what would it look like?
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2. Given your knowledge of the sociopolitical realities impacting on educational reforms,

which aspects of your vision of 21st century schooling do you think will survive the

rigors and practicalities of change, and which components will become casualties of these

constraints?

The use of ten probe questions allowed the interviewer to elicit specific information

related to the original six research questions: .

1. What basic values and beliefs about schooling will be held by Americans?

2. Who will be the major participants in school decision-making? What will be

the role of the federal government, the state government, the central office admin-

istrators, school-based administrators, parents, and teachers?

3. What will it feel like to be a teacher, a student, and an administrator in 21st

century schools?

4. Can you describe the daily rhythms of school life in the 21st century? How

will schooling be scheduled? How will lessons be scheduled?

5. Can you describe the monthly and yearly calendar rhythms pertaining to

teachers, students, and administrators?

6. How will teacher, student, and administrator competency be evaluated?

7. How will parents describe their relationship with their child's school?

8. What will be the form and substance of curriculum?

9. How would you describe the role of instructional technology?

10. What obstacles do you foresee that will prevent realization of your vision?

The interview remained open-ended through the use of a pattern of conversation that

was reflective and encouraged conversational improvisation (Brandt, 1972). The inter-

viewer supported all responses rather than attempting to be overly directive of the con-

versational flow. Related spontaneous material became part of the dialogue, and the

interview questions and probes were inserted into the stream of conversation as it oc-
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curred.

A crucial factor in the validity of the interview has been identified as the interviewer;

the interviewer's presence inevitably affects the responses that the respondent produces

(Mouley, 1978). This is known as the Heisenberg Effect. If the interviewer is courteous

and pleasant, responses tend to be similarly courteous and may not always reflect the true

feelings of the respondent. If the interviewer is curt and unpleasant, the interviewee is

likely to be disagreeable or to evade answering the questions. This limitation of the

interview tool was minimized by the content of the research questions that asked the

respondents to imagine both ideal and probable systems of 21st century education. They

were not asked to make judgments about the current educational system and there was no

correct or incorrect response. Therefore, there was less likelihood that the respondents

would create responses congruent with the interviewer's perceived beliefs.

This study's data collection instrument consisted of two carefully selected, open-

ended questions. Questions such as these can be highly representative of a considerable

range of attitudes and are especially useful in a naturalistic, ethnographic study (Brandt,

1972). The respondents were asked to describe two different visions of schooling in the

21st century. First, they were asked to create a vision focusing on what they think ought

to happen--an ideal scenario. Second, the respondents were asked to create a vision

focusing on what they think really will happen in the 21st century, based on their knowl-

edge of the sociopolitical realities impacting current educational reform. These two

questions are represented in question form in Appendix B.

Ten probe questions were utilized to increase the specificity of the data regarding

both the idealized and the reality-based visions. These probes, utilized only if the respon-

dent had not spontaneously addressed the topic, attempted to produce responses to the six

research questions relating to the respondents' values and beliefs about schooling, school

governance and decision making, the school's culture, teacher, student and administrator
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evaluation, curriculum, the role of technology, instructional scheduling and practices, and

obstacles to school reform. These probes are listed in question form in Appendix C.

Probes were used cautiously because the researcher recognized that an over-ambitious

use of probes can cause respondents to reverse roles with the interviewer and counter

with questions designed to uncover the researcher's thoughts, rather than reveal more of

their own (Brandt, 1972). The researcher attempted to delay the use of the probe ques-

tions, hoping that the respondents eventually would spontaneously provide the informa-

tion.

Subjects

The key informants who were interviewed for this study were twenty-nine individuals

with demonstrated leadership in school restructuring and reform. This leadership was

evidenced: 1) by publishing works on school reform that gained national attention; 2) by

expressing important views on school restructuring and reform at seminars or through the

news media; or 3) by implementing school reform and restructuring activities. It was

assumed that because of their leadership in educational reform and restructuring activi-

ties, these individuals would have developed a holistic vision of 21st century schooling,

both an idealized vision of what they would like to see occur and a vision of what they

think is probable, given their knowledge of the obstacles that may prevent the realization

of their vision. It also was assumed that they would use familiar educational concepts to

describe their visions.

A list of potential key informants was compiled by the researcher and two members

of the dissertation committee, professors in the College of Education at the University of

North Texas. The researcher then contacted four of the identified informants and asked

them to suggest additional names of important theorists and practitioners. These names

were added to the original list, resulting in a total of fifty-two informants. A target of
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twenty-five subjects was established as a minimum for this study.

The researcher contacted, by letter and/or telephone, each of the fifty-two potential

key informants to assess their willingness to be interviewed. The nature of the study and

the uses that would be made of the interview data was explained. The interviewees then

were told why they had been recommended for inclusion in the study. The researcher

offered to meet with them at a place and time convenient to them. They were asked to

grant a face-to-face, 30-60 minute interview, and if that was not amenable, to consent to a

telephone interview of the same length. The potential key informants were advised that if

they wished, the contents of the interview would be kept confidential and they could

receive such assurance in writing.

The final list of key informants consisted of those individuals who were available for

interviewing during the period of the study and who were willing to participate (see

Appendix A). Through personal contact with the potential key informants and by asking

colleagues to intervene and request an interview, the researcher was able to arrange

interviews with twenty-nine of the targeted individuals. Eighteen males and eleven

females were interviewed. Twenty-three respondents live in ten different states: New

York, Virginia, Delaware, Illinois, Texas, Michigan, Colorado, Georgia, California, and

North Carolina. Five respondents live in Washington, D.C., and one in Canada.

Their interest in education is expressed through a variety of professional affiliations.

Two participants are involved with groups representing teachers, i.e., the National Educa-

tion Association and the American Federation of Teachers. Mortimer Mondale works at

the N.E.A. headquarters in Washington, D.C. and acts as consultant to N.E.A. affiliates

across the country. Adam Urbansky is the president of the Rochester, New York, chapter

of the American Federation of Teachers and has been responsible for the implementation

of radical school reform in the Rochester, New York, school district. He has written

numerous articles describing the implementation of Rochester's restructuring policies,
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policies that include dramatic increases in teacher salaries, school-based management,

and teacher mentoring.

Seven of the interviewees have university appointments in colleges and schools of

education:

* Rex Brown, who is at the University of Colorado, has served on the Education Com-

mission of the States. He has authored several articles and books on education reform.

. Carl Glickman, a Professor at the University of Georgia, founded the League of Profes-

sional Schools, a school restructuring project designed to democratize schools. He has

written extensively on this topic as well as on other educational issues.

* Henrietta Schwartz, Dean of the School of Education at San Francisco State University,

has been involved in radically restructuring the San Francisco Bay area schools and has

been active in urban school improvement efforts.

. Ann Lieberman, a professor at Columbia University's Teacher College, is author of

numerous books and articles on school culture and educational reform and is currently

working with the New York City schools on several restructuring activities.

- A. Harry Passow, a professor at Columbia University's Teacher College, has been

involved in educational reform and restructuring activities around the country for more

than forty years. His impressive publication record spans a variety of educational topics

with an emphasis on the education of gifted students.

* Henry Levin, a professor at Stanford University, is a proponent of the Accelerated

Schools movement, a restructuring activity that advocates an accelerated, "gifted" cur-

riculum for all students. He has published numerous articles and books on education

reform.

* I. King Jordon is President of Gallaudet University, the only liberal arts university for

deaf students in the world. He has been active in restructuring the education of deaf

people.
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Three interviewees write for educational publications. Marilee Rist is a senior editor

for the The American School Board Journal, and has herself interviewed leading figures

in educational reform from across the country. Ron Brandt, as Executive Editor of

Educational Leadership, has written extensively about school reform and restructuring

and has also interviewed many key players in this effort. Lynn Olsen, is a prolific writer

and editor for Education Week.

Seven interviewees work as leaders in public schools:

. Eliot Wigginton continues to teach and also leads the Foxfire student writing project at

the Rabun Gap School District in Georgia. He has co-authored, with his students, the

Foxfire books. He also acts as adjunct professor in the School of Education at the Uni-

versity of Georgia.

* Pam Robbins is director of Research and Training for the Napa County Schools in

California. She has produced videotapes for the Association of Supervision and Curricu-

lum Development on various school reform activities.

* Michael Strembitsky is the superintendent of the Edmonton Public Schools in Alberta,

Canada. He has led his district through a strategic planning process that resulted in the

transformation of the district's governance system. Abandoning the traditional top-down

management configuration, they operate now with a system that encourages site-based

decision making and minimizes district-wide mandates.

* Martin Brooks is assistant superintendent of the Long Island, New York, Shoreham-

Wading River School District. Under his leadership, the district has radically restruc-

tured their middle schools. He has published several articles with his colleagues describ-

ing their efforts and successes.

* One administrator with the New York City public schools was interviewed, Jacqueline

Ancess, Director of Educational Options for Community School District Two. Under her

leadership, the New York City schools implemented a system of parental choice within
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the public schools and became involved in other experimental restructuring projects.

- Sybil Yastrow is regional superintendent of Schools for Lake County, Illinois. As an

active proponent of teacher empowerment in her districts, she instituted a system of site-

based school management and governance.

* Bob Wells is executive director of Human and Technological Resource Development

for the Spring Branch Independent School District in Houston, Texas, a district that has

been involved in several restructuring projects, including the use of Henry Levin's Accel-

erate Schools concept.

Five of the individuals interviewed work for private educational foundations or

institutes:

. John Chubb is a senior researcher at The Brookings Institute in Washington, D.C.. He

is co-author of Politics, Markets, and America's Schools (Chubb and Moe, 1990), a book

that urges the introduction of free market dynamics into education through a voucher

system of school finance. He speaks frequently as an advocate of a system of "choice"

that would allow parents to choose among private and public schools.

* Marla Ucelli, a senior program advisor at the Rockefeller Foundation, has been charged

with organizing and implementing throughout the country James Comer's model of urban

school restructuring. She worked for Governor Kean of New Jersey and advised him as

he attempted to introduce a system of choice into the New Jersey public schools.

* Arthur Wise is president of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-

tion. He has a long and distinguished publication record in areas of school reform fo-

cused on teacher preparation as well as on other educational concerns. He was instru-

mental in the formation of the United States Department of Education.

9 Blair Rudes is senior research analyst at the Center for Research in Education at The

Research Triangle Institute. He has served a leading role in evaluating the efficacy of

corporately funded school improvement and restructuring projects in Cleveland, Ohio
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and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

* Pat Wolfe is currently self-employed as an educational consultant. She is a past presi-

dent of the Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development and author of

several books, articles, and videotapes on learning and cognition.

Three of the individuals interviewed are executives with professional educational

organizations:

* Gordon Cawelti is executive director of the The Association of Supervision and Cur-

riculum Development. He has spoken and written extensively about the reform and

restructuring of various aspects of schooling.

9 Dennis Sparks is the executive director of The National Staff Development Council.

He has published interviews with many key players in school reform and restructuring

and interacts nation-wide with practitioners involved in school restructuring efforts.

* Stephanie Hirsh is the associate director of The National Staff Development Council.

She spend much of her time providing direct consultative services to districts around the

country that are struggling to restructure. She has published articles on the change

process.

Two key informants are employed by the Dupont Corporation. This corporation

created the Leadership Development Process, a training program for educational leaders

based on their company's successful managment training model. Theodore Kuchler is the

continuous improvement manager at the DuPont Corporation. He is the architect of

DuPont's Management Training Process, a program that transformed an unprofitable

division of DuPont into a money-making proposition. Tom Albright is DuPont's key

executive responsible for bringing their management principles to school administrators

around the country. He has been instrumental in making DuPont's Leadership Develop-

ment Process program a part of the training offered to school administrators throughout

Texas.
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Procedures for Collection of Data

A crucial factor in the validity of the interview has been identified as the interviewer

(Mouley, 1978). When the interviewer is thoroughly familiar with the techniques con-

nected with successful interviewing, the negative impact of the interviewer on the valid-

ity of the interview tool is reduced. This interviewer prepared for the interviews by

reviewing material on interviewing techniques. This involved reviewing books and notes

pertaining to the eighteen hours of counseling course work previously completed. The

importance of nonverbal behaviors such as eye contact, facial expression, body orienta-

tion and posture, and paralinguistic cues were carefully reviewed (Cormier and Cormier,

1979).

Prior to each interview, the interviewer reviewed the requirements of good interview-

ing: approaching interviewees with integrity and objectivity, avoiding the expression of

personal opinions that may lead the respondent to produce answers that are pleasing to

the interviewer, using tact, displaying an ability to make the respondents feel at ease and

willing to communicate, avoiding a third-degree approach, and establishing rapport in the

first minute or two (Mouley, 1978).

Each interview time and place was chosen by the respondent. Every effort was made

to accommodate the interviewees and to make the surroundings comfortable to them.

Twenty-five of the twenty-nine interviews were conducted face-to-face; four of the

interviews were conducted by telephone. Thirteen interviews were held in the office of

the interviewee, nine were held in restaurants, two were conducted in the interviewee's

hotel room, and one in a car.

One limitation of the interview tool is the interviewer's tendency to perceive and

remember selectively that input that most closely aligns with his current view of reality

(Mouley, 1978). The interviewer can be left with a sizable discrepancy between what the
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interviewee actually said and what the interviewer "heard". For this reason, all inter-

views in this study were recorded. Permission to audiotape the interview as it unfolded

was received from all participants. Four of the interviews were conducted by telephone.

All four respondents also gave permission for audio-recording the telephone interview

and this was accomplished by use of a telephone adapter.

Before the interview began, the interviewer answered any questions posed by the

respondent and briefly reviewed the nature of the study. As the tape recorder was posi-

tioned and turned on, the interviewer reminded the respondent that the interview was

being recorded. No one objected. The interviewee also was told that if at any time they

felt uncomfortable answering any question to feel free to say so and the interviewer

would honor their request.

The interview began with a brief introduction explaining the purpose of this study

(see Appendix B). When applicable, the interviewer also referred to material published

by the interviewee on the topic of school reform and restructuring. The purpose of this

introductory phase was to create rapport with the interviewee and establish the credibility

of the interview questions and the interviewer.

The first interview question was then introduced and each interviewee was asked to

create a vision focusing on what they think ought to happen in schools in the 21st cen-

tury--an ideal scenario. The interviewee was encouraged to contribute spontaneous

thoughts and feelings evoked by the interview question. Every attempt was made to

maintain a comfortable, conversational style of interviewing. When appropriate, probe

questions were used to add specificity to the responses.

When the interviewer sensed that the respondents had completed their response to the

first question, the second question was asked. The respondents then were asked to create

a vision focusing on what they think really will happen in the 21st century, based on their

knowledge of the sociopolitical realities impacting current educational reform. Again,
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interviewees were encouraged to relate their thoughts and feelings spontaneously in

regard to this question. Prompts again were used to add specificity to this portion of the

interview.

A reflective conversation that encourages conversational improvisation was the

interview technique chosen for this study (Pettigrew, 1985). The use of this technique

allowed the conversation to flow smoothly and naturally. The planned consequence of

this type of interview was an open format, rather than a closed question and answer

agenda. For this reason, the interviewees often moved back and forth between both

questions, or began answering portions of the second question before it had been formally

presented. All responses were enthusiastically accepted and the interviewer mentally

noted what had already been addressed and introduced appropriate probes to add fullness

to the interview responses.

The face-to-face interview was the preferred research tool because it allowed obser-

vation of the respondent for signs of evasiveness, noncooperation, and other irregularities

(Mouley, 1978). The interviewer was able to appraise the sincerity and cooperation of

the respondent and could combat negative attitudes by establishing a higher level of

rapport. During telephone interviews, the interviewer relied on paralinguistic cues such

as intonation and pauses to give an indication of attitude toward the interview process and

the questions.

The shortest interview lasted 35 minutes and the longest interview continued for two

hours. The researcher continued to probe until both research questions had been thor-

oughly discussed or until the respondent terminated the interview.

After each interview was completed and the interviewer had departed, notes regarding

the interview process were written as well as reflections regarding the interview content.

These reflections included notations regarding any recurrent themes that the interviewer

perceived as well as notations about the responsiveness of the informants. These notes
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became a part of the data.

Procedures for Analysis of Data

After each interview was completed, the audiotapes were given to a secretary and a

verbatim typed transcript was produced. This involved the playing and replaying of the

tapes by the secretary to assure an accurate rendition of the respondent's answers. Tran-

scripts for each of the twenty-nine interviews ranged in length from eight to seventeen

single-spaced pages.

Two validation and objectivity checks were imposed. First, the researcher played the

audiotapes twice; each time the typed transcript was compared with the audio recording.

Corrections to the transcript were made by the researcher. Any necessary corrections

were the result of the secretary's unfamiliarity with educational vocabulary.

Next, the chairman of the researcher's doctoral committee randomly selected the

names of three interviewees and the researcher provided him with both the audiotape and

transcript. The typed transcripts and audio recordings of each interview were then

compared for accuracy. This professor relayed any questions regarding the transcripts to

the researcher and any further corrections were made. An example of a final transcrip-

tion can be found in Appendix F with all changes duly noted.

Since the data analysis utilized a constant comparative method involving an ongoing

search for patterns and trends among the data base (Glaser, 1978), the researcher began

data analysis during the data collection period. After each new interview was completed,

the researcher compared that interview with previous interviews and noted in writing

recurrent patterns of response to each research question. Additionally, pertinent pub-

lished materials by key informants also was reviewed and compared with the researcher's

interview notes. Similarities and differences were noted.

In the next phase the final interview transcripts were reviewed for common themes to
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prepare for intra-person and inter-person comparisons. The researcher's intent was to

identify patterns of understandings exhibited by the interviewees and to describe the

similarities and differences found in those patterns (Oppenheim, 1966; Doyle, 1978).

The researcher read through each transcript at least twice and made notes of themes in the

margins. This process began the iterative procedure of developing tentative descriptive

categories of components of both the idealized vision and probable visions of 21st cen-

tury schooling.

The next phase of data analysis involved the creation of matrices to facilitate com-

parisons of the data. This required the creation of two separate sets of matrices: Matrices

A and Matrices B.

The first set, Matrices A, were designed to depict each informant's responses to the

research questions. Two matrices were constructed for each of the twenty-nine persons

interviewed, resulting in the construction of a total of fifty-eight matrices. For each

respondent, one matrix illustrated their responses to the first research question, "If you

could create an ideal system of quality schooling for the 21st century based on what you

think should happen, what would it look like?" A second matrix was designed to depict

the informant's responses to the second question, "Given your knowledge of the

sociopolitical realities impacting on educational reforms, which aspects of your vision of

21st century schooling do you think will survive the rigors and practicalities of change,

and which components will become casualties of these constraints?"

Each matrix categorized the informant's interview responses according to the descrip-

tive categories that emerged from the previous analysis. The key informant's verbatim

responses relative to each category were reduced to enable both intra-person analysis and

subsequent inter-person comparisons. An example of this reduction process appears

below:

Key informant's verbatim transcribed response:
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That said, my direction I think for an ideal system of schooling, let me think, aaa...
first thing to say is that it is extremely difficult to figure because I think all of us
who think about school restructuring that we try and think about breaking molds.
We really are constrained by existing structures in a lot of ways and its completely
contrary to what the notion of what restructuring really is.

This response was reduced to the following:

I think all of us who think about school restructuring think about breaking molds.
We really are constrained by existing structures in a lot of ways and its contrary
to what restructuring really is.

All reduced responses then were placed on the matrix in a cell representing discrete

categories and themes that emerged during the previous data analysis. Page numbers

corresponding to the typed transcription were written next to each entry.

For the first question, these categories included: "beliefs and values", "technology",

"curriculum and instruction", "environment", "governance", "teacher role", "assessment",

and "culture". The themes represented were "flexibility", "democratization", and "rela-

tionships". Those responses not adhering to a particular theme were placed in a cell

labeled "independent responses". For the second question, the categories were: "barriers"

and "what will be" and the themes noted were "attitudes", "resources", "positive sce-

nario", "negative scenario", and "independent responses".

The researcher then reviewed any material published by the informants on 21st

century schooling. Similarities or differences were noted by writing comments beneath

the interview data. The researcher then reviewed collected field notes and made nota-

tions of pertinent information. Table 1 depicts an excerpt from a matrix created to illus-

trate one informant's responses to the first research question. Appendix G contains an

example of one complete Matrix A constructed from the interview data provided by one

of the informants. These matrices provided the researcher with a holistic view of each

informant's vision, both idealized and probable. They also provided categorical data for
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Table 1. Excerpt from Matrix A for One Informant
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subsequent inter-person comparisons.

Next, a second set of matrices, Matrices B, were created to allow inter-person com-

parisons among the thirty respondents. Each of the twenty-nine informants was assigned

a number and the numbers 1 - 29 were placed across the top of each matrix. This second

set, consisting of nine separate matrices, allowed the researcher to carefully examine

different facets of the respondents' responses to both research questions.

Seven matrices allowed comparison of all twenty-nine informants' responses to the

first research question regarding their idealized vision of 21st century education. Each of

the seven matrices illustrated their responses to the following categories:

1. Governance

2. Culture

3. Teacher's role

4. Assessment

5. Technology

6. Curriculum and Instruction

7. Values and Beliefs.

Two matrices depicted the responses of all twenty-nine informants to the second

research question that asks the interviewee to forecast a probable vision of 21st century

education. One matrix is entitled "Probable 21st Century Scenarios" and the other is

entitled "Barriers" as a result of the data analysis conducted previously.

The reduced responses appearing on the fifty-eight intra-person matrices prepared for

each respondent (Matrices A), were further reduced and recorded on each of the nine

inter-person matrices. An example of this reduction follows:

Key informant's verbatim transcribed response:

That said, my direction I think for an ideal system of schooling, let me think, aaa...
first thing to say is that it is extremely difficult to figure because I think all of us
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who think about school restructuring that we try and think about breaking molds.
We really are constrained by existing structures in a lot of ways and its completely
contrary to what the notion of what restructuring really is.

This response was reduced to the following on Matrix A:

I think all of us who think about school restructuring think about breaking molds.
Wereally are constrained by existing structures in a lot of ways and its contrary
to what restructuring really is.

This response was further reduced and recorded on Matrix B as follows:

We think about 'breaking molds', constrained by existing structures.

Each informants response was then assigned to a category. Themes emerging from

the intra-person analysis became categories and other categories were added as the

content of the corpus was continuously reviewed and new themes were suggested. Re-

sponses that were unique were recorded as separate categories. For example, Matrix B

entitled "Barriers" began with the broad categories "attitudes" and "resources". These

categories were further subdivided into twenty-six sub-categories that encompassed not

only a wide range of attitudinal and resource barriers, but also included barriers relating

to governance and power distribution. Table 2 shows an excerpt from one matrix illus-

trating the inter-person comparison of respondent responses to research question two.

The final phase of data analysis involved the development of generalizations about

21st century education based on the visions created by the informants. These generaliza-

tions will be presented in Chapter IV.

These generalizations were formulated to develop tentative notions of what an ideal-

ized system of 21st century schooling would look like, thus providing a vision of desired

educational outcomes that can provide a target for current educational reform activities.

Generalizations regarding the probable educational system of the 21st century were also

formulated to develop tentative explanations about the obstacles to achieving what the

key informants see as a desireable and necessary system of 21st century education. This
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Table 2. Excerpt from a Matrix Depicting InterPerson Comparisons
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information will be discussed in Chapter V.

Summary

This study used qualitative data collection and analysis procedures. An open-ended,

focused, in-depth interview instrument was used. Twenty-nine interviews with key

leaders in school restructuring and reform resulted in twenty-nine transcriptions of

individuals' perceptions of both an idealized and probable system of 21st century educa-

tion. Informants expressed their thoughts regarding 21st century educational values and

beliefs, curriculum, instruction, technology, parent and community involvement, school

governance, the roles of teacher, student, and administrator, and school culture.

These taped interviews, the researcher's field notes, and publications written by the

informants were used to build a data base from which to describe each informant's vision

and to compare and contrast the visions of the twenty-nine informants. Generalizations

and inferences concerning both the informant's idealized visions and their probable

visions were developed. From these could be drawn implications for current educational

reform and restructuring efforts.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND FINDINGS

The primary objective of this study was to describe and analyze idealized visions

of 21st century American education conceived by individuals involved with current

reform and restructuring efforts. A second objective was to describe and analyze their

feelings and thoughts as they constructed an image representing the most likely educa-

tional scenario in the 21st century and as they explained the barriers that they identified

as preventing the realization of their desired vision. Six research questions were posed

that addressed various facets of the respondents' visions of 21st century schooling: the

beliefs and values propelling their vision, the system of governance, the culture, the role

of instructional technology, the curriculum, and the barriers obstructing realization of

their vision. A third goal was to extend the data to inferred implications for current

school reform and restructuring activities.

This study used qualitative data collection and analysis procedures based upon an

open-ended, focused, in-depth interview instrument. Two open-ended questions focused

the interview as feelings and thoughts on 21st century schooling were explored. Infor-

mants were first asked, "If you could create an ideal system of schooling for the 21st

century based on what you think should happen, what would it look like?" They then

were asked to respond to a second question, "Given your knowledge of the sociopolitical

realities impacting on educational reform, which aspects of your vision of 21st century

schooling do you think will survive the rigors and practicalities of change, and which

components will become casualties of these constraints?"

Twenty-nine interviews with prominent educational theorists and practitioners

75
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resulted in twenty-nine typewritten transcriptions describing the informants' visions of

21st century schooling. These typewritten transcriptions, the researcher's field notes, and

informant publications were used to build a data base from which to extend each

informant's vision and to compare and contrast the visions of the twenty-nine informants.

A process of iterative data analysis resulted in two sets of matrices. The first set

consists of fifty-eight matrices, two for each respondent, that allow intra-person compari-

sons using the themes and categories that emerged from the data review (Matrices A).

The second set consists of nine matrices, seven focusing on individual facets of responses

to the first interview question and two focusing on different facets of responses to the

second interview question (Matrices B). Each of the nine matrices summarizes the

responses of all twenty-nine of the informants to a particular category to permit inter-

person comparisons.

This chapter consists of two primary sections. The first section focuses on the

results of intra-person data analysis, and the second section focuses on the results of

inter-person data analysis.

The first section is sub-divided into two parts:

1. Summaries of each informant's vision of an ideal 21st century system of schooling are

presented in alphabetical order. Every summary begins with a brief statement about the

circumstances surrounding the interview process. Next, each informant's reply to the

five research questions regarding desired 21st century values and beliefs, curriculum,

instruction, technology, culture, school governance and the teacher's role is explored.

2. The second part presents summaries of each informant's image of what probably will

characterize 21st century schooling. This part also discusses each informant's opinion of

the barriers to school reform and restructuring.

The second section reveals the results of the inter-person comparison of the twenty-

nine respondents' visions. This section is divided into two parts:
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1. Features of the informants' idealized visions of 21st century schooling are presented in

the first part, addressing each of the first five research questions.

First, the key assumptions and beliefs that the informants hope will be held by 21st

century educators are identified and discussed.

Then, the system of school governance, the decision-making paradigms that the

respondents chose for their idealized school system, are presented.

Next, the respondents' images of students, teachers, administrators, and school culture

in the 21st century are discussed.

This is followed with a holistic image of the respondents' ideal 21st century curricu-

lum, and the instruction and assessment pieces that support its use.

For each question, common themes are reported first, and then unique informant

responses are presented.

2. The second part of the discussion holistically presents an image of 21st century educa-

tion based on the informants' responses. First, the particular features of this probable

system are reported, and next the barriers the informants identify as preventing their ideal

vision from materializing are presented.

Results of the Intra-person Data Comparisons

Twenty-nine Visions: Images of an Ideal System of 21st Century Schooling

1. Tom Albright: Schools: Thinking, Conversation, and Ethics

As a veteran executive with the Chemicals Division of the DuPont Corporation, Mr.

Albright recently assumed a new role as corporate liason with the educational commu-

nity. To assist in the restructuring of America's schools, the DuPont Corporation has

packaged its Leadership Development Process training program for use by school admin-

istrators. Mr. Albright operates as a "trainer of trainers," assisting in the dissemination of

this program by inculcating educators in the principles of this approach to leadership and
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certifying them to offer these skills to other educators.

The interviewer had met with Mr. Albright several times prior to the scheduled

interview regarding the Leadership Development Process training. The interview, con-

ducted during the late afternoon, culminated a day of professional meetings between Mr.

Albright and the interviewer. Mr. Albright's private office at the DuPont Corporation's

headquarters in Wilmington, Delaware, provided a quiet atmosphere and the pace of

conversation was leisurely and congenial.

As Mr. Albright sees it:

... public education is merely the methods and means to continue to learn after you
get out of school... .why don't we prepare people to be educated after they receive
an education?... .I would like to see, after the year 2000, a system that is geared to
enabling every participant the wherewithall to continue their education after they
get 'processed' through education... .it is imperative that we approach it or we will
cease to be a competitive entity in the international community.

International competitiveness, individuals able to continue to learn throughout their

life time, these values and beliefs are reflected throughout Mr. Albright's vision. In

pursuit of these goals, Mr. Albright envisions schools that are less bureaucratic, have less

central office staff and are run by administrators that do not necessarily have impressive

educational credentials.

Instead he'd like to see leaders who are strategists, who ask "Why not?" He wants

risk-takers at the helms of the schools, individuals willing to admit that they don't have

answers because "the old rules don't apply--get the right person in the right job and turn

him loose." And his quality 21st century administrators will get rid of employees who

"have contributed 'beans'." He'd create a system that would "allow them to enjoy their

pension... .but channel them out!"

The leaders of schools would not be alone in their pursuit of excellence, however. He

sees 21st century school personnel forming a coalition with business, social scientists and

parents. Legislators, while playing a supportive role in the governance of his quality
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future educational system, would "understand that they serve a needed purpose and are

welcome to participate, but they are not educators." In his view, educators should run the

schools and politicians should be open to their expertise.

And these educators would be running year round schools. He envisions "much more

autonomy in the classrooms" and wants to see individual differences of both teachers and

students respected and utilized:

... there would be selective channeling where detection of difficulty would be
answered or responded to with what we call 'career counseling', not everybody
should strive to be a Rhodes Scholar...each teacher that I've met has different skills
and not only knowledge of content, not only knowledge of educational material, but
different skills in presenting such. That has to be matched appropriately with the
receptivity of the class.

What curriculum does he envision as supporting his educational aims? Mr. Albright's

curriculum would be trim and "concentrate on what really has to be done." And his

curriculum center piece would not be a piece of shiny hardware. He isn't impressed with

computers and calculators because he worries what will happen if "God forbid, someone

unplugs it!" He would emphasize, instead, developing the ability to think and commu-

nicate, independent of technological supports. He worries about a trend toward relying

on computers to fix education and sees immense value in increased conversational inter-

action between teacher and student:

If you rely solely on technology, how can you challenge a person to learn and to
express that learning? Make effective use of technology, but don't forget human
interaction and thought processes that come from good ole' conversation...I want
to see teachers be afforded the opportunity to converse with the young people that
they are charged with educating.

And ethics would be a prominent part of the conversation teachers and students

shared. All teachers would teach ethics:

... a chance to talk about ethics, what is really important to you as a person...
There is no other measure of a person's work except how their ethics fit with
society's.
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Clarity of thinking, clarity of logic also comprise important pieces of his quality school
curriculum:

I'd challenge them with 'what ifs' and 'why nots.'. . . I wouldn't use a text... .there'dbe outside readings that would engage you (the student).

Schools that create individuals with the ability to compete globally and to learn new
skills throughout their life; administrators who demand accountability and encourage
autonomy; students who can think, can be logical and ethical--achievement of these goals
will be simple for him to evaluate:

If I could get somebody to talk intelligent and calculate and not steal, I might
have done a good job.

2. Jacqueline Ancess: A&Chance to Sing: A 21st Century Community

As the Director of Educational Options for Community School District Two in New
York City, Jacqueline Ancess is responsible for nurturing the creation of innovative
public schools in response to parental or teacher request. She is a former principal and
teacher in the New York City public school system and has written about the concept of
public school choice.

I arrived at the school building that housed her office on the west side of Manhattan
just before lunch time. After a security check, I was allowed inside. Jacqueline Ancess'
personality stood in stark contrast to the cold, functionality of the building. Her smile
and warm touch genuinely welcomed me, and it was evident that she had not only the
respect but the love of the support staff with whom she interacted while I waited. As we
walked to the restaurant where the interview would take place, I felt I had met an old
friend. Throughout our conversation, Ms. Ancess spoke with passion. Her commitment
to the children, to the community were evident in her voice and body language as she
designed for me her ideal school system:

What you remember really are your emotional moments. You don't remember
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your cognitive moments. Because they are just not significant in terms of your
experience as a human being.

Welcome to Jacqueline Ancess' ideal 21st century school system. And every person

who enters Ms. Ancess' ideal school would be welcomed--warmly. Quality schooling, as

defined by Ms. Ancess, means schooling that "helps you be, helps you, is responsive to

you, advances your cause. It is a school "geared toward making sure that everyone

succeeds." And it is a place that nurtures the self-esteem of each of its members. People

know they are valued by each other:

People learn that they bring pleasure, that they have the capacity to bring
pleasure to other people. .. .If children don't experience you enjoying them and
enjoying being with them, their self esteem is damaged.

A belief in the worth and value of every person is central to this ideal school, and it:

develops knowledgeable, educated people who have compassion and want to
live together. It is a place that adopts the idea that our nation is a pluralistic
society in which people of different backgrounds have respect and compassion
for one another, where you learn to locate that in yourself as part of your education.

Community. Family. These are the concepts that thread through all facets of her

vision:

Schools have to be personal places where people can find fulfillment, where
all people who participate in school demand fulfillment. And so I think that
you have to deinstitutionalize schools. It sounds a little strange, but I think if
we really want to have good schools, people have to feel they are having
meaningful experiences, where they are continuously engaged .... It is important
for people to live their life at school, to bring their life to the school and to live
it out here, rather than to do their time.... It's the moment when you feel you have
touched one another. Those are the powerful moments of teaching.

The key assumption driving her ideal school is that people are basically good. She

believes that you have to "believe in people, rely on people.... You have to give them

the opportunity to do good things." Her school is "people-centered, not institution cen-

tered." And she believes that a quality school is one in which "people are very attached

to each other."
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Governance in her desired school would be represented by a "network rather than a

hierarchy." Schools in a district would be essentially independent, part of a loose net-

work. Teachers would be given much greater opportunities to define the nature of their

work and organize their work day, and they would spend more time collaborating with

other adults. To facilitate a spirit of collegiality, there would be "a common office place

for all teachers; each would have a desk there, rather than in their classroom."

As much as possible, she would "let other people make as many of the decisions that

are possibly appropriate for them to make in their own area, and when people reach for

responsibility, then you give them their freedom." Alternative ways of organizing the

work week would be encouraged and would include increased opportunities for teachers

to work on their own research projects, time for staff development, and time to seek other

professional development opportunities. Their teaching assignment would be more akin

to how college teachers operate, and she notes that "if you look at the amount of teaching

that the college teachers do, it's much less than what public school teachers do."

Less than 250 students would attend her school because "you have to get a knowable

number. Beyond 250, it's hard for every staff member to have known every kid. As soon

as people are strangers, you don't have the same kind of intimacy."

Trust, caring, commitment, the importance of relationships: unconscious parts of the

school culture and climate that can be felt by all people, big and little, who participate in

the life of Jacqueline Ancess' ideal school. This supportive culture is most apparent when

the inevitable conflict boils up:

People in this school know that when something bad happens you have the
opportunity to work it through, that people will give you the benefit of the doubt
or you can demand the benefit of the doubt... because everybody screws up....
You are constantly working at creating this interactive, dynamic environment where
you are not allowing adversarial relationships to exist, where you don't have to
feel defensive, where conflict is inevitable and people know that conflict is not
the end of the world, you don't have to get terrified .... and somebody has to have
their wits about them to remember how we have to work together.
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Ms. Ancess explains that this caring culture is "not this kind of mushy caring. It's

caring that implies responsibility." So when students have problems in her ideal school,

her goal is "to help them to understand what their goal was in behaving a certain way"

and to see "that the way in which they were behaving was in fact a strategy....and get them

to understand that they were choosing their behavior." Students learn "that the way you

resolve issues and problems is through communication, through relationships."

Teachers and administrators in her ideal school would have to "give up wanting to

punish.. .teachers and administrators have so much anger." In her school, expressing

anger is a matter of professionalism, and the professionals in this ideal school:

don't have to act their anger out on the kids. I just say, 'Look, I'm frustrated
and I can't solve a problem. How do I use that anger as a professional?...
Do I change it into humor?

Technology such as interactive video would be allowed to reshape the way teaching

and learning occurs. And this learning would require kids to do more:

They have to be writers, they have to be leaders... .who engage literature and
try to find meanings and to be scientists, not to study about science.... I think the
experience of inventing and creating is very important because then you
internalize that notion of yourself as an inventor and a creator which I think
is important in the adult life... .that you don't lose your imagination."

The study of literature, history, mathematics and science would have a place in Ms.

Ancess' 21st century school. The curriculum would reflect multiple perspectives and

would recognize that all of history is "really just someone's point of view." Her curricu-

lum would "teach all the mythologies rather than just one mythology." Students would

engage in a much stronger physical education program, one especially rich in team

sports. Most importantly, the arts would figure prominently in her curriculum and every

child "would have a chance to sing" because Ms. Ancess thinks that "singing is good for

the soul" and souls are important in her school.
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3. Ron Brandt: Flexing the Walls, Flexing the People

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) office build-

ing in Alexandria, Virginia, is home to Ron Brandt, executive editor of ASCD's journal,

Educational Leadership. Interviewing educational leaders is one of the many jobs he

performs as editor of this publication. As I set up my tape recorder in his office, I real-

ized that being interviewed was probably a new experience for him; he was used to

posing the questions, not answering them. A friendly, warm man, he seemed eager to

tackle the questions. Energetically he jumped in and began describing his ideal school.

This did not appear to be the first time he had thought about what he would like to see

schools become, although he confessed he had never thought about his vision holistically

before. He gave generously of his time and allowed the interview to proceed uninter-

rupted.

Ron Brandt forcefully articulated the beliefs that he thinks must form the foundation

of an ideal 21st century school system:

It is a clear cut sense that human resources are the most important resources
you can have.... We have got to develop human beings who are far more
thoroughly educated than we have ever had in the past.

In pursuit of this aim, he sees a plethora of models for educating kids coexisting and

supporting the education of a diverse student body. He feels that the system must serve

students. If it does not, then its structures, rules, and faculty must be altered:

Probably 'flexibility' is the prime describer.... We are looking for a situation in
which we go beyond the set opening and closing time, the set length of instructional
periods ... far less of the standard cubicle things and much more of lots of people
working in a variety of ways..... That also means going beyond the walls of a
building called the school ... flexibility in every aspect of who teaches, what the
kids do during the day and night, what kind of activities are involved.

This flexibility would be enhanced by the kind of governance structure Ron Brandt

would create. First, he would hire people "that are doing what they like to do and believe
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strongly that they have the talents and interests to do well." Then he'd give them some

freedom to create this flexible workplace. But it is freedom with boundaries. Ron

Brandt feels very strongly that we must "balance individual rights with community

responsibility." He thinks a free market choice system of public schooling represents too

much freedom and would make education a "private good rather than a public good."

And while schools must bend to meet individual needs, he is:

. . . searching for a position between the extreme ACLU view that says individual
rights are the prime thing in our society, and the right wing view that says
government's got to make sure everybody does what they're told.

In Ron Brandt's ideal school there is a place for a principal and a superintendent. But

he thinks the current system is faulty because it assumes that all administrators can be

both instructional leaders and talented managers:

I am in favor of further experimentation.... I think it is entirely possible to have a
person who is a primary educational leader and who is the chief administrator, and
to have others who are very, very good (only) at administration ... we need to invent
jobs.

In his ideal system, he would reinvent the role of principal and he would allow each

school to do the same, to "create it, describe it, and search for a person who would fill

that job well." Some schools might decide they need a principal only to do the schedul-

ing and keep the paper work moving. In another school, they may opt for a principal

with a wealth of expertise in curriculum and instruction.

He'd write flexible job descriptions for teachers as well. As Ron Brandt envisions it,

"teacher" would refer to a "large variety of adults, some of whom are highly specialized

and well paid....and some of whom have lesser skills." In his school, teachers are special-

ists:

I'd develop specialities in people who know how to develop human beings
and people who are specialists in some aspect in education that requires a
high degree of expertise.... I'd stop paying the driver's education and the
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chemistry teachers the same.

And these specialized teachers in Ron Brandt's ideal school are powerful and have a

great deal of prestige. Ron Brandt identifies his definition of teacher empowerment as

being "controversial" because it encompasses more than participation in decision-making:

That goes much further than saying I'm a nice administrator and I let my teachers
do this, this, and this. No way. That's paternalism. I am talking about preroga-
tives, rights associated with the role and that I would hope these people are not
arrogant SOBs, but that they can be.... If you are in this position, you don't have
to go ask, you tell them. You may do it in the nicest way possible... but it's just
not a matter of begging for whatever you want. And I think in that sense, the
relationship between teachers and administrators would change a great deal.

When it comes to curriculum, Ron Brandt sees national documents as useful. He

thinks they are usually of "pretty good" quality. In his future school, he'd use these

documents, with a few caveats:

The danger is that there gets to be one description of what the students need
and there never can be a single description of what everybody needs to know.
So it is like setting goals in the school district.... Don't take it too seriously. Don't
get carried away.... Don't think that you have finally got it just because you have
a written curriculum.... But so long as it is a general guideline to what it is we all
agree we want, I say we need it.

Although Ron Brandt thinks that in his ideal school the faculty could probably agree

on a single set of broad outcomes for the students, he resists the idea of a rigid curricu-

lum mandate for "all." He opts instead for very flexible curricular guidelines and feels

that a teacher, student, or parent always ought to retain the right to say "I elect not to

meet those outcomes." He would adopt a multicultural curriculum, but one that instead

of abandoning a western perspective would "play it down, teach a little less Shelle and a

little more of something else." Because his future classrooms will be filled with a greater

mix of student ethnic groups, he feels it is imperative that students see "that there are

other cultures beside the European that have something to offer."

In his school, he would establish minimum competencies in each curriculum area,
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definitions of "what a person needed to know in order to be successful as an adult." But

these minimum competencies only would be used as diagnostic tools and not as barriers

to prevent students from graduating.

And how does Ron Brandt think the curriculum content should be taught? Once

again, in his school there won't be one correct method:

So what we have to do is find a set of things we want them to learn, and then
provide a wide variety of ways to learn them ... and there are dozens of ways to
get at the content.

4. Martin Brooks: Life--Be In It! The drive up to the administration building of the

Shoreham-Wading River School District in Long Island, New York was picturesque -

stately trees, landscaped gardens, spacious wooded grounds. The Assistant Superinten-

dent of this wealthy school district, Martin Brooks, ushered me into his office. With his

leadership, his school district transformed their junior high schools into model middle

schools. He and other district colleagues have written several professional articles about

their successes.

Martin Brooks seemed genuinely interested in the topic of the interview. Intense and

reflective, he drew a very complete and alive picture of his ideal school.

The school Martin Brooks dreams of for the 21st century is built upon four philo-

sophical beliefs. The first he identifies as "a constructivist discipline." This belief

creates "a setting in which kids are encouraged to construct knowledge for themselves

rather than being fed knowledge by adults." This requires a radical shift in the traditional

teacher-student relationship; the adults in this school will interact collaboratively with the

students:

Rather than viewing themselves as the sole possessors and disseminators
of information in each class, teachers would become the mediators of the learning
environment. Their job would be to monitor the pulse of each kid, and determine
what materials, questions, activities, experiences the kids need to move from where
they are to where cognitively the adults perceive they're able to go.
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Teachers in his school would know that their job involves "more than just delivering
curriculum to kids and then assessing whether they've learned it or not." These 21st
century teachers would "get involved in the life of the school and go to the homes of the
kids." They would accept "an obligation to be involved in both the educational and
personal life of kids."

The second belief is in the importance of developmentally appropriate learning
experiences. In contrast to the current system which Martin Brooks says gives "lip
service to developmental issues," his ideal school would be centered around a commit-
ment to matching the child's developmental level to the learning tasks:

The reality is that development constrains learning--not the opposite, but schools areset up as if learning controls development. What winds up occurring as a result ofthis is that kids wind up dropping out in large numbers, either physically orpsychologically early on.... The real quest is matching the curriculum to the child,not matching the child to the curriculum and that requires a major shift in how wethink about what our role is, and what our charge is.

Rigidly prescribed curricula, one that is "almighty and sacrosanct" would be aban-
doned in favor of learning goals tailored to the developmental needs of individual stu-
dents. And in his school they would adopt an "inter-age" approach to grouping, and
adopt an interdisciplinary, thematic approach to organizing instruction that promotes the
integration of information.

The third belief that would shape his ideal school is what he calls a belief in "access
and equity." Although students would receive liberal doses of individual assistance, his
school would avoid pull-out programs, programs that he feels create "a permanent

underclass":

The school I would create would afford all students equal opportunity to thecurriculum, would not differentiate, would have adults going into classroomsto help students who have needs, rather than pulling kids out.

The fourth philosophical commitment shaping Martin Brook's ideal school concerns
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the authenticity of student learning experiences. He would shift from asking students,

"Have you learned this?" to "What have you learned?" And he would eliminate a "harm-

ful over-reliance on tests" that have no meaning in the lives of kids:

Authentic assessment... .I think that setting up real life experiences and activities
that are hard for kids to do, that require them to cooperate with each other, that
require them to work in teams, that foster interdependence, that require them to do
research, and to integrate information gleaned from the so called content areas,
those are the kind of things that are real and are meaningful and that is what my
school would do.

In his school, teachers would report progress to parents through written narratives that

would be discussed during "face to face" meetings.

The governance of his school would support the actualization of the four beliefs.

Although a principal is a part of Martin Brook's future school image, the principalship

would be very different:

I think that the principalship needs to remain intact, but I think that the notion
of the principal as the dispenser of goodies, as developer of rules and policies,
as total decision maker is archaic and interferes in many ways...

His 21st century principal's objective is to "seek to understand adults--not control

them." He'd enhance the capacity of his staff to make decisions by liberally providing

staff development opportunities. Teachers would construct their school's reality actively.

Instead of coercing a faculty into following a plan of school improvement, the principal

in Martin Brook's school would ask the faculty to plan the improvements:

... saying to folks, 'Tell me what you think would work, and then tell me how I can
help you make that work'.'. . . involve them in developing the budget, hiring new
staff, hiring new administrators, hiring paraprofessionals, developing curriculum, all
of the components of the job ... people are involved in meaningful ways.

Faculty would be given time to discuss controversial educational issues and, from

that, developing a collective vision of what their school would be:

The better way to go is to engage the staff in a series of pedagogical discussions:
what's important, how do kids learn, what do we know about how kids learn, what
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do we do that is inconsistent, what do we know about curriculum, curriculum
development, curriculum delivery, curriculum evaluation, what do we do in school
that makes sense in terms of curriculum and what does not? Thinking through these
kinds of issues, people begin to form a vision themselves of what education is.
This vision building would create a school-wide alignment of curriculum and instruc-

tion. He feels that a skillful administrator can build consensus that encompasses all but

about "20% of the staff who remain either indifferent or actively oppose the kinds of

things that the rest of the folks say are important." Martin Brooks is adamant about the

importance of preserving respect for these differing viewpoints. He would make sure that

even viewpoints that are "out of step with the mainstream of thought in the school" are

valued and that individuals with less popular ideas are not made to feel they are "losers."

With this right to a meaningful voice in the life of the school, however, he would add

a faculty responsibility to make pedagogical decisions that are firmly grounded in re-

search:

Airline pilots are told there is one way to land a plane. A pilot does not have the
right to say, 'I don't want to use the tower. I want to come in on my own.' He
doesn't have the right to say that, but people in education have the right to say,'I don't want to use this textbook, even though I've read the research and it says
it's great--I want to use the book I've been using for 22 years because I know it.' It
makes it hard to convince people that we know what we're doing when we have that
kind of approach.... There are some things we know that work in the interest of kidsand we are, for some reason, historically reluctant to say in bold ways these are things
we stand for, that we want kids to do, and you need to do it.

But this 21st century principal would help his faculty change their beliefs about

learning, listen to and find out how they reason, rather than merely criticize.

Faculty participation in decision making would proceed strictly from a democratic

perspective. In his school, there would be no department chairs and everyone would be

active in the decision-making process:

When department meetings occur, all ten or twelve people in a given department
come together and hash out what the decision on a particular issue is. Everybody
is equal and the decisions take a long time to make, because there is no one person
saying 'Here's how we're going to do it.' So there is a lot of discussion, a lot of
research, some compromise, and finally a decision, and everyone owns it in the
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same way.

In Martin Brook's school, his district central office would "walk that fine line be-

tween needing to mandate certain things from the district office, but wanting the schools

to be autonomous." He would give the schools "a lot of leeway to decide the "how" of

instruction" and he would have the central office decide the "what."

Parents also would be given a voice in constructing this 21st century school. Al-

though he is not interested in "public school money going to private schools," he is a

proponent of choice "within the public school arena," and he likes "the notion of parents

being able to select the public schools that their kids go to." He would set up town

meetings to which all parents are invited to give input on various issues. He is very

concerned about involving all parents in the operation of his ideal schools:

One of the big issues with parent involvement is the dilemma over deepening the
involvement of those who have already expressed a desire to become involved, or
broadening the involvement by bringing in those who are not yet involved. It's much
easier to deepen parental involvement because you are preaching to the already
converted, you've got these parents knocking on your door. It is easy to think that
you have enhanced parent involvement by doing that, but my question is whether you
really have ... we've got to try to reach all parents ... it is critical, particularly for
minority parents.

The final piece in Martin Brook's 21st century school is an interactive approach to the

use of technology. His school would offer computer use as a course, but would empha-

size the use of all technological assists as tools to achieve pre-determined learning out-

comes. To enhance his constructivist approach to instruction, students would always

work in teams of at least two on computer-generated learning activities that require

problem solving. The computer programs in his school would be much more than "elec-

tronic workbooks" and computer assisted instruction would involve more than "kids

doing busywork--ditto sheets--on the computer."

And his 21st century school would provide a computer for each student to use in his
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home:

I see the school communicating with the home through computer. What I would like
to do ideally is to have a computer in the home of each child and have homework
assignments and other kinds of busy work that we typically give to kids become more
meaningful and more fun for kids by having them done on the computer and having
them done at home ... a kid can go home, and boot up an assigment that has been left
for them on the master computer at school, or if a teacher needs to get a message to a
parent, be able to just sit down and type it in ... I see the school being able to com-
municate with the parent much more effectively like that.

A school that encourages all members of the community to be actively involved in

constructing the learning environment, a curriculum tailored to each student's needs that

weaves bits of information into relevant wholes, an instructional program that provides

equally for all students, and an environment that taps the best technology in pursuit of

these goals, this is the school Martin Brooks envisions for 21st century children.

5. Rexford Brown: A Learning Community. A Learning Society

A professor at the University of Colorado at Denver and a member of the Education

Commission of the States, Rexford Brown has authored several articles and books on

education reform. This interview was held over the telephone and Dr. Brown appeared

very willing to offer his comments. The flow of conversation proceeded with little

prompting from the interviewer.

I am not so sure that 100 years from now schools as we currently conceive of them
are really where it is at. . . the issue is learning and how people learn, how can their
learning capacity be enhanced.

When Rexford Brown thought about his vision of the ideal school in the 21st century,

he began by wondering if schools would even exist, and commented "that to even begin

the conversation by using the same metaphors or same images may be keeping yourself

in a box that we're going to have to learn how to get out of." He begins with a statement

about what 21st century schools should value. He thinks the focus "should not be on

teaching, not on institutionalized instruction, but on learning." And so his notion of a
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21st century educational system would center on the creation of learning opportunities:

... this is certainly the key to changing schools--making them learning organizations,
making classrooms learning focused ... so that you are no longer asking, 'What did
you teach somebody today?' or 'What did the lesson plan call for?' but you're trying to
figure out what was learned. This is a very different question.

And he sees all students having an opportunity to have high quality learning opportu-

nities. He wants educators to have "much higher standards and expectations, not just for

an elite, but for all students." He thinks that the current school curriculum is "almost

insultingly simpleminded, extremely oriented toward basic skills, boring, and

unchallenging."

He would change that by creating a curriculum that got kids to think critically and

creatively, solve problems, and put less emphasis on rote knowledge, drill, and memori-

zation." He would want students to be literate in science, but defines this as "knowing

how scientists think, organize their knowledge base, argue, persuade, and prove things."

He would want students to be able to judge the worth of literature, art, and music. He

would teach more about the "modes of knowing, the importance of thinking and problem

solving, and how to apply core knowledge in subject matter to real life."

The learning experiences in his school would be "authentic" and emphasize "learning

for understanding as opposed to learning for grades and scores." He would also construct

a curriculum that puts more emphasis on "students learning a limited number of things

thoroughly instead of a large number of things superficially." One example of the kind of

curriculum he would utilize is the thematic approach to science now put out by the

American Association for the Advancement of Science that reduced science to a rela-

tively small number of themes that kids explore in depth. He feels an in-depth, thematic

curricula helps students "make connections in their knowledge so that throughout the rest

of their lives they can make connections among various things."

His approach to instruction would be "responsive to diverse learning styles, diverse,
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multiple intelligences, diverse cultural styles, and so on." He sees cooperative learning

as an integral part of his school because "this is more like the real world and more like

the way in which knowledge is discovered and applied in the real world." To teach in his

21st century school, teachers would have to change drastically their current instructional

style because "obviously standing up and lecturing at kids all day is not going to get the

job done."

Assessment of student progress would be "authentic" and involve a "wealth of alter-

native models for assessing understanding...and reporting what is going on." In fact,

these models may not yet be developed:

Also the whole notion of accountability ... is likely to change and go through various
modes as we move along, if indeed education becomes far more widely distributed, if
informal educational and learning opportunities are recognized as formal ... there
will be a robust, very broad set of indicators that people will use to gauge progress.

To govern such a system, Dr. Brown thinks that a larger and different coalition will

be in charge. He is not sure that the school board will continue as "the primary political

place for effecting what goes on in the classroom." He sees the inclusion of "more people

who are actually doing things that effect the learning and the culture and the literacy level

of the population."

He predicts a decline in the centralized educational bureaucracy and a more flexible

use of the money currently allocated for educational purposes. In fact, he does not expect

"the whole elaborate governance apparatus that we currently have for the education

system to last."

Instead, he sees partnerships developing in which citizen groups work in conjunction

with business groups and he predicts that the politics of American education will "move

out of an era of confrontational grid lock political maneuvering and discover how democ-

racy can be deepened and really live up to its promise." The educational learning com-

munity that Rexford Brown envisions will cause changes in all parts of society.
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6. Gordon Caiwelti: Compelling Leadership

As his hotel room was being readied for an evening cocktail party held in conjunction
with the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) conference
in San Francisco, Dr. Cawelti graciously and enthusiastically completed this interview.
He was already elegantly dressed for the event and sat relaxed on a couch. As Executive
Director of ASCD, he had spoken the day before about designing a high school for the
future. During this interview, I asked him to expand upon the vision that he had created
during that talk.

The answer to having quality schools in the 21st century, according to Gordon
Cawelti, is leadership. These leaders are a special breed of "good folk," possessing
"charisma and integrity" that enables them to inspire excellence in their staff. They
constantly seek ways to provide recognition for outstanding staff performance. These
leaders "do more than just their job everyday and they have almost a passion for doing
better." And it is this quality leadership that will motivate excellent performance in his
21st century faculty, and not merit pay.

These faculties, working in teams and clusters, would share decision making. Deci-
sions would be made as much as possible at the site, and individual schools would collec-
tively envision the future of the organization and then develop the necessary procedures
and operations to achieve that future. "Everyone is involved in this strategic planning
process--coaches, cafeteria workers, everyone," and all members have a direct responsi-
bility for good results. And in his ideal educational system, state mandates will not exist
because "they don't work."

The community also will help determine the school's agenda. Parental and commu-
nity alliances will create and support early childhood programs, youth services, and life
long learning programs, all becoming a part of his future school.

Gordon Cawelti's future high school would not be big. He thinks each student needs
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to feel "at home" when they are at school. He would create a school where "teacher

advisors help cultivate in the students a sense of social affiliation with the school and

provide both academic and social counseling."

Teachers in his school will be given access to both time and information so they can

be successful. School days will include time for teachers to sit and talk with each other,

and school will be a place where "teachers learn and where everybody really cares."

Gordon Cawelti is "tired of imposed, mandated staff development." Teachers will be

entrusted to develop their own staff development program. And these will not be "one-

shot" workshops; rather, they will include initial, intensive training and six months of

follow-up "with peer coaching so that teachers become comfortable with it." But that's

not all. Cawelti will give his :21st century teachers an incentive to participate in training

activities:

You'll get incentives for completing it--$1200 and a two week sabbatical during the
school year... so if you want to go someplace to learn to deal with unmotivated kids or
gifted kids, you just give us the plan and that really says 'I trust you.' . . . you just tell
me what you want to do, they are going to give you two weeks off by yourself and
$1200 and you go do it.

He prefers a "Model Z to a Model T system of staff development." Under the anti-

quated Model T system, "teachers are told they need help, are given the solution, are sent

to a workshop of approximately two hours duration, and administrators hope that the

teacher will use it ." Under the Model Z system used in Gordon Cawelti's future school,

teachers will decide if they have a problem, will decide what they need to do about it,

will develop a training strategy, and will design the follow up coaching with peers and

experts.

The district of the future will not only expect teachers to grow while they are em-

ployed but will be committed to that growth:

Now what I'd say is that 'I believe in you as an employee. You can come here but we
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expect you to grow while you are here, but this doesn't mean you have to take a lot of
dumb workshops. You pick them and you profit from them.'. .. That's my dream--a
place where that's going to be possible and it's going to be a way of life, and it's no
big deal, it's just the way things are.

The curriculum in his school will teach people to work together; it will contain a

strong affective skill development component. And there won't be remedial classes or

tracking of students by learning ability. His 21st century instructional materials will

reflect and respect student diversity.

His curriculum would teach "habits of the mind" and require active learning. He

would make sure that students "build knowledge, elaborate on it, question it, examine it,

relate it to other knowledge, interpret it, and apply it to new situations. And thinking

skills will be integrated throughout, not taught separately.

An interdisciplinary, global curricula would be the centerpice of Gordon Cawelti's

school, with communication and thinking skills forming the basis of all content area

instruction. And although you would see a balanced core of learning required for every-

one, you wouldn't see "Woods and Metal Shop" in his course listing or other "fluff

courses." This balanced core would include Health and Recreation, Science, Technology,

and Math, Citizenship and Social Studies, and Cultural Studies including foreign lan-

guage, English, Art, and Music.

Most importantly, the methods of instruction in this 21st century school will inspire a

desire to learn in students:

In science you want kids to like science and do science, and achieve well on a test
or on experiments ... but even more importantly they really are inquisitive about
phenomena and that's the ultimate, rather than scores on tests or ratings because
there are a lot of things that at one time were thought to be true and right--we use to
think that blood letting was cleansing.

Technology will be a a part of Gordon Cawelti's future school. Computers would be

used for word processing, to teach spelling, and to support the teaching of "writing

across the curriculum." He sees "an awful lot of kids getting awfully excited about video
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encyclopedias" that he feels are essential to bring history alive:

I don't care how good you are, what Martin Luther King did...or John Kennedy or
Ghandi, you cannot replicate that with books or your own charisma or anything else.
I just think this projects the closest thing we can get to real. Sure I'd love to send
every kid to the Taj Mahal or to the gulf to see the war, but that's not going to happen,
so you do your best to inject power into instruction.

And Gordon Cawelti thinks that schools in the 21st century that do not utilize sophisti-

cated technology will be "risking malpractice."

7. John Chubb: Governing Schools Through Free Market Principles

With Terry Moe, John Chubb authored Politics. Markets, and America's Schools

(Chubb and Moe, 1990) and thrust himself into the middle of the fierce debate about how

to best reform America's schools. As a political scientist and senior researcher at the

Brookings Institute in Washington, D.C., John Chubb's first foray into the world of

educational politics was through this book. At the beginning of our interview that took

place in his office at the Brookings Institute, he shared his surprise at the emotional

intensity of the responses his book engendered. He had touched a nerve among some

educators and had become the target of several angry attacks.

Dr. Chubb's cogent replies to the interview questions were delivered in a very deliber-

ate manner; it was evident that he had given a great deal of thought to the topic. The

interview continued for over an hour, and he was gracious and attentive during the entire

discussion.

John Chubb believes the rapid rate of change characteristic of our current society will

continue to accelerate. By the 21st century, he predicts that our current educational

system will not work:

... because of the pace of change, because of the diversification of roles in theeconomy and society, we need an education system that is capable of changingrapidly. We will need an educational system that will be as dynamic as the economyand society and political system that it is trying to serve. And the education systemthat we have right now is not very dynamic and not very diverse.
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He believes that the educational system that will be compatible with 21st century

needs will be a system in which "schools are not all the same," where "they are not all
governed in the same way," and where "they serve different purposes." John Chubb also
believes that we need a school system of increasing quality. This 21st century system
will contrast markedly with the familiar school system that has operated for generations:

The education system that we have right now is not very dynamic and its not verydiverse. Even though there are 15,000 school districts, they are heavily influenced bythe programs from one national government and even at the local level, they tend tobe organized very, very similarly. There is a famous book, The One Best System byDavid Tyack and I think that it is a half-way accurate label for what we have in thiscountry: that is, there is one system, but it's probably not the best.

To improve the school system, John Chubb feels that we need to increase the diver-
sity of educational models by decentralizing the governance structure:

There are too many decisions that are made in the center and decision making in thecenter has a disadvantage if it is trying to promote lots of differences around theedges because at the center, you can't perceive exactly what the diverse demands areout there.... Diversity of demands can only be perceived by the people who are outin the field close to where the demands are being made. That's why I think that weneed to move to a system where the control of schools is more decentralized, wherethose at the highest levels may well do the financing and they may set the generalguidelines, but the real decisions about what schools are doing and how they aredoing would be made more in the trenches.

He would create very small school districts and allow decisions to be made at each
school. To make sure that this power is not abused, he would create a different system of
accountability:

Now, if you're going to allow more decisions to be made at a highly decentralizedlevel, you have to have some way of holding schools accountable.., you don't justwant to have schools given all kinds of authority to do what they want with no guar-antee that they will use their authority responsibly. There has to be some way to holdthem accountable ... allowing the clients, that is, the parents and students who areusing the schools, and the colleges, universities, businesses and so forth who aretaking the graduates to have far more influence on what the schools do and the wayyou do that, obviously, is to allow parents and students to choose the school theywant to go to. That provides an awful lot of discipline for the people at the locallevel. They can't do anything they please. They can only do things that people arewilling to patronize.
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John Chubb says that there is a role for the state government under his system of

school choice:

... the state would guarantee that with respect to every school parents would know
exactly what they are teaching, what the backgrounds of the teachers are, what the
test scores look like, what the graduation rate looks like, what the job prospects
are of the graduates... I think that's a role that the government cound perform very
well, keeping people informed.

He also sees the states responsible to protect schools against potential inequities:

We are not recommending some unregulated market, you know, throw everybody to
the wolves and see what happens. It's very much a regulated market with a substan-
tial role for government. No private money is allowed under the system, the states
will charter all of the schools, the state will supervise admissions, and the state will
guarantee financial equity.

And, because he is creating a market-driven school system for the 21st century, he

thinks unions will have trouble operating in this highly competitive environment:

Educational organizations represent everybody in a given field, that is, they represent
principals whether they are good or bad, teachers whether they are good or bad, and
in order to keep peace within their organizations, they tend to run like mad away from
any reform that might draw distinctions among their members because that just
creates a lot of problems for them. And choice is that kind of proposal. Unions
would have trouble operating in highly competitive environments because teachers
who are successful and work in successful schools wouldn't want them, wouldn't need
them, and teachers operating in unsuccessful schools which would want unions might
not be operating those schools very long ... so highly competitive environments are
not very hospitable to unions.

Once the state provides sufficient information about the schools to all parents, he is

confident that parents will choose an appropriate school for their child:

I think if parents are fully informed about what's going on or not going on in a school,
that very few parents would choose schools that are irresponsible, that are worthless.

Initially, John Chubb acknowledges that parents and students may support schools

that "cater to the baser instincts of students and that let them all off easily." But over time

he thinks the schools that will proliferate are those that "succeed in getting students into

college, are able to get students jobs, and that turn out students who score well on tests."
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The curriculum in John Chubb's ideal 21st century school would be "more academi-

cally focused and more academically rigorous than it has been in the past." Rather than

disregarding traditional bodies of knowledge, he would have teachers do a better job of

teaching them. And in the early years, even into middle schools, he would have chil-

dren taught certain basics; he would guarantee that every child is able to read, to write, to

compute, and to think.

History would remain in his 21st century curriculum and students would be expected

to know much more than merely the dates and names surrounding a few significant

historical events:

Curriculum in the name of relevance has become too watered down. And I simply
don't think that is necessary. American History, for example--U.S. students really
have a very, very poor grasp of it, and I think the reason for that ... many teachers
teach history as a series of dates and a long list of names, without bringing out the
significance of major historical events for the way we live our lives.... The reason
we study history is because many of the things that have happened in the past teach
lessons that are timeless and those connections need to be stressed.

Great literature would be taught in John Chubb's future English classes. But the way

classic stories are presented would be transformed:

Students don't even know what great literature is, I mean they don't know the differ-
ence between a good book and a bad book, an important work and an unimportant
work, and I think that the reason for this is that the teaching of classic literature has
declined and teachers argue that these things were written years ago , they're obvi-
ously not relevant to the lives of students. But the fact is that the basic themes of
great literature, the things that make them great and kept them alive until recently,
was that they did talk about the most important and deep issues of humanity and
society and that these issues can be brought out very clearly and need to be brought
out very clearly so that these things are not lost.

John Chubb is opposed to "watering down" curriculum offerings and feels that there

is no substitute for rigorous academic course work:

The more rigorous academic course work students are exposed to, the more they
learn. And I don't think there is any getting around that. The heartening thing is that
we found that some schools were able to get kids of below average ability to do
rigorous academic course work, whereas a lot, maybe the majority, were just lazy. If
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a student wasn't academically adept, well then, they got something easier and our data
show that wasn't necessary, that kids are able to accomplish a lot more.

Curriculum offerings in his ideal school would include only content aimed at produc-

ing adults who are "capable of thinking and changing and making it in a tough world."

Even students who are not college bound would be expected to complete a rigorous,

basic, classical curriculum. There would be no vocational education program and very

few electives in his high school:

I think the more we try to put other things into the curriculum, the more we crowdout alternatives, crowd out the things that are really important. Now this may involvesome tough choices. You know, if you want students to really learn but you wantthem only to be there for six hours a day, you have to ask yourself: how important isdriver education, how important is sex education, swimming lessons, home econom-ics? I really think the classics, the basics are more important.... I think that withoutthe foundation, all of the other things just won't serve you very well for very long. ..there's a danger in teaching specific skills because the specific needs of society are
changing so rapidly.

He is not so sure it is even important that they learn to operate a computer; he thinks

it is a "useful learning tool," but doesn't think "it's crucial."

And the only teachers in his 21st century classrooms would be those capable of

motivating students to tackle a rigorous, classical curriculum:

Teachers would find a way not only to motivate them, but also they'd really almosthold their hands and take them through it, reinforce them, make them understand theimportance of it, make them take pride in what they are accomplishing, show themthat adults actually care about their learning. Now this is not easy, it requires a lot ofadult attention and reinforcement, but I think if you put together the right kind ofcommunity of educators in a school that are willing to support the push for learningwith a difficult curriculum, I think that a difficult curriculum will work.

The faculty in his school would be free to experiment with different books, different

teaching methods. They would also be free to institute different hours of operation, to

create all day, all year, or part time instructional schedules. They'd be free to choose their

own text books because he thinks that a lot of good ideas about curriculum and instruc-

tion have been lost by the current system that says that "we have to agree on adopting one
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method for use across the school district, or across the whole state." He feels "this is the

reason why we don't get enough tailoring of different methods to different kids." He

would also acknowledge that teachers are different and allow them to use what works

best for them because they would ultimately be responsible for the results they produce.

John Chubb feels that the key to effective 21st century schools is the creation of a
free, market-driven educational system because he prefers the politics of the marketplace

to the politics of education:

The politics of the institution effects the way the schools operate ... we never saidmarkets were perfect. We acknowledged that markets have lots of flaws. But thequestion was not whether or not markets are perfect. The question is whether mar-kets are better, better than a system that is run, basically, politically.

He has lost faith in the educational bureaucracy and says current schools are creatures
of the political process, and this is responsible for their ineffectiveness:

It's as if people in the education world have a faith that the system that they are a partof will do the right thing once they are told what to do, and we don't think that's theway the system works. Most of the educators believe in decentralization, but thensettle for a bureaucracy, and we think the reason they have a bureaucracy is notbecause people believe it's a good idea, but rather because bureaucracy is the waypolitical conflicts get resolved. Everybody lobbying for some rules and regulations toget themselves a little protection from somebody else ... bureaucracy is the productof politics and not an accident...and politics has a lot of defects like: organizedpeople beat unorganized people, people with money beat people who don't havemoney, interest groups do better than parents, and general interests lose out to specialinterests ... we try various reforms . . . to try to limit these things, but these are allvery, very serious defects of politics.

The centerpiece of John Chubb's 21st century school is a system of market-driven choice:

Some people already have choice. People who can afford to buy a house in the rightplace have choice, people who can afford private school tuition have choice. Thepeople who don't have choice are people who don't have money. And so the issue isshould poor people have a choice, too.

8. Carl Glickman: Democracy in Action

During the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development conference in
San Francisco, the researcher attended a short course conducted by Carl Glickman on his
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Professional Development Schools (PDS) concept. With private funding and funding

support from The University of Georgia at Athens where Dr. Glickman is a professor, he

has established a school-university partnership with a network of public schools in

Georgia. The purpose of the short course was to explain the core concept of PDS, that of

democratic school governance, and to share qualitative data gathered during the first few

years of program operation.

He and his associates not only lectured on the importance of a completely democratic

approach to school governance, but they used this democratic model throughout the

workshop. Everyone in the room, for example, chose the small group activity they

wished to attend, rather than being assigned to a group based on convenience. And Carl

Glickman, founder of the PDS, noted that when their board met to discuss business, he

only contributed one vote to the decision-making process. He also admitted, with hu-

mor, that sometimes the vote did not go the way he might have chosen.

As he left the room, I asked if I might interview him. To accommodate his busy

schedule, the interview took place in a restaurant. Although he confessed that he hadn't

really thought much about holistically designing an ideal school for the 21st century, he

eagerly discussed the topic. He was warm and friendly, and expressed his thoughts with

a great deal of humor. After the formal interview concluded, we both confessed to being

college students during the turbulent sixties, and we wondered how much influence the

philosophy of those times exerted on our current viewpoint concerning education reform

and restructuring.

Carl Glickman sees schooling as a "moral enterprise" that involves "making decisions

about good and bad." He rejects the idea of education as a technology and says that what

differentiates education from training is "that education is preparing people to make

decisions, to know what really is good."

Defining his ideal 21st century school was "simple, very simple," Carl Glickman
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stated. "It would be a place where people are involved in democratic participation." Yet

he confesses that this concept, when truly practiced, is considered radical. And this

surprises him:

There's something very strange in even discussing that. It's strange in America to
have gained a reputation by talking about how schools should be laboratories of
democracy.... The irony is that we're not in a totalitarian country, so what I'm
talking about is so consistent with what we value as a society. People give their lives
in order to preserve the democracy of our society. And yet the kind of stuff that I've
talked about for a long time is seen as very radical ... people don't connect what we
talk about outside of schools with what goes on inside schools.

What is it that is so threatening to some educators about Carl Glickman's application

of democracy to school governance? Carl Glickman would have schools scrutinize every

aspect of operation to make sure that their actions were consistent with democratic

principles, and that means looking at the authority of the principal:

When I talk about how schools should make educational decisions, I mean a place
where there is no hierarchical authority in the school, where the principal doesn't havea veto vote, where professionals make professional decisions.... We believe that ourpresident doesn't have an ultimate veto about decisions regarding our society. There
are checks and balances. The president can be overruled by a two-thirds vote. Yetwhen I talk about the same kinds of things in schools, people say, 'No! The principal
is the one that has the final authority!'

Even though Carl Glickman believes passionately in faculties having a voice in

school operations, he would not mandate a site-based system of school management. He

labels the strategy of mandating educational practices a failure and is against site-based

management being forced upon schools:
Now what's happening is a tremendous shift to decentralizing decisions in schools,
But the mentality, the strategy, is the same! We're going to mandate that all thoseschools will be site-based, that all schools will have shared governance. So evenwhen you take an idea that may be better than the other idea before, when you put itwith a strategy that says everyone is going to do it and they're all going to do it thesame, you kill it.... Has anyone stopped to think about the inconsistency in mandat-
ing shared governance?

In his ideal school system, he would introduce the system of democratic governance
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into schools that are "willing places, places that want to do this work." He feels that

working with faculty that freely choose this model enhance the chance of its success at

their school, and also increase the likelihood that other schools will think about adopting

this model:

Let's provide policy and support that enables schools that want to move the opportu-nity to move, but don't mandate it for everyone.... If they don't want to, if teachersdistrust the principal, if the principal distrusts the teachers, if the district distrusts theschool, then don't mandate it. What it will do is undermine everything under theterms shared governance and site-based management and restructuring. So thenmove with the people that want to move, so we find out what they can accomplishand then let them be the pioneers to kind of open up the ground for those places thatkind of sit on the side lines and see how it works.

In his ideal school the faculty, having chosen this democratic system of governance,
would extend this democratic participation to all persons in the school community:

So when you ask me the question, 'What would a school look like?' it would looklike a community, a living community of people really involved in making decisionsabout what they learn, participating children and adults.

The role of school boards in his 21st century system of education would be to "coor-

dinate and articulate" the school district's total operation. He does not believe that each

school in a district should be a totally independent operation because the same students

may attend an elementary, middle, and high school and coordination among the schools

is advantageous. But the school board should delegate the bulk of educational decisions

to the school faculties:

I think the role of the of the school board is to raise the question, 'Who do we trust tomake educational decisions?' And that if we think lay people with no formal prepa-ration and education can make better educational decisions than the people who havestaked their life on being educators, then it doesn't say much for why anyone needs togo into education.... The role of the school board is to say, 'Have we hired peoplewho know what they are doing, and do we trust them to use their knowledge at whatthey are doing?'. .. Boards have to rethink their role in terms of supporting profes-
sional decision making...

In his ideal 21st century system of education, state policies would be written to
"support and encourage" those schools that are doing a credible job. He would have the
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state developing policies that "enable schools to take on greater choice and responsibility

for decisions." State regulations and standards only would be applied to schools "that

don't want to take on greater choice and responsibility."

Unions probably won't be needed in his 21st century schools. Dr. Glickman thinks,

however, that currently "some of the healthiest spots in the United States are where

management and union have been equally powerful and they have put that power around

educating kids."

His 21st century school faculty would be committed to practicing democratic interac-

tions in all facets of school business. They would display a "willingness to be engaged in
decision making and have ideas about how to improve things," and they would be willing
to expend effort and time. His teachers would "trust their principal to be involved with

them, to allow them to experiment and do this work." The teachers in each classroom
would be skilled practitioners of democratic decision making. That means they not only

are given a vote in all aspects of school management, but also they extend the same right

to their students, acknowledging only legitimate developmental constraints:

Schools themselves are supposed to prepare students to be productive citizens ina democracy, and yet they learn that in a system that is anything but democratic.And so I say if that s really what we believe in as a country and as a society,then our classrooms and our schools should be laboratories of democratic practice.

Again, Carl Glickman has difficulty understanding why many school administrators

balk at the concept of teachers as full participants in the governance of the school:

I mean what does that really say about adults, what does that really say about what wereally believe about democracy? What does that say about who we want to beteachers. .. if we are going to operate our schools to be anti-models of democraticparticipation, then really what we need to do is hire a bunch of dummies who arefollowers. Let's not talk about critical thinking. Let's not talk about preparing peoplefor productive roles in the larger community--if really what we are looking at ispeople who will follow orders in training students in what they need to be trained in.

No state or district mandated teacher evaluation instrument would exist in his ideal
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educational system; he will not use a "generic definition of what an effective teacher is."

He dislikes the current practice in which "we don't let teachers think about what it means

to be a good teacher." Instead, they receive the answers from "somewhere else."

His ideal scenario would find teachers questioning each other about what they are

trying to accomplish in their schools:

What does a good teacher look like in this school? What are we all striving to do?How should students be? What are the ways that we compliment and work with eachother? How do we define good teaching? The questions alone and how people try tofigure out the answer is probably more important than the answer itself. Actually Iwould guess that there are some principles of good teaching that are generic, but Iwant every school to find that out. I don't want to find out the generic process and layit on every school. I want every school to engage in that type of questioning.

Teachers in his ideal school would talk about what they value about teaching. From
this discussion, they would create a way of evaluating teacher performance compatible

with their particular school. This, Carl Glickman feels, would honor student and teacher
diversity and promote quality education in the schools:

Actually, what good teaching looks like in one school may in fact be different fromwhat good teaching looks like at another school. What the community is, what thecontext is, what kids become in one community might be quite different than whatthey become in another community. The kinds of learning activities in one commu-nity may really be much more dependent on the particular resources in that commu-nity than they are in another community.

Curriculum choices would be made by students in his ideal 21st century school, and
they would choose among curricula that involve school work that is meaningful to the

students:

There are real materials, there are real activities. What they learn is important toother people outside of the school, What they learn they can connect to everyday lifeand to what they want to do later on when they leave the school.

Determining curriculum goals would ultimately be done by individual school faculty.
He would begin this process of determining what they would teach by asking "What do
we want our kids to know after they have been with us for a while?" His curriculum
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writing process would include consideration of these questions:

What do we want our kids to be able to do when they have been with us a while? Do

we want them to be able to work together with each other? Do we want them to be

sensitive to racial and cultural differences? Do we want them to be able to go to a

supermarket and be able to buy some things? Do we want them to be able to read a

newspaper? Do we want them to be able to be engaged in a discussion with an adult

about current events?

When formulating instructional methods and assessments, Carl Glickman would

remind teachers that only concepts that are made truly memorable and important become

learned:

The things that kids know, that they hang on to, are memorable to them. What I

remember from school, elementary school, is South America. I remember what we

had to do. We had to choose a country and find out about it and explain it to our

parents. We had to show it to other people, Here I am, I don't know how many years
later, but I still remember that, and I still know more about that country. I don't

remember any thing else in terms of social studies--the text book, for example--but I
do remember those projects, because they were real.

Once the faculty established the curriculum goals, he would make sure that student

assessments measured exactly what the kids are supposed to be able to do:

The way we assess kids is to have kids do.... Grades are not important. What is

really important is what the kid is learning while he is in the school, what we want
them to be able to do before they leave us...When we decide what we want our kids
to be able to demonstrate or show or know in real settings, then it changes the way
we teach.... Assessment should be something that is a part of, not apart from, teach-
ing.

Objective tests would not be used to assess student progress in his ideal school.

Students would be asked to "communicate what they have learned and be able to defend

it and discuss it."

Democratic decision making that permeates every piece of curriculum and instruc-

tion, every facet of school life--that is what Carl Glickman wants in his ideal 21st century

school. And he thinks that "this type of work is part of a larger democratization that is

going on in the whole world."
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9. Stephanie Hirsh: Success for All Children. A Community of Life-long Learners.

Nervously, I set up the tape recorder in Stephanie Hirsh's home in Dallas, Texas.

This was my first interview. As associate director of the National Staff Development

Council, Stephanie Hirsh travels around the country providing consultative services to

districts engaged in school reform and restructuring and writes articles for professional

journals on topics related to staff development. This week she was working in her home

office and took time from her busy schedule for this interview.

Sensing my uneasiness, she went out of her way to make me feel comfortable. She

brought me coffee, smiled, and showed a genuine interest in my dissertation topic. After

I posed my first question, she paused a minute and asked for time to collect her thoughts.

She then launched in to an extremely well organized and thorough vision of what she

would like to see in an ideal 21st century school.

There is one important belief that is held by all members of an ideal school system ,

according to Stephanie Hirsh:

All children are successful in achieving whatever is appropriate for them to be achiev-
ing, so everything is built around that premise. When I talk about success, I am
talking about it in terms of academic success, I am talking about it in terms of self-
esteem, I am talking about it in terms of all the different types of skills that kids need
to have - affective, social, academic, recognizing that each child is an individual and
we need to have schools that acknowledge that and treat children as individuals. To

say that is easy, and yet to make it become a reality is probably one of the most
difficult things we are faced with.

Together, under the guidance of an able leader, the people in Stephanie Hirsh's school

create their vision of what they'd like their school to be:

I believe in the ability of people to create the vision together rather than an individual

by themselves. I don't think anyone has the ability to create a vision and lead others
to their vision. I think what people have is the ability to create a vision and work with
others to enable them to crystalize their own vision...And they help others to buy into
their vision and feel like they can accomplish it...

In her ideal vision, every school, every system also has its own long range plan and

mission statement:
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They define for themselves a set of beliefs that they have about children, about learn-
ing, about expectations and then from that, every school in the system has its own
mission . . . and they have a clear process, be it action planning or whatever process
they choose to achieve that mission.

The mission statement also would include accountability procedures:

And accountability for achievement of that mission is measured according to clear
objectives.... We have an obligation to ensure that what we propose can be mea-
sured.... I always say to people after we have gone through a long range planning
retreat, 'O.K., a star newspaper reporter comes up and says to you, 'Well, that's a great
mission, but how do you know if you ever achieve it?'.'

The mission statement of Stephanie Hirsh's ideal school is clear in her mind. It would

focus on student achievement, adult achievement, and parental and student support for

and involvement in the life of the school:

One objective would be that every child had achieved, a second objective would be
that every adult had been effective in increasing their own knowledge base.... And
then finally, every parent would be involved in and satisfied with the education that
their child is receiving, and every child would be involved in something other than
just the regular academic program, that they would think enough of the school com-
munity that they would commit extra energy to other activities.

In pursuit of her school's goals, every employee in her school will be committed to

becoming a "life-long learner" and to creating a vital, dynamic learning community:

We would have a community of learners...the children view themselves as learners
with a responsibility to learn. The adults are themselves a community of learners,
with a commitment to life-long learning. They believe that there is as much out there
for them to learn as there is for their students to learn. They are constantly learning
from each other, sharing research that has come about, or new books that have been
published.

Direct governance of her school would be handled by a visionary, creative principal

who would act as "the chief learner":

The principal will be viewed as the person that is on the cutting edge, that is there
to bring information, who is a supervisor with the authority to hold people account-
able, and won't be afraid to.

These principals will possess "extra commitment and leadership" that enables them to
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face the tremendous challenges of running 21st century schools and they will be given

guidance in learning these leadership skills:

They need to be able to face their fears, they need to be able to work with them and
say, 'Well, how do I do that?' Some are afraid to ask ... and some will say 'I would
like to be able to do it, but I have no idea how.' They need a mentor to work along
side with them to constantly question and say 'How about this?'

One challenge her principals will successfully undertake is obtaining private funding for

school projects that are beyond the school's fiscal reach. Her principals will "write grants

to be able to get the money to do the things that they want to do." Another challenge the

21st century school leaders in Stephanie Hirsh's school will successfully face is dismiss-

ing incompetent faculty:

The last thing they will be able to do is to get rid of the staff that doesn't want to go
along with them.... I would say 2% or 3% of the staff, no matter what you do, you
are not going to change them...this is my vision, that they will be able to get rid of
them, give them a year off with salary so that they can find another job, give them job
training skills in another field where they will be happy.

This principal also will create a healthy school culture that can be easily discerned by

questioning the faculty about their relationships:

If you question people, do they trust the administration and each other? Do they feel
there is open arms communication, like they have the right to go in and talk any time
about something that they are not comfortable with? Do they think their confidential-
ity is respected? Do they think there is respect for them and the job they do? Is it a
collegial environment? Do people support each other, come to help each other and
share and learn together? And do people volunteer for more than is expected?

Central office administrators in her ideal school system would act as supportive agents,

assisting the schools to become learning communities and provide "the resources, the

expertise, the services of the central office to help each school achieve its goals."

Stephanie Hirsh says that in her vision of the ideal 21st century school system, there

would be a national vision and a national commitment to providing all of the supports

children need to be successful in school:
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Headstart programs would be available for every child ... there would be quality
after school programs for every child ... every child can receive medical and social
care that needs it ... children that are homeless, there's a school for them ... All the
things that children need for them to be successful, the nation takes control of that.

A national standardized curriculum is also a part of her vision:

We would start by saying that this is what all schools will have.... But schools don't
have to look exactly alike.... There will be some choice within the system. But
there will be standardization in terms of what every child can do, what every child
is entitled to, what every teacher is entitled to, how many days there will be in the
school year.

Her standardized curriculum also might include a national expectation that "all

children are knowledgeable in a second language or maybe computer literacy, unless

they're on an I.E.P." And there would be national laws preventing the employment of

students under 18 years of age "to assist schools in preventing drop-outs."

Teachers in her schools would be expected to rely on research-based practices:

There is just too much research out there to be ignored.... We didn't have this
research available to us 10 years ago, but today we do and today if you know children
learn most effectively when being taught a certain way, then I think we are guilty of
malpractice when we don't apply the research.

In Stephanie Hirsh's vision, formal teacher evaluations will not be necessary because

"every teacher has the background to support making quality decisions about how to

teach." Instead of evaluating the teaching process, teacher evaluations would focus on

student achievement outcomes.

Teachers also would be researchers:

The research is not just conducted at the university.... Teachers would be learning
every day, doing research, writing about it, sharing it, promoting it, and learning from
each other.

Teachers as researchers--another piece of Stephanie Hirsh's vision of 21st century schools

as communities of learners.

10. I. King Jordon: Silently Seeking Excellence

As the first deaf president of Gallaudet University (the only university for deaf per-
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sons in the world), I. King Jordon is a symbol of victory for deaf people who have felt

misunderstood and devalued by American society. Seeing a deaf person at the helm of a

major university is a heady experience for deaf persons, most of whom grew up labled

deaf and "dumb". Indeed, they call the period of protests preceding his hiring the "Selma

of the deaf."

My telephone interview with him took place through an interpreter who transmitted

my message into sign language. Because his speech is quite intelligible, he chose to

speak directly back to me. His responses were direct and tinged with a sense of urgency.

It was as if he felt that this, too, might be an opportunity for the deaf to be heard.

For I. King Jordon, creating an ideal school system for the 21st century meant creat-

ing an ideal educational arena for deaf students:

In a nutshell, the answer to that question is a setting, a school, where every child has a
completely barrier free environment, an opportunity to participate fully in the life of
the school. And this is an overwhelming challenge for the deaf.

Rather than paint a broad picture of the ideal 21st century school, he chose instead to

produce a detailed portrait of schooling for deaf students.

His ideal system of deaf education would acknowledge that deaf students "are not a

homogeneous group." He points to many variables that influence the impact hearing loss

will have on a child: age of on-set, severity of the loss, the age at which parents seek

appropriate services and education, the presence of other handicapping conditions. But

he stresses the one factor that all deaf people have in common:

We communicate best with our eyes, not our ears... . It is much easier to communi-
cate in sign language than to speak or lipread.. .. I want ultimately to have people
realize that deafness is just a difference, and not an inferiority.

For this reason, I. King Jordon envisions a flexible communication environment that

presents a continuum of communication options to the deaf child:

An ideal school would be where everybody signs.... There would be deaf teachers
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and staff and hearing teachers and staff, all skilled in signing, and an expansive con-
tinuum of signs would be used. And the children and staff would be capable of
switching from one to the other. There would be both Signed English and American
Sign Language.

He sees the establishment of free flowing communication as the most important feature

of his ideal school. Once established, he would then address "how to educate deaf chil-

dren, what to teach them, and where to teach them." How to teach deaf children is

"being researched." Whether deaf children "should be taught in their native visual

language, American Sign Language, or taught by making English visible through the use

of a Signed English system is still being investigated." In his ideal school, he wants both

options available and used to maximize the potential of each deaf child.

He does have strong feelings about the curriculum for deaf children--what to teach

them. He would end social promotions:

Social promotions are often the result of a deaf child being placed in a school with
no one with expertise in deafness. They promote the deaf child through the grades,
sometimes giving him good grades, even though he can't read. In my ideal educa-
tional system, someone will say we are not meeting the deaf child's needs.

He also wants to see the deaf child's curriculum be as rigorous as that provided to

other children:

Historically, we have ended up spending most of the deaf child's instructional time on
speech training, on auditory training--long, precious hours of each day spent in
repetitive drills. And so the deaf child is denied access to information about history,
about geography ... little time is spent teaching the deaf child to think and problem
solve ... instead, they spend much of their day doing therapy, not learning.

In I. King Jordon's ideal 21st century educational world, there would be a marked

change in the way Public Law 94-142 is interpreted:

Ideally, in the 21st century I would have a more reasonable interpretation of 94-142
and 'least restrictive environment (LRE)' . .. people have interpreted that too nar-
rowly. I understand that the term "LRE" only appears once in the entire law, and in
an unimportant way, but it has been too frequently defined as meaning the regular
classroom. What I think has to happen is that LRE must be individually determined
for every single child ... everyone would begin to understand that LRE has to be
defined again and again ... we would begin by describing the child's needs, com
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pletely, and then pick the school best able to meet those needs.

In his ideal educational system, the least restrictive environment would be one in which

there is complete and open participation for the deaf child:

The school I am describing would allow the deaf child to be on the football team, to
have a full social life with many other children of similar age and interests ... a
public school with one interpreter would not be an example of my ideal school.

Residential deaf schools would be "legitimate educational options for deaf children"

in his ideal education system. For many deaf children, "they provide the communication

and the cultural supports necessary for them to live successfully and independently as

adults." Programs for deaf children in public schools--mainstream programs--would look

differently, too:

In public school programs for deaf children, there would be a critical mass of deaf
students, a centralization of deaf students on one campus, so if you have high school
age deaf students, they all attend one high school.

In his ideal education system, parents would behave differently. Hearing parents with

a deaf child would "give up hoping that they would some day hear" and would "accept

that their child will never be exactly like a normal, hearing child." Instead of viewing

sign language as isolating their deaf child, "they would see signs as a life line to their

culture, to the world."

And teachers would be different as well. First, there would be many deaf teachers,

"role models available for the children to see every day." Deaf teachers would be hired

based on the special skills they can contribute, rather than being excluded because they

can not pass a test written for a hearing person.

In the 21st century, he sees "advocacy groups continuing to advance the cause of full

participation of deaf children in educational environments." Advocacy groups, the

disability coalitions, will ensure a better education for deaf students in the future. To I.
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King Jordon, federal and state legislation and efforts to educate the public further the

creation of a quality system of education for deaf children.

11. Theodore (Tod) Kuchler: Consensus. Partnerships. Customers Satisfaction

Tod Kuchler is the continuous improvement manager at the DuPont Corporation in

Wilmington, Delaware. He was the driving force behind their management training

program that turned around a fiscally troubled department at DuPont. Eventually this

program was transformed into the Leadership Development Process school administrator

training program.

After a day of conferencing about the use of this program in Texas, Mr. Kuchler and

I went to his office for the interview. Soft-spoken and kind, he seemed genuinely

humbled by the task of envisioning an ideal school system for the 21st century and said I

had asked some questions he hadn't thought about. He gave this discussion his full

attention for more than an hour.

Tod Kuchler believes that "all students" should have an opportunity for education,

even "'those souls locked in bodies that have had problems." But he doesn't believe 21st

century schools will be able to do this well without cooperation among educators, par-

ents, and business:

The public sectors and the private sectors are going to somehow have to work
in alignment.... I don't think that the school systems can do it by themselves ...
it might be more effective for us to work together, rather than sequentially.

The "customers who need to be involved," local people, will be given additional control

of their schools. And what will this cooperation create? Quality and excellence in 21st

century schools is defined by Tod Kuchler as primarily measureable student outcomes:

I think the product of the system should be people with the capability to function
in a way to support themselves and the systems that form the foundation of this
country. . . the ability to read, the ability to do mathematics, knowledge of where
the state of Delaware is, that sort of thing.... And at least some percentage of the
graduates will be prepared to continue their education.
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He would also want his ideal school to produce outcomes that are more difficult to

measure, but are equally as important to him:

I would want students to value work, at any level, and have a pride in making
a contribution. If I'm a street sweeper in Korea, I have personal esteem given
to me by other folks because I do that well ... so there is respect for human beings,
for the work they do if they do it well.

He also wants his graduates to be able to cooperate with each other and "leave each other

in peace." He wants American high school graduates to "know about the differences and

strengths of various parts of the world so they can successfully compete in a changing

world environment."

His ideal school would be small because he doesn not think that "10 story buildings

that have 10,000 kids in them are very conducive to some of the things that we need to do

to go forward." He thinks that he would create a different school environment as well,

although he can not describe specifically what that would be, and there would be a longer

school year.

The administators in the schools "would interact more with the faculty" and "the

faculty would make more decisions." His teachers would feel more a part of the school

and have "less of an island feeling."

The curriculum in his school would be geared heavily toward the "fundamental kinds

of things" that he would expect his graduates to have mastered but it also would include:

... mechanical and electrical skills ... the ability to fix things, to take things apart
and put them back together again, to make things. I think our culture has tended to
undervalue that.

He also feels a multicultural curriculum is "almost required:"

We have an example now of a job in Asia taking more than ten years because we
didn't understand the ramifications of the cultural differences. With communica-
tion and transportation being what they are today, we can't exist as an island.

His multicultural curriculum would focus on developing an understanding of different
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ethnic and racial groups that live within the community as well as those that live across

the world:

There is a value in understanding where other folks are coming from ... this means
understanding the people that live 15 miles from your house who you haven't had
any significant interaction with.

Instructional techniques utilized would encourage "experimentation in addition to

textbook kinds of approaches." And he wants instructional approaches that "are reinforc-

ing enough that people want to do it, rather than have to do it."

His classroom teachers will have more prestige, make more decisions, and will move

towards being "more of a resource to kids who are learning by using interactive video and

computer applications." They also will not have a life-time guarantee of employment

because Tod Kuchler thinks that educational excellence requires people who are willing

to change. He wants teachers to feel "less comfortable" and secure in their jobs because

"if I really feel I have an opportunity not to survive, I am going to do something differ-

ent."

His ideal 21st century school also will assume responsibilities for children that were

traditionally fulfilled by the family:

. . . like daycare for all day for young kids and for the period of time between when
school is officially over from when parents arrive home.... I think there are a
number of very serious societal problems that have to be faced and fixed because
of the way they impinge on the educational process ... drug addicted kids ... learn-
ing disabled kids because of poor prenatal care.

Customer involvement in the governance of schools means that parents, business, and

educators all work together to create the ideal school system. And Tod Kuchler thinks

businesses need to forge this partnership because:

We use as a raw material for our system the products that you produce out of
your system and somehow if that product is unsatisfactory, we have to do
remedial work ... and that's why even though it was very out of character for this
part of our organization to be participating in the school partnership, we got
involved.
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12. Ann Lieberman: Tying Everyone Together: School as Community

Ann Lieberman's office was on the fourth floor of Main Hall on the campus of Teach-

ers College, Columbia University in New York City. It was late in the day. Her secre-

tary had squeezed this interview into an already overloaded schedule. As Professor and

author of numerous books and articles on school culture and educational reform, Ann

Lieberman was a popular speaker, consultant, and teacher. Her office area was alive.

Students, secretaries, everyone seemed so busy, yet so friendly. It was evident that they

all enjoyed working together.

We met in a conference room. Ann Lieberman propped her feet on a chair, and

greeted me warmly. Although I knew she had been frantically working all afternoon, she

acted as if she had all the time in the world for this interview. For an hour and a half, she

lovingly spoke of children and teachers and relationships. It was clear that educating was

not a job to Ann Lieberman, it was a way of life, a way of being.

Several core beliefs surround Ann Lieberman's vision of an ideal 21st century school.

First, she sees this school "not just as a preparation for life, but life itself." Second, in her

school everyone would know that "every kid has something terrific to offer." Third, all

people would operate under the belief that "to be really effective, you have to be less

efficient and less formal and more human." And fourth, "people would tend to stay in my

school because it would be a rich place to be, a fun place to stay, a place where people

get excited about their work."

The focus of every activity in her school would be clear:

The focus of what is going on in the school is always on kids, which doesn't
mean that we ignore the adults because if the adults feel nourished and taken
care of, they take care of the kids . . . but the focus has got to be on kids.

Her school will "definitely have a great degree of personalization." High schools and
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elementary schools would be small; she doesn't think you can "build a community with a

city." She thinks "small schools allow teachers to know each other and know kids bet-

ter." What she wants anyone to feel as they walk through the door of her ideal school is a

sense of community and connectedness:

And I think we're in a real emergency situation because this country has moved
so far to the right. And in my own view there is so much fragmentation and
individualization that we are in desperate need of community. And the school
may in fact be the one last place where there is an opportunity to build the
community. So it can be framed that the school may be one of the social agencies
that really has an opportunity to create a democratic society.

Collegiality would be the hallmark of all interpersonal relationships:

So my school for the future has people who work as colleagues, who are
constantly struggling. There is, in fact, conflict, but it's productive. It isn't
destructive. It's a place where the students and parents and community members
are in some way connected ... and they fight and they struggle hard to keep the idea
of community and humanity alive.

Each person in Ann Lieberman's ideal school knows they will be treated fairly and with

respect:

Everyone in my school can say 'I know I'm going to be treated like a person, that
people are going to understand me. They are going to know that I'm not always
smiling and happy, and that if I screw up one day, I'm not going to get killed.'
There's that understanding there, rather than blame.

And people in Ann Lieberman's school would give up having to place blame when

problems occurred:

It's so easy to place blame, it's so easy to reflect something wrong onto somebody
else and it's so hard to take responsibility for it...there's this little card that we have
up on our refrigerator and it has these two oxens and they are hooked together and
they are trudging through the mud and it says, 'We've been through so much
together and most of it was your fault.' And that idea is so embedded in our
schools--the 'place blame mentality.'

In her school people would "like each other, talk about anything." She wants to see

"a hundred people, all who like what they are doing."
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Teachers in her school would be "involved with parents and kids, and they would be

free to invent a variety of ways to be a teacher." And there would be "some time every

day for adults to be with adults" so they can "continuously struggle with how to do better

as a collective and as individuals with kids." Teachers "would not be alone and would

know that there are lots of things they can learn from each other." And they would be

creators of knowledge and curriculum:

There would be real time, good time for teachers to work together to constantly
create so they are also replenished in the same way that the kids are.... Teachers
would have opportunities to grow and change. . . to be a teacher who goes and
does research on this or that and becomes the conveyer of the topic to the school.

The leaders in her school "would be knowledgeable about people, not just subjects,

and they'd learn counseling and social work." Bereft of the power traditionally given to

them, Ann Lieberman says that the leader's role in her school will "not be as sexy":

The director of the school is really there to buffer, and to keep the pulse of the
school, to take the pulse and trouble-shoot, and their role is to keep teachers
going ... the principals are wonderful and nurturing and stimulating ... they nurture
both intellectual leadership and social leadership among the faculty.

There would not be a lot of "top-down mandates because they don't work," but "no

mandates doesn't really work either." She says the whole issue of governance is "quite

complex." So Ann Lieberman would require her 21st century faculty to "rethink what

works." From the state, she would ask for only broad-based educational policies. And in

the individual schools she would have site-based management, build governance teams,

and have teachers assume leadership roles:

I think the whole notion of teacher leadership in a broad way needs to get played
out, so in my ideal school teacher leadership functions will be much more
dispersed among the faculty. The principal will be the major facilitator, but
teachers will have lots of opportunities to use each other in the best of ways.

Most importantly, teachers in her ideal school would be "real"--they wouldn't "pose in the
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role of teacher."

Parents are an important part of Ann Lieberman's school leadership team, although

she admits that the appropriate role for parents is still fuzzy in her mind:

I think we're really just on the cutting edge of trying to understand parent partici-
pation, but I'm certainly for parents participating as fully as possible. I am not for
parents deciding the curriculum. .. they can give a general sense of the kind of
experience that they want their kids to have in school ... they can be heavily
involved in policy making, heavily involved in the intellectual excitement of the
school. And I think that's great.

She'd like to see a "seamless web between the school and the parents." In her ideal

school of the future, "the parents are not strangers, regardless of class, and they are

participating in the struggles of the school as friends, as fellow learners, as supporters."

This new faculty/parent relationship will require a lot of time to nurture:

Parents have always been sort of poor relations in the school, and it isn't just the
poor parents. I think a lot of middle class parents have pushed and made them-
selves obnoxious, and poor parents have been fearful... .1 think when teachers feel
trusted and feel comfortable with each other and feel comfortable with parents--
and I don't think this will come overnight--the school will havesa very healthy
relationship with parents.

And what about the curriculum she would present to students? She feels there needs to

be a core curriculum, a core "that would bind society together." But that core would

reflect our nation's cultural diversity:

There needs to be a core curriculum sensitized by our multicultural population...
a historical core, where things must be asked of that history: what was going on
at that time, who was in power, who was disempowered, why was that going on,
rather than what I see as two extremes ... you know, romantic natured people saying
let's throw it all away and say our people were good, or I think that the other trick
is to rewrite the curriculum. But it didn't help the Russians and it's not going to be
helpful for us. I think we need a core that will also have other perspectives.

In her ideal school, "the basics" would be a part of her curriculum, but she's not sure that

teaching them first before you "learn the rest" is appropriate. She herself taught using

"the project method, experientially" and thinks "it's a powerful way to teach."
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She envisions year round schools in which there are "periods of intensity and then

periods of time when you relax:"

I think it's a great idea ... having school for six weeks and then having a week off.And you could have things for kids to do like going to camp and learning aboutnature and ecology....and the teachers would have a week to replenish and plan ...I think school could be a much richer place. You could have more time to dodifferent things. You wouldn't just have to cram subjects into kids, you couldhave time for a variety of other kinds of learning experiences ... the school wouldbe expanding beyond its own walls.

Of one thing she is certain. The kids in her ideal school "are really highly engaged in
a variety of ways with each other, with ideas, with problems that they have created."

13. Henry (Hank) Levin: Accelerating Learning Through Accelerated Schools

Hank Levin has been a professor at Stanford University for almost twenty years. During
that time he has published numerous articles and books on education. Most recently, he

designed the "Accelerated Schools Movement," a school restructuring strategy that

advocates the use of an accelerated, gifted and talented curriculum for all students,

particularly those students who have traditionally been given remedial or less challeng-

ing school work. Hank Levin also is a member of the school board in his home town

near San Francisco, an experience that he credits with keeping him grounded in the

messy world of school politics.

Hank Levin was in Denton, Texas, to deliver three lectures: one a commentary on the

usefulness of free market choice in the education arena, the second a talk about the
Accelerated School Movement, and the third a discussion focusing on 21st century

education. I attended all three lectures and obtained my interview in the car as he was

driven around town to speak and on the way to the airport.

A congenial man with a great sense of humor, he was very accommodating. Despite

his hectic schedule, he seemed eager to discuss the interview questions. Two days after
he had flown home, I received from him a packet of materials about his Accelerated
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Schools Movement.

Accelerated Schools set a goal of bringing ALL students into the educational
mainstream by the end of elementary school so they can perform at levels
appropriate to their age group. We use the term 'accelerated' because at-risk
students must learn at a faster rate than more privileged students--not at a slower
rate that drags them farther and farther behind. Only an enrichment strategy, not a
remedial one, can offer hope for reversing the present educational crisis of at-risk
students (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 1)

In Henry Levin's ideal 21st century schools, enriched, stimulating learning will be

offered to all students in what he calls his "Accelerated School." He advocates the "use

of the gifted and talented pedagogy with all children." Seven beliefs, values, and atti-

tudes focus the activities of these schools, and these underlying principles and practices

create the culture for accelerated change. The first belief concerns equity:

Equity, all students can learn and have a right to a high quality of education;
participation, students participate in learning, teachers participate in decision-
making, parents participate in school decision making and the education of their
own children (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 11).

The second principle concerns the value of communication and community in his school:

Communication/community, students engage in more active group learning.
School staff and community work toward a shared purpose by meeting, talking, andlearning from each others' experiences (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 11).

All members of Henry Levins' future school community would be curious, thinking

individuals and the school's culture would legitimize the activity of group and individual

reflection:

Reflection: students engage in problem-solving exercises and more interpretive
approaches to curricula. Teachers and other adults constantly scrutinize the world
of the school and address challenges to school improvement (Accelerated Schools,
Winter, 1991, p. 11).

His future school would also be a place of experimentation, where both faculty and

students are constantly exploring their world:

Experimentation: students are involved in discovery exercises. Teachers implement
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experimental programs as a result of communicating about and reflecting upon their
school's problems (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 11).

And the climate in his future school would be centered around trust:

Trust: teachers, parents, administrators and students must believe in each other and
focus on each other's strengths (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 14).

Because Henry Levin feels we do not have satisfactory answers to all of the learning

problems and challenges that schools face, he would encourage his future school faculty

to seek and try innovative practices:

Risk-taking: all parties must be more entrepreneurial in their efforts. While some
new programs may fail, the ones that succeed are the keys to lasting school improve-
ment (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 14).

These principles are translated into actions that impact on the daily activities at his future

school. Many practices that are firmly anchored in current schools would be abandoned:

First, instead of labeling certain children as slow learners, Accelerated Schools
have high expectations for all students. Second, instead of relegating students to
remedial classes without setting goals for improvement, Accelerated Schools set
deadlines for making such children academically able. Third, instead of slowing
down the pace of instruction for at-risk students, Accelerated Schools combine
relevant curriculum, powerful and diverse instructional techniques, and creative
school organization to accelerate the progress of all students. Fourth, instead of
providing instruction based on 'drill and kill' worksheets, Accelerated Schools
offer stimulating instructional programs based on problem-solving and interesting
applications (Accelerated Schools, Winter, 1991, p. 1, 10).

While he is in favor of abandoning current ineffective practices, he is in favor of adding

practices that will enhance each student's chance of academic success. Henry Levin's

quality school in the 21st century will be responsible for more than a child's direct in-

struction. It will provide whatever social and medical supports a child needs to flourish:

If people don't take care of themselves ... that's going to affect all of us in a whole
variety of ways, from economic productivity to the cost of public programs that
have to support indigents who are affected by those things.

With the Accelerated School principles, beliefs, and attitudes in mind, each school
would begin by creating a shared vision of what they would like their school to accom-
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plish. Henry Levin is convinced that to be truly effective, this vision must come out of

the collective thoughts of the faculty and staff:

The notion of getting ownership is a peculiar notion.... But what if people createtheir own vision? Then the so called problem of ownership isn't there anymore, andthey are the ones that are going to have to implement it, so it's pretty important.Basically I would see these schools as being ones that have a unity of purpose, around vision, a vision that is formulated by the staff, a working vision.

This vision that Henry Levin is talking about creating for his future school will not be
contained in a document that gathers dust in a drawer:

I don't care about vision statements that are on walls because they don't do anything.Look, I'll come to the school and I will know if you have a vision because I'll see ifthere is a common language, I'll see if people are constantly referring to it in termsof their daily practices, I'll see if it's something where they ought to know what notto be doing ... I'll see if there is a struggle to get rid of activities that don't contributeto the vision, as opposed to trying to keep everything.

The principal has an important role to play, but it will not involve strong-arm leadership

from a person who "just comes in and then just moves things along." He envisions a

leader who is more collaborative, and Henry Levin does not agree with the Effective

Schools model of leadership:

The principal is the keeper of the vision, the keeper of the dream. The principalcontributes to and makes sure there is a process, but the vision is set by the entireschool and community...The principal is only one source of information.... One ofthe major weaknesses of the Effective Schools Movement is this misconception ofthe principal as the leader with a vision.... I think that the principal's role is gettingthe school to formulate a vision that it buys into because it created the vision.

A proponent of site-based management, Henry Levin sees "empowerment as being very

important." Key participants in his ideal school community would be involved in making

decisions:

They would make important educational decisions, take responsibility for imple-menting those decisions, and take responsibility for the outcomes of those decisions.The purpose is to break the present stalemate among administrators, teachers,parents, and students in which the participants tend to blame each other, as well asfactors beyond their control, for the poor educational outcomes of students (Acceler-
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ated Schools, Winter, 1991, P. 10).

Teachers' contributions to the governance of his future school would be considered

critical because "teachers are much closer to practice than the principal and, therefore,

have very important insights."

Although he'd like to see a variety of instructional approaches and curriculum utilized

within Accelerated Schools, he is opposed to giving parents and students a choice of

schools by issuing vouchers:

I don't think most people are good as educational consumers. Most people. Some
are, but they are usually people whom we know and who have worked in the area
of education or have thought about it.

He believes that transforming education into a free market enterprise will erode the

teaching of core values that bind our society together:

We need institutions that create, you know, patriotism towards the society, a sense
of its history, a willingness to protect the rights and freedoms in that society. We
need to understand that we are a nation of laws, that we have both rights and obliga-
tions under those laws, and the question is how will that happen unless we have a
common type of a socialization to teach these particular practices ... society also has
a right, indeed, has an obligation to create a common learning that, in fact, will
protect those rights.... We're talking about schools enabling us to reproduce our
democratic mechanisms from generation to generation ... and schooling lies at the
intersection.

He would not want to see the proliferation of private schools in the 21st century

because "private schools are less likely to reinforce a democratic outcome." Thus:

For obvious reasons, and by the way, this is not blaming them, I wouldn't expect a
Catholic school to be neutral on the abortion issue and to present both sides. That's
absurd. I would not expect a fundamentalist school to provide different views of
different religions and religius values, that's absurd again. I would not expect a mili-
tary academy to show the various benefits of a social welfare state as well. I mean
that is absurd...If on the one hand your appeal is to choice and schools that carve out
a narrow nitch, then on the other side you can't expect that they are all going to cover
the spectrum, that they are all going to respect other peoples' values and the demo-
cratic process and so on...and private schools tend to be more segregated by race,
social class, and by values...

Henry Levin's dream of an Accelerated School began with a reflection:
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It's interesting to ponder why we channel so much enrichment to help top students
exceed even the "top" when we slow down the learning of children who lack educa-
tional advantage.

The dream blossomed into a vision of an ideal school recognized by a commitment to

equity, by its unity of purpose, by its communication and community, and by the willing-

ness of all its members to take risks.

14. Mortimer Mondale: A School With and Without Walls

Mortimer Mondale works at the National Education Association headquarters in

Washington, D.C. He spends his time acting as a consultant to N.E.A. affiliates around

the country. His office was an interesting place filled with memorabilia, and there was

an easy, informal charm about him. He told me he had been involved in education for a

long time, and it was obvious that education was almost a sacred topic to him. As I

readied my tape recorder, he got me a cup of coffee and introduced me to other N.E.A.

folks. With sincerity and an obvious love of the topic, he began to sketch for me his ideal

21st century school.

His vision begins with five very important beliefs. First, "the lack of progress on the

part of any student is unthinkable:"

By the 21st century, there will be no more excuses: 'Well, look where that kid
grew up,'. . . those things will not be part of the discussion any more. .. it won't
apply in the ideal school.... The school that I am talking about will provide work-
related skills as an automatic concept. Schools that can't will be shut down by
some kind of governmental approach.

Second, "parents are part of the learning of students and parent involvement is impor-

tant:"

Parental involvement will be as important to the entire process as any other
aspect that we're discussing.... They can become involved and their participation
is managed by the school instructional management. .. a higher percentage of
parents have got to be continuously involved in their children's learning ...
They're going to be there and if they aren't there, the school is going to get them.
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Third, "power must be redistributed." Site-based management is his preferred model

of governance and although he only has a partial vision of what the replacement, site-

based system of governance will look like, he is sure that local power will grow and other

power sources will diminish.

Fourth, the school will create people who are lifelong learners:

The target is human growth, human evolution from the very youngest throughout
life ... nobody ever stops learning ... it never settles down, it evolves at all times.

Fifth, "the purpose of a bureaucracy is to dissolve and restructure and come back

carefully, not protect what is." In his quality future school, there would be a different

kind of bureaucracy that enhanced rather than hindered the rapid change of the school

system:

So we need a new kind of bureaucracy.... We need a change process with pilot
phases, characterized by evolution, patience.... We need change agents, those who
don't have paradigms to protect with their last ounce of blood.

The obligation of the political system of his ideal school system would be to "keep

visions alive, not kill them."

To accomplish these goals, he would begin by redefining "school." He says that

conceptualizing schools of the future requires a drastic shift in paradigm:

Now, it could be a building. I mean the school, the building is a tool. Whether
it's got walls, whether it doesn't have walls, I believes some day to be unimpor-
tant. Nobody's going to care what room they're in, or whether it occurs at the
department store downtown, or whether it occurs in a hospital out there, whether
it occurs in a school building, whether the building is only a place where clearing
house and management occurs. There will be a learning spot where they go in to
interchange information, to react about how the system is working.

School could be anywhere:

What if these kids (potential drop-outs) had a little community instructional
center they could wander into--just wander into on their own and not be pushed
by anybody. Just stop because something is going on in there they want to look
at.... Maybe we'll pay somebody to sit there two weeks, but when somebody walks
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in, they will know, they will understand and have some quick analysis of how to
interact.... Why couldn't an individual like that be paid a professional salary to
invent ideas to draw people in.

Governance of his school would not be driven by mandates because telling educators

what they must do:

... takes the options away from professionals to grow ... They can't grow, they have
got to carry out mandates. They still end up being particularized grunts, rather
than professional creators.

In his ideal system, there also would be "no difference of learning resources for students

in the wealthiest suburbs of Dallas, or the poorest communities on the Mexican border."

Teachers in his ideal school would be trained by universities "as people who can

analyze data, interact with personal skill, and have knowledge of psychology beyond

anything we're thinking about right now." They also will be "expert researchers" who:

will collect and analyze data, recognize learning deficits, symptoms as a matter
of professional knowledge. They will recognize corrections as a matter of profes-
sional knowledge, much the way doctors do.

To force a new conceptualization of educators, he would rename teachers "instructional

managers:"

That's my paradigm.... Instructional management will occur by people who have an
enormous range of skills, human skills, learning skills, real knowledge about
learning processes.... They will know each stage of the game and how well learning
is going on.

The instructional manager's job in his future school is "to gather data about a child

and see that it gets to the appropriate places" and then "feed back information to everyone

about what the next steps are" to assist that person in reaching their potential:

They could be medical, they could be psychological, they could be prescriptive
learning modules, they could be field trips (There I am, hung up on old paradigms
again, but let's use them.). They could be on-site, work-related learning types.

Flexibility and openness to change are hallnarks of the valuable experienced instructional
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manager-teacher in Mortimer Mondale's ideal school:

The valuable existing teacher, the 20 year teacher, is the individual who intelligently,
not suicidally, intelligently understands how his or her role needs to program to
dissolve and be replaced with the fresh, carefully prepared new paradigm and they
interact to create a target of learning.

Curriculum, instruction, and assessment will all be aimed at assisting people of all

ages to engage in continual growth and evolution. In Mortimer Mondale's ideal school,

children would not be tracked or labeled:

I believe that we will track data, but we won't push the kids into a track. We will
track the progress. I want to differentiate that because I'm really careful that we're
going to stop labeling people. We're just going to see where they are and help them
get to the next place and that will depend on a lot of very sophisiticated assessment
procedures that don't exist today. Because there will be a combination of hard data
of accomplishment of competencies combined with other data about innate learning
skills and deficiencies.

His curriculum also would extend beyond the basics:

After they've gotten the basic skills to be able to read, write, calculate. .. art expres-
sion is not going to be thought of as a convenient little add on if you can afford it.

And his curriculum will have a global flavor. Students will work with data and ideas

from all over the world through technological miracles:

Do we really believe that the only data bases we are going to work from are
American data bases? It's just not the way it's going to be. The satellite will
transmit data bases to schools all over this country. Rural schools will have the
same sophisticated data bases that the finest suburban school has. They just pull
it down from the sky. Russian data bases, Chinese data bases, Iraqi data bases,
data bases...

Assessment profiles of students in his future school will be "dynamic" and comprehen-

sive:

Incorporated in the profile will be, certainly, learning data. I don't think we'll ever
be able to avoid the notion that we've got to test what they know--particles of
knowledge. But there will be ways to asess the cohesion of knowledge. The
applicability of cohesive knowledge, not proving there are particles of knowledge,
that's not enough. That's just the first stage. We will assess the range, the scope
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of what you know to function in the world society, to be competitive in the world's
society.

Mortimer Mondale purposefully drew a broad sketch of his vision of an ideal 21st

century school. Conceiving of what might be possible is difficult, he thinks, because old

paradigms limit the design possibilities. While he can visualize portions of what he

would like to see materialize, he wants to keep his paradigm flexible enough to incorpo-

rate things that "we haven't even dreamed of yet."

15. Lynn Olsen: An Edited Vision

As writer and editor for Education Week, Lynn Olsen has a unique opportunity to be

in contact with players representing the whole spectrum of educational politics. I met

her at her office in Washington, D.C. and took her for coffee at a nearby diner. When I

introduced the interview questions, she seemed reluctant to express her opinions and

ideas saying "She'd rather not comment on that." She stated that as a journalist, her job

was to report the news rather than analyze and comment on it. She said she did not really

have a vision of an ideal system of 21st century education.

I asked her to share with me "what she saw as the major issues that would confront

education in the 21st century." This seemed to make her more comfortable. She shared

her thoughts about the current restructuring efforts, obstacles she saw impeding true

reform, as well as a few aspects of what she would like to see happen in 21st century

schools. The interview lasted about thirty minutes.

When I asked Lynn Olsen whether she would like to see the currently structured

school day continue as a model in the 21st century, she expressed a concern about the

current reform efforts to lengthen the school day an/or the school year:

I think it's pretty useless to talk about should the school day be 9 to 3 or should the
school year be 180 days if you don't know what you are putting in it and so to ask inthe abstract should the kids stay from 9 to 3 or should they have weekends off or
summers off, for what reason? What would you replace it with, or what would you
do with that extra time. Or what would you do if you had less time?
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Although she didn't know what her ideal school would look like, she did, however,

identify two current school models that she thinks are worthwhile:

I think the closest that there are right now are some that you are seeing in Ted
Sizer's Coalition. Places like Central Park East that are much more student-oriented
and give much more flexibility to the teachers and, in particular, stress that kind of
depth learning that you're not seeing in a lot of schools.

She identified the two most pressing questions about educational reform that she thinks

need to be answered:

One is that most of the reforms to date really have not had any impact on teaching
and learning and so the question is how do you change what goes on in the class-
room. The second question which is showing up now in most of America...is how
do you meet kids' educational and non-educational needs, with a sense that schools,
in part because they are governmentally structured, have been very isolated tradition-
ally from other social service agencies. And as we're having an increasingly poor
minority student population, that's no longer practical.

The remainder of her interview centered on a discussion of other obstacles to real school

reform and comments on the current restructuring movement.

16. A. Harry Passow: Changing Children. Changing Families

A. Harry Passow was working at his desk when I entered his office in Main Hall on

the campus of Columbia University in New York City. I felt as if I should know him, as

I had read many of the hundreds of articles and books he had written on gifted education

and school reform. He asked me if I had eaten breakfast and when I said no, he insisted

on taking me downstairs to their dining hall and buying me something to eat. What a

marvelous man. Everyone greeted him warmly--fellow professors, students, the cashier.

As we sat eating breakfast, Dr. Passow told me that his retirement dinner had been held

here just a few nights before. With a great deal of nostalgia, he described the guests, the

decorations, and what a momentous occasion it had been for him.

Upstairs in his office we continued the interview for almost two hours. I felt privi-

leged to have been able to talk with a man who was not only a brilliant educator, but a
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genuinely wonderful human being.

Aggressively attending to the needs of both students and faculty will be the central

mission of Harry Passow's successful future schools. If schools of the 21st century are

going to be any different and any better than 20th century schools, Harry Passow sees

them accepting a more global responsibility for their students:

I think that we have to make it clear that we are never going to solve our education
problems in isolation from other problems that society faces. Both spouses working,
for example, causes problems. You know, single parent families have grown, the
number of poor people has grown . . . there's a drug problem, a million girls are preg-
nant.... So I think that in the 21st century somewhere we are going to have to
remember the recommendation of the Urban Education Task Force of 1970 for
Health, Education, and Welfare which said until we start dealing with these problems
in toto, we are not going to get very far.

And he is frustrated by the continuation of these problems, especially the yearly arrival of

poorly nurtured five year olds at the kindergarten door:

I think that public schools are faced with a tremendous problem...kindergarten kids
come in with exactly the same problems as the preceding generation because we have
not dealt with the family, we have not dealt with the community, we have not dealt
with unemployment, we have not dealt with, you know, a kid that was born in Harlem
has problems. .. we don't deal with those problems, and every year kids come in
with the same set of problems. They bring the same baggage to school with them.

And he thinks that his ideal 21st century school, to get better results from these children,

is going to have to receive greater federal and state funds:

I've been in court cases where I've had to testify, and they would say, 'Why have we
spent all this money on Title 1 or Chapter 1 and why aren't the kids any better?'
Well, for one thing, Title 1 and Chapter 1 funds have never reached more than 30%
of the kids. .. and thanks to Reagan and Bush, we now have more kids going to
school hungry with less funds to provide for them.

But it is not only kids that Harry Passow will nurture in his future school. His 21st

century education system will accept greater responsibility for the development of the

school's faculty:

I recommended that 20% of the day be devoted to staff and curriculum development.
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Now that doesn't necessarily have to take place everyday, but the equivalent of one
day a week for staff development. ... If you want to improve schools, you have to
buy time for the teachers and I don't mean that teachers could sit around and
snooze...you provide leadership on how to do it, on what to do.

First year teachers will get coaching from peers who won't have supervisory responsi-

bility. These coaches would "help them develop curriculum, but mostly plan the imple-

mentation of it." And he would give all teachers the time and training to become reflec-

tive practitioners:

I would recommend providing for more staff development in terms of having teachers
understand the nature of teaching, the nature of the learning process and to reflect ontheir own teaching ... give them time to reflect on something they have done, think
about it, share these things, and discuss them...so I'd ask teachers to think about their
teaching. At the moment, most teachers are just concerned with survival, just how to
get through the day.

And it seems to Harry Passow "that relationships between teachers and administrators

will have to change." And to change those relationships between teachers and adminis-

trators, according to Harry Passow, teachers and administrators will have to be taught

how to share in the decision making at their school:

Not all teachers want to be in on this. Not all teachers know how to be in on this,
not all administrators know what it means. And there are new relationships that have
to be developed and these relationships, when you have shared decision making, doesnot mean that everybody has to be in on every decision. But which decisions? And
how do you participate? And how do you share?... So I think the whole notion of
governance has to be rethought and the whole notion of participation and responsibil-
ity and authority and so forth. I think the days of a principal being the autocrat who
makes all the decisions are certainly marked, but what's to take that place I think we
really have a lot of work to do on that.

Harry Passow has heard the phrase "teacher empowerment" bantied about. In his

ideal 21st century school, he would create a system of governance that empowers teach-

ers, but that empowerment would be limited:

I want teachers to be empowered. Well, what does empowerment mean? Empower
ment over what? What they teach, curriculum? Well, you know I think teachers
ought to have a great deal of flexibility and freedom in what they teach and how theyteach, but you can't really do that without providing a good many resources for the
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teachers in the way of content, in the way of materials, the way of teaching strate-
gies.

His school would not only empower teachers, but also would provide technical and

monetary supports to develop the skills they need to wield the power:

There has to be empowerment, yes, but only if there are also support services to go
along with that and those support services help develop the processes and the content
and so forth. I don't think that a teacher can develop his or her own science curricu-
lum.

The teachers that he hires will not necessarily represent the brightest college gradu-

ates:

I don't think it makes a damn of a difference whether they have low S.A.T. scores, or
high S.A.T. scores. I don't think that an 800 score in mathematics necessarily makes
a better teacher. They have to have adequate intelligence to comprehend.

Instead, he wants the teachers in his ideal school to have received "a good liberal

education and a good professional education." With this preparation, he feels they will

make good candidates for continuing their education through his school's staff develop-

ment activities, because he would "buy the appropriate continuing education" for his

faculty. His staff development activities will not include sending them to the local

university for a course. He thinks this is, mostly, a waste of their time and money:

It may put us out of business.... it would put us out of business, if we were to con-
vince school systems that they shouldn't send teachers to Teachers College! You
know, they send them to take a course, there are probably 1,000 teachers here today
as part of a 3 or 4 day workshop ... but why should someone come in here and take
my course on 'General Curriculum'--just to get a few more points so they get a
higher salary and so forth? I think we would do much better if we developed an
service continuing education program for the schools.

The curriculum in his ideal school would "do a much better job of teaching higher

order thinking skills and creativity." He wants to see a "really excellent curriculum for

gifted kids used with all kids" and would adopt Henry Levin's Accelerated School con-

cepts:
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If you talk about the principles of good gifted education, you have kids making
knowledge, not just absorbing it. You have kids dealing with the growing edge of
knowledge and understanding how knowledge is produced, understanding what
creativity is all about, understanding the difference between reproducing and
producing.

An important goal of 21st century schooling would be to continue to teach the prin-

ciples of democracy, both through a formal curriculum and by modeling democratic

practices in every school action:

If you want to teach the principles of democracy, which is what we're after, then you
have to practice those and you have to practice them in the classroom and you have to
develop relationships between the teachers, teachers and administrators, administrat-
ors and children, and so forth. You can't teach values, you can't teach democracy by
preaching them. You have to really practice them.

In Harry Passow's ideal school, there would be a longer school year, but the extra

days would be filled with very different activities:

There is nothing sacred about the 180 days...but I would not want to simply extend
the school year to a full year. I would want to use the time differently.... I would
not want to do the same things during the summer as I do in the winter. I would want
to use the community more, I would want to use the nation more. It has to be totally
different. Certainly, we ought to use our time during the school year more attract-
ively, more effectively.... When the Nation at Risk report first came out, I com
mented that I really was kind of struck with their recommending extending the school
day and extending the school year ... they talk about teachers being so terrible, from
the bottom of the barrel--so why would you want kids with those terrible teachers for
a longer period of time?

Harry Passow cares about kids, all kids, and that is why he will not choose a free

market system of choice for his ideal 21st century school system:

I am not a supporter of a 'Chubb and Moe' approach to choice ... it would kill the
whole idea of public education. Let's take New York City, for example, let's say you
had a choice and you could go to any private school you wanted to. How many more
kids could any parochial or private schools take in? Let's say, they could take in
another 10% . What happens to the rest of the kids? The rest of the kids are left inworse situations ... it would provide additional funds for private schools, but it
would decimate public schools because, you know, public schools can't, like private
schools, just get rid of a kid if a kid isn't achieving. So the last resort is the public
schools and I would much rather make serious efforts to improve them.
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Harry Passow's future schools will be public schools serving all children. And his

system of education will structured and funded to ensure that the potentials of both

students and faculty are brought to fulfillment.

17. Marilee Rist: A Lively, Democratic Mixture

I met Marilee Rist in her office in Alexandria, Virginia. Working as an editor for the

American School Board Journal gives her a front row seat of the opinions and beliefs

held by superintendents from across the country. We went to a restaurant for lunch and

as we ate, Marilee Rist willingly sketched her vision of ideal schooling.

Marilee Rist sees the ideal school of the 21st century as having to "balance between

two conflicting goals" created by two different "customer" groups. One involves satisfy-

ing the goal of parent and business customers who require graduates "ready to progress to

further schooling or to the workplace." The other involves satisfying the goals of the

student graduates who "are customers and need to be satisfied, challenged, and re-

warded."

Internally, she identifies another set of customers, the teachers. Although she labels

them "service providers," she sees them as customers of "what comes to them from

above" from the school administration. So her 21st century schools would start with the

belief that parents and business persons, students, and teachers as customers are to be

satisfied:

Education and learning or teaching and learning is a meeting of the minds, a two way
street, and maybe it's more than a two way street, maybe it's a cross roads. But whenyou think of all the decision makers that there are in public education, there has to bea workable way for all those participants to have a meaningful role.... The decision
makers are multiple: everyone from the national level policy makers right down toindividual children/students and all the people in between, which means it's messy.

Right now, Rist sees "parents that don't have a real role" in the education of their

child and teachers who are "recipients of directives from above and mandates from the

state level filtered down through a bureaucracy." To encourage customer satisfaction,
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governance of the schools will be delegated to the local campuses:

There has to be enough local authority and control and individual decision making
ability that people are given back a sense of control, that they are helping to shape
teaching and learning, that they are not just dispensing information.... Opportunities
to free teachers up from some of the mandates and loosen up the strictures that are on
school systems are real important.

But Marilee Rist is not in favor of developing a single governance model and would

oppose the forced adoption of even her favorite, site-based management:

It's a mistake for us to walk around looking for 'a' model ... What happens is that
there's a mixture of people, of principal, of teachers, of support staff, of parents that
have something lively going. They feel like they are part of the process and that they
affect the outcomes. It doesn't have to be called anything, it just happens to be work-
ing. And so for all the good that comes from trying to develop 'a' model, imposing
that model across the board could be a big mistake by killing all the things that are
working.

School boards are "endangered decision makers," as she feels that they are too politi-

cal as they are currently constructed:

And there is a good deal of criticism about their role ... it's become too political
... and all that is not to say that school board members as I know them aren't good
and well-intentioned people, most of them. But they also live under the reality of
having been elected by a constituency and needing to serve and respond to that
constituency. And that's where the potential danger is these days. The school board
members see their role as serving a constituency, and as soon as that happens, the
notion of having a shared common vision for that school system is in jeopardy. So,
there are a lot of observers that look at that and realize that is happening and they say,
Whoooa, there is a problem with school boards!' So there might not be school
boards ... or they might change quite drastically.

She would like to see reformulated school boards continue to play an important role in

21st century school governance:

School boards ... would have an important role to play, if they can keep their eyes onthe vision, too. And they can get over the politics, the local politics that often drive
anyone who's elected to public office. So probably the appointed boards are in less
jeopardy than the elected boards.

Although unions will exert a force in school management, Marilee Rist thinks they

will ask for different things and move the teaching profession in a positive direction:

Their vision (the union leaders) for themselves 10 to 15 years ago was a voice for
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teachers, for their salaries, for those bread and butter issues that are important to
everyone to have a sense that what they are doing is competitive economically. And
they've done that. And the down side of that is now they are defined as a problem, an
obstacle ... some union leaders have taken the risk to say to their own constituencies
'We're going to talk about accountability, we're going to talk about education.' Well
that takes a great deal of risk on the part of the union leader.

Teachers in her ideal school would be responsible for making student customers feel

"active, involved and growing." And the curriculum they design and deliver would focus

on pleasing the school's corporate customers who "don't want technocrats, they're not just

wanting people who can screw the bolt on in the right place or connect the circuit in the

right way." Teaching students "to be able to solve their own problems, to make deci-

sions" would be integrated across the content areas.

Keeping all of the school's lively and diverse customers happy, that's the major

challenge for Marilee Rist's 21st century system of education:

That's the reality of public education. I see it (schools) as a sort of grand arena, to me
it's the reality of American democracy. It's clear in public education all the time,
every tension that you see in this society is played out in public schools, in local
school systems, in individual schools. And that's a messy process, but it's what we
prize, it's what we're here for.

18. Blair Rudes: Researching Before Doing

Blair Rudes has served a leading role in evaluating the efficacy of corporately funded

school improvement and restructuring projects in Cleveland, Ohio, and Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania. His extensive experience as an anthropologist has put a strong ethno-

graphic component into his reports.

We met for the interview in his office at The Research Triangle Institute in Raleigh,

North Carolina. Six months ago he came to their Center for Research in Education as a

senior research analyst and has been continuing his unrelenting search for educational

innovations that really work. His experience teaching Indian children in upstate New

York gives him a sense of urgency about his work. He remembers the inappropriate
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programming that stifled their progress and would like to see that changed. The inter-

view continued uninterrupted for a little more than an hour.

Blair Rudes sees the main function of education clearly. It's not to prepare workers,

but to "pass along all the cultural values and perspectives of our society...it is the institu-

tion for making sure that the new generation of children will be part of the society and

share those things." Schools exist to train people to be "functional citizens and functional

members of society." Schools are "not businesses, but cultural institutions with a differ-

ent set of goals than business has."

And this explains to him why schools vehemently resist change of any kind. He says

school cultures are designed to support "continuity" and so he thinks it's "unrealistic" to

expect schools to "buck the trend of natural law" and be spontaneously innovative.

Instead, he believes that educators who are looking to create the ideal 21st century

system of education will need to carefully and judiciously choose changes to bring to

schools:

There needs to be a requirement that they go find out specific things about the spe-
cific population they are dealing with in terms of what works and doesn't work. What
that means is there needs to be more research at the federal level.... It's looking at
programs nationwide and trying to isolate and see which ones work and then saying,
'O.K., these work--why?' And I think we need to do more of that research so that
the data base exists for teachers and administrators.

Blair Rudes places the responsibility for creating quality future schools squarely on

the shoulders of those who fund educational research. Because change is so difficult for

school structures, he feels that all innovations must be well chosen and worthwhile.

In the 21st century, his ideal school will continue to "facilitate students learning the

cultural traditions as well as knowledge." And he does not see that learning as belonging

only to the period of time when students "walk into school and the minute they graduate

from school." He feels the learning begins before they arrive and that people "keep
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developing and evolving once they leave the school, learning more and more." School to

him is "just something along the path that helps speed up the process." Unlike business,

it's a process with "no finished, end product:"

You know, you're not sending a finished product into the market place for somebody
to buy up and use. They're not producing anything per se. They're not taking raw
materials and grinding out a product, they're just facilitating a self-evolving entity.

A belief in the inevitability and value of life-long learning, a respect for educational

research, an understanding of the school as a cultural agency, these beliefs are at the core

of the ideal school system he envisions for the 21st century.

He starts his vision by building a program to meet the needs of children before they

enter school and as they journey through their education:

I'd have a staff member who is not only a home school liason but, in fact, turns out to
be a case management person. And what they do is work with, focus on the child and
the family's social needs and make sure those are met. So that by the time a child gets
to school, they can be able to learn and they don't have to worry about health prob-
lems and crime and other aspects like clothing and things like that.

Teachers would not be burdened with these tasks. He would "make other social

service agencies within the community responsible for things that are now being laid into

the laps of schools." But he wants the school's environment to be nurturing. He would

build smaller schools and reduce class sizes so that "everybody can get to know each

other." He wants to "enhance a sense of community within the school," and parents will

be a part of that community. And his teachers will know those parents and be able to

understand and appreciate each family's distinct cultural identity.

Blair Rude sees nothing wrong with the traditional classroom. He sees his ideal

teachers delivering instruction in the same kind of rooms, except all of their instructional

actions will be deliberately chosen and guided by sound research. These teachers will

"find out what kind of learners they have" and then arrange and rearrange their class-
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rooms to accommodate their unique needs. They'd use some pull-out programs, but they

would "know those times and places where this is the appropriate technique."

The curriculum in his ideal school won't be an off-the-cuff invention. Instead, it will

be carefully crafted using an extensive research base. Mathematics is one area that will

be most affected by a strict utilization of available research:

Math is a classic example. We have a model for teaching mathematics which has
evolved in various ways. It has very little to do with how people really use mathema-
tics in everyday life. So for everybody, every child going into school, they've learnedsomething about math just by interacting in their community. Once they get to
school, they are taught math in totally alien ways ... scientifically oriented and not
focused on everyday knowledge. .. that research base needs to be there in order for
teachers to know, 'O.K., this is how numbers are used.'.... and ease them into the
way mathematics is used, the more scientific application.

His curriculum would utilize what we know about how people "use knowledge in the

real world." And he is in favor of a national curriculum to guide this effort. A national

assessment tool is appropriate, too, as a companion to the curriculum:

I think it would be fairly easy to develop a national curricula in the abstract.... Idon't see any reason not to ... but I think the politics of it are nightmarish. But Ithink it's absurd to talk about national testing in the absence of a national curriculum,
because then, what are you testing?

Student assessments in his ideal school are "more qualitative" and he'd "get away

from multiple choice testing" and "away from standardized testing."

He approaches the use of technology in his school with his usual cautionary caveat

about building educational practices on a sound research base:

I think that more research needs to be done on who it works for. Like all things, it'snot universally appropriate. And I think in the rush to be trendy, there's a tendency toimplement technology without the research base ... there's a lot of terrible uses oftechnology out there in the field now, a terrible waste of money.

In his school, technology will be used to link teachers with the latest and best research

information available:

I guess if I'm going to be dreaming I would go back to the research part and I wouldhave the ERIC data base overhauled to make data easily accessible on specific
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issues. There meeds to be more analysis of what's in the research, not just a list of
titles and topics. If they really want the teachers to use this information, they don't
have the time to sit there and read through volumes on specific issues. So I would see
somehow something they set up where there was a synthesis of information available,
almost like a computerized encyclopedia.... Then, you need access of every school
to that data base. It needs to be tied into a computer system at every school.

Blair Rudes envisions some radical changes in the governance of schools. He is a
proponent of greater decentralization of decision making, but school boards will not be a

part of his future school vision:

One of my more radical solutions is getting rid of school boards. It's so highly
politicized ... there are far too many elected school board members who don't have
the slightest interest in education, but do have great deal of interest in the promotion
of their own careers and their own agendas. I've thought of, more often than not,school boards seem to be simply a disruptive influence and a roadblock to progress in
public schools.... I think community representation in the operation of schools is
essential, but school boards have not been a proven mechanism to doing that ... but I
don't know what I'd replace them with.

A model of school-based management is his chosen governance strategy for his ideal

school:

I think school based management has a lot of good about it. I think participatory
democracy, which is basically what school based management is all about, is good.

But he has seen problems with some of the current site-based management practices and

designs one with a significant difference:

One of the problems I've seen with it so far is the representativeness of the various
constituency groups, they often come to be viewed as elitist because although the
teachers have their teacher representatives, that teacher then is seen as going off into
these meetings and making these decisions. So that's a weakness in it.... So I guessif one is going to do school based management, then one needs to have greater repre-
sentation, proportional representation of the constituencies on the governing body.

There would be a leader at his school, a principal. He or she would be a person comfort-

able with a group decision-making process and someone that is trusted by the faculty:

.At the same time, I think you do need to retain an individual or individuals that are inthe leadership position, someone like the principal needs to be there, because you doneed someone who is, on a day to day basis, responsible for school leadership. . ..
You obviously need to have very good relations between whoever can do this posi-
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tion and that group, so they trust them to make the day to day decisions.... One thing
I would not do is what they are doing in Chicago now. I think it is too extreme,
they're having their school councils hiring the principals, I think that is going a little
too far.

And his site-based management team would handle teacher evaluations:

I kind of lean toward some form of peer evaluation. I guess if I was in this ideal
school with this ideal school based management which has proportional representa-
tion, I would probably foresee that group handling the evaluation of all the people
working in the school--the teachers, the administrators, the counselors.

Because teacher evaluation that has value requires an intimate knowledge of what

goes on in a classroom every day, Blair Rude sees an evaluation instrument with a large

qualitative dimension. He does not think a uniform, quantitative tool can be successful in

evaluating teachers because teaching is very "contact sensitive" and good teachers in

urban and rural schools often engage in very different practices:

In order to evaluate someone like a teacher doing the job that a teacher does, or doing
an administrator job, you need to know a great deal about what is going on on a day
to day basis. Most of the evaluation is very difficult to quantify. Because it's not a
product going into process, it's not like being at General Motors where you can
evaluate it on whether the car works or is being sold. You need to evaluate in a more
ethnographic way, much more qualitative. Teaching, administrating, it has to do with
interpersonal abilities, abilities to interact with other staff and with the students,
ability to understand and deal with differences among students. And all of those
things are going down the road to contribute to whether the student does well or not.
And so I would see a more qualitative mode of evaluation, done by people closer to
the situation.

Whether building curriculum, building culture, or building assessment tools, Blair

Rude's ideal school faculty begin by consulting the data bases about effective educational

practices.

19. Pam Robbins: Collaborating. Cooperating

As director of research and training for the Napa County Schools in California, Pam

Robbins is immersed trying to make schools work effectively everyday. She has shared

that experience with educators across the nation by producing videotapes on school

reform activities for the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
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I met Pam Robbins in San Francisco. She had been recommended as someone who

would provide me with fresh insights about 21st century education. I grabbed the only

time she had available for an interview; I went to her hotel room and interviewed her as

she hurriedly changed her clothes for an evening meeting. A bright, kind, and intense

person, Pam Robbins plunged immediately into describing her dream of an ideal school

for the 21st century.

If I were queen for a day, I think the ideal school would have a body of teachers who
felt empowered to make decisions and had the skills, the process skills to make the
decisions about what teaching should look like, sound like, feel like.

Teachers, empowered teachers, are at the center of Pam Robbin's ideal 21st century

school. But these powerful teachers are not solitary players. They will use their power

collaboratively. They will be experts at building coalitions and they will be skilled team

players.

School operations will be characterized by team decision making, but the teams will

be different from those in traditional schools. She wants to create a school culture with a

"totally collaborative look," one that fosters "collaboration of individuals and collabora-

tion among academic subjects."

What are the collaborative structures she would build? She would "do away with

departments" and "form cross-division teams so there is an integration of disciplines."

Instead of grade level teams, she would build "cross-grade teams that meet with the

principal once a week." She would also establish teacher-to-teacher peer coaching teams

that would "pair veteran teachers and university professors with first year teacher in-

terns." To keep the spirit of collegiality alive, these teacher teams would not evaluate

each other:

I think teachers should be involved in goal setting for themselves and I think that they
should look at tapes of effective teachers, and have a chance to analyze with their
colleagues what the teacher does on tape and what the consequences are and compare
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it to their own style and identify sort of goal posts toward which they can move in
terms of professional development. I think that teacher assessment--I have struggled
with this one because I think that if it is done in the collaborative mode, the people
don't feel as safe with each other--so I really don't think that teachers should assess
one another. I think that the work that teachers do together should be completely
apart from evaluation.

But teachers will not be the only participants in decision making in the school. She

would create other collaborative structures that involve students in making decisions

about school life. She would want her ideal school's teachers using cooperative learning

structures in the classroom and she would create empowered student councils with

meaningful roles in the governance of the school.

This collaborative spirit extends to the relationships established with the central office

district personnel. The "collaborative structure between schools and the central office

will empower teachers to make the final decisions about curriculum issues."

The principal in her school is a person comfortable with sharing power. She or he

accomplishes supervision of the teachers by exercising "management by wandering

around." This principal will evaluate the impact different teachers have on children by

getting to know "a random sample of kids." Evaluation would focus on the results of

teacher behavior:

I think that process is important and I think that the administrator can look at some of
the process skills, but there are some teachers who will not ever teach a lesson design
that looks like what Madalyn Hunter does, but they get the point across through
synectics or concept attainment or concept formation.... I think process is important,
but I think that we have been looking so much at process that sometimes it has been
at the expense of product.

She would also have teachers build teaching "portfolios." These portfolios would

"include videotapes of lessons that they think they have done well as well as student work

samples accompanied by the lesson plan that eventuated the student work samples."

The ideal principal creates a constant, positive "feedback cycle" and does so in a way

that creates positive feelings for both teachers and children:
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Periodically, the principal would go into classrooms and visit the kids and interview
them about what their work is like, and how it could be improved ... as part of that
monitoring process, periodically the principal pulls out kids who are doing a good job
and calls their parents at work.... Nothing has to be done to deserve the call.... I
think teachers should be evaluated on the basis of the performance of their kids, an
outcome driven rather than a process-driven approach.

This positive school culture, Pam Robbins feels, is critical to the success of the

school's mission and she would expect a principal to be able to nurture this special kind

of school climate:

I believe that positive norms must be in place to achieve positive school outcomes,
you know, 'good seeds grow in strong cultures.'. . . To look at this you need to see to
what extent there is a norm that supports experimentation and risk-taking, look at to
what extent there is a reaching out to the knowledge bases, not only in terms of
pedagogical knowledge, but content knowledge and the knowledge of stories that
practitioners tell. Look for celebrations and rituals within the culture that insure that
the culture is going to go on.... There is a way, I believe, of transcribing each of
those into an operational definition for which the school can be held accountable.

The principal leads with a coalition of cross-division leaders who represent teachers

on the cross-discipline teams. These leaders spend most of their time dealing with cur-

riculum and instruction issues, but they will continue to teach two periods a day. And, to

make sure communication flowed freely, once weekly all cross-division team leaders

would meet with the principal.

Principals also conduct faculty meetings, but not like the meetings currently held in

most schools. Her teachers would set the agenda. And although these meetings might

cover a variety of traditional topics, they would center on the celebration of successes:

I think that patting ourselves on our backs for a job well done is important and I look
at faculty meetings as being opportunities for problem solving and constantly saying
where we have been, what's our dream, where do we want to go with that, and how
are we doing, what resources do we have.

Curriculum in her school reflects collaboration as well. It is a multidisciplinary

approach to subject matter presentation, and a multisensory approach would characterize

the instructional approach. Daily schedules would "honor the different needs of students
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that learn better in the morning or are better learners in the afternoon." And curriculum

and assessment would be woven into one process:

In this one class, they were studying the Baroque period and all the teachers got
together and the art teacher was having them do Baroque picture frames while play-
ing Baroque music in the background ... they studied the Baroque period in history
and were asked to debate issues using critical thinking and logic ... and they did an
art gallery tour and the kids conducted the tour. The teacher used a multisensory ap-
proach for teaching and assessment.... So I think we need to look at other ways
other than paper and pencil assessment, and I really believe in using portfolios and
getting the kids to talk through their accomplishments for auditory learners.

You would see interactive video in all of Pam Robbin's classrooms, and the use of

computers to teach writing skills:

Kids would be using computer programs that help them write their papers and give
them data not only about their grammatical structures, but about the average length of
sentences, and a comparison to the ideal ... and it looks for subject-verb agreement.
Kids would have access to lap top computers.

She also would provide teachers with extensive access to technology. Pam Robbins

sees technology as enhancing the 21st century teacher's opportunity to reflect on their

teaching practice, to hone their teaching craft:

And I think that teachers should have opportunities to hear and see themselves teach
on a regular basis. I think that videotaping should be, sort of become, a norm for the
school ... to look at the effects of teaching behaviors and their consequences. Maybe
it's a drag for some teachers to write reflective journals, so maybe we could have
audiotapes of lessons that teachers transcribed and put into a library so that teachers
have access to successful strategies.

The final piece to her truly collaborative school community would involve fewer

"lines of demarcation" between the school and the community. She would like to see

daycare offered on the campuses of her 21st century ideal schools and parents as true

partners in the school's operation. Cooperation, collaboration--key concepts in Pam

Robbin's ideal 21st century school.

20. Henrietta Schwartz: Uncles and Aunts and Missionary Zeal

It was Henrietta Schwartz' lunch time. She stuck her head outside of her office, asked
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her secretary to get her some fruit, and ushered me into her office on the campus of San

Francisco State University. As dean of the School of Education, she is a busy administra-

tor. Not only is she actively pursuing the restructuring of her own School of Education,

but she has been a participant in the restructuring project on-going in the San Francisco

Bay area schools.

As she lunched on her banana and muffin and fielded a few phone calls, she elo-

quently reflected on what she would like to see happen in her ideal 21st century school.

As her thoughts unfolded, it seemed clear that this was a woman who cared very deeply

about children. She spoke with concern for both their cognitive and affective well-being.

What would her ideal school look like in the 21st century?

It would look a lot like a family, a group of concerned, caring, knowledgeable adults
working with a group of kids that they care about in almost an uncle-auntie relation-
ship.

Henrietta Schwartz envisions a school staffed with people who watch over their

charges as if they were members of their own family. The adults and the children relate

like family. She wants to make "one teacher responsible for the kids for at least three

years." She likes the current experiment in West Germany that has "transformed the

schools into villages where groups of adults become totally responsible for the success of

a group of children." And this means that children in her ideal school could not be tossed

aside, or be allowed to drop out:

We would treat kids as valuable resources that they couldn't waste. They would not
be allowed to waste children.

She is skeptical about the ability of schools to do the drastic restructuring necessary to

achieve this familial style of relating without strong cultural support for the concepts, a

missionary zeal that drives the commitment to the new idea:

I suspect that what will happen is in those areas where there is no missionary zeal and
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the belief structures don't support the new structure, the moment you get a budget cut,
they will go back to the same old thing. In order to achieve change in an institutional
ized structure, you need both--you need strong beliefs and you need the resources.
You can't do it with just one. But I think you have a better chance of doing it and
sustaining it with passionately held beliefs, even if the funds are cut.

The governance of her school follows the familial arrangement. Teachers, working in

teams, write curriculum and solve problems together. And principals work to support the

teaching enterprise:

The principal would be a decision maker and manager as well as appointed leader.
But they would be managers who facilitate resource allocation, bring in new ideas,
and who make decisions about how we unify the curriculum. But the basic decisions
about curriculum and instruction would be made by teacher teams working with a
group of kids.

Teacher evaluations are different, too, because Henrietta Schwartz wants to see the

process professionalized:

And principals would need to monitor not only the effective and efficient use of kids,
but also the way in which the team operated, whether it did meet its outcome goals,
but always from the perspective of treating them as professionals. The principal
would work more like a hospital administrator than a bureaucrat.

Her ideal faculty would constantly be challenged to grow and change. She would do this

by designing activities that are nourishing and new, like creating a job-sharing partner-

ship between university and public school teachers :

Keep the pool fresh, keep putting new people in, keep new ideas coming in. I'd
require university professors to spend six months doing things in the school. And
anybody who works in teacher preparation programs would need to spend "x" amount
of time each year or every other year working with kids in the trenches.

She would set up opportunities for teachers to conduct action research, and she would

"involve experienced teachers in the training of neophytes:"

In addition, every teacher would need to spend some time at a university doing some
action research, engaging in the training of new-comers in the field. And each faculty
team would have to take the responsbility for inducting one or two new interns in the
profession and make professional judgments about them.
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Although granted a great degree of autonomy, teachers would not independently create

curriculum:

They would have output goals that must be used to guide their planning, in other
words, they couldn't do whatever they wanted to . . . but how they got there, that
would be pretty much up to them. We would treat them as professionals.

As far as curriculum content, she is in favor of adding another course to the basics of

the ideal 21st century curriculum:

I'd start teaching kids basic the principles of anthropology in kindergarten, and I
would make it a required subject in the same way reading and language is. It is
appalling to me that students can leave college without ever having taken a course in
anthropology. And I don't mean superficial anthropology. I mean cultural studies:
from what is a culture, to what are the basic principles of culture, to let's do a differ
ent one every year. And then expose them to real life situations with different cul-
tures. And I don't mean a black studies day. If you are in the southwest and you've
never been to a Navaho reservation, one of the required experiences for a fourth
grade class is a week on the reservation, staying in a Navaho boarding school.

In her school, she would trade textbooks for field trips and emphasize activities that

truly engage kids:

I'd spend less on text books and find other reading materials to use. We would be
better off reallocating the funding saved on textbooks to doing some of those kinds of
field-based research activities that build on kids' spirit of inquiry and adventure. Kids
will find things to read. Surely you want a very reading rich environment, but I'm not
so sure that basal readers are the way to do it.

Henrietta Schwartz concluded her vision by denouncing the concept of free market

choice. She feels it is a "denial of democratic principles" that will "create elitist schools."

And this elitism "will destroy one of the joys of the American public school system--that

it is the same for everybody." And this would not align with her vision of schools as

families that embrace and fiercely support the growth and well-being of every child.

21. Dennis Sparks: Feeling Cared For, Feeling Successful

The diner was a perfect place for an interview--until they turned on the sixties rock

music. Dennis Sparks met me for an early breakfast before a busy day at the Association
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for Supervision and Curriculum Development conference in San Francisco, California.

Dennis Spark's voice and body language project honesty and caring and it comes as no

surprise to find that he earned a doctorate in counseling. As executive director of The

National Staff Development Council, he is an active consultant to districts embroiled in

restructuring strategies and he also manages their extensive publication and outreach

services. Despite the rock music, Dennis Sparks seemed absorbed in the interview topic,

and generously gave almost two hours of his time to answering my questions.

In his ideal 21st century school, "no matter what position they held," Dennis Sparks

wants the people "to have experiences and interpersonal transactions that would cause

them to feel good about being there." His environment would give "every single person

who has contact with the school a feeling of learning, excitement, control, and empower-

ment." For the children that come to this school, this means a multitude of self-affirming

experiences:

So, to start with, a student, every student would feel successful, every student would
learn, every student would feel that he or she has influence over their own learning.
Students would have lots of choices of how they would go about learning.... The
most important objective is that students will feel good about themselves as learners.

His school is not just a place, but a vital, caring community:

The school system would represent the broadest sense of community.... I think it
has a set of ingredients, the kinds of qualities that give a sense of feeling cared for,
feeling like an individual human being, not a number, of being nurtured, feeling like
they have control over certain things that affect their day to day life, feeling listened
to, respected, trusted, feeling part of a family.

And it is this community that will establish the goals of the school:

I think it is not at all clear what we expect of people in school. I think there has to be
a very clear district expectation for the performers determined collectively by the
school community.

Dennis Sparks will not wait until his students graduate to find out if the school suc-

ceeded in providing the kind of environment he envisions. He wants to see an on-going
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assessment of how the well the environment meets his design:

My objective: 'Every student, K through 12, will feel good about learning and good
about school as measured in an attitude survey.' K through 12: every student. They
are not saying we'll wait 'til they graduate. So you go to kindergarten, to a third
grader, or twelfth grader, and use the instrument and determine whether they feel
good about learning and good about school.

Creating this kind of environment requires changes in all aspects of schooling. Listen

to how his image of local governance reflects his beliefs:

I would like to think that in my best of all possible worlds information would be so
public and free-flowing that there wouldn't be any need for secrecy. Everybody
would be saying 'Here's how we're doing it.'

The leaders of the local schools carry out this image of his school in their daily

actions. Each leader impacts on the effectiveness of other leaders to remain true to this

vision:

Schools and departments build their own plan, but there is no doubt that inspired
leadership is required--from the superintendent, principal, teacher leaders. And then
I start thinking about how much teacher leadership and principal leadership is tied to
superintendent leadership.

And he has specific ideas about how his ideal local leadership team would behave in

order to bring about his dream school:

I would see a board being more like the board of directors of a good company who
meet with the school leadership periodically. I'm not sure if that's once a month, once
every three months, every six months. And their basic job is to say, 'We represent
the community in terms of values, goals, mission objectives and make sure those are
on track with the community. We have responsibilities to the people who put up the
money to make sure that money is spent well. So we review budgets, approve bud-
gets in the broadest sense. We hold people accountable for the expenditures of the
budget and we hold the professional staff accountable for the achievement of the
mission objectives.' In essence, it's a monitoring role. And the other job is to say to
the professional staff, 'What do we need to do to help you be successful? If you need
more money, tell us and part of our job is to try to go and get that money for you--
whether from donors, the community, or from the state government.'

He sees this reformed school board as advisory and would do something to "discon-

nect them from the day to day operations of the school."
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State government will play a role in school management, but it is a role different from

the current role adopted by many states. In his vision, state governments will primarily

advise rather than dictate:

I think the state has an obligation to say what the broad standards ought to be and
probably should collect data so that taxpayers know how their money is being spent.
... If people are going to feel like they have some control, public education can't be
governed by some anonymous goof-off in the state capital or in Washington....
State departments in education should see themselves as people that provide service
and technical assitance to schools and school districts. They can bring the latest
research, they can do direct consultation ... they can be thefriendly critics to schools.

To ensure student success and engagement, Dennis Sparks views both the curriculum

process and content as taking a certain form. Although he acknowledges that there are

some curriculum offerings that students will be mandated to accept, he wants to offer

students "a lot of choices" to nurture in students feelings of autonomy. And he thinks it

is very important that all of the curriculum stresses knowledge application and is offered

in a way that encourages holistic understanding:

It is real important that kids be able to integrate things that they are learning ...
maybe get rid of disciplines ... but every student should be able to synthesize infor-
mation from various sources called "disciplines" or whatever to solve problems and
make decisions and that they would all be able to demonstrate and really be able to do
that, K through 12.... That's 95% of the way ... people feel good about it and
people are going to be able to use what they are learning to help them do what they
have to do in the world.

And although teaching activity will be driven by clear learning outcomes, he wants

teachers to feel free to choose whatever implementation strategies they determine are

appropriate:

In my ideal school, the outcomes would be clear. We would know what we expect
kids to do along the way. But we would turn teachers and schools loose to find lots
of good ways to get to those objectives, because there is not one right way. So cur-
riculum materials, teaching methods, will vary throughout the district and throughout
the grades.

Dennis Spark's ideal school of the future will stand at the cutting edge technologically
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and will possess every available technological innovation:

If business needs a technological innovation to be effective and efficient, then some
body would have to be able to demonstrate why the school wouldn't have to use it
before the school would not get that same equipment. You know, the most carefully
conceived computer technology for learning and management, distant education,
cable, video disks, sophisticated training programs for teachers that are really well
designed, computer simulation, all that sort of stuff would be available. No. I'm
going to have a higher standard: if the army can have it, schools will have it. If they
have complex simulators, if they're going to have a simulator that can show what it is

like to sit in a fighter jet and have all these planes coming at you, we can have a
simulator to show the teacher what it is like to be in a classroom with all these kids.

His computer-driven instruction would support learning outcomes and integrate with

the curriculum. He envisions teachers "designing learning contracts with students,

stating what students will learn and how the person will demonstrate competency." Then

that teacher would transmit that information to the local software manufacturer and ask

them to produce a complimentary program. And students will not be operating computer

terminals alone; that would violate the principles of community and family. Rather, they

will be using those computers with a fellow student or a teacher, "learning side by side

with somebody."

His school would "virtually never be closed." But kids might not be together all day

as they are now:

The only time probably when kids would need to be together is for that sense of
community and family that I think is so important. So there would be a time in every
day when kids would be together and then there are probably lots of other opportuni-
ties where they could choose to be together in normal traditional classroom settings if
they wanted to....but students would have lots of choices beyond that community
setting. Some kids might spend only two hours in a community group, and others
might spend six hours...

He also does not think his faculty will be thinking about class periods very much, but

instead that they will choose time configurations that support learning outcomes.

Dennis Spark's ideal 21st century school will be a place that can be felt almost as

quickly as it can be seen.
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22. Michael Strembitsky: Outcomes and Accountability

As superintendent of the Edmonton Public Schools in Alberta, Canada, Michael

Strembitsky began ten years ago to move the district away from an autocratic style of

leadership to a site-based management model. He travels the country sharing both the

successes and the challenges of implementing such a system of governance. He came to

Denton, Texas, to meet with the Denton Independent School District educators. I taped

his presentation. He is already in the process of actualizing his ideal school, especially

the governance aspect.

At the lunch break, I accompanied him to the restaurant, placed my taperecorder next

to his plate and listened as he shared his ideas about 21st century ideal schools between

bites of salad. When he returned to Edmonton, I phoned him and he mailed materials

describing in detail the governance system that is part of his vision of a quality future

school system.

Michael Strembitsky begins his vision of quality 21st century schooling with strong

statements about the ends, the outcomes that schools need to achieve. He feels articulat-

ing these goals to everyone is important so that everyone will be "working together for a

common purpose rather than wheel-spinning that dissipates everyone's energies." Those

outcomes are represented clearly, in writing, and disseminated to all concerned commu-

nity members.

But outcome statements comprise only one phase of his ideal planning process. It's

an affair that requires faculty to be clear about exactly what they expect and what they

will do and he wants it completed well in advance of the time when results are being

reviewed:

It's easy to do a 'Results Review,' you just add the final piece to the document you've
already written. You've already told us 'Here's what we planned and our priorities,
here's the results we wanted, here's the measure's we said we'd use, and here's what
we said we would do.' Now it's just a matter of writing down 'Here's how it worked
out.'
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His ideal outcome targets are not limited to student achievement. Standardized

measures of student performance are a part of his assessment process. But they provide

only a small part of the data. Instead, he sees successful schools as embracing the total

well-being of their students in relation to the community, rather than just their academic

performance. His innovative school district assessment battery includes a Public School

graduate survey:

We always say that tests don't tell us everything, pencil and paper. Well, what does
tell us? One of the things that we are doing, we went up to the board and got funding
to find out what happens to our students 5 years, 15 years, and 25 years after they
leave us. You know, after General Motors builds a car, they still find out what
happens to that car afterwards so that they can then plug that knowledge back in.

Michael Strembitsky also believes that his ideal, successful school district is one that

knows how the total community feels about their performance, what attitudes they have

toward their schools. Carefully constructed attitude questionnaires, which he is already

using in Edmonton, would be distributed annually, and the results used to give perfor-

mance feedback to school employees.

The language of these questionnaires, the questions posed, would be specifically

designed to elicit information from all stakeholders in the school community. Like the

surveys he currently employs in the Edmonton community, the instruments used in his

ideal future school would assess community attitudes toward the school system. He

would administer attitude surveys to citizens in the general community, and create a

separate survey for parents of students attending the schools.

He also wants feedback from elementary age students. In kindergarten through grade

three, "somebody other than the teacher distributes them, not because they think teachers

would deliberately intimidate children, but because they might." Questionnaires also

would be sent to junior and senior high school students. Attitude survey instruments also

would be given to teachers, to support staff, and to principals. So his ideal school assess-
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ment measure would attempt to measure attitudes and feelings, a task he was told was

important, but impossible:

People said things like this are really important to education, but they cannot be
measured. But we didn't listen and we developed questionnaires and decided that,
yes, you can measure them. Do we measure everything perfectly? Of course not, but
we have gotten a lot more information than we ever bargained for ... we have a nice
overall measure of how the students, parents, faculty, and community members feel
about their schools--a 'confidence level measure.'

And he believes that the a knowledge of the community's feelings is critical:

If you are going to bring about change, it depends upon the evironment, the receptiv-
ity. You not only have to have good ideas, but you have to be able to lay the ground
work and we have to know how peoplefeel. It took me a long time to realize this:
people's feelings are a reality, and, in most cases, people will act on theirfeelings
long before they will understand other kinds of realities. So we must place a lot of
emphasis on feelings because we know a lot of good ideas go amuck because people
would not accept them.

The results of these attitude questionnaires give "an over-all impression that can act

as a warning device that can tell if people aren't feeling right about some aspect of their

educational system." The limitation of this instrument is that "it's not diagnostic - it won't

tell you why people don't feel good about something."

So Michael Strembitsky sees his ideal 21st century school collecting a variety of data

and using it to create a rich performance profile of the school. And what impact does this

information have on school governance?

Principals in his ideal school district are not told they must adopt a site-based model

of management in their school. On the contrary. They are allowed to adopt whatever

model they think will work for them:

There are five models of decision making that are around and here they are. First, I
make the decision myself, it's an autocratic model and the advantage is efficiency.
Second, I don't think I've got all the expertise, so I will get that information from
somebody else, don't even tell them what the problem is, but I've got a couple of
missing gaps--I make the decision, it's still an autocratic model. Third, Now I go to
an individual and tell them what the problem is and I ask them for their advice,
information, and you really get individual thinking. Fourth, You bring people to
gether and you do the same thing, but now you get your opinions, you get less diver-
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sity, but the good part of that is that you begin to get a cohesiveness. Fifth, this last
one is the one where you literally act as a chairman. You bring the group together
and you say , 'Here is the problem, look at the different alternatives. I will chair this
meeting and then at the end, whatever we decide, you vote, and we'll arrive at a
consensus and I will carry it out.'

Each principal can choose among these five models in Michael Strembitsky's ideal

school district because he believes "just like you cannot teach every child in the same

way, you cannot mandate the governance system in the same way." But there is one

thing that his principals can not choose, and that is to abdicate responsibility by saying "I

didn't want to do it, but they made me." And they also must stand ready to accept the

results that their governance model produces, results represented by student achievement

data, graduate surveys, and attitude surveys:

The principal is held accountable. Does the principal make all of the decisions?
Hardly. Many people make decisions, but the principal is accountable for what goes
on at the school level.

He would report these results to each principal individually, and then present com-

parative data to all of the district administrators. But before comparing school profiles,

he would make sure that "the different expectations for each child and for every school in

the district are taken into account." He acknowledges that schools have different popula-

tions, some transitory, some stable, and that these variables impact on some of the results.

Michael Strembitsky would make the school assessment data public. And this has the

effect of decreasing the comfort level of administrators whose school profiles are not

favorable:

What happens when you're a principal who's been doing the same kind of stuff for a
long time. What happens when principals running the old style of organization, the
ones that don't rock the boat, and don't take risks, and they see that their school is in
the bottom. Well, a couple of things have happened when we did this. These people
looked around and it was like they were comfortable, and then some of these other
guys took off and they say to themselves, 'If I get last, I'm no longer in the race!'
Because once you put emphasis on performance and people know that they are not
performing, there comes a point and they are up to doing all kinds of things. Some of
them resign, some retire early, some go back to the classroom or go into jobs that they
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have been successful in before. But it's working. The pressure is there in many
forms.

Since principals are held strictly accountable for what happens in their schools,

Michael Strembitsky thinks its imperative that principals, and all other school employees

only have "one boss." Although he values a spirit of collegiality, he does not endorse

group decision making:

We have a saying that when things are going right, who needs a boss? And when
things are going wrong is the wrong time to figure out who is in charge! Nobody in
life should have to tolerate more than one boss. Everyone else can advertise, but they
cannot tell you what to do--that's up to your boss.

Although he would not implement group decision making in his ideal school, he thinks

"it might work if whatever form is chosen is clearly known and explicit."

To create a fair accountability system, his ideal school faculty would develop clear

and concise statements about specific responsibilities each member will be expected to

fulfill. He developed "Role and Responsibility Statements" for each employee category

in the Edmonton Public Schools. Without such clear statements of responsibilities, he

thinks it is unlikely that his current accountability system could work successfully.

Michael Strembitsky also would create a very different vehicle for reporting student

progress to parents. He says that "parents are not interested in state level achievement."

He thinks they are interested in "the level of achievement for their youngsters--young-

sters they have given their names to." And he thinks that parents basically want to know

"that somebody is treating their child fairly, that they are concerned with doing the very

best they can with their child and will level with them."

To address these parental concerns, he would like to see his ideal 21st century school

create a portfolio for each student that would contain annual work samples and achieve-

ment data, and brief annual videotape clips of the student:

When a child leaves our school in 12 years, the parent will get a portfolio of the
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student's work each year. We'll also give the teacher a chance to include a narrative
about the child. We will have some standardized scores included for each of the
years they attended our schools. We'll include vital statistics such as height, weight,
and so on. And we're going to have their progress on videotape. We are going to
have about three or four minutes per year and when that child finishes school, we are
going to give it to the parent--it's theirs.

He thinks this will give parents a feel for the progress their child has made each year:

One of the things that we feel we have really been missing about student achievement
is not showing parents what the change is in achievement from one year to the next.
Because so much of it is subjective and memories are very subjective.

Michael Strembitsky envisions his ideal faculty to be "people who act ethically and

honestly at all times." He wants "people who will talk to you, not about you." He ex-

pects his ideal superintendent to create a climate in which people feel free to disagree

about school operations. And he wants "every employee to know that not only do they

have a right to appeal, but that there is life after appeal." He wants conflicts settled

without scarring the district.

Michael Strembitsky expects that his school of the future will metamorphasize con-

stantly in response to changes in society. To be able to do this, his ideal school organiza-

tion will subscribe to certain beliefs about change:

First, if you concentrate on trying to change people, you will get no place. If you
concentrate on changing the structure, the roles, the goals and improve the quality of
the information people receive and the availability of money, then you will see
changes occurring ... you have to find out where people are and start where they are.
And you teach.... And you accept that change is not a straight up process. You go
in a spiral and you keep spiraling upward.

Although he thinks it is great to applaud successes, he thinks that a really significant

improvement in his ideal 21st century school will prompt a different reaction:

If you are on the right track, it does not take a long time to change. And you know
you are on the right track when yu find yourself achieving something but instead of
saying, 'Hey, that's great!' you have an impatience because you have two, three, four
things more you want to load on to that!

Clearly stated outcomes, responsibility, autonomy, and accountability--these form the
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heart of Michael Strembitsky's vision.

23. Maria Ucelli: The Center of Community. An Intergenerational Place

As senior program advisor at the Rockefeller Foundation, Maria Ucelli's most recent

assignment is to disseminate James Comer's model of urban school restructuring to urban

districts throughout the country. She also assists the foundation in conducting a summer

residential academy for principals aimed at equipping them with a better understanding of

at-risk populations. She has held a variety of interesting jobs prior to coming to the

Rockefeller Foundation. As assistant to New Jersey's Governor Kean, she helped write

and sell a proposal that would allow parents to choose their child's public school.

Improving America's schools is just one project that is directed from the Rockefeller

Foundation's home base on Seventh Avenue in New York City. In 1989, they joined the

national effort to support innovative solutions to schools located in "at-risk" communi-

ties. The question they are focused on answering is whether you can replicate a success-

ful model in many different communities. As Maria Ucelli escorted me into her office,

she relayed the Rockefeller Foundation's long and rich history of promoting educational

excellence - support for arts programs, for humanities programs, efforts to upgrade the

schooling of Black children in the southern states in the sixties. And then she launched

into a description of her ideal 21st century school. Despite a few disruptive telephone

calls, Maria Ucelli doggedly continued telling her story of quality future schooling.

To begin with, she sees her future school "marrying the organizational issues, the

curriculum and instruction issues, with climate and leadership issues." And she sees the

future school faculty as facing the task of "breaking molds," of "fundamentally altering

the way kids and teachers and parents do business together." And this means

reconceptualizing the relationships between people:

The first feature of an ideal 21st century system would not be the building or technol-
ogy or the sort of high gloss look, but would actually be the quality of the relation-
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ships in the building, not only between administrators and teachers and teachers and
children, but between those people and the broader community, parents. Ideally, I
think there would be a relationship that did not depend on invitation, that there was
actually a freedom to interact on a regular basis with anyone whose life was important
to that child, and if I were looking at it with the perspective of a parent, then I would
feel free to work with teachers, administrators, counselors ... the school is a place
where I feel comfortable in going and where, most of all, where my child wanted to
be.

Her school would be marked by a "climate of caring." Parents would know that

everybody at the school "had my child's best interest at heart and a knowledge of my

child as an individual human being."

Several beliefs would underlie the organizational structure of her future school. First,

"knowledge is going to change faster than ever before." And this means that the school

will need to be structured in such a way that changes in curriculum and instruction can be

implemented rapidly. Second, schools will continue to have as their main mission

"preparation for life in a democratic 21st century society." Complimenting that belief is

her idea that "schooling should remain largely a public responsibility and a collective

responsibility." She will not be advocating the use of vouchers or free market principles

in her 21st century schools.

Governance of her ideal school will be "guided in some fashion by the state, but very

much articulated on a district level and carried out on a building level." The "courts and

legislators will not have a hand in designing either school funding formulas or educa-

tional curriculum."

She would "collapse the central office bureaucracy" at school districts, as she sees

most of these central office administrators "being forced to serve the system and not kids"

by excessive reporting requirements generated by state and federal governments. Instead,

she would like to see:

... a school structure in which everyone who is an administrator had direct contact on
a regular basis with children, maintained and kept their teaching credentials, and were
directly linked to what happened in the school buildings.
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Reporting requirements would cease to be as burdensome to administrators, because

of computerized solutions. She wants her senior administrators to be chosen "not just

because they have worked their way up the scale," but because they have "a base of

instructional knowledge, a serious vision for the kinds of instruction and curriculum that

children should be offered." They will also be individuals that the school district "equips

to act as change agents; they will have knowledge about group process and team build-

ing." They will act as effective team leaders "to move their faculty toward their vision."

How will teachers be different in her ideal 21st century school? First, they'll be better

educated. University training programs "would start with a general education core, a

quality liberal arts education." The program then would "involve students of education

in school experiences as soon as possible." This would happen long before a formal

student teaching experience. Students "would interact continuously with teachers

throughout their training program and would respect these teachers as knowledge givers."

These students "would use teachers in ways that they are not used now; they'd become

mentors to the students, they'd be resources."

She wants the university to "provide students with subject matter strength" and wants

them to "deemphasize the teaching of methods," at least initially. Instead, she wants the

students to "develop a better understanding of how children learn and to recognize differ-

entiated learning styles and then how to deal with them."

After this extensive educational prelude, students would become teaching interns.

But she envisions a "much more intensive student interning." This notion of internship

would not be limited to a school:

They might intern at a mental health agency, or a social service agency or some other
agency as well that interacts with a school because teachers do not control their own
classrooms ... they have to work with other service providers and yet nothing in their
experience in college or even in graduate school prepares them to work in any kind of
a team setting.
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So training in teamwork and learning to coordinate the school's mission with other

agencies would be an important goal of Maria Ucelli's 21st century teacher preparation

program. She would also like administrators and teachers to "receive training in instruc-

tional leadership." She thinks administrators, especially, "need to receive more training

in how to manage a major system, training in financial realities, political realities, leader-

ship issues, and team-building." All of these improvements require a major over-haul of

what is currently happening in post-secondary training programs. Maria Ucelli sees the

current programs as "not keeping pace" with the changes in society and in schools.

Producing better educated teachers also will require implementation of an aggressive

and on-going school district staff development program. Teachers would "work a full

day, but the day would be configured so that teachers would have quality hours of time

without students, non-contact time." School days and the school year also might be

longer. This staff development effort would be multi-dimensional. Teachers could claim

some time "for individual use, some of it for team teaching planning activities, and some

of it for collective professional development."

New teachers will be carefully coached in instructional practice and all staff develop-

ment efforts would include a follow-up component. This support would be offered by a

variety of individuals:

In every building there would be someone whose responsbility it was to connect folks
on the outside who could provide that support, or to be the person in the building that
could provide the support. That person would not have other than one class teaching
duties, but that person would serve the other faculty members.

Teachers will have available "access to subject matter that is much broader than is

currently available." Technology will allow this to happen. Teachers will have "routine

access to leading edge thinkers, to experts in a variety of fields," thanks to video hook-

ups.
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Her ideal 21st century school district will "invest in the personal and professional

development of their people." They "will learn from business and industry that invest-

ment in human resources takes money and release time" and both will be supplied in

ample quantities.

Instead of being the sole determiners of the classroom environment, teachers in her

future school will "see engagement of childreif as their primary role." This means that

they accept responsibility for each child's enthusiasm for learning and become responsive

to student needs and desires. They will nurture the "personal empowerment and achieve-

ment" of each child. Teachers in her quality schools will give up control in their class-

rooms:

In my ideal school children will definitely have more of a responsibility for their ownlearning, both in terms of determining certainly at a minimum level when they areyoung and at an increasing level as they get older, determining their own interests andbeing equipped with the research skills to pursue those interests. And also they willknow that they are not passive recipients of knowledge, but that they have an activerole to play, that they have responsibility for learning.

School days and the school year will probably be longer, but "the days will not
necessarily be filled with more of the same." Lengthy summer vacations will be a thing

of the past because her future students can not afford the loss in knowledge and skills that

occurs during this period.

Teachers also "will model through their teaching the integration of information."

Integrated, rather than segmented, instructional spaces and schedules will be the norm:

I think that the lines between subjects will increasingly be blurred. And I think thatthe walls between classrooms will increasingly be blurred, and that children at differ-ent ages will learn from each other and help each other. Subject matters will beintegrated in school as they inevitably must be integrated in life if you're going tosucceed. I think we do some of that well now with Social Studies and English, theylogically go together. But I think that there are far more creative ways to do that.

Her 21st century quality schools will have a much larger mission than most schools

currently profess. Schools will become "the center of community life." School pro-
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grams will be "intergenerational." Sitting side by side on the school campus will be

programs for the elderly and programs for infants. Buildings "will be open from early in

the morning until late in the evening and it will be populated not only by kids." This

intergenerational environment will support a curriculum that "will teach students how to

take care of others, children and grandparents, and teach them what it means to be a

human being."

All schools will provide "some kind of quality preschool experience" and schools and

community agencies will cooperate fiscally to make this happen. Although the early

childhood services don't have to be directly run by the schools, the curriculum has to be

closely linked with the schools so students will be ready for formal kindergarten.

Schools also "will sponsor parent outreach and parent education programs." They

"will be responsible for making sure that very young children receive the nutrition and

the human contact" that then need to thrive. The faculty in Maria Ucelli's ideal school

will see these services as a "significant resource investment" that makes sense and sup-

ports a basic belief that will be shared by all school personnel:

That what schools do, the goal of everything, has to be to sustain high quality learn-
ing for every child and the ability for every child to reach their own potential. And
when you say every child, that requires a fundamentally different way of thinking
about schools and how you pay for them.

Every person in her ideal school will act on the belief that "all kids can learn." They

will truly believe "that there is a way to remedy learning problems." Further, the school

leadership team will believe that "we know enough to provide the kind of training to

teachers to make that possible."

24. Adam Urbansky: A Revolution of Rising Expectations

I talked with Adam Urbansky on the telephone, and he was both witty and informa-

tive. Acting as president of the Rochester, New York, chapter of the American Federa-

tion of Teachers, he and his friend, Rochester school district superintendent Peter
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McWalters, struck a unique bargain between labor and management. They put aside the

traditional distrust and put into effect a school restructuring plan that challenged both

groups to adopt new behaviors and beliefs. Among the more dramatic school restructur-

ing activities was the raising of the average teacher pay to $45,000 a year.

When I posed the interview questions to Adam Urbansky, he told me he had written

extensively about his vision of an ideally restructured school and offered to send me

copies of these articles. A few days later, I received a packet of reprints of articles he had

written. Contained within these twenty pages were details of an exciting vision for

schools of the 21st century. Like Superintendent Michael Strembitsky who heads the

Edmonton Public Schools, Adam Urbansky is currently in the thick of extensive restruc-

turing activities in the Rochester Public Schools. This gives him a unique perspective.

His vision, his dream is being subjected to the light of day, to the rigors of implementa-

tion.

One journalist described him as being "bright, articulate, and almost stunningly

quotable" (Towler, 1989b), and I would have to agree.

We have to restructure schools from the top down, from management that doesn't
work to shared governments that might; from isolation to collegiality; from rule-
driven values to value-driven rules; from emphasis on programs to emphasis on
students; from compulsion to choice; from unexamined tradition to reflective practice
(Urbansky, 1990, p. 3).

In his ideally structured schools, all participants would share a fervent commitment to

the following nine beliefs and values.

First, they would believe that "union and management share a joint commitment to

the notion that excellence without equity is not worth pursuing; that unionism and profes-

sionalism are complementary (Urbansky, 1987, p. 3)." They would be committed to a

common agenda of equity and excellence.

Second, "teacher empowerment must be accompanied by teacher accountability" and
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"measures of accountability should be productivity, i.e., student outcomes (Urbansky,

1987, p. 3)."

Third, "since the most powerful revolution is the revolution of rising expectations, it

will be impossible to unring the bell (Urbansky, 1987, p.3)." It will be impossible for

school districts to maintain their current style of operation; they must change.

Fourth, the required reforms are more sweeping than the structural changes and

teachers' salary raises that have been in the media spotlight in his home school district of

Rochester, New York (Towler, 1989a): all school personnel must be committed to

reforming the methods teachers use to teach and to creating teachers who are much more

than dispensers of knowledge (Towler, 1989b). This belief debunks the myth that "all

you have to do to be a good teacher is love kids" (Urbansky, 1987, p. 1). And it under-

scores the need for teachers to do whatever it takes to promote student learning:

Because of this artificial separation between teaching and learning, some teachers
have been able to make the claim, 'I taught them, but they didn't learn.' That's like
saying, 'I cured him, but he died.' Or 'I built this building, but it's not here; but trust
me, I built it.' What they're saying is, 'I talked, and I made the presentation, it just
didn't take.' Does a gardener do that? Does a gardener say, 'I planted the corn, it
just never came up?' The excuse is not, 'Well, the soil was too sandy.' Then you
were supposed to do something about it. You are the one to add clay or mulch or
whatever (Towler, 1989b, p. 10).

Fifth, students who were dispensable before are no longer dispensable (Towler,

1989a). Universal education, mandating the education of all of our young people, is ten

years old, and within the last decade the business community has become desperate for

manpower to run its enterprises. In the future, it will no longer be tolerable to allow large

percentages of the high school students to drop out and drop in to an unskilled labor pool.

Sixth, students are clients (Towler, 1989b). This change in vocabulary is not to be

taken lightly; rather it is used to emphasize his belief that teachers and administrators are

in business to serve students, not the other way around.
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Seventh, central to the philosophy of all faculty in his ideal school is a belief that

teachers must do more than dispense knowledge (Towler, 1989b). They must understand

how children learn, and they must pay attention to the whole child - family problems,

discipline problems, emotional and learning needs.

Eighth, if school faculty are provided with the time, the in-service preparation and

training, and the resources, nearly everybody is capable of participating in the restructur-

ing of schools that has to occur (Towler, 1989b).

Ninth, teachers should be leaders, and administrators, leaders of leaders (Urbansky,

1988). This perspective helps to reorient thinking toward a more collegial and productive

system of school governance.

Adam Urbansky's ideal system of governance calls for shared governance through a

school-based planning process (Urbansky, 1987). And he sees a new governance per-

spective for school superintendents and union leadership:

The old adversarial stances have been replaced with an unprecedented degree of
collaboration: the superintendent of schools is a proponent of teacher empowerment
while the teachers' union president is an advocate of teacher accountability
(Urbansky, 1988, p. 50).

Teachers would be empowered to act on a variety of issues: staffing for restructured

secondary schools, the functions of lead teachers (Urbansky, 1988). They would do this

through open forums, written input, and informal channels.

He also would implement a districtwide "schools of choice" system that would give

parents a choice of public schools (Urbansky, 1987). He thinks if schools have to com-

pete for students, they are less likely to become complacent and are more apt to adjust

and improve their performance.

The term "teacher" in Adam Urbansky's restructured quality school will not refer to a

dispenser of knowledge that stands in front of rows of wooden desks all day. Teachers

would assume responsibilities for teaching their peers as well as teaching students. He
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would turn teaching into a four-tiered profession, similar to the one he helped institute in

Rochester, New York (Urbansky, 1988). He would enlist the help of master teachers in

training neophytes and in remediating the problems of experienced teachers. This pro-

gram would create four developmental stages in the career of teaching:

*Intern teachers--new practitioners without experience, who must teach under the
guidance of mentor teachers.
*Resident teachers--teachers who have successfully completed a year of internship
but have not yet achieved tenure or permanent certification.
*Professional teachers--teachers who have earned permanent certification and tenure.
*Lead teachers--teachers selected by a joint panel of teachers and administrators, who
teach at least half-time. They have at least ten years experience and are paid a salary
differential. Lead teachers also work as mentors or as consultants, selecting text
books, writing curriculums, and planning staff development programs. They may
work with students at risk, teach in remedial and enrichment programs, serve as
adjunct professors in local teacher education schools, and perform other duties requir-
ing their level of expertise (Urbansky, 1988, p. 51).

The teachers in Urbansky's ideal school would be paid more, but they would work

longer hours and a longer school year and accept more and different responsibilities

(Urbansky, 1988). Teaching will not be as simple as being competent in a subject matter

(Towler, 1989b). Instead, his ideal teachers will be responsible for nurturing and devel-

oping the whole child, and that means being involved in every aspect of the student's life:

So if you have a client who is not ready to learn, your own enlightened self-interest
tells you, you'd better nurture and develop and get your client ready, or you cannot
teach him. Getting children ready to learn is part of teaching. Yeah, I would love it if
every kid in our schools had nurturing parents. And I don't want the teachers to
become social workers. I just want them to care enough to refer the kids to social
workers when they need to. I do not believe that caring about the client ought to be
an option (Towler, 1989b, p. 10).

He would accomplish this global caring for the student by instituting a home-based

guidance program, similar to the one he helped create in the Rochester, New York, Public

Schools:

This program assigns each teacher approximately twenty students for personal atten-
tion, informal counseling, and general supervision. The goal is to provide a caring
adult in each school for each and every student.... Home-base guidance teachers
become case managers: they are responsible for home contacts and for nurturing
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their twenty charges during their stays in that school ... the purpose of each school's
plan is to address the affective needs of students for support, adult friendship, and
mentoring (Urbansky, 1988, p. 52).

He does not want to see an artificial boundary between disciplining and teaching and

counseling and advising (Towler, 1989b). Teachers in his ideal school will not be able to

shut their door, teach their class, and then beat the kids to the bus:

'I want to teach math, and that's all. That's why I got hired.' And I say to those
teachers, in a world of make-believe, you can continue to 'teach math.' But in the
real world, you should know that if your students are not ready to learn math, then
your teaching math is not going to be effective (Towler, 1989b, p. 9 and 10).

Teachers in his school will not just dispense knowledge; they will be responsible for

understanding how children learn, and they must be able to produce a comprehensive

diagnosis of each student's individual needs (Towler, 1989b). They will recognize the

various levels of intelligence and the varying learning styles that students have

(Urbansky, 1990).

Adam Urbansky's ideal teachers will not be boring and they will not control their

classrooms by using fear:

. . . since there is empirical evidence that learning cannot occur if there is fear. The
brain gets distracted by boredom and by fear. It shuts down (Towler, 1989b, p. 10).

In his classroom of the future, "there ought to be less talk, and greater utilization of

technology (Urbansky, 1990)." He wants to see students engaged in team learning,

cooperative learning. He is adamantly opposed to tracking students, to segregating them

and thinks there are other ways to give some students the individual attention they re-

quire:

How can we reduce class size significantly and change a system that tends to label,segregate, and set up our most vulnerable students?... obligate all certified adults toteach. This would include non-teaching school administrators no less than teachers
who are not now in the classrom (Urbansky, 1989).
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He wants teachers to use peer tutoring more often, including cross-age tutoring. And

his teachers must transform their instructional pedagogy to utilize current research about

cognition and learning:

We must finally realize that reading helps retention better than listening, discussion
even more than reading, simulation even more than discussion, and doing even more
than simulation. We must let the learners do (Urbansky, 1990, p. 4).

He cites Rochester, New York's "School Without Walls" as a living example of his

vision of classroom and teaching excellence (Towler, 1989b). Walk into any classroom

and two rules are guiding instructional practice: one is learning by doing, and the other is

learning within a context of meaning. He challenges educators to ask their own children

why they like a particular class; he predicts the answer will be "because we do stuff,

because it's something I can use, or really identify with (Towler, 1989b, p. 10)."

Urbansky wants the curriculum over-hauled as well. All curriculum and instruc-

tional techniques in his ideal school will be geared toward getting students to think

critically and not just memorize (Urbansky, 1990). And all activities must aim at prepar-

ing students to think for a living and to act as members of a democratic society

(Urbansky, 1988; Urbansky, 1990). He thinks a whole language approach to language

instruction would fit nicely into this new curriculum (Urbansky, 1989). He also sees an

in-depth treatment of curriculum topics replacing mere coverage. His ideal schools will

be restructured into centers of inquiry and reflection.

Implementing new ways of teaching and learning means that sacred patterns of

organizing schedules and classrooms will need to be questioned:

We must reconsider how we allocate time, use space, classify students, and dividesubject matter. We must question even the most hallowed practices and assumptions:
that one building means one school; that children learn best in 47 minute segments,
sitting passively in rows, that norm-referenced, multiple choice tests are the bestindices of student learning; that teaching is telling, learning is accumulating, andknowledge is facts (Urbansky, 1988, p. 49 and 50).
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To give teachers the time they need to focus on individual student needs and to replan the

curriculum and their approach to instruction, Adam Urbansky would create smaller class

sizes in his ideal school:

Some of the referrals (to special education) may have been avoided if the class size
were considerably smaller.... Large class size, particularly at the lower grade levels,
is the main reason that so many children end up isolated, labeled and sifted into an
unpromising path (Urbansky, 1989, p. 1).

Assessing students will look very different in Urbansky's future school. Exhibitions

would replace multiple choice tests, and he would reduce the overemphasis on standard-

ized test scores:

We can get higher test scores. We can graduate higher-scoring dummies. There's no
question about it. The question is, can we graduate people who have learned more
(Towler, 1989a, p. 1).

Assessment of students in a school that is in the early stages of restructuring will

include answers to different kinds of questions:

Have attitudes changed? Is the labor-management cooperation lasting? Have we
survived crisis? Is more time and attention directed to children, to discussion of
children, to substantive pedadogy? Within the first three to five years, that is your
standard of measurement. That is the best you can expect (Towler, 1989b, p. 10).

For schools in the second stage of reform, different questions will be posed to assess

the school's quality:

Some new configurations come into play, because you've been in the business of
creating a new system long enough to expect measurable impact. Now you raise
questions like: Is the drop-out rate less? Is the attendance rate better? Are more kids
enrolled in more demanding classes? Tests scores should go up, too, after three to
five years, if they are real tests, measuring real learning (Towler, 1989b, p. 10).

It is too late, according to Adam Urbansky, to turn back now. The ranks of revolu-

tionaries in his "educational revolution of rising expectations" have swelled to include

our president and numerous corporate executives, and he wants educators to help them
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topple the symbols of the past.

25. Bob Wells: Getting Out of Teaching Content and Into Teaching Kids

Bob Wells, executive director of Human and Technological Resource Development

for the Spring Branch Independent School District in Houston, Texas, assisted his district

in introducing Henry Levin's Accelerated Schools concept. The Spring Branch Indepen-

dent School District, a wealthy district, prides itself on being innovative and Bob Wells

had been recommended as someone I should interview.

I had gone to dinner with Bob Wells and several other school administrators after a

day long leadership workshop, and we chatted informally about current reform efforts in

Texas. Bob agreed to a formal interview early the next morning over breakfast, and he

spoke eloquently of his ideal 21st century school for more than an hour.

It was the unspoken environment, the school's climate, its culture that formed the

most vivid part of Bob Well's vision of an ideal 21st century school:

My ideal school would be a place where kids wanted to come because they knew
that there they were going to be cared for ... they knew that they would be sur-
rounded by caring adults in a community of learners that would stimulate their think-
ing, that they knew they would grow, they would respond, they felt that some new
adventures were ahead of them.

He would design and furnish his school to amplify this warm, comfortable feeling:

The building would probably look a little different. There would be large rooms and
small rooms and lounges and couches. And we would see kids barefoot with their
feet propped up on coffee tables reading, and we would see them sitting around tables
or on bean bag chairs talking.... I think it would look a whole lot like what we think
of as a posh downtown hotel. .. there is food and beverages in comfortable settings.

The "egg carton school" in which isolated teachers work all day in square rooms is

going to disappear and, and in its place he envisions an interactive environment with

collegial relationships among teachers:

There will be lots of observational structures. Teachers will be able to watch, either
through video technology or two way windows, they will watch kids interact and
process and ask 'What is going on that interferes with that instructional episode?' I
just think that the professional practice is going to get real different. This whole
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notion of, you know, here is a 22 year old person with a college degree that we call
'teacher.' We put them in a room with 25 kids and shut the door and hope that a year
later they learn something. I want all that to disappear.

Problem solving together, they will "draw upon the special expertise of each faculty

member to solve difficult learning puzzles." Teachers will come together in a spirit of

helpfulness; they will "spend time observing each other and coaching and intervening

upon occasion." They will "monitor each other through non-judgmental, non-evaluative

observations." Teachers will become "reflective practitioners."

Adults who become teachers in the future will not be content experts, they will be kid

experts, they will be learning experts, "more artists than technicians." And although

these teachers would be superb diagnosticians, he would make sure they ultimately

concerned themselves "more with wholeness than with discreet task analysis of content

matter."

He sees "hosts of aides," a new "sub-professional adult support group," being used "to

assist teachers in caring for kids and to facilitate the completion of student projects."

Teachers will become resource managers and coaches and they will be responsible for

fewer students. Because of the supports given to his future teachers, they will do a

"better job of teaching everything."

His ideal 21st century curriculum will "invite kids to explore and problem solve." It

will ask them "to develop certain competencies in math, science, and communication and

certain understandings of human behavior and culture." Teachers will "act as research

guides, and help kids find known knowledge so they can process beyond it." He does not

want a curriculum that is compartmentalized:

They'll see the fact that as you really go through life, there is not an hour in your daythat you do math, that the world requires your ability to problem solve and process
information across all kinds of what we now think of as content, and that's reality....I just don't think we will have either elementary or secondary school math hour, orlanguage arts block. I think it's going to be reality all the time ... knowledge will beseen as something that is constantly growing, that we can access whenever we need it.
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And the real skill is problem solving and communiction and interpersonal relation-
ships, and that's the hardest thing teachers will have to teach.

Technology will "totally transform the entire teaching/learning process." He wonders

if there will even be school buildings, and envisions a flexible educational arrangement

"where kids may stay at home and learn through interaction with a computer."

In his ideal educational setting, technology will be so thoroughly integrated into the

everyday lives of teachers and students that it will become an almost invisible aspect of

the school:

I think it will disappear! In the sense that we will stop talking about it. We don't talk
about blackboards, I mean it's been a long time since somebody said, 'Well, tell me
what the role of the blackboard is in your typical classroom.' Nobody thinks about
that anymore because it's just assumed that there is one. The same thing with over
heads. I think technology will become, you know. the same thing--just a 'given.'
You know we don't talk about the role of the speedometer in the production of auto-
mobiles and I don't think we will talk about the role of technology in schooling.

Kids in his ideal 21st century school will not need instruction in how to use the many

available technological tools, either, because they will be so accustomed to using them in

all aspects of living:

We're not going to have to train kids to use it. I don't have to train my kids now.
They walk and pick up any Nintendo game and play it--I need coaching! You can't
pick up a package in a Sears store now without knowing how to use a touch sensitive
screen.... Kids are going to know these tools, and accept them and be amazed when
they go somewhere and they're not there! The most amazing thing about camping
trips of the future will be the lack of technology out there!

And the tech-tools in Bob Wells ideal 21st century school will be far more sophisti-

cated than anything we can currently imagine. There will be machines that "allow kids

to become animals and enter rooms through the use of virtual reality." He sees computer

programs written to "simulate problem solving, where the kids get into the screen and

manipulate the variables and see the outcome of their efforts."

Teachers "will have electronic resources at their desks." They can "access all kinds

of knowledge on their computer." And because of this instant access to information, "the
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teacher's need to memorize information will diminish." The emphasis will be on using

the knowledge.

Bob Wells would not choose to see schools governed by free market principles; he is

very definitely not in favor of the privatization of education:

If a large private system emerges and parents can opt out of supporting public schools
with their tax dollars, that would be the worst case scenario in my mind. That people
of means recognize the public system as not successful and not changing, so they end
up with some kind of voucher system.... The private school emerges as the new
model and the public school becomes clearly the dinosaur. And those kids who are
least able, who have the least prerequisites to be successful when they walk in the
door are the only ones relegated to that public system. And then the kids of means
and parents with motivation get their kids into a private system that is now tax sup-
ported! And then we end up with a greater dichotomy between those people in this
country who have and those who don't.

And he is not in favor of increasing the role of the federal government in education;

he is opposed to a national curriculum and testing program because he does not think

these documents will produce any positive change in education:

That's a move in the wrong direction, that you would publish a national curriculum. If
we handed it out tomorrow, teachers are going to continue to do what they are doing.
That's not the problem ... national testing ... we're measuring the wrong thing. All
things measurable are not worth measuring ... those people are more interested in
guaranteeing effective education for thefew with a lack of education for the many.

The role for state government in his ideal system of 21st century education will be lim-

ited to "funding the system of education." Locally, he questions "whether there will be a

superintendency" because he is "not sure they'll even be school systems." In his ideal

system of education, "he would delegate the role of administration and management to

teachers." Schools "would be governed like the community swimming pool:"

We don't network the neighborhood civic pool system. I'm not sure that we need todo that with schools. It may be that with technology we are able to handle multiple
sites much better and it may be that we simply dismantle the school system and weestablish schools.... I'm not sure exactly what shape that will take, but I think it's
going to significantly change over time.

And he thinks that the notion of principals as instructional leaders will disappear;
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instead, he wants the school leadership to behave like hospital administrators:

I think that's an interim stage. I think it's a stage that we have to go through. I think
that when we really get to the 21st century in schools that we will have come closer to
approximating a hospital model. Then what we'll have is a school administrator
whose job it is to keep supplies and pay electricity bills and make sure that schedules
are met and that bathrooms have paper towels and that the lunchroom food is
hot.... They will be trained in all those organizational, managerial, public
administrative skills to keep some place up and going.

His ideal 21st century model of school governance is very much a medical model,

and he thinks we will slowly evolve in this direction:

I guess the medical, professional model is the model that makes the most sense to
me.... As professional organizations really become professional organizations, and
we stop arguing over salary and benefits and we start arguing over delivery systems
that make the most sense for kids, when we do that, the legislature will simply turn tothis professional body and say, 'Well, what resources are you lacking?' We have
hospital authorities that never really have enough money, but when the medical
profession comes in and says, 'Well, with this lack of money, here's what's happening
to patient attrition rates, etc. . .,' then they respond.

The hospital model of school governance will impact on the behavior and responsi-

bilities of Bob Well's future teachers as well. He sees "teachers becoming more like the

collaborative diagnostic team that you see in a hospital setting." They will "meet on a

pretty regular basis" to diagnose and discuss courses of educational treatment for kids.

And they will "chart individual growth patterns of kids and the developmental processes

of groups."

He wants parents involved in the governance of schools. He wants them to "be

involved in envisioning what they want their kids to look like when they successfully

complete public education." He conceives of a role for parents in his future school that

involves more than attending P.T.A. meetings. He wants parents who are "marketers

rather than mousketeers," who will believe so strongly in the mission of the school that

they market the school to the larger community.

Focusing on student needs by using a hospital system of governance and operation,
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creating and collapsing structures and rules to accommodate individual students, Bob

Wells' ideal 21st century school keeps its focus squarely on meeting the unique learning

needs of each child.

26. Eliot Wigginton: A Situation of Decency and Fair Play

A set of dusty books proudly follow me no matter where I move. My Foxfire books

have always spoken to me, first as a teacher and later as a parent. Instead of teaching in

the mountains of Georgia like the author, I taught in the mountains of upstate New York.

But I still felt a bond with this teacher-author, this Eliot Wigginton, who helped his

students write of hog dressing, mountain crafts and foods, planting by the signs, snake

lore, hunting tales, faith healing, moonshining, and other affairs of plain living

(Wigginton, 1968). He challenged me. He reminded me that students who appear bored

and restless "still have fire and spirit" and that it was my job to "channel that fire in

constructive, creative directions" instead of "pouring water on the flames that could make

them great."

And now it was more than twenty years later, and I was going to have dinner with this

man. I was going to interview him for my doctoral dissertation. I am not sure what I

expected. Twenty years is a long time, and I wondered if he still carried that fierce love

of kids that I felt on every page of his books. He was a featured speaker at the Associa-

tion for Supervision and Curriculum Development conference in San Francisco, and so I

wondered if I might meet a man who had become more marketable, more mainstream.

Two of his high school students from Rabun Gap walked into the restaurant with him,

and he respectfully introduced them as his co-presenters. There was no deference in his

voice. Instead, he treated them the way anyone would treat well-respected colleagues.

He was dressed in jeans, and as he spoke I knew this man. The same soul that wrote the

Foxfire stories sat before me. Through salad and main course, Eliot Wigginton told me
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the story of his ideal 21st century school.

He began, not surprisingly, by placing the students at the center of his vision:

It would be the kind of school where the administration and the teachers and the
students would work together to dream about and then to plan and design that
school.... I would be the last one to lay a pattern on a school except for the pattern
of 'We will all be involved in figuring this out together and the kids are going to be a
crucial part of the design process.' Everything flows from there. The scheduling
flows from there, the way the school is run flows from there, the way faculty meet
ings are flows from there, a curriculum presumably would flow from there.

His ideal school would be "a model of the democratic society" and there would be "a

conscious goal of making sure everybody inside that building understood how democracy

works and was serious about that as one of the aims." Because of this spirit of demo-

cratic involvement in every phase of school life, Eliot Wigginton envisions a school that

"constantly redesigns itself" with guidance from "all of the people who are involved in

that community, including janitors and lunchroom people."

Variety and flexibility would characterize the daily routines in his ideal school and

there would not be a mandated schedule everyone had to follow:

The school day would look like what it would have to look like to get the job done.
Whatever it is. You'd have a thousand variations on this theme. You know, during
any school year you might try 20 or 30 of those variations ... for one month we do
science and math in the morning, and language arts and social studies in the after-
noon, that's it. For another month, we do one whole week where all the kids in the
school--schoolwide--just do math and that's all they do. You know, it depends, it
could be anything. There might be times when we would all be divided up and
compartmentalized and put into 50 minute blocks.... I wouldn't want to dictate.... I
would want the structure of the school day to come out of the business that's being
transacted and what that business requires.

Faculty in his ideal school would "really be interested in thinking" and be "really

curious." They would "really enjoy being with kids, genuinely enjoy being with kids,

and they would genuinely be concerned about the potential that the kids have." He wants

only faculty who have a "desire to be of service, a desire to help fulfill human potential."

More than that, he only wants faculty that value young people and are willing to fight
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to create meaningful school experiences for them. His ideal faculty must not only de-

velop but cherish meaningful relationships with the students:

This system of schooling, it's a little more complicated because there are more op-
tions, it's a little more complicated to orchestrate, a little more complicated to
manage.... What I see ourselves as being is another illustration of a very old philo-
sophy that has some very good and very compelling truths and I see us as being one
of several groups who keep on carrying a tattered flag, you know, just keep sticking it
out there.... It's a philosophy. . . you value the relationship that you have with
young people. You value the honesty and you are drawn to the magic of the situation
and its potential. You can't do otherwise, because if you find yourself slipping into
the old routine, you know that you are cheating yourself and them. And you can't
stand yourself when that happens. You can't sleep at night.

The curriculum in his ideal school would offer "all kinds of options," options de-

signed by two groups of people. First, he'd talk to the people in the 21st century commu-

nity:

A curriculum ideally would come out of the things that the kids are curious about in
combination with the needs of society that says, 'Folks, we cannot use these people
unless they at least know how to do the following.'. .. You get a committee of busi
ness people together, like the ones we have on our task force, and you say, 'Help us to
understand the types of skills that kids need to have to be able to function effec-
tively.' . . . Figure out where the kids are going to be operating in the world and talk to
the people who are operating there now to figure out what it is that kids ought to
know to be able to make a contribution.

Next, he would talk to the students themselves about what they see as important, what

they are interested in learning:

You can also derive a part of the curriculum from the kids themselves. Kids particu-
lar interests, things that they think that they might like to do, you'll have kids that
represent a spectrum of aspirations and hopes and curiosities: 'I've always wanted to
know how something works,' 'I've always been sort of intrigued by music or
drama.' . . . It would bubble up out of that.

Eliot Wigginton "would put the two together--input from the community and the desires

of students," and that would be his curriculum.

Decision making at his ideal school would emanate from a basic value that Eliot

Wigginton feels very strongly about and it involves the treatment of students:
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I believe in fair play. You know, that's what America is all about.... I believe you
do what's right, it's a situation of decency and fair play ... it's creating the opportu-
nity to grow as much as you want to grow and achieve as much as you want to.
That's the way it ought to be. It's right.

27. Arthur Wise: Developing an Education System for Teachers

Arthur Wise is currently President of the National Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education. He has a long and distinguished publication record. He has written

about the professionalization of teaching, school finance, and how he would like to see

teachers prepared.

I arrived at his Washington, D.C. office on the day that President Bush declared war

on Iraq. Screeching police sirens responded to bomb threats that were being reported all

over town. Arthur Wise remained unruffled and went ahead with our interview for more

than an hour. A gracious, soft-spoken man, he confessed that he was not a "blue sky

visionary," and that his vision would not start with imagining a perfect world, but rather

his vison would be of where we might go tomorrow, given where we are today.

He began by discussing school finance in the future. He sees "local funding becom-

ing increasingly a thing of the past, and the state funding of schools becoming the norm."

And he sees this move to state financing as a way of achieving a very important goal of

public education--providing quality educational opportunities to all children. He believes

that "society doesn't give you the gift of an education, it mandates that you go because

society wants to be protected from uninformed citizens." Arthur Wise believes if quality

education is not universally available, "the products of a lousy education will be visited

on all of society:"

The primary point is to provide a better education to youngsters who live in poor
school districts and that's a problem all over the United States ... equalizing the
educational opportunity available to youngsters is one component of the school
finance issue. Another component is how much we should spend on the education of
our children. Right now in most of the United States, how much money is spent on a
child depends upon how wealthy the neighborhood is, the town, the school district the
child lives in ... how much your neighbors happen to value education determines
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After they graduate, these teachers will be asked to complete a sixth year of training, a

year's internship in the school that employs them. During that time, they will receive

intensive monitoring about their performance that will include one-to-one tutoring and

supervision:

As I define the internship, lots of senior people will come into contact with the
teacher trainee and they will be called upon towards the end of a year to make a
judgment of that person's capacity to teach.... Teaching performance is something
that you really can't test on paper, nor can you test it by standing in the back of the
room once or twice a year. It is an ongoing process ... it's a judgment that requires
ongoing contact between seasoned professionals and the novice.

He also wants a "final examination to finish out this sixth year." The results of the

internship experience as well as the results of this examination then would be used by the

state to determine whether a teacher will be licensed:

And at the end of that year, another part of it is that there are some things that we can
and must test...to determine whether you are ready to go off and practice as an auto-
nomous professional...If I am an English teacher, one of the things I have to do is be
able to read student essay papers and analyze what they know and don't know as
revealed by the essays, and then figure out what I must do as a teacher to help them.
This is the kind of test teachers will have to pass...not a multiple choice test of some
silly principles, but the real stuff that teachers have to do. That's the kind of assess-
ment system I want to see.

At the conclusion of this rigorous training program, Arthur Wise hopes to create a profes-

sional that "has credibility like doctors and lawyers," a professional who "inspires confi-

dence in the public."

With a new breed of professional teacher staffing his ideal school of the future,

Arthur Wise thinks the school culture will change dramatically. Teachers will receive the

trust of their administrators and of the public and the schools will begin to be reshaped in

a way that teachers require to do their best work.

28. Pat Wolfe: Giving People Eyes to See Differently

Pat Wolfe, former President of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development (A.S.C.D.), now works full-time as an independent educational consultant.
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She is particularly interested in how the brain processes and stores information. A

warm, enthusiastic individual, she sketched out her ideal school system between bites of

a pasta lunch.

"In the best of all possible worlds," Pat Wolfe "would love to see kids who have the

ability to teach and learn from one another and teachers who become facilitators." She

would scrap "the current view of a teacher's job" that says "we've got these students out

here and we need to fill their heads up with information." All activities in her school

would support this goal. Students would graduate from her school "making better deci-

sions about what they are going to do, how they are going to treat one another, and what

they are going to do about the larger world."

To achieve these goals, Pat Wolfe's ideal 21st century school system begins with a

belief that "teachers have to become more than they are right now." She does not want

her ideal teachers "empowered,"--she wants them "enabled." Rich and plentiful staff

development opportunities are only the first step. She thinks that "whether teachers are in

rooms by themselves or not, I would have to end teacher isolation." And she would

"restructure her school in some way," change the "milieu in which the teacher lives and

works" to bring teachers together:

Somehow we've got to change the milieu in which a teacher lives and works to enable
them to reach their full potential because if they donit ever reach their full potential,
then their kids are not going to. I think Art Costa said that the first step in teaching
kids to think is getting teachers to think. If the teacher doesn't think, then we are not
going to have any high level inquiry or reflection going on in that classroom.

In her ideal culture, teachers would feel "secure." Pat Wolfe doesn't think people can

grow and change if they are afraid of making mistakes. So she would:

. .. create a fairly secure environment. If we want teachers to have "Ahas! ", and we
want the world to open up to them, then I think that one of the things that we have to
do is to provide an environment to support the "Ahas!"

She would create a school culture that supports "learning about how people learn and
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about how people change." Her new school will be a place in which new perspectives

are nurtured:

It's more than just seeing, saying, 'Can't you see--here's this wonderful idea.' Myschool will tell teachers more, it will tell them what it looks like tomorrow, what itmeans to them on a day to day basis.... The challenge will be to give people eyes tosee differently and when they see differently, we will give them skills to act differ-
ently.

She is not clear exactly what shape and form this new milieu will take, but it will

include "study groups, a lot of training and coaching, and a lot of mentoring." Her ideal

school will foster a culture that supports teacher growth. Although experts will be

liberally accessed, "experts aren't always good mentors," so Pat Wolfe would create an

internal team of school mentors.

Her faculty also would have many opportunities to attend national conferences, and

would be given "time to think, time to read:"

... having some time to read and some time to think and some time to interact withother teachers on a one to one basis. .. getting feedback from them and hearing awide variety of opinions and ideas and of being exposed to A.S.C.D. and the NationalStaff Development Council. You don't shift paradigms if you're staying within thesame groove day in and day out, when you never have the opportunity to interact withother professionals.

Her ideal teacher approaches students differently; being right is not enough in her
ideal classroom:

This teacher no longer looks at giving back right answers before rewarding andreinforcing thinking about things in a different way. In the current classroom, teach-ers don t stop when the kid says, 'Could we....?' or 'What about. . . ?' We have thispattern going when one person gives the right answer, the hands go down and we goto the next question. Until that stops, you know we're not encouraging or reinforcingpeople about thinking about things in different ways. We either want the right an-swers out there as quickly as we can get them, so we can get the students to answeron the S.A.T.

These teachers would acknowledge the cognitive diversity of students and fashion

lessons that "speak to a variety of cognitive styles:"
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We do learn differently. There has to be options. Not that you should only be taught

in your own style--I'm not saying that. But there are kids who learn so much better

by interacting in a group. Students who cannot write well and cannot speak well, but

can graphically represent their ideas--we don't have any options for them. There is in

my vision certainly opportunities for everyone to be more successful, and I think if

you are teaching a student in a style which is not their primary style to start with, I

think that student is never going to experience success. And what does that do to

self-esteem? In a verbally oriented school system, what happens to kids who aren't

comfortable with verbal expression? And, of course, self-esteem is hooked into

whether students stay in school. So, yes, my vision would be one where ... there

would be a lot more options, a lot of different ways in which to learn and a lot of

different ways to test that learning.

These teachers also would let students know that "they don't have all the answers."

They would use a wide variety of materials to teach the curriculum and "only use text-

books as resources." Pat Wolfe thinks that "one of the biggest problems we have today

is that we keep adding to the curriculum and never take anything away," which causes the

curriculum to become "too thin" so that "we mention instead of teach." In her ideal

school, the faculty would make important choices as to what they wanted in their school's

curriculum, choices that relate to the kind of graduate they hope to produce:

We cover a bunch of stuff, but we don't teach it. There is little that makes connec-

tions with what kids already know, so it's not even remembered, let alone fused. So I

think that we need options in content.... I think we have to make some pretty impor-

tant decisions about our curriculum, given everything that is out there. What do we

want our students to look like in this school or school district? What are they going

to be able to do? It's real interesting because when you ask people and parents and

teachers and community members the things that they say they want kids to be able to

do, they don't match what they are doing with kids in school. Very seldom. We say,

'I want them to be able to solve problems,' but we don't teach that.

And their classrooms would be more like "open classrooms." Although students

would not be free to determine everything they learned, her new open classroom would

honor student cognitive styles and provide lots of instructional choices.

Governance of her ideal school will be characterized by a "collaborative, flattened

structure." Decisions would be made "by a council or a group of people who are all in

classrooms at least part of the time." Although she is not sure, Pat Wolfe thinks "maybe
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she wouldn't have a principal per se any more" in her ideal school. To allow teachers to

participate in school governance, she says she would have to look for ways to provide

teachers for more release time from teaching duties:

Teaching has been so complex and so fast paced and so consuming that we can't ask
teachers to take on leadership roles without restructuring in some way what they do in
their classrooms. Because there just plain is not enough time to do both teaching and
leadership jobs.

A free market system of choice will not be a part of Pat Wolfe's ideal 21st century

school system. She does not think that vouchers or private schools are the issue. She sees

all schools as needing improvement:

No teacher every comes to school to do kids harm. No administrator comes to school
to mess up the school or to not run things well. No kid comes to school to harrass
teachers, and yet all these things happen. We are always doing the best that we know
how at any one given time--as parents, as teachers, as administrators. So to just say
'If you don't shape up, the voucher system will get you, and they will send your
students somewhere where they will do a better job,' that doesn't address the issue at
all. The issue is to help all of us learn how to do a better job. That's the issue.

Pat Wolfe wants to create a school in which "there is a lot more higher level thinking"

on the part of students and faculty, where decision making is shared, and where there are

a lot of options for both students and faculty to continue their personal growth.

29. Sybil Yastrow: Year Round Employment Just Like Business

As regional superintendent of schools for Lake County, Illinois, Sybil Yastrow has

been an active proponent of site-based school management and governance. She also

believes strongly that empowered teachers produce better results and has supported

innovative teacher leadership activities in her district. I interviewed Sybil Yastrow over

the telephone for almost an hour. She eagerly sketched her vision of the ideal 21st

century school.

Sybil Yastrow began with a strong statement about wanting a year round contract for

her teachers:
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Well, the first think I feel very strongly about is that teachers would be full time

employees. That's number one. Teachers would have a contract for an entire year

with vacation like other businesses do.

With this changed school calendar would come increased opportunities for staff

development activities, offered in the same way that businesses offer professional devel-

opment opportunities to their employees:

The kids wouldn't be there all the time. There would be time during that scheduling

for professional growth activities, curriculum development, special help for kids who

need special programs.... I would make sure teachers and all kinds of personnel at

school have adequate opportunity for professional growth, just as businesses do.

Her ideal school "would also provide more opportunities to meet the needs of different

kinds of kids, special learners." Rather than segregated programs for kids, she would

create "special opportunities" for the many different kinds of learners:

There would be special opportunities for these kids, maybe magnet schools, but not

just magnet for gifted kids. Maybe special classroom offerings, not to segregate kids,
but to offer them enrichment.

In her ideal system of schooling, "there wouldn't be problems in terms of inequities in

funding." The state legislatures would "identify the importance of education and they

would find adequate funding." But other than funding, Sybil Yastrow doesn't favor

centralized control of schools. She would like to see the schools adopt a site-based

system of governance:

Site-based management is the direction to go, with involvement of the parents and the

community. Yet, they can't make the decisions, the educational decisions. They can

be participants in the decision-making process, but it's got to be educators who are

making the decisions. And then they've got to be held accountable for the decisions
they make.

To local control, Sybil Yastrow says "yes," but she thinks "the concept of elected

school boards has got to go:"

Because in many cases people are responsible to the electors that elected them onto
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the school board. They really don't understand education and a lot of time is spent on
political matters versus educational matters.

Sybil Yastrow's ideal school will still have a superintendent, although she is not sure

she would use that title. She is sure that "there has always got to be a decision maker

whose held responsible if kids are not receiving the education they deserve." The princi-

pal in her school will become "part of a team" and that person will "lead people, but not

manage them." The principal will assume a supportive role and will "help teachers be

more successful." This principal "will not be a paper pusher."

Teachers in her school will be keen "observers of kids" who serve the needs of all

children. They will take part in planning the building budget and will have other deci-

sion- making opportunities.

They will be evaluated not only on the test scores received by their students, but "on

how they are fitting into the climate of the building, what kind of responsibilities they

take." Teachers will feel respected in Sybil Yastrow's school. They will "feel knowl-

edgeable and have opportunities to grow." And "they will not be segregated into little

cubbyholes all day." There will be a district-wide feeling of belonging.

A "firm research base will be used to pull together the curriculum" in her ideal

school. She wants this curriculum to be integrated and taught by teams of teachers who

will integrate the teaching of higher order thinking skills into everything they teach:

I assume that we would have teams working with kids ... if it's going to be an inte-grated curriculum, people are going to either have more expertise themselves, or elsea couple of teachers with different strengths will be working with a group of kids...larger groups of kids.... They're going to make sure that the kids become thinkersand that they're able to carry forth what they have learned in school into the future.

She does not favor vocational programs that teach specific skills:

We're not going to be able to train kids for the future in terms of specific skills. We'llteach them how to develop those skills. I do think the vocational curriculum, thosekinds of skills, need to be integrated more into the curriculum, too.
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She thinks the use of technology in her future school "is critical since we are in an

information age." But she does not want technology to replace people in her ideal school.

She would prevent computers from replacing personal interactions and would make sure

that "there are humanistic relationships between kids and the other people at school." But

technology has a definite, important place in her curriculum:

I think technology is broader than machines. I think it is a way we think ... technol-
ogy will be in all the classrooms, and the kids will be just as comfortable with it asthey are with a pad of paper today. I think what will happen is we will utilize com-
puters and such not to replace teachers, but to expand the resources teachers have towork with.... I think in terms of administrative trivia, technology will help a lot....I think kids will be using technology to expand their higher order thinking, but it will
never replace the teacher.

Early childhood programs will be a part of her ideal school, especially for at-risk

children. But the curriculum will not have an academic focus; it will be designed to

provide developmentally appropriate learning activities:

I'd like there to be opportunities for early childhood in terms of developmental pro-grams available for all children. Mainly because I think we all know parents aren't
home, so in education we're going to have to pick up a lot of that role of providing
language instruction for kids. But we'll do it in a manner that's not academic, that'sdevelopmental. I think there will be a lot more prevention programs, early childhoodprevention programs, things like Reading Recovery, that type of thing we knowworks with kids and gets them off to the right start so we won't have the problems
later.... I think in education we'll realize we've got to put the investment here.

To accomplish the curriculum, instructional schedules would be flexible:
I don't think we'll have junior high schools, I think we'll have middle schools..... Idon t think if you have an integrated curriculum that you will necessarily have 35minute periods, either. I think it would be the teacher's decision, or the team ofteachers who work with that group of kids.... But I don't see them moving from oneteacher to another because I don't see teachers as specialists.

She would create a more flexible school day, a more flexible school year. She sees

different groups of students being on completely different schedules during the school

year:

I see students on staggered schedules, maybe extending their school year slightly....
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I think that possibly buildings will be used at different times ... I mean if you look at

kids' learning styles, maybe there are some kids who would come to school at differ-

ent times during the day ... I don't see them coming in from 8 to 3 necessarily, but I

don't see them coming in for longer hours.

Most importantly, the community and the faculty in her school would share a set of

common beliefs:

They'd believe that all kids can learn. They need to be provided the opportunity to

learn and be provided whatever is necessary to meet that opportunity . . . we've got to

change the assumption that because these kids are different, that they can't succeed in

school. That's one belief. I guess the second belief is that education has got to be a

number one priority or else we're not going to be able to meet the needs of our coun-

try.

21st Century Schools: Visions of What is Probable

1. Tom Albright: Egos and Tight Budgets: Why Schools Won't Improve

We've got nine years to go until the year 2,000--nine years. We have the educa-

tional goals spelled out and they're ambitious and noble, but I don't think that we can

do it.

Tom Albright thinks that the current reforms will fizzle because of inadequate educa-

tional funding and because there simply "isn't enough time" to make the drastic changes

that are needed. He says "nine years translate into seventeen semesters and that just isn't

enough time." Limited federal funds "will have to be channeled into health care because

of the AIDS epidemic:"

When people are dying in their tracks, we are not going to be worried about missiles,

guns, or education. We are going to have to pay money for gravediggers.

He thinks education is going to be in for a "real rough time." Besides funding defi-

cits, he sees the national drug problem as preventing an upward turn in student achieve-

ment. He thinks it is unlikely that a "poor youngster who sees somebody with a beautiful

car, and they know the man dealt drugs to buy the car will say, 'Oh I'm not going to do
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that because I know it's bad.'" He also sees school reform being hampered by an increas-

ingly multicultural society; he thinks the many languages and cultures of the students will

negatively impact efforts to improve schools.

Internally, he identifies three aspects of the school system that will act as barriers to

achieving his vision of an ideal school system. First, he thinks the educational system

will continue to promote "the preserving of teachers' jobs" rather than educational excel-

lence. Secondly, he thinks one of the major barriers to school reform is the "ego of

educators" who are afraid to say, "I don't know." Third, he sees the rigid teacher and

principal certification requirements as being a barrier to introducing fresh ideas and

viewpoints into the schools:

Would-be school leaders who have spent their careers in the corporate world arediscouraged from seeking employment in schools; their efforts are strangled by the
certification requirements.

2. Jacqueline Ancess: A Matter of Power and Bureaucracy

In the 21st century, Jacqueline Ancess sees some schools moving toward achieving

the vision of excellent schools she described. But many more will stay very much the

same as they are now. Why? Because she does not believe this country is willing to "put

out the money that it would require to really do something creative and innovative."

One of the barriers to getting the American public to invest more heavily in its public

schools has to do with the many "bad experiences" people have had with the schools.

These unhappy memories form a negative frame of reference for many policy-makers

who then "make educational policy on the basis of bad experiences." It is difficult for her

to conceive of getting widespread support for concepts such as teacher empowerment if

people basically feel distrustful of teachers.

Internally, resistance to change is a "matter of power and bureaucracy." With a

current system that is basically centralized, changing to a site-based management, demo-
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cratic model of governance means someone is going to lose power. And she sees "a kind

of entrenchment of bureaucrats who have the power and don't want to give it up."

3. Ron Brandt: Our Pioneer Legacy - Book Learning is Not That Important

Ron Brandt has some good news:

The good news is that it is beginning to change. I believe people are beginning to
wake up and because the crisis is so severe, the message is getting out.

But he also has some bad news: "We couldn't possibly accomplish the President's educa-

tional goals by the year 2000." And he doesn't see really significant changes happening

in schools:

Nothing is changing that much in American education. At this point it is pretty muchthe same as it has been, or maybe it is even getting a little worse.... We have allkinds of images of how it is going to be changed ... but it is being talked about,mostly.

Why won't his dream of an ideal 21st century school materialize? Attitudes and
images head the list of serious barriers to restructuring efforts. He feels our pioneer

heritage has contributed to a widespread American attitude that "book learning is not all
that important." Americans "simply don't have the commitment to children and their

education that the Japanese have." This contributes to a pervasive lack of dissatisfaction

with American schools. The vast majority of the American public "simply don't get it--

they are satisfied with schools as they are."

He also thinks most Americans carry a dusty old image of what education should be

like inside their heads, an image that also harks back to our pioneer roots:

They want them (the schools) to be a little bit better, but they want them to be a littlebit better in the current image of what a school is supposed to be. We want school tolook like what we always thought a school should look like.

Ron Brandt says those folks, educators and non-educators alike, who do see a need

for restructuring the schools to meet the needs of a vastly different 21st century society,
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face obstacles of a different type. They are so overwhelmed by the enormity of the

problems and the complexity of the solutions that they become immobilized:

What I see is a gridlock where nobody quite knows where to move in order to get

started.

Because restructuring the way people do business is such an awesome task, Ron

Brandt says it seldom happens. Instead, the reforms that are attempted are small and

insignificant ones. This, then, becomes another obstacle to changing the schools:

Until we see a major change in the way things are done, little things aren't going to

change anything.

4. Martin Brooks: The System Is Not Being Reformed

Despite the rhetoric regarding school restructuring, Martin Brooks does not think the

schools are being reformed at all:

Well, I'm not optimistic. The prevailing winds are in many ways in the opposite

direction. They are toward more top down management, more accountability through

tests, more state education department mandates, more and tougher standards for

graduation from high school, which of course forces more kids to drop out.... The

publication in 1983 of A Nation At Risk did generate a great deal of energy around

education, has generated reform attempts, but this system is not being reformed.

What we are getting is more and more changes that are pretty much the same thing

that has existed for years and years, but dressed in new clothes. And once you take

off the clothes and you look at what's inside, it's the same things that we have been
doing for years and years.

He scoffs at the current changes and asks, "If you say that kids need to have 19 credits in

high school instead of 18 1/2, is that really restructuring? The answer is no!"

Why won't 21st century schools look and behave differently? He identifies money as

the biggest obstacle to reform. When budgets, replete with reforms, are funded at less

than anticipated, this lack of funds "has a very serious impact."

But Martin Brooks does not think that is the only reason restructuring cannot occur.

He thinks a serious barrier is created by our personal images of our own educational

experiences:
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I think we all tend to get mired down in this way: we think it worked in the past, so itshould continue to work. The reality is it really didn't work in the past. We kind ofworked our way through it in the past, but it didn't work. It certainly didn't work foreverybody.

"Historical inertia" and what he calls a "fraternity mentality" are two attitudinal obstacles

that he thinks block innovation:

There is this historical inertia: this is the way I did it, so this is the way it should bedone. I call it the fraternity mentality. When pledging a fraternity in college, thewhole pledging process seemed cruel and inhuman and I swore to myself once I gotinto this thing I would change it around so that people who came after me didn't haveto do it. Then you go through hell week, and you get in, and then you look at the nextgroup of people coming in and you say, 'Why should it be any different for them? Itworked for me.

Brooks says another obstacle to addressing the serious issues of school restructur-

ing is the need of school districts to perform well on tests for an unsophisticated public:

There is this public relations component that exists whereby if you can't measure itand present it to the newspapers, the voters, and whoever else is involved as showingthat growth has occurred, then it's not a very important thing to do. Well, the onlythings that are measurable, or most of the things that are measurable are those thingsthat are related to tests. So tests continue to control what we do in schools. Testsdrive the curriculum, and until tests become better than they are now ... what we doin the classrooms will continue to be a reflection of what the tests ask us to teach kids.So that's another major barrier.

More accountability through testing is seen by Martin Brooks as producing unantici-
pated results that are counterproductive to the aims of school restructuring:

There is this preoccupation with these symbolic terms that get parents to believe thatthe schools are really interested in tightening up their ship and setting higher stan-dards and doing more and more. But instead of higher standards, we're getting morestandardization and they are two different things. Standardization often works againstthe development of higher standards.

Internally, Martin Brooks sees ways that schools behave that interfere with restructur-
ing activities. He thinks a "power and authority" barrier exists. Administrators are being
asked to learn new collegial roles and to give up autocratic styles of leadership and power
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and this is uncomfortable:

Administrators sit on the top of the hierarchy and it is often a precarious chair they
are perched on, and they are frightened of moving off of it.

And teachers do not yet believe they are empowered. Learning new behaviors takes

time and is difficult to accomplish. Martin Brooks sees the difficulty of achieving this
attitudinal and behavioral change as contributing to the problem.

Brooks thinks that the tentativeness of the educational research base also makes it

difficult to get people behind specific reform and restructuring activities:

The research has been unclear and I think part of the reason restructuring has beensuch a difficult effort in our field is because people are unclear about what we need todo, what best practices are.

He also blames the lack of progress and his pessimistic view of the future on some of
the individuals who are at the forefront of the educational reform movement:

There is this business of posturing. There is a lot of posturing about the need torestructure education and make things better, but not much serious work and a lot ofthe posturing comes from governors and state education departments who, again, areon the band wagon of educational reform. But for them, reform means higher testscores on the statewide tests, and so until the posturing ceases and the serious issuesare confronted, I'm not sure a lot of significant change is likely to occur.

.Rxford Brown: Evolution. Not Revolution To Reformed Schools

Rexford Brown thinks that educational reform will follow an "evolutionary process:"

I expect schooling like the other major American institutions to follow an evolution-ary process. I don't think our schooling system is very old. I really feel that masseducation is brand new. I mean I mark the first effort to try to educate all Americansin a mass public education system in the late sixties, so we're only twenty to twenty-five years along here.

When he looks around the country, he sees positive signs that schools are innovating

and he does not think that will stop:

The signs that people want to try new approaches to things are everywhere and, infact, new approaches to things are flourishing. Teachers have banded together to
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contract out to run schools. Dade County, Florida, lets out 'Requests for Proposals' to

private consultants to run schools. Things are already happening that are unusual and

different. We have the African-American schools in Milwaukee that hark back to the

sixties. We have vouchers and choice plans.

Although the extreme changes that belong to his dream of the ideal 21st century

school--radically transformed curriculum, current school buildings gone, teachers truly

acting as learning facilitators--probably will not occur, he thinks that "the level of experi-

mentation and the level of frustration with things as they are will continue to grow for

sure."

And he feels that schools must adopt some of the current reform agenda if they are to

remain viable:

I am hoping we will evolve in a different direction because if we don't, then I think

we are going to be spinning our wheels in this country and dropping increasingly

behind other nations, not only economically but in the discovery of how democracy

can be deepened and really live up to its promise.

Movement towards a much more decentralized system of governance is one of the

critical pieces that he thinks will become part of the future. The current system will

evolve towards a more site-based system of governance, making parts of the current

system a thing of the past:

I don't expect the whole elaborate governance apparatus that we currently have for the

education system to last. I think in different states and in different localities, citizen

groups and business education partnerships, and various uses of technology will

gradually change things sufficiently so that the politics change as well. The school

board as the primary political place for effecting what goes on in the classroom is

very much in danger, particularly in large urban areas.

He also foresees a lessening of factionalism and the tensions that accompany the very

divided American educational community:

We are moving out of an era of confrontational gridlock, political maneuvering, and I

hope we will evolve in a different direction. I don't expect the politics to stay the

same.

Rexford Brown sees cumbersome educational bureaucracies as the major obstacle to
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significant and rapid movement toward his ideal future school system. He also thinks

that the public's lack of trust of educators is the other reason that educational reforms will

not receive the support they need.

Rexford Brown's probable future for education is guardedly optimistic:

If you think by the year 2000 school buildings will be gone and the curriculum will betotally transformed and so forth, of course that's not going to be so. But what I wouldsay is that by the year 2000 you will see more of the people talking about and doingsome of the things we have been discussing today.

6. Gordon Cawelti: A Push for Free Market Competition

Will the schools of the 21st century be ideal? Probably not, but Gordon Cawelti

thinks that advances in technology are inescapable and that "more teachers will incorpo-

rate technology into their instructional repertoire." And he is confident that schools "will

be pretty close to being very good":

Does this mean all schools in 2010 will be there? I don't think so, because there is anawful lot that haven't even made the first leap. And I wouldn't hazard to guess as towhat proportion. I think that is going to happen. It might even be better to talk aboutwhat will happen if they don't.

He predicts an increase in the movement toward free market competition and private

schools if public schools do not push themselves to restructure:

I think that the push will go on even stronger for open, free market competition,private schools, vouchers, choice, and that the non-responsive, non-productiveschools will be forced out of business.... I don't think choice now is going to have
the impact that they believe.

One of the reasons that he finds it difficult to predict what will happen is that "all
great matters are often settled in court." And this explains to him why certain changes

take so long to become a part of practice in schools.

Why don't we see more substantial and meaningful restructuring of schools? Gordon

Cawelti sees several obstacles that obstruct the process. First, he feels that most people

have not been persuaded that there is a need for change. Second, tradition holds back
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progress. Gordon Cawelti thinks "people automatically respond by saying it hasn't been

that way before and most of us are more comfortable with the way it has been." Third,
Gordon Cawelti thinks there is an absence of leadership in the schools and feels "leader-
ship has got to push harder if we're really going to be more competitive."

7. John Chubb:,TowardA More Democratic School System

As an ardent advocate of a free market approach to public education, a "choice"
system, John Chubb is "guardedly optimistic" that the 21st century educational system

will use some form of voucher system as its centerpiece. He thinks the public is frus-

trated with the current system that seems to "create endless debates about this innovation
and that innovation and that makes it hard to innovate." He identifies the current system
of public education itself as representing the greatest barrier to creating a competitive,

quality school system for 21st century America.

Although wary of the opposition, he thinks the support for choice is strengthening.

And a large measure of this support is coming from the business community:

I think for many businesses, they have now reached a point of utter frustration andfeel that their efforts have sort of gone for naught, and they are getting tired ofwaiting for results, and they are beginning to think that maybe the system itself can'tget very much better on its own, and maybe it's time to think more creatively aboutthese problems. And the idea of choice is one that businesses find to be a naturalbecause it's similar to the kinds of situations that they themselves operate in, day afterday. They understand the tendencies to over-bureaucratize, the tendency to fail toinnovate, the tendency to get top heavy, and the reluctance to change all the charac-teristics that you find in the schools. They know that happens to business, too, butthey also know that if it goes too far, and products suffer and prices rise, that there isa pressure to do something. They have to find some way to do it, and for manyAmerican businesses the pressure came from overseas. International competitionforced them to change a lot. And there has been a tremendous amount of restructur-ing of American businessover the past 10 or 15 years, all of it painful, most of itresisted. But it happened.

Parents of children in public schools also support the choice concept. Americans

expect choices in this democratic society. They have a democratic mind set that predis-
poses them to approach life feeling empowered. And, Chubb says, schools stand as one
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major institution that disappoints this expectation:

If you look at public opinion, you would find that public opinion is on the side of

choice. That's not to say that if they were fully informed and exposed to a real debate

that they would necessarily side with us on every issue, but parents generally like the

idea of being able to choose the school that their kid goes to. Parents, I don't think,

generally believe that the kind of system that we have right now is highly democratic.

I think most parents believe that democracy means that you should be able to partici-

pate and make a difference. And I think that most parents, especially if they have to

deal with a big school system, know that it's hard for them to make a difference, that

influence goes to those who are well-organized, or well-financed. And that's not a

parent, it's these other groups.

The failure of a choice plan to become part of the national 21st century educational

agenda will be a result of deliberate attempts to kill the idea made by education unions

and associations, according to Chubb. Motivated by a desire for self-preservation, he is

not surprised at the ire that the choice concept evokes in these groups:

In the auto industry or in the government where there is no competition whatsoever,

that's where we have the most unionization in this country. In highly competitive

situations, it's difficult for unions to make it because there is a tendency for the

demands they make to either make a product uneconomical by raising the labor costs,

or sometimes, as in the case of education, to interfere with the creation of an effective

organization. I think that's what union rules and regulations do in the educational

field. There's no competition, so the unions can make it. But whether we are talking

about teacher associations or associations of administrators or school board associa-

tions, the associations themselves don't like the kind of reforms that will drive a

wedge through their membership. And choice would do that because it will distin-

guish the good from the bad.

Chubb knows that educational policy, like most areas of public policy, "often get

made by the people who have the greatest stake in it, which tend to be the people who are

actually in it." And the stakeholders in education, represented by organizations and

unions, do not like free market choice policies. These unions and associations make

formidable adversaries, John Chubb thinks, because they operate like effectively orga-

nized political machines:

Politics doesn't always reward the arguments that are best. There is a lot more in-

volved. But, at any rate, choice is a very threatening, a very threatening reform to

these associations. Now the associations will all give you other high-minded reasons

why they are opposed to these ideas. And in politics, it's not just a matter of money
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and influence, you have to make some sort of credible argument (although it doesn't
have to be that credible). And if you have enough money and influence and some
thing credible to say, then you carry the day.

Because of their power and their fear, John Chubb worries that the only kind of

choice plan acceptable to these groups will be a synthetic version, one that does not

threaten the membership of the organizations. Chubb finds this brand of choice unpro-

ductive and unacceptable:

These associations are extremely influential in educational policy making. And as
long as they are influential, the only kind of choice that will ever be accepted is
choice that is not threatening to these organizations, and, consequently, probably not
worth adopting. That's the kind of choice that is acceptable, a choice plan that says
"Well, if there are certain schools that aren't chosen, obviously we will have to force
students to go to them. If there are certain principals who can't run a successful
school, obviously we will have to find something, some way to accommodate them.
If there are teachers that no one chooses, well someone has got to be taught by them."
That's the kind of choice that's acceptable. At any rate, these organizations are very
influential and they, I think, pose the major obstacle.

Opposition to the choice plan exists, but John Chubb is optimistic that supporters of

choice will force the educational system to adapt to this idea:

Businesses are at least willing to entertain the idea that a similar kind of pressure onschools might be very, very healthy. So while the groups that support the status quohave very good reasons to oppose choice, and do so very strenuously, I think there areenough forces on the other side to at least make one at least guardedly optimistic thatchange can occur. I guess I'd just toss in the other fact that there is an awful lot ofexperimentation and discussion of the idea going on, so it's clearly not impractical or
far-fetched.

8. Carl Glickman: A Distrust of Teachers and Educator Egos

I think these times are tremendously exciting.... I think the next five to seven yearswill be tremendously exciting ... but sometimes I think this is too hard, really toohard. We are going against too many accepted conventions. It's too mammoth.
... Maybe we are just deluding ourselves.... Maybe there is just too much structure.But then I say, 'Gee, the (Berlin) wall came down!'. . . There is a part of me that
knows it's worth fighting for.... I believe in it.

Carl Glickman believes that the democratization of schools is "part of the larger

democratization that is going on in the world." He is hopeful that the current movement
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to decentralize decision making and to empower teachers will continue.

But he recognizes that barriers exist within and outside the school system that ob-
struct these changes. He points to a lack of trust of teachers as one reason the educational

system has been reluctant to defer decision making to schools:

The reason we put so much into assessment, and I may be totally wrong with this one,is that we don't trust teachers. We need to 'get the goods' on them. We don't trustteachers. The assumption is that if we gave them the responsibility, they wouldn'tteach a thing. They would sit around and they would be in the faculty lounge sixhours a day. It is the idea, 'We've got to get you. We have got to get this informationso we can tell you what you need to do next.'

A reluctance to relinquish power is the second barrier that Carl Glickman identifies as
preventing significant reform:

People like not to be controlled--until they have an opportunity to control somebodyelse. What happens is that when people are in a position where they are regarded assubordinates, they think it's really wrong. And they think they really should have avoice--until they are in a position where they are no longer subordinate. And then allof a sudden they don't think it's so wrong. Because, for some reason, now that I'm inthis world that's higher than someone else, then I've got the right to know what someone else should do.

Carl Glickman also thinks the reason new ideas do not surface in schools is that
school administrators will not admit to not having answers to problems:

I know lots of people who don't know anything about what it is they tell other peopleto do, but they won't let anyone know they don't know.

Because of this denial, new ideas are not deemed necessary because solutions to
problems are in the possession of the administrator--even though these answers may
never be shared with other faculty members. Despite the barriers existing within the
educational system and those that exercise restraint from outside the system, Carl
Glickman sees the educational reform as a positive movement that will not be thwarted.
9. Stephanie Hirsh: A Lot of TNrinLitlSinifint

Stephanie Hirsh pragmatically views 21st century education. What will schools in
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the 21st century look like? She thinks only a small number of them will look any differ-

ent than the schools of today:

It's really a shame. I think 10 percent or 20 percent-- 2 0 percent tops--of the schools

in this nation that make a commitment to decentralization will be successful. Now I

think, given the fact that we will have models of success, that others will recognize

that it can be done.

She is doubtful that extensive restructuring of schools will occur. Instead, she

forceasts the continuation of school reforms that make some surface changes in practice

and curriculum:

I think a school can tinker with change for about three years, and they can do a few

things that feel good and look like, on paper, that they've done school improvement.

But, in fact, it hasn't had any real impact on the school. The teachers may have

learned cooperative learning, they may start using it in the classroom, but in the long

run, how much has it impacted children? Has it truly been restructuring? No. It's

improved things. It's made things better, and we will continue to do that--forever.

School restructuring requires a different look. It is a look that says, 'We've done

these things, but have we really changed?' You know, we've either added on or

gotten rid of some things, but now let's talk about significant change.

Why won't the majority of American schools restructure themselves to accommodate

the needs of 21st century society? Stephanie Hirsh looks within the educational system

and finds her anwer there. Powerful attitudinal barriers and a lack of leadership obstruct

progress. First, she thinks educators simply do not believe strongly in the attainability of

the goals, the restructuring targets:

A lot of people say, and I say, that I don't think that it's that they (educators) lack

vision. I think that they lack a belief that they can achieve their vision.

She feels this lack of belief stems from a distrust of the educational system that has

failed in the past to provide educators with the supports they requested to initiate im-

provements, and it paralyzes their ability to demand the tools they need to make changes

happen:

They doubt they will ever be given the real power and resources to achieve their
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vision. And so, rather than testing the system, it's a lot more comfortable to say,'Well, they will never let us do it.' And that's probably the one thing I come upagainst more in working with principals and school administrators: 'Well, we can't dothat because there is this policy or this guideline.' They feel 'We can never challenge

Another attitudinal barrier that thwarts the change process emanates from a feeling of
teacher insecurity generated by the educational system. Teachers, fearing the
unpredictability of the system, form a supportive, defensive relationship designed to
protect its members from assault. Unfortunately, Stephanie Hirsh sees this relationship as
preventing teachers from engaging in any behavior that may be perceived as threatening

the well-being of the group, including innovations that require the development of new
patterns of pedagogy:

Not too may people want to side with you. There are a lot of people that look at youas a threat because of the fact that, well, if you do that and you look better, then weare all going to be asked to do that. So then there is this threat. Do I want to beisolated from my peer group?

A third barrier preventing the realization of truly significant school restructuring is
the stance of the educational system toward incompetent members. She sees frustrated
school change agents who see their school's vision crumbling because of a few obstruc-
tionist faculty members:

It's almost impossible for them to get rid of staff that don't want to go along withthem. We often say you're going to have 2 to 3 percent on your staff that, no matterwhat you do, forget it--you are not going to change them. And what they may do ischoose to leave because you have brought the rest of the faculty along. I believe youcan get 95 percent of your staff to buy into a vision, if you do it through consensusandcollaboration, and you work together as a staff for several years.... But theremay be 2, 3, 4, 5 percent that you can't.

Finally, Stephanie Hirsh believes that we will not see significant changes in schooling
practices in the majority of schools because we do not have enough of the right kind of

educational leadership:

You've got to have a visionary principal. You've got to have a visionary leader that
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builds organizational trust.... And there are some cases where you will never improve a school because of the administration and leadership at that campus. I mean Icant think of anything that prohibits it more.

10. I. King Jordon: Progress through Litigation

The future looks bright for disabled students because I. King Jordon predicts there

will be a continuation of the litigation that has forced the educational system to address

their needs:

There will continue to be a lot of dissatisfaction with the education given to deafchildren. So we will continue to see an increase in litigation which is unfortunate, butin another way it is good. The legal system sometimes provides the only way to forcethe system to respond.

He also thinks that a wider variety of educational options will be seen as legitimate.

Despite the trend toward mainstreaming that has dominated the recent special education
agenda, I. King Jordon thinks that in the 21st century segregated residential schools will
be seen as acceptable and even desireable placements for many disabled students.

He identifies two barriers that will prevent the realization of his 21st century dream of
educational excellence for deaf and other disabled students. First, parental denial of the
handicapping condition cripples the ability of the school system to give the child an
appropriate education. Despite the availability of services, many parents do not seek
services until the critical learning time for their child has passed.

Second, learning environments that inhibit the free flow of learning from student to
student and from teacher to teacher will continue to make a quality education for deaf
children, in particular, an impossibility. He sees well-intentioned educators placing deaf
children in mainstream placements and assuming that physical access ensures cognitive
access. He does not see many mainstream programs that provide the extensive array of
support services required by handicapped students to make real access a reality. Instead,
schools resist spending funds on interpreters, physical therapists, specialized equipment,
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and other environmental modifications.

11. Tod Kuchler: A Focus on Performance and Partnerships

Tod Kuchler thinks there is no question that the educational system will get better:

I think that we are beginning to mobilize the resources and get the involvement that is

necessary to begin to really attack the situation. So I guess whatever the measure-

ment, the system might be better in the year 2000.

He thinks student performance will improve and he thinks that the curriculum will be

more focused on "fundamental things like reading, writing, and arithmetic." Tod Kuchler

thinks the school year will be lengthened. And he thinks teachers will be accorded the

prestige given to professionals.

He also sees "more private public partnerships." He thinks that the educational

leadership will receive a different kind of training on how you lead and manage organiza-

tions and that this new leadership training will come from the corporate world.

What are the barriers that will impede the improvement of the American educational

system? Kuchler thinks most citizens do not yet realize the seriousness of the educational

problem:

The problem is the public doesn't pay attention to situations that aren't perceived to be

problems to them. I ran into that a little bit in the early sixties when I was on the

school board in the state of New Jersey and we had the threat of double sessions.
And we really were not able to get public interest until kids were scheduled for half
days. I don't think that has changed much.

And because they do not understand the seriousness of the educational crisis, the

American people have remained complacent. Tod Kuchler thinks that this complacency

has caused the problem to become enormously more complex and difficult to solve:

I think that the problem is a whole lot bigger. It's the difference between getting a fire

in the first 30 seconds, or letting it burn for an hour and then trying to put it out. It

will take longer and require more of our tool resources to do it.

Why hasn't the public awakened to the crisis in education? He thinks "information is
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a problem," not that there is not enough information, but that it has not been presented to

the American public in a way that will motivate them to act. He thinks that the American

public doesn't understand the relationship between the superior academic achievement of

children in other countries, and the future of the United States:

There is no question in my mind that a kid that is coming out of schools in some
countries in Asia and Europe and Canada are more advanced than our kids when theygraduate high school. We have got to do a better job in publicizing that. I don't
believe that people in local areas within the United States can make connections towhat this means to them. I think we are supplying data, but not in a way that peoplecan personalize. They think, 'Yeah, it's interesting that those kids do three gradelevels more than my kids do, but what the hell difference does that make?'

Internally, Tod Kuchler sees an educational system that impedes its own progress

towards quality and excellence by making its members too comfortable, too sure of their

continued employment. He thinks this "results in inertia," rather than the hard work

necessary to produce a quality product.

12. Ann Lieberman: Lip Service Without Enablement

Ann Lieberman's forecast for the 21st century educational system was a mixture of

optimism and pessimism. Although she "doesn't think we will repeat the same thing,"

she knows it is difficult for organizations and people to really change and that most

change processes involve "lots of lip service but not a lot of enablement." But she counts

the "great deal of worry" coming from many different sectors of society as a hopeful sign:

It's tough, and I think what we have going for us today that is different is that there isa great deal of worry on the part of not only the business community, but the aca-demic community and the labor unions. I mean it's really coming from everywhere.And they are all wanting change for different reasons, but for some of the samereasons. So that's the plus, that it's not only in the air ... all institutions are struggling
with change.

"On a good day," Ann Lieberman pictures a bright future for education and thinks

that she will see learning-centered schools where people are open to addressing compre-

hensive agendas of educational reform:
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On my good days ... I think we will get schools that have learned how to work with
all kinds of kids and where ... people come to understand that they need to invest
time and money, and real people power, and that it's a long-term agenda--10 to 15years, and not one year. And where people won't hold still. Where we have enough
time to really develop new places that succeed for all kids...

"On a bad day," Ann Lieberman feels that the bureaucratic structure of the current

system will strangle the attempts of individuals to learn and practice new behaviors:

In my bad times I think about the really difficult entrenchment of many people in jobsand positions where they find it very difficult to change. And not just personal
change, but organizational change. I don't think people just change because you say'You need to change.' And my fear is that the kinds of restrictions that will be put inthe way of some wonderful stuff going on will discourage people. People get tired,
and it takes a lot of energy.

The structures that she worries about belong not just to the local school districts, but

to the state and national educational bureaucracies as well.

I think licensure rules and regulations, bureaucratic inertia, bureaucratic structures
that are really set up to inhibit change rather than encourage it ... I think what we areseeing already are schools that are really trying to get policy changed, and they backup against people who just won't change the bureaucracy. In some respects I reallybelieve that change often comes about by a certain pushing from below, but we
don't know how to penetrate the larger bureaucratic circles. And I know a lot of
people talk about that.

Although she is sure that top-down mandates many times inhibit change, she knows

that bottom up governance does not work either. Although she says we know that

"change often comes about by a certain pushing from below, we don't know how to

penetrate the larger bureaucratic circles." And so she sees the incompleteness of an

effective model of school governance as being another obstacle to instituting significant

educational reform:

What really works is quite complex. And I mean just ten years ago we were talkingabout the necessity for top down and bottom up. And now we are saying, 'Wait aminute. That really doesn't adequately explain it.'... So they've thrown that out.Now we are talking about mapping. But it's really the way change happens and theway policy making at the top and the enablement from the bottom somehow get con-nected. And we don't even have a good way to think about that. We don't really
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understand it.

The current use of state mandates to force change, she feels, will actually retard the

progress of schools:

It is pretty clear that state policy makers do need to create broad-based policies and

give leadership to some important values, but how much teeth do you put into it? I

mean, I'm not a carrot and stick person.... Texas and Florida and a lot of the states

are very heavily prescriptive ... they are attracted to prescriptions over and over

again. They don't seem to be phased by what it does to the people down below, nor

do they understand that they indeed have short-term gain, but it doesn't stick.

Ann Lieberman thinks that there is a distrust of schools that causes parents to ap-

proach schools with fear and a harshness that makes educators reluctant to try anything

new. She sees a lack of support for the mission of schools to educate all children because

"thinking about community is not even part of many people's agenda." And she feels this

distrust and fear certainly obstructs positive change.

But perhaps the major reason Ann Lieberman thinks schools will not change is that

Americans carry around in their heads powerful images of schooling, images of the way

it's supposed to be: "We've created this thing. And it's like concrete." Resistant to

anything that changes it in significant ways, this mental model of schooling causes a

reflexive disdain for major instructional innovations.

13. Hank Levin: Not a Matter of Choice

Hank Levin finds it "very difficult to predict the future." However, he is hopeful that

in the 21st century, schools will offer an accelerated, challenging curriculum to all chil-

dren. And he also hopes that the American people will not support a movement towards

the privatization of public schools.

He is opposed to a free market approach to education that provides tuition vouchers

to parents and allows them to select any private or public school for their child. He feels

this system of choice will deliver disappointing results. First, the differences in academic
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achievement between private and public school students "are not big differences" and in

some cases amount to no more than 1/10th of a standard deviation of difference. Henry

Levin states that actually "48 percent of private school children do worse than the aver-

age public school child."

Second, he believes that private schools are less likely to reinforce a democratic

outcome. Private schools "tend to be more segregated by race, by social class, and by

values." He worries about the societal costs of a choice system that would not develop

the ability of students to respect diversity and negotiate differences.

Third, Levin says that "markets work well only when people know that there are
alternatives" and that these alternatives "are described accurately." Accurately describing

various schools and then disseminating this information to the parents of all students is an

overwhelming and costly task that Heniy Levin does not think can be adequately ad-
dressed. And he feels that the kind of information parents would want would not neces-

sarily include test score data:

While a lot of the discussion of private schools in the United States talks about aca-demic achievement and test scores, frankly, that has very little to do with everythingthat we know about why parents choose particular schools. The most important andsimple determinant is religion.. .. Income has something to do with it, and the statusof the school.... But basically what we would call a taste variable, as opposed to theassumption that everyone just cares about academic achievement and test scores,that's what this is all about. I would argue that this is just a smoke screen, that youare never going to understand the movement toward private schools and the attemptto try and get support for them if you think that this is just a matter of competing toget the highest test scores.

Although Levin does not think a free market choice system is good for our educa-
tional future, he thinks some form of choice will be offered to parents of 21st century

students. He hopes that they will be offered a choice among public schools, and either an
interdistrict or an intradistrict choice system would be acceptable to him. He thinks that
"there are a whole variety of approaches within the public sector that have elements of
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the markets of the private sector," and some of them exist now.

14. Mortimer Mondale: Protecting the Vision

I am not afraid of the capacity of the vision to build. I am afraid of the capacity of the
vision to explode and die because it was not thought through.

Visions, to Mortimer Mondale, are fragile entities. He is not sure what the educa-

tional system of the 21st century actually will look like. But he has some modest expec-

tations:

I'd be delighted at the year 2000 if some of these concepts ... are being expressed
coherently. I'd be delighted if by the year 2000 somebody's believably describing
these things and putting a plan to them. That would be wonderful.

He knows building his ideal quality school system will face many obstacles. He is

hopeful it will eventually happen, but thinks "it's going to take a long time because the

power of what is, is driven by the people who will authorize what will be."

If his vision were to be realized, schools would look nothing like they do now. And

that is why his vision "may die." The image of how schools have always been is a pow-

erful deterrent to new forms of schooling. Mortimer Mondale thinks that the radical

restructuring of schools will not occur unless these old images can be forgotten:

I keep thinking of the movie 'Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?' Do you remember
the speech when he says 'When the dead weight of you is off our shoulders...'
Well, when the dead weight of how we do it now is off the shoulders of the develop-ers of visions, the visionaries then can carefully, not evangelistically. .. very carefully and intelligently structure the process of what it is that they want school to
be ... there is an awful lot of defense of the current bureaucratic system.

The defense of this bureaucratic system is, itself, an obstacle to reform:

Junk like that is justification, defense for the current system that exists and there's anenormous amount of that historically. That defense of the bureaucratic system...has succeeded in slowing down better schools. It has succeeded.

Mortimer Mondale points to other obstacles within the educational system that might
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thwart realization of his ideal system of schooling. Implementing reforms that support

the empowerment of teachers will be difficult because "there is a belief that learning can't
occur unless somebody is punishing somebody for something." Changing this belief will
involve "the surrender of power" by certain educators and this doesn't happen easily:

People do not surrender power voluntarily. They cling to it and they cling to theiridentity which may be professional. . .. 'I am a school superintendent.' 'I am a statesuperintendent of instruction.'. .. The challenge will be to get people who havepower to surrender it.

Mortimer Mondale also identifies "cultural and political power lags" as "the biggest
problem we've got, the greatest threat to this new concept:"

If the teaching staff who comes in isn't thinking differently, then the teaching staffwho was there won't think differently ... if we miss the opportunity to replace themwith people who are imbued with vision, or if the schools accept people with visionand then kill the vision ... people will become young bright versions of the old folksthat are leaving. The obligation of the entire political system, and of the schoolsystem, is to keep the vision alive.

He also thinks that the changes he envisions will not occur unless the fiscal resources
are there to support the changes.

15Lyn senWction with Home Town Schools

According to Lynn Olsen, unions will "not disappear," but they will redefine them-
selves in the 21st century and they will "try out new ideas." She sees a continuation of
the special education programs that are currently mandated. But she does not see states
"volunteering" additional funding for education.

She does not think that President Bush's goals will be met by the year 2000. And she
thinks that there "probably will not be a lot of change, based on history."

Why? She says "people think that schools are actually O.K., and that education is
terrible--except in their home town." She thinks most people carry a memory of their
own education that powerfully influences what kind of education they think is appropri-
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ate for their own child. They think:

This is the kind of education that I got and, therefore, it will be fine for my kids. I

think the only place where you are not seeing that right now is really in the inner

cities and even there, if you look at the kinds of schools that the black parents are

choosing--in Milwaukee, for example--who've opted out of the public school system,

they are not choosing highly innovative, non-traditional kinds of programs. Instead,

what they are choosing is a back-to-basics, very traditional program which, in their

minds, offer s what the white middle class has gotten all along. And so until you

have a kind of deeper, more general dissatisfaction with the schools as we know

them, there is no real pressure for them to change.

Lynn Olsen is convinced that this lack of awareness and understanding of the prob-

lems with public schools must be addressed if reform is to have a chance. She thinks

changing the types of student assessments and the way test scores are reported may

produce a clearer understanding of why schools must reform:

I think the most obvious one that people are talking about is doing away with testing

as we know it. Because testing as we know it neither measures what we particularly

value, or want to value, in schools. And it gives a false sense that kids in essence are

doing O.K., particularly when you look at standardized test where some people's kids

are always going to be doing average or above ... even though they may be doing

terrible compared to kids internationally. And they may be doing average or above

on a test that doesn't measure anything very important, but it lulls you into a sense

that things are really O.K.

16. A. Harry Passow: No Dramatic Change

A. Harry Passow has seen many reform efforts come and go. And he is not optimistic

that this current one will produce anything more than a few superficial changes in our

system of schooling. He points to the report, A Nation at Risk, and asks if it is really

much different than the classic Committee of Ten report. In the year 2000 he thinks "we

will be exactly where we are now."

"Committees rather than action" are one reason why education doesn't really change.

He sees little commitment to mobilize the resources necessary to make the committee

recommendations become reality. Political maneuvering and posturing prevents good

ideas from being considered, he thinks.
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A reduction in spending for education, particularly for those programs that provide

assistance to needy students, is another reason educational achievement will not improve

by the year 2000. He points to the changing family structure and other societal problems

such as unemployment, drugs, and pregnancy as obstructing the improvement of the

educational system.

17. Marilee Rist: Hard Economic Realities

School systems trying to carry out their vision ... in the end, they are going to be
facing a hard economic reality--which is that the taxpayer wants to pay this much and
this is what we have to do, and never the twain shall meet!

Marilee Rist identifies a lack of funding as the biggest obstacle to making school

reforms work. For the past twelve years, the American School Board Journal has con-

ducted an annual survey of school board members, and each year they say that "money is

their biggest worry, there is never enough." She thinks this trend will continue. She

notes that the technology that schools need is expensive and predicts it will not be easy to

bring it into school systems that "already are strapped for cash."

She also cites the "extreme decentralization of the American school system" as being

a barrier to massive reforms. Although she would not opt for the alternative, she thinks

"it would be easier to change schools if all decisions came from a central office."

Memories of their own childhood schooling that parents carry within them, also

negatively impact on school reform efforts, says Marilee Rist:

We convey to those participants that they ought to reshape the way they think about
going to school or sending their children to school. That's where the really tough part
of it comes from. Because all of us went to school, and all of us have our experiences
and know what it was like. And in a sense we are content with that, comfortable with
what we've always known.

These memories make it hard for the public to accept educational reforms that signifi-

cantly alter the appearance of schooling.
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18. Blair Rudes: Things Will Get Worse, Not Better

Based on what is happening in education now, Blair Rudes thinks that "things will get

worse, not better." He predicts an increase in the drop-out rate and no additional funding

allocations for the construction of new schools.

He assumes that decision making will occur at the school site, that parental involve-

ment will increase, and that schools will continue to develop more authentic ways to

assess student progress. However, although he expects that "a lot of the changes being

implemented now will continue," he is not convinced they will produce spectacular

results. One current reform that he doubts will take hold is school choice. "I don't think

you'll see any kind of rapid fire spread of school choice," he says. A free market system

of schooling "rubs up against too many things in our culture and society."

He also predicts there will be "more accountability, more use of public school report

cards" but is afraid the American public will "really not know what to do with them."

Why is Blair Rudes so pessimistic? What barriers are keeping schools from reforming in

a positive direction?

America has shown in the last several years almost a mindless trend to be--what is a
polite word--cheap. The state of tax reform is absurd. I mean America is just incred-
ibly selfish.... America is failing at the present time to be socially responsible. And
I don't see any indication that that trend is changing.

Building appropriate school facilities and attracting high quality staff, changes that

Blair Rudes deems essential, can not happen without capital investment. "Contrary to

the desires of conservatives, these reforms do cost money," says Blair Rudes. He goes on

to say that "change costs money--it's not that education under a different system necessar-

ily costs more, but getting from here to there costs money."

He cites teacher shortages in particular content areas such as teaching students with

limited English proficiency and mathematics and science. While competitive salaries are

not the only way to lure competent faculty, Blair Rudes believes they are an essential first
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step:

Teaching is becoming a better paid position, but it's not great. At the same time, it's

become a better paying position, teachers have lost community respect for the posi-

tion. It used to be the compensation for becoming a teacher was that you were a

highly respected individual, but that respect has pretty much washed away. Adminis-

trators are getting paid no where near what they are having to put up with. And the

result of that is that in most urban districts today a superintendent doesn't stay more

than a year.

School boards are another impediment to school reform, according to Rudes. He is

sure there are "far too many elected school board members who don't have the slightest

interest in education, but do have a great deal of interest in the promotion of their own

careers and their own agendas." He views school boards as a mostly "disruptive influ-

ence, a road block to progress in public schools."

Blair Rudes wishes that the constitution had mentioned education because he thinks

"another obstacle to school reform is that it's a state responsibility." Particularly now,

with students changing schools so often, Rudes brands as absurd "the parochial view that

each state should be responsible for educating its own citizens."

People expect schools to change rapidly and are disappointed when they do not see

instant improvements. But schools, by design, resist change, Rude says, and this resis-

tance has an important function:

The main function of education in society is to pass along all the cultural values and

perspectives of our society. I mean knowing factual knowledge is fine and dandy, but

it has a broader role. It is the institution for making sure that the new generation of

children will be part of the society and share in it.... Cultures and traditions are the

hardest things to change and that's their redeeming value. That's what gets continuity

in our society.... When you are introducing changes, you are bucking the trends of

natural law.

Because this built-in resistance of schools to change is not understood, fiscal and moral

support for educational reform efforts is often prematurely abandoned by important

stakeholders in the community.
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19. Pam Robbins: Collaboration and Shared Decision Making

Pam Robbins feels that schools in the 21st century will foster far greater collegiality

among faculty members. She also expects individual schools to have a greater degree of

autonomy than 20th century schools. And she foresees the transformation of student

assessment tools into more authentic, qualitative measures. But she is not sure how much

more of the current reform agenda will materialize.

Robbins points first to the fact that "time will continue to be a problem." To make

reforms a reality, both teacher training time and teacher planning time must be increased.

To Robbins, this, initially, means more funding must be allocated for education. Unless

funds are committed, time for staff training and planning will remain inadequate, changes

in the prevalent cultural norms in schools will not occur, and reforms will wither.

Finally, Pam Robbins finds a powerful barrier lurking within the memories of most

adults--the memory of their childhood school. She senses that "the norm of the one room

school house is so strong that even when people have training, even then they sometimes

put walls up when confronted with changes."

20. Henrietta Schwartz: Schools are Tremendous Cultural Ballasts

Henrietta Schwartz identifies herself as "a realist who is also an optimist." But when

it comes to predicting the future of school reforms, she tends to be a pessimist:

Schools are tremendous cultural ballasts. In effect, at least in western society, they
have looked the same for about the last 2,000 years. If you look at Socrates in the
Academy, it was a learned adult instructing a group of unlearned neophytes in the
ways of the mind, in the ways of becoming productive citizens, in the ways of respon-
sibilities to the state, and in specific kinds of knowledge. To be perfectly honest with
you, I don't think that model is going to change, especially if we are talking about
restructuring at the very basic classroom level.

The institution of school itself acts as a ballast, as its own anchor dragging mightily

against anything that might change it, even innovations that might ultimately enhance its

effectiveness. Schwartz sees the cultural institution of school as being a major barrier to
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its own improvement.

She does display a little optimism when predicting what will happen in middle class

suburban schools:

In middle class areas where restructuring is viewed as something good, where the
restructuring movement brings the community closer to the school, yes, it will be
sustained and we'll see restructuring there.

But the future of inner city schools, to Schwartz, is dependent upon the stability of the

urban community that it serves:

In transient urban areas I'm not so sure restructuring can be done. In urban areas that
have stable communities and when the school reaches out and pulls those communi-
ties into the schools' activities and into restructuring, yeah, probably it can be sup-
ported.

What stands in the way of reforming schools into quality 21st century educational

institutions? Other than the school's own natural resistance to change, Schwartz believes

that two other factors obstruct school reform. She senses that many schools "lack the

missionary zeal and a strong belief structure" that would sustain them through the tumul-

tuous times of reform. And although she identifies insufficient funding as the other

obstacle to reform, she thinks "you probably have a better chance of doing it or sustaining

it with a strong belief structure, even if funds are cut because people find a way to do

what they want to do."

21. Dennis Sparks: Educators Hold Back Reform

Dennis Sparks is not sure what education will be like in the 21st century. However,

he can see several aspects of the current system that act to obstruct the creation of quality

schools.

"School districts without long range visions and clear outcomes in terms of what

students will do" are holding back school restructuring, according to Dennis Sparks. He

points to a dearth of leaders who possess "clear and coherent visions that people can get
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excited about" as another short coming of the present system that will thwart reform. He

sees as a barrier "principals who have been hired to do maintenance sorts of tasks, to keep

the lid on, and to refrain from upsetting the parents."

"Teachers who are not learners by inclination" represent another barrier to school

reform, says Dennis Sparks. But he does not only point the finger at individual teachers

and administrators. He is frustrated with an educational profession that "is much more

comfortable talking about process than outcomes."

In his visits to schools, he has been disturbed by a cultural norm that demands alle-

giance to mediocre performance standards. He senses that "mediocrity has been accept-

able" and has seen "people who step out of that mediocrity face daily frustrations." He

also has seen "some of our best people quit" the field of education because they have

dared to be excellent and faced sanctions from their peers. Dennis Sparks sees this silent

agreement to support mediocre teaching rather than endorsing high expectations as a

major barrier to educational reform.

Finally, Sparks supposes that restructuring efforts fall short because reforms are

approached sequentially rather than in a simultaneous, holistic fashion:

In the next year or two we will be hearing a lot about the school boards. Everyone is

going to forget about the teachers, and the schools, and principals, and all that, and

sort of leave them over there and focus on school boards for a while. Or, focus on

restructuring and think about organizational charts and job descriptions and what does

the central office do, what do principals do ... and we leave the training of people

behind while things are being restructured. Everything has to happen simultaneously
... we only seem to be able to focus on one thing at a time. We don't really have a

systemic view.

22. Michael Strembitsky: Decentralized Decision Making

In the 21st century Michael Strembitsky predicts that individual schools will possess

more autonomy and more responsibility for the results they produce. Why won't more of

the reform agenda become reality?

He thinks innovations are spurned "when faculty don't have enough time to adjust to
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the change." To eliminate resistance to change, Strembitsky advocates planning all

changes well in advance. He favors long-term planning, and he is opposed to introducing

changes in practice mid-year unless absolutely necessary.

It is Strembitsky's opinion that national student achievement norms obstruct reform

because they report normative data that doesn't detect how much positive progress a

school may have made. According to Strembitsky, a more useful technique would

involve the measurement of individual student achievement annually. Year-to-year

student growth would be reported. This, he believes, would allow a more realistic ap-

praisal of whether reforms have had the intended impact on student learning.

23. Maria Ucelli: Three Future Scenarios

Maria Ucelli admits she does not have "the most hopeful view" of 21st century

education. She is persuaded that education will remain "a largely government-funded

enterprise" and she expects "we will find better ways of dealing with the financial mecha-

nisms" of school funding. She also assumes the courts "will force the states to redesign

their funding formulas."

She can foresee three possible 21st century schooling scenarios. In the first scenario,

she envisions "really top-notch, well-funded suburban school systems that are very much

supported by their community." She sees schools where "teachers are extremely well-

paid, and people are willing to pay the taxes that it takes to do that." But while

surburban systems flourish, "urban systems are abandoned by all who can possibly leave

and they are left to a very few of the poorest people who will be ill-prepared."

In the second scenario, education looks "pretty much like it looks now and has looked

for the past couple of hundred years." Schools will not have changed much. Ucelli

supposes "we will still make the same laments, and they will either be louder or softer or
get more headlines or fewer headlines, depending on what the issue of the day is."

In her last scenario, Ucelli describes a more positive future for education. She sees us
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making at least some progress in areas that "are not just affluent and not just largely

white." And there would be evidence that "schools can be restructured toward serious

learning for all kids." There would be "enough successful models of things working

well" that the successful models will "spread further and further throughout the system."

Ucelli does not know which scenario describes what will really happen in schools in

the 21st century. But she can identify many barriers that will make the last positive

scenario unlikely. The most serious barrier that she sees is that most Americans assume

that their schools are doing a fine job. They really are not convinced that their neighbor-

hood school needs to be restructured:

It doesn't seem to me that we as individuals recognize a problem with schools that
effect us or our children or our communities. We recognize a problem globally, we
read the headlines and you almost become immune to them. You can't possibly
absorb any more of what happens. And yet if you read opinion pole after opinion
pole, it shows that people's attitudes don't change very much: 'Yeah, there is an
educational problem in this country--but my school is O.K.' I don't know how we
overcome that.... How do you break that barrier and really get into public opinion in
some deep level that says, 'Yes, there is a problem.' Is it that the problem doesn't
exist for the opinion leaders because they have options for their kids and, therefore,
the message gets diluted? Is it that we ignore people in the community because we
don't see how their little problem translates to us? I don't know what it is, but there
has to be a way that we all internalize the issue. Maybe that's where federal leader-
ship can help.

Another serious barrier to school reform that Ucelli sees are powerful existing school

structures, structures that have been in place for hundreds of years, structures that pre-

vent educators from seeing new ways of doing school business:

All of us who think about school restructuring, we try to think about breaking molds.
We really are constrained by existing structures in a lot of ways and it's completely
contrary to what the notion of restructuring really is.

The "sheer magnitude" of the task of restructuring schools makes it difficult to get

and keep enough energy to see reforms to completion and Ucelli thinks this is why many

reforms fail:
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Another major barrier is the sheer magnitude of the task.... You do what you can

with what you have and say, 'But, my goodness, I'm only making such a small dent'

And it's really hard to keep the energy level up. And it's equally hard to get the

collective energy that it takes to get the job done.

Ucelli also sees an impatience on the part of the public for reform results as another

obstacle to overcome. Both educators and the public want instant results and when they

are not forthcoming, they are ready to abandon the project. This can demoralize the

reformers. She says that "the notion that you just can't make this work fast enough to

fix things is a paralyzing barrier."

Probably the "scariest" barriers that Ucelli sees are attitudes held by educators, par-

ents, and the business community. First, she senses that some segments of the commu-

nity think that "schools are hopeless," and they feel that they are beyond reform. This

certainly squelches enthusiasm for reform plans.

Second, she sees an authoritarian attitude on the part of some superintendents and

principals that says "I'm in charge, I have the power." And she sees their attitude as

precluding any openness to new ideas.

The third attitudinal barrier belongs to teachers. Ucelli looks around and sees "a lot

of educators that don't believe that all children can learn and learn well." She thinks this

"is by far the most serious attitude problem."

Finally, she sees the business community believing that "if you just did it better, you

wouldn't need any more money--everything would be fine!" Although Ucelli believes

adequate resources are only one part of a successful reform effort, she thinks it is naive

for anyone to believe that the serious problems facing schools can be remediated without

additional funds.

She sees the reliance on local taxes and the tight financial condition of most state

budgets as still another barrier to school reform:

It's hard to get more state money, and as that happens, private money gets more dried
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up, just going to existing programs. So where's the money for innovation? So re-
sources are definitely an issue.

Although Ucelli thinks money is an important factor, she doesn't think "insufficient

funding is a barrier that matters." And she believes "if we could get past all of the other

barriers, we could find the resources:

If you understand that there really is a problem, if you truly believe that all kids can
learn, if you truly believe that there is a way to remedy it, if you truly believe that we
know enough to provide the kind of training teachers need, then the resource question
is one that can be answered pretty easily.

24. Adam Urbansky: An Old Image. A New Barrier

Adam Urbansky is optimistic and believes that 21st century schools will be different.

But he is no Pollyanna. He is well aware of the multitude of obstacles that meaningful

restructuring activities will encounter.

He starts by looking at barriers that lie within the profession of education. He sees

new teachers who learn, or fail to learn, their trade by their own devices because they

serve no internship and receive no help (Urbansky, 1987). He sees teachers that end their

profession with the same responsibilities as they had the day they began, unless they

leave teaching for administration. And he considers teaching in American schools today

to be more brain hostile than brain compatible (Towler, 1989b).

Urbansky sees pedagogical decisions being made by nonpractitioners (Urbansky,

1987). In fact, he notes, "it seems the farther they escape from the classroom, the more

authority they have to dictate to those left behind (Urbansky, 1987, p. 24)." He also

bemoans a system that can't get rid of teachers who lack competence.

Urbansky recognizes another more insidious barrier to change. He sees "the greatest

threat to school reform" as being the memories of schooling that most people carry within

them:

The greatest threat is that deep down inside, teachers, just like the general public,
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hold suspect any school that doesn't resemble the school they remember (Towler,
1989a, p. 9).

And Urbansky (1987) notes that most people fail to realize that the schools they

remember have not kept pace with other societal changes. In fact, the problem is that

they are precisely the way they have always been (Urbansky, 1988). And their "stultify-

ing and archaic structures" just can not accommodate 21st century needs:

The definition of literacy has changed. Times have changed. The world of work has
changed. Our institutions for learning have not. We are now churning out people
who would have been a good match for the economy and for the world of fifty years
ago.... We still have the factory model in schools, where kids are the products, the
teachers are the assembly line workers, the administrators are the supervisors.
(Towler, 1989a).

25. Bob Wells: Growing and Changing

I just think that what is going to happen is that we are all going to continue to grow
and learn. And we look back now on the horse and buggy age and we laugh and we
laugh. All those people thought the automobile would never replace the carriage. I
don't want to be one of those people.

Bob Wells is optimistic about the future. He does not think things can remain the

same. But he is well aware of the obstacles that can slow down the progress of school

reform.

The first obstacle that he identifies is a comfortable, well-defined image of what

schooling should be that most people construct from their childhood memories:

One of the things that I have experienced is that the parents that I interact with are
real eager for schools to improve--they just don't want them to change. There is a
real comfort on the part of the parent to think, 'Well, gosh, this kind of model was
successful for me as a kid. Therefore, even though I want instruction to be better, I
don't want to change the model.' And they get real nervous if they think their kid is
going to be a guinea pig.... On the other hand, if we don't change what we are doing
now, we are going to continue to get the same kind of outcomes we're getting.

Bob Wells also considers some teachers to be an obstacle to creating the kind of

learning environment in which teachers approach children as learning partners and
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establish a collaborative, rather than dictatorial, relationship:

I think that teachers who are driven more to facilitate kids' learning are already

pushing for the kinds of structures that need to occur. But the teachers who thought

they went into teaching, not as a facilitator of other people's growth, but as a power
base seeking a captive audience, those folks are going to be real resistant.

He sees another kind of educator that also inhibits reform efforts. These are teachers

who carry "their own fears, their insecurities" into the schools and are afraid of innova-

tion because they doubt their abilities to master new skills.

Bob Wells points to the teacher training programs, to the universities, as being an-

other barrier to creating quality 21st century schools. He faults them for teaching out-

moded, useless information to teacher trainees and deplores the fact that they remain the

one institution that is not accountable for what they do:

I think higher education is a huge barrier. It's hysterical. This consortium of profes-

sors in Connecticut suddenly realized that over the last five years that all their con-

sulting business with public schools had disappeared ... they invited some of us

whose phones had started ringing to share with them what it was we were doing....

And we led them through this process, and they were disappointed to discover they
were obsolete. That the truth of the matter was that the kind of things they were

doing are not the kinds of things teachers needed to know how to do. Yet they
weren't willing to change.... The universities are one of the last institutions in this

country to be held accountable. Public schools are held accountable, the medical

profession is held accountable--you name a profession and they are all held

accountable ... professors still, to a large extent, still feel like, 'Once I have tenure,

I'm going to have a ready source of customers, and they are going to have to come.'

To Wells national, standardized tests are an obstacle to reform because they give the

public the impression that "the only things worth doing are things you can measure" and

he does not agree:

National testing will just give us ways to nail us for what we are doing and we're

measuring the wrong things. All things measurable are not worth measuring ... these

tests concern people who are politically most conservative and are more interested in

guaranteeing effective education for the few, with a lack of education for the many.

Finally, Wells expects it will be difficult to create an integrated, thematic curriculum

for the 21st century as long as curriculum bows to a "task analysis, reductionist kind of
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approach."

26. Eliot Wigginton: Not Many Shining Moments

Eliot Wigginton does not know if the "shining moments" of instruction that have

happened in Rabun Gap, Georgia, will happen everywhere. He thinks "it's not something

that never goes on, it just doesn't happen in the majority of situations." Why? He doesn't

blame a "lack of money or any of the other red herrings that people throw out." Instead,

he looks inside teachers and finds the barriers there.

Insecure educators lack the energy necessary to create a responsive, experiential

learning environment that excites students. Educators, "bothered by ambiguity," prefer

plodding through canned curricula and using "all those damn ditto sheets," even if it

produces a stultifying boredom:

It's too messy. Most people don't like ambiguity. Most people don't like not knowing
exactly where they are going. Most people don't like being in a state of indecision.
Parents don't like it, administrators don't like it, teachers don't like it.

And Wigginton blames a lack of leadership. If schools were lead by administrators

who "were really curious, who really enjoyed kids, and who genuinely were concerned

about the potential kids have," those schools could be restructured to produce thousands

of shining moments of quality learning.

27. Arthur Wise: A Lot of Wishful Thinking

To Arthur Wise, most of educational reform is "a lot of wishful thinking." He

"doesn't assume that just because we're talking a lot about hot button trends like site-

based management and teacher empowerment that we will be hearing these terms in the

21st century." In fact, he says that most innovations in education "only last about three

years."

He does not predict a free market system of school choice in the next century, al-

though he does foresee an increase in choices of schools within the public school arena.
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He views the existing educational bureaucracy as an obstacle to improving schools, but

fears that a free market choice system would create an even larger bureaucracy as the

states attempt to disburse vouchers to parents and schools:

Now you can't tell me that the legislators every year are going to hand billions of
dollars over to the private sector.... I think that the presumed effects of choice, the
imagined effects of choice are dead wrong, because, look, you get the legislators now
handing over large sums of money to elected officials called local school board mem-
bers. And they are regulating the heck out of them.... Now imagine that they are
going to take that money and hand it over to a bunch of private operators and keep
their hands off? Maybe in the first year, but in the second year they will create a
bureaucratic overlay that would make the current regulation of public schools look
like childs' play.

Local funding of schools will be "a thing of the past," and Arthur Wise predicts that

in the 21st century "state funding of schools will become the norm." This will be done to

"equalize the educational opportunity available to youngsters," regardless of where they

live:

This can't continue because "the products of a lousy education are visited upon all
society.... Why should we let the quality of a child's education depend upon where
he happens to live?... So I think that we will be pushing the question of support of
schools to high level government, certainly to the state goverment. There are several
forces at work that are going to push that.

Why don't reforms last longer than three years? Arthur Wise starts his explanation by

saying that most people who advocate change in education do not take the time to under-

stand the problem they are trying to address:

Before you try to change something, you have to understand it. Because you can't
change it if you don't understand it. Most of the people who advocate change in
education do so out of gut feeling, rather than out of any understanding of how the
system works. The system in education has many deficiences, as much as I admire
what we have accomplished in American public education.... Most of the people
who come out to change the system don't take the time to understand it. So we
simply add on a new bell or whistle without understanding why that bell or whistle
will fall over the minute they turn their back.... It isn't enough to wish the system
would get better.

Arthur Wise also points an accusing finger at the teacher preparation programs. He
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says we "don't invest very much in the preparation of our teachers; they are the most

poorly financed part of the collegiate enterprise." And he says this lack of fiscal support

for teacher training continues into the public school system, where staff development

budgets are traditionally miniscule.

As a result of underfunding and a lack of commitment to teacher training programs,

most teachers do not receive sufficient training in pedagogy. In fact, Arthur Wise notes

that in Texas, a state that has severely reduced the number of required education courses

an education major can take, "if you prepare yourself to become a teacher, you are violat-

ing the law!"

He points a finger at the teacher licensing systems that are "not credible." He thinks

they must be redesigned because "what it is supposed to do is to tell you who is qualified

to teach and who is not, and it really doesn't do that."

Although he thinks the funding of education should be centralized at the state level,

he does not believe centralization of other educational powers is prudent. His own sense

is "the more we centralize at the state level or the national level, the worse things be-

come." The negative impact of state-mandated standardized tests provides a glaring

example of the detrimental effects of centralization Arthur Wise senses:

The states tell the schools 'Thou shalt perform well on standardized tests.' And
pretty soon that's what the teachers are doing, whether or not that is what the kids
need. It has a lot of unfortunate effects, like in some big cities they don't have books
anymore in schools--novels, short stories. They don't have any place in the curricu-
lum for them because kids are too busy doing workbooks, worksheets, and other
forms of practice to get ready for the standardized tests. So I worry a lot about
centralization and its effects.

Strong images of the way education has always been are to Arthur Wise another

obstacle to reform: "There's the existing way of doing business and it's always hard to

change the existing way of doing business, particularly if you need to shift responsibili-

ties."
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And he also sees a refusal on the part of educators to "create and get behind a com-

mon vision of education and work on it." Instead, reform efforts are often poorly coordi-

nated and adopted and, thus, are abandoned without much patience and thought:

I'll give you a tiny example. For some years in Texas they'd been working to improve
teacher education--toughen it up, make it vigorous, make it longer, make it better.
That's also true in other states. At the same time, other people proposed schemes that
allowed people to bypass teacher education entirely and get alternative certifications!
This is kind of bizarre. On the one hand you have teachers who get vigorous and
tough training, and on the other hand.. . This kind of paralyzes us. They seldom can
generate a consensus and follow through for any length of time.

28. Pat Wolfe: Structural Prisons

At times, Pat Wolfe "feels encouraged, very encouraged" by what she sees happening

in schools. She sees a "groundswell of interest in schools" and she hears people every-

where "saying the same things over and over." And she is excited by groups of educa-

tors, "like Carl Glickman's League of Professional Schools." But she acknowledges that

educational reformers will travel a "long and difficult road."

Pat Wolfe, active as a staff developer for years, blames the structures inherent in the

American system of schooling for the lack of real change at the classroom level. She

uses the metaphor of the rehabilitated prisoner returning to his unchanged neighborhood

to describe what happens to teachers who return to their schools after a worthwhile

workshop:

People come to the training, they get excited, they buy into the conclusions of teach-
ers working together and giving each other feedback. And when they go back into
their schools, the school is not structured to support that kind of thing, so they end up
going right back to what they were doing before. You know, my husband works in
the field of criminal justice and one of the things that we discovered about the prison
system, and I think this relates, is that when you take these kids out of the situation
where they've gotten into trouble and you put them in a prison, and even if the prison
did rehabilitate them (very often it doesn't) even if you came back with a new idea as
to how they would like to live and you put them back into the same environment in
which they were, they are almost powerless because they were not rehabilitated in
that situation, but in an artifical situation. So I think the cultural pressure is too great.
It's too great. The family is still the same family, the conditions are still the same
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conditions, the peers are still the same peers.... I think it's very similar to a teacher
going to a workshop. Maybe it's not a prison, but if a teacher goes back into the same
school environment, nothing changes.

Why do these structures overpower the new learning teachers receive? Why are

these structures so difficult to change? Pat Wolfe points to the strength of ingrained

patterns of thinking:

When you've driven a car somewhere and you do it everyday, and you get somewhere
and all of a sudden, you weren't aware that you had driven--well, those are skills that
have reached a point of automaticity. And that's where a lot of our teaching skills are,
and that's why they are so very difficult to change.... Changing education is difficult
because we are not doing what we know ... and we are so caught up with the way
that we have always done things. And it is so much easier to continue to be doing
things in the same way.... You get all excited, you go to observe teachers three
weeks after a training workshop, and they teach exactly the same way they did. I'm
not sure how we are going to get through, because if anybody has tried to change a
habit--smoking, eating, anything like that--the same thing that makes it hard to
change those habits makes it hard to break the habit of calling one student at a time,
or the habit of saying, 'I like the way Table 2 is sitting.' . . . Just breaking that habit, a
deep habit, great emoional events sometimes cause habits to change, but I don't think
we're going to have any great, cataclysmic, emotional events happening in schools.

Another barrier to school reform that bothers Pat Wolfe is "a lot of teachers who don't

appear to be very bright." She observes teachers who "have a tendency to teach the way

they learned, value those students who learn in that same way, and devalue students who

have different cognitive styles." When she gives workshops, Pat Wolfe is disturbed by

"the low level questions teachers ask." In her opinion, teachers seem "more concerned

with day to day operations than with a vision of a better school." But, again, she identi-

fies the structures of the traditional school as the underlying barrier that creates this kind

of teacher behavior:

I think that it's natural that when a teacher gets locked in a classroom and the only
reflection that he or she gets is with small children, or young minds, and that the only
feedback that they get is childish feedback, that it is kind of understandable that this
happens.

She identifies a lack of time for teacher planning and development activities as a
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major barrier to restructuring:

You look at the average teacher in a classroom. They don't want to discuss these
issues. Ask some of them what their vision is, what you want your school to look
like, and they look at you like you are crazy. 'Who has time to think about my
vision? I've got to get my materials ready for tomorrow!' And they are angered
when training suggests even more responsibilities: 'You're telling me now I have to
provide four different options, for four different styles of learning, for every activity
in my classroom?' So because of that, teachers don't know how to teach decision mak-
ing and problem solving, and they don't know how to teach to different cognitive
styles, and they don't want to learn--because they don't have the time.

In Pat Wolfe's opinion, the ignorance of a majority of educators will continue to

prevent restructuring strategies from becoming a part of classroom life in a majority of

schools:

We have a tendency to come to a conference and there are thousands of people at the
conference, and we are all hearing the same message. But think about what a drop in
the bucket they are. Think of the many people who don't know what 'A.S.C.D.' is,
think of the people who don't know what the National Staff Development Council is,
or who don't read any of the journals. So we stand around here, patting ourselves on
the back that we are kind of adopting a common vision or common understanding.
But there are a lot of people out there who are going to continue to do the same old
thing.

Bowing to public pressure can also hamper significant reform, says Pat Wolfe:

The trouble is when you get a little pressure, sometimes you run off in the wrong
direction, change anything just for changes sake. Or, bow to public pressure and the
public doesn't know as much about education as we do--and we don't know enough.

There is only minimal consensus among reformers regarding how schools should be

restructured. Pat Wolfe considers this disagreement a formidable barrier to mustering the

public's will and energy to transform America's schools. A basic difference in the cogni-

tive styles of the reformers, according to Wolfe, just might be responsible for this dis-

agreement:

There are those of us who think in a linear fashion. And we probably don't come up
with the same kinds of visions as people who are more global or abstract. Look at
some of the very sequential theorists and practitioners, look at what they create--very
structured lesson plans, a very sequential view of teaching and learning. Then look at
some of the other theorists and practitioners with a very different cognitive style and
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you'll see they advocate a completely different view of the classroom. Supervision
models proposed by concrete sequential people are very clinical, those proposed by
abstract random involve coaching, feelings.... I think our visions are highly influ-
enced by our own cognitive styles, and that can make it difficult for us to agree.

29. Sybil Yastrow: Not a Lot of Changes

Sybil Yastrow predicts "we will be the same--I don't think we will be worse off, but I

don't see a lot of major changes." She envisions an educational system that is changed

around the edges.

In her opinion, a lot of technology will not be available to most schools because of

the cost. But she sees splendid technology used in the wealthier districts.

Although she can not imagine a free market choice system of education materializing

in the 21st century, she believes "you'll see more choice within districts." Home school-

ing options also will multiply because of an "increased dissatisfaction with schools due to

parental religious beliefs." She thinks the 21st century educational system will afford

"adequacy, but not equity."

Although "there will be money for programs for high risk populations," Sybil

Yastrow assumes that "the funding will be designated to early childhood prevention

programs before it will go to year round contracts for teachers."

Will 21st century curriculum change? Curriculum will be "more global and meet the

needs of different kinds of kids," thinking skill training will be "integrated into the cur-

riculum," and instruction, Yastrow believes, will become somewhat more experiential:

"You'll see more use of math manipulatives and hands-on science activities."

Why won't schools radically restructure to better meet the needs of 21st century

American society? Sybil Yastrow labels "inadequate funding of education as the number

one obstacle" to school reform:

Money. I think that's it. Not that I think that money is always the solution, but if you
want teachers to do this, to do that, I don't think they have to be paid exorbitant
salaries, but I think we need to find some money so we can ask them to put in that
kind of time. We also need money to change our buildings, to make them fit the new
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direction of technology of the future.... I think money is number one.

One of the reasons Yastrow assumes education hasn't received adequate fiscal sup-

port is that "we haven't convinced the public that education is a worthwhile investment."

She thinks we need to show the public that "we don't waste money" and that investing in

education pays off.

The second barrier to school reform identified by Sybil Yastrow is the United States

government's failure to accord education "top priority." In order for education to im-

prove, Yastrow is convinced that there has to be better support from governmental agen-

cies.

Third, she labels "experienced teachers who are fearful of making changes" as barri-

ers to reform. Teachers who think they can not learn to use science and mathematics

manipulatives, or who do not want to invest energy in learning new practices, prevent

innovations from taking hold.

Results of the Inter-person Data Comparisons

Images of an Ideal System of 21st Century Schooling

Key Assumptions and Beliefs

Informants expressed a wide variety of beliefs that they felt were important for 21st

century educators to profess. These also are the beliefs that they think should drive

current reform efforts.

All citizens must be educated.

Twenty informants believe that a quality 21st century system of education must begin

with a conviction that all citizens must be educated, that people are the most important

resource in our society.

Nine respondents specifically talked about the importance of creating an educational
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system that believes in providing "access and equity for all students" and believes

strongly that "all students canlearn, given appropriate learning opportunities." Infor-

mants stated that "a lack of progress on the part of any student was unthinkable" in the

21st century, that we couldn't afford to "waste students."

They imagined an educational program that "emphasizes the individual," that "is

geared toward making sure that all students succeed," and that saw each child "as having

something terrific to offer their country." They identified the 21st century as a time when

the country "needed the strengths of all its citizens."

Five respondents believe that "human resources will be the most important resources"

in the 21st century, and that our country "must be willing to spend time and money on

people." Generous investments in developing the talents of teachers, as well as student

talent, were suggested. They portrayed 21st century school systems that "believe in and

commit to a strong program of staff development" for all of their employees.

To some respondents, the importance of developing our country's human resources

means that school systems must adopt as their mission providing life-long learning

opportunities to all citizens. Schools must restructure so they can "educate everybody for

the rest of their lives." "Schools will not be just for people under 18," and "schools won't

just prepare people for life"--education will become an integral part of every citizen's

entire life cycle.

Consistent with this concern with providing quality education opportunities to all

citizens, is the informants' belief about the financing of public education. Seven respon-

dents stated that 21st century Americans must profess a commitment to educating all

citizens, and that implies "a responsibility to pay for the education of all citizens." They

believe that "schooling should remain a public, collective responsibility." They reject the

privatization of education because it seems to support quality education for the few,

rather than for all citizens.
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A few respondents felt that in order to educate all citizens, schools must commit to an

expanded mission that includes "taking care of all of a child's needs," and not just those

needs directly related to instruction. The physical and mental health of the student, and

the student's family, would become the responsibility of the school.

Because the education of all citizens was deemed critical in the 21st century, several

respondents also said people would have to believe in the usefulness of a "variety of

models" of education. "Schools would not all be the same," and instead they would

strive to serve diverse student needs.

Cultivating skills that students need to be competitive in the international market.

Informants want 21st century school systems to start with a belief that their goal is to

create graduates with superb skills that enable them "be competitive on the international

market." Educators must believe that the old standards of excellence won't work in the

21st century, and they must target the creation of graduates who are "more thoroughly

educated than we've ever had in the past." This will require "increasing the quality of

course work, and making it more rigorous." It will mean cultivating "skills that students

need to be competitive in the international 21st century job market."

A belief in the importance of a clear vision of what students should be like.

Several informants believe that a quality 21st century school system begins with "a

set of shared goals," a "strong belief structure," and a "broad yet clear vision of what

students should be like." They feel a belief in the importance of the "organization envi-

sioning its future" is critical. They want schools to be "driven by a vision" that would

then "guide decision making on controversial issues."

Believing in the necessity of an educational system capable of rapid change.

Those in charge of 21st century schools must believe in the necessity of an educa-

tional system "capable of rapid change." Nine informnants noted that the rate of change in
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society in general will continue to accelerate, causing a continual change in the kind of

worker that society requires. And "knowledge itself will change faster than ever." They

want 21st century schools to reward employees who are able to respond efficiently to

requests for change; their target is to create school cultures that "value change agents"

who can continuously invent "new paradigms."

Beliefs about the purpose of schooling..

Several respondents articulated their beliefs about the basic purpose of an education

in the 21st century. One informant felt that "the basic function of schools must continue

to be to pass along the culture and values of society." And ten respondents stated that

they believed that the basic purpose of schooling must continue to be "to prepare students

for life in a democratic society."

A belief in public and private sector cooperation.

Finally, a few informants stated that the education system in the 21st century would

have to begin with a belief that both "public and private sectors would cooperate" in the

creation of quality schools. They talked of creating a "seamless web" between the com-

munity and the school, of union management and school governments working in har-

mony. They envision school leaders who will "listen to the business community and

meld their vision with the school's vision."

School Governance: 21st Century Decision-making Paradigms

Allowing parents a choice of schools.

Who should decide where students go to school in the 21st century? Should all

parents be given the right to choose among private and public schools? Thirteen respon-

dents discussed the place of a free market system of school choice in their ideal system of

education in the 21st century. Only one informant endorsed the idea. The other twelve

individuals stood firmly opposed to any funding of private schools. They were against

"any funding system that would make education a private rather than a public good."
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Choice was the "worst case scenario" for the 21st century, according to one respon-

dent who said "if we evolve to this, we can write off public education." Another respon-

dent echoed these sentiments and said that choice would "kill the idea of public educa-

tion." Choice, they agreed, would create an "elitist school system" that would "hurt

everybody."

However, a large number of informants endorsed the idea of increasing choices for

parents and students within the public school system. One informant suggested that if

students were not receiving an adequate education in a particular public school, they

should have an alternative model available. Another informant said his ideal school

system would "offer a thousand variations on the theme" of schooling. These alternatives

included concepts such as magnet schools, and public schools espousing unique educa-

tional philosophies. One respondent who wanted parents to be able to select among

public schools would make sure that "there were no disparities among the different

schools in terms of expenditures" and would make sure that the schools were "racially

balanced."

The ideal style of school leadership.

How should schools be governed? What style of governance did the informants

choose for their ideal school administration? Overwhelmingly, the informants endorse

the idea of a collaborative style of leadership. One informant states that "the notion of

principal as autocrat is finished." Informants prefer calling principals "facilitators" and

"directors" and "trouble shooters" to emphasize this changed role.

One informant likened the ideal 21st century school administrator to a hospital ad-

ministrator who "managed but didn't lead." Instead, teachers, as knowledgeable profes-

sionals, made important decisions, and the principal's responsibility is to make sure

resources are available to accomplish their mission. Another respondent, who also

endorsed a hospital style of leadership, said "we will lose the notion of principal as
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instructional leader." But another informant wants a principal who is "the chief learner,"

a person who was always "on the cutting edge" of knowledge.

Principals would become "part of a leadership team." One informant stresses that his

leader would "not have veto power." Instead, this principal would have one vote, and the

principal's challenge would be to sell important ideas to the faculty. Principals "would be

leaders of leaders." Teachers would be "autonomous, well-prepared professionals" who

are "not led by rules and regulations."

One informant said it was important that this transformed, collaborative leader relate

well and inspire trust in the faculty because "the principal needed to be able to make

mundane, daily decisions independently." Only one informant described a principal as

the person "who held others accountable."

"Site-based management," "school-based decision-making," and "decentralized

decision-making," all are used to describe the informants' ideal school governance para-

digms. One informant describes himself as "an unabashed advocate of localism, includ-

ing site-based management." The majority of informants describe their ideal school

system as one that allows "maximum authority for teaching and learning at the school

site."

Different respondents offer slightly different versions of site based decision making

in their ideal school systems. One informant describes her ideal school system as being a

"loose network of independent schools" with a pared down bureaucracy. Another infor-

mant describes a school district in which "schools would not operate independently, there

would be coordination and articulation throughout the district," but "a hierarchy of

authority would not exist." Still another informant desires a system of site-based man-

agement, but does not want each school "to be self-governing" and does not want "com-

munity boards running the school."

"The democratic process of decision making" would be modeled everywhere in one
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informant's vision of of an ideal school system. Another informant stresses the impor-

tance of including "resources and responsibilities" with the notion of local faculty em-

powerment.

The governing role of the teacher.

Teachers in the informants' ideal schools "form collective visions," and in one

informant's school system teachers actualize that vision without the assistance of depart-

ment chairs. Instead, "all members of the faculty are involved in decision making, even

though this is a time-consuming process."

Another informant took this idea even further: in this ideal school, there would be

"no departments, no department leaders, and, instead, a collaborative school-wide struc-

ture of leadership." Another informant envisions "a variety of teacher leadership roles,

but they will be more disbursed among the faculty."

"Teaming" and "shared decision making" were governance strategies that replaced

the more traditional model of utilizing a hierarchy of teacher leaders. Instead, informants

talked of "participatory democracy" with "greater proportional representation of the

constituencies of the school." For one informant, this would mean that many more

teachers would sit on his ideal school's governing board.

The role of the central office.

Central office staff are transformed into "service centers" rather than "regulating

agencies." They would be responsible for "providing resources and support services."

Their relationship with schools would be "totally collaborative." School district leader-

ship, at every level, would "model democracy."

The governing role of parents and community members.

Informants repeated this collaborative theme when describing how their ideal school

would relate with parents and the community. One informant charged his 21st century

school personnel to "form a coalition with business, social scientists, and parents."
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Parents and community members have a right to "meaningful involvement" in their

schools. "If you pay, you have a right to have a voice and opinion on how the money

should be spent," said one informant. Another said, "Customers of schools need to be

involved."

Three informants view 21st century parents and community members as customers

who have the right to know what kind of results their tax dollars are buying. Twenty-first

century schools should be "accountable to the public," says one. One advocates allowing

educators to make the decisions, and then "holds them accountable" to the community for

the results they produce.

Another wants her ideal school system to "form a network, not a hierarchy" that

includes all people who have a stake in schools. Another envisions a "mixture of parents,

principal, teachers, and support staff all affecting important school outcomes." In one

informant's ideal school system, "decisions are made by the community; schools would

be a community of people really involved in making decisions through the democratic

process." Several informants stressed the quality of the decision making and involvement

of parents and community members. They want them to have a "real role," a "meaning-

ful role."

To create this involvement, one informant suggests "setting up town meetings to get

all of the parents involved." His goal is to "broaden the parent representation," rather

than just create more meetings with the same small group of parents. And still another

informant would establish periodic meetings between "the business community, scien-

tists, parents, and kids" to formulate the mission and goals of the school.

The role of the school board.

Nine informants expressed strong reservations about the use of school boards to

govern their ideal 21st century school systems. One dubbed them "an endangered

species." Several other informants were blunt and forceful in their condemnation of
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school boards. "Elected school boards have to go!" said one informant. "Get rid of

school boards!" said still another. And a kinder and gentler informant voice simply said,

"School boards as we know them now will disappear." One informant decided school

boards were not needed in his ideal school system because "it was a totally democratic

situation" and all individuals had in-put into decision making.

Those informants whose vision included a school board governance body redesigned

their function. "A school board should be like a board of directors; they wouldn't manage

schools, they'd be disconnected from the daily operations of schools," stated one infor-

mant. Another said the school board in their ideal 21st century school would "include a

broader range of decision makers, not just the traditional school board membership."

Other informants weren't sure exactly what they would replace school boards with, but,

as one informant put it, "I'd have to take a serious look at school boards." And another

talked of "rethinking the role of school board members."

The role of state governments.

Almost all of the informants agreed that the role of state government would be dimin-

ished in their ideal 21st century system of education. Some informants would create 21st

century state education agencies that "stopped forcing change from the top down." One

would create a state agency that issued "no mandates." And another angrily proclaimed,

"Schools can't be governed by anonymous goof-offs in the state capital!"

Other informants want a quieter role for state officials because "mandates don't

work," but they would delegate to the state "broad policy-making abilities." Another

informant sees the role of the state government in his ideal school system as a "friendly

critic" who "sets broad goals." Still another informant only wants the state government to

"provide equitable funding." And although one informant wants "the state to be respon-

sible for funding," he wants all other decisions to be made at the local level because "the

more you centralize, the worse things become."
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Some informants would give their ideal state agencies limited policy-making power

because "there is a fine line between needing mandates and allowing autonomy." One

informant related this to "balancing society's rights with the rights of the individual."

One informant would allow the 21st century state agency to "prescribe some cur-

ricula." Another informant, who advocated a free market choice system of education,

saw his ideal state agency "providing funding, informing parents, and regulating the free

market." Another prescribed a strong regulating role to the state agency, but the recipi-

ents of these regulations "would only be schools that don't take responsibility and do not

demonstrate decent outcomes."

Who should author state mandates, if there are some coming from 21st century state

agencies? Several informants were very firm about this. "The courts and the legislature

should not design reforms," said one. Another said, "The role of the legislature is to ask

professionals what needs to be done." And one informant thought that in his ideal school

system, "Politicians would be needed to support reform, but they would never assume

that they were educators and knew what to do."

One informant honestly admitted that she had not yet formulated an ideal system of

governance for the 21st century. She said that she knew that "top-down management

doesn't work," but neither does "bottom-up." She considers this an area that really needs

to be studied.

A governing role for the national government.

Several informants applauded the national government's use of the "bully pulpit" to

focus attention on education and would have their ideal 21st century federal government

continue this practice. One informant wants her ideal federal government to articulate "a

national vision of education and also wants this government to pass laws that will make

sure that young people stay in school (i.e., a law prohibiting the employment of anyone

who is under eighteen and not in school, prohibiting the issuance of a driver's license to
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anyone under eighteen who is not in school).

However, the majority of the informants who talked about the role of the federal

government did not like the idea of national assessments or national curricula. And

although one informant's vision included national educational goals, they were only

guidelines and were subject to local ratification and acceptance.

The role of educational unions and associations.

Three of the eight informants who discussed unions do not have a place for them in

their ideal 21st century system of schooling. Two informants believe unions will not be

needed because teaching will become a profession and only professional associations will

be appropriate.

Another informant who envisions a free market system of educational choice says

"Unions won't exist in a free market" because "teachers who are successful and working

in successful schools wouldn't want them, wouldn't need them." And he goes on to

explain that "teachers who are operating in unsuccessful schools which would want

unions might not be operating in those schools very long because they couldn't survive in

a highly competitive environment."

When informants did include a union as part of their ideal vision of school gover-

nance, they rewrote their role. One informant created a collegial union and in his vision

"union, management, and government worked together" to create excellent schools.

Another informant said his ideal union would have a "changed role" and would talk

"accountability instead of money and books." Another informant imagined a union that

"complemented site-based management."

Images of School Relationships and School Culture

A sense of community, bonding. and family.

Nineteen of the respondents created visions of ideal 21st century schools with a

strong sense of community among the school membership. For these nineteen respon-
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dents, the affective climate of the school was critical. It had to provide warmth and

support to all of its members, and words like relationships, family, caring, and commu-

nity were used frequently. In fact one member identified "the quality of the relation-

ships between everyone" as the most important characteristic of his ideal school.

This affective side of their ideal 21st century schools is described using various

images. An environment that is "less efficient, less formal, and more human" is the way

one informant described it. To another informant, a "district-wide feeling of belonging"

is essential and the "relationships among people were very important."

Another informant specified that the school team in her ideal school would "be

committed to each other," and in her school "there would be a bonding among the staff

and kids." She would create a school in which all people "were responsible for each

other, were like family." Another informant extended this concept even further and said

that her school "would look like a family of caring adults, who would establish uncle and

aunty relationships with the children."

Because these ideal 21st century schools are truly caring places, several informants

said they would offer daycare and after school care on site. One informant says that the

school "would substitute for family" if the child's family was not available. Several

informants see their ideal schools acting as "brokers" who negotiate the social support

services needed by their students and their families. Another informant sees his ideal

school system "merging the community into the school; there would be fewer lines of

demarcation between school and the community." Whatever services a child needed

would be made available at the school.

Images of the close-knit school community they want to create in 21st century

schools are plentiful. One informant pictures a school in which the people "really care

about each other." The school would be "more communal, more knowledge based, and

less rule governed." Another informant describes her ideal school as a school in which
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"everyone feels cared for, feels nurtured, listened to, feels part of a family."

But there are even more images of the warm atmosphere these informants want to see

in their ideal 21st century schools. In one ideal school, there is a palpable sense of

"decency and fair play." In another school, "its small size enables everyone to get to

know each other well." And in still another school, there is an aura of "collaboration, a

spirit of collegiality."

To enhance this sense of community, several informants mentioned the importance of

celebrations, rituals, and rewards. In one informant's ideal school, "extra efforts are

rewarded with incentives, recognition, and rewards." Another informant says in his

school there will be "respect for work and those that do it well."

A community of learners.

Several informants describe their ideal schools as "learning societies," "learning

communities," and "communities of learners." In these ideal schools, there is a feeling of

commitment to task, of involvement. And this involvement is evidenced in these ideal

schools by the behaviors of faculty who "volunteer to do more than what is expected of

them." In another ideal school, "people are involved, show high levels of commitment to

learning and want to expend their time and effort."

The learning community envisioned by the informants is a busy place. Teachers

"work together and share, students interact with each other frequently." "Faculty and

students work together, design together, plan together," says one informant. In his

school, "educators desire to be of service." To another informant, evidence of the learn-

ing community is seen when "all members of the school community struggle collectively

to do better."

School is an enjoyable place to be.

One informant states that in her ideal school "learning will be fun--there will be a lot

to laugh about and everyone will have a good time." Humor is an important part of her
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ideal school culture. To another, "kids will want to be at school because they know there

are adventures ahead and that they are going to grow." To still another informant, in his

school "people will be interested in thinking, really curious, and everybody will have

fun."

Two informants will quiz their 21st century students about their courses. The first

informant will rate the success of courses in his ideal school by "how vital and alive they

are and if they appeal to the student client." The second informant will survey students at

all grade levels and ask them if there school work is exciting and if they feel good about

their learning. A third informant will know if his school has created the desired climate

when "students feel they should be at school and feel as comfortable at school as they

would be if they were not there." Another informant sees the school culture as one that is
"reinforcing enough that people want to do, rather than have to do."

In another school, the faculty "will look forward to coming to work because it is fun."

One informant says the "adults will be at school because they want to be there, not

because they have to be there." Another describes his ideal 21st century schools as "richer

places, more exciting places - people will be excited about their work." And one infor-

mant describes the leaders of his schools as "leaders with eternal optimism that believe

things will get better."

Schools are intellectually challenging places.

Thirteen informants described their ideal schools as having cultures that promoted

intellectual enhancement. "Everybody in my ideal school would feel intellectually

fulfilled and challenged," said one informant. Another said his school culture must
continually ask "How do people learn? How can everyones' learning capacity be en-

hanced?" It is a place in which "every child receives an enriched, accelerated, challeng-

ing curriculum."

They describe schools in which "all adults increase their knowledge base" and every
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person "is growing, stretching, becoming." It is a school with a climate that supports life-

long learning, it is a place where "nobody ever stops learning." One informant describes

his ideal school as a place where people say, "This school brings out the best in me,

demands the best of me."

These ideal schools create cultures that "support risk-taking and experimentation."

They are schools that urge students and teachers to "reach out to the knowledge bases."

And they are places that truly "stimulate thinking."

Conflict is handled productively.

Seven respondents want their ideal 21st century schools to be places in which the

inevitable daily conflicts in school life are routinely handled with fairness and good will.

In one informant's school "there is an atmosphere of trust" and students and teachers

"don't feel defensive because they know that conflict is inevitable and not the end of the

world."

Another informant describes his ideal school culture as one in which "conflict is seen

as productive, not destructive" and "people work together as colleagues." Those involved

in conflicts are "respected" and "all decisions are made through democratic processes" in

another informant's ideal school. Still another informant sees conflict handled judiciously

because adminstrators realize "their role is to help, not punish, to listen, not criticize."

Racial, religious, and ethnic diversity is respected.

Eight informants specifically noted that their ideal schools would be places that

respected and applauded human differences. One informant says that his ideal school

''will seek a greater mix of ethnic groups." Another will foster "greater interaction and

understanding between blacks and whites." Still another informant will promote "sensi-

tivity to racial and cultural differences."

To promote this understanding and respect, one informant will "involve learners with

other countries, other societies, other cultures." This might mean taking a trip across
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town, taking a field trip to a nearby city, or watching videos about people who live in

other countries. And another will make sure that the faculty "includes role models" for

the students--black children will see black teachers and "deaf children will have deaf

teachers."

All children are successful--everyday.

To seven informants, their ideal schools would be places that nurtured student suc-

cess. In one ideal school, "all children are successful every day." Each teacher would

believe that, given the right kind of learning experience, all children can be successful.

Another informant says each adult in her ideal school will believe that "kids are

valuable resources that can't be wasted." In her school, the culture will nurture each

child's success and teachers will not be allowed to waste children.

There is a feeling of democratic empowerment in these schools.

Twenty informants described their ideal 21st century schools as places where "power

was shared," where "the principles of democracy were practiced by everyone, every-

where." These schools are "the model of a democratic society," places where "all feel

they can affect outcomes."

In this ideal democratic culture, "schools create their own visions" of their future.

There is "maximum authority at the school site." And the "customers" of the school,

parents and community members, join in this process. Together, "they define good

teaching and decide what is valued" in their school. Together "they redesign the school."

How is life different for teachers and administrators in these future schools with their

democratic climate? These ideal school districts give "teachers real decision making

power in the trenches." At the school, a principal and a few chosen teachers do not

independently run the school. Instead, there is "a broader range of teacher decision

makers." And school administrators "seek to understand adults, not control them." "All

adults are empowered." It is a culture that "always offers choices." All teachers are
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"heavily involved in deciding the curriculum."

How will this empowerment change life for students in these 21st century schools?

The "empowerment of students is the most important goal," says one informant, "and

children will have more responsibility for their own learning." "Students will have lots of

choices, and they will all feel like they have influence and control over their own des-

tiny," says another. One informant gives students in his ideal school the job of "writing

curriculum with the teachers - everybody is involved." When student behavior becomes a

problem in these ideal schools, teachers will "help kids understand that their behavior is

something they choose" and the goal of the encounter will be learning, not punishment.

The Role of the Teacher in the Ideal 21st Century School

An empowered teacher.

Teachers will not beg for authority in these ideal schools, and they won't need to be

grateful if they are given power. Instead, teachers will know they have "a right to partici-

pate in curriculum decisions, a right to make those decisions." "Teaches are leaders."

Seventeen informants stressed this new role for teachers in their ideal 21st century

school. "Teachers will decide for themselves what good teaching is," states one infor-

mant. Teachers "will be respected decision makers" and participate in the planning

process that goes on in the school. Instead of "looking up the chain of command" for

answers about their students, they will "look to their students" and trust their own profes-

sional judgment. These teachers will not be "recipients of directives," but rather will

have a "sense of control."

One informant expressed a concern about total teacher empowerment and preferred to

describe their ideal teacher as someone who "has some choices" but must accept "some

standardization" in curriculum and instructional practices.

A relationship expert

The ideal teacher of the 21st century described by fifteen of the informants is a person
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who "is able to relate to students." One informant states clearly that "being a content

expert is not good enough - teachers need to be good at relating." Another says teachers

"must be knowledgeable about people, and not just subjects, and must have counseling

and social work skills."

These ideal 21st century teachers are good at stablishing close relationships with their

peers as well as with students. They will act as."mentors," and "coaches." And "humor",

"openness," and "energy" are the instructional tools these teachers use to build relation-

ships with everyone. These teachers will believe that "the quality of relationships is

important."

One informant wants teachers "who don't pose as teachers." These are teachers who

are "involved in a meaningful way with kids, both educationally and personally." They

are willing to become "brokers of social services" for the children that need them.

These are teachers who realize that "the moments when we touch one another are the

powerful moments of teaching." "They care for children" says one informant. But

another informant sees it a little bit differently. He says, "They must love the kids."

These ideal teachers are people who always keep "everything focused on the chil-

dren." Children in these schools feel close to these teachers, and "the children experience

teachers enjoying them and enjoying being with them." And they "value their relation-

ships with the kids."

A teacher who empowers students.

As described by nine informants, teachers in their ideal 21st century schools "let

students make decisions and encourage them to reach for responsibility; they give them

freedom." They have a desire to "empower kids, not control them" and "the personal

empowerment of kids is their goal."

Their classrooms are a "living model of the democratic process - they are a living

model of the democratic process." "Teachers and students figure things out together."
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These teachers give students "choices based on their learning styles." As much as is

developmentally appropriate, one informant wants his ideal teacher to "give students lots

of choices and let them feel in control of their own destiny." One informant describes his

ideal future teacher as a person who sees herself not "as the sole disseminator of knowl-

edge," but rather as a mediator for kids who construct their own knowledge."

A desire to nurture. not punish.

Sixteen informants were clear about the desireable affective attributes their ideal

teacher would possess. "My ideal teacher is angerless," says one informant, "and has

given up wanting to punish." She thinks this is a completely different kind of teacher

from the one she frequently sees now.

One informant says his ideal teachers will see their role as helping, not punishing,

students. Another informant says her ideal teacher will give students "understanding, not

blame." One goal of their teaching is to teach students "to operate with people and leave

each other in peace."

These ideal teachers are people who nurture the success and self-worth of each

student. They "genuinely are concerned about the potential of the kids." They give "a

lot of adult attention and reinforcement." They "are learning focused, not teaching

focused."

They are "caring adults who are concerned with the wholeness of kids--kid experts."

They "create a climate of caring and have the childrens' best interests at heart." They

make sure every child in their classroom feels "successful, feels cared for, feels re-

spected." "If a student comes to school upset," says one informant, "these teachers care--

they nourish the kids."

A flexible teacher.

Twelve of the informants characterize their ideal teacher as a flexible person. One
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informant wants a teacher who is "fluid" and who "regroups" easily. This teacher "uses a

variety of approaches" and "responds to different learning styles." Another describes his

ideal teacher as one that uses "experimental and textbook approaches." Ideal teachers

constantly "rearrange" how they do things during the school year to suit the needs of the

students.

The ideal 21st century teacher these informants describe is one who knows there are

"thousands of ways to do and re-do" instruction. One informant wants a teacher who

knows there are "a variety of ways a teacher can be a teacher." And the ideal experienced

teacher in one informant's future school knows "there is no one best model" of teaching

and learning.

One informant sees "teacher as a label for many kinds of people." In his ideal school,

there would be a place for content expert teachers, and for teachers who are experts at

human relations. Another informant wants a schools in which there are "highly trained

teachers with specialized roles," as well as teacher aides who do different kinds of in-

structional tasks.

An expert at motivating students.

The ideal 21st century teacher "eliminates boredom" in the classroom. Nine infor-

mants want teachers who can make every student an enthusiastic learner. This teacher

"know how to get kids excited."

In their classroom there is a "spirit of inquiry and adventure." Students "feel good

about learning." They know "adventures are ahead." To this quality teacher, "engage-

ment of students is their primary responsibility." One informant describes his ideal

teacher as one who "finds a way to motivate students to tackle even difficult classical

literature--even holds their hand, if necessary" to stimulate the students' desire to engage

the material.

One informant sees his students as clients and makes sure that every learning activity
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is "responsive to the student client." To another informant, the ability to motivate stu-

dents is so central to the success of his 21st century school that "if students say a teacher

can't do this, then the teacher needs to be fired."

High standards and high expectations for all students.

Nine informants portray their ideal teachers as people who know "all children can be

successful." These teachers believe that given the right kinds of learning opportunities,

"all kids can learn." They are "concerned with the potential of each child" and demand

that it be developed. They "hold high expectations for themselves and others."

Because of this belief, they "maintain high standards" for all of their students, and

they offer all of their students "rigorous course work." Two informants want their ideal

teacher to present accelerated curriculum, usually reserved only for gifted children, to all

children. "A lack of progress by any student is unthinkable," according to one informant.

A respecter of human diversity.

The ideal teachers depicted by nine informants believe that "just because a kid is

different doesn't mean he can't learn." These teachers deal effectively with student

differences." They "respect student diversity."

They "know and understand at-risk students." They teach all subjects from a

"multicultural perspective." And this ideal teacher "encourages interactions among all

races." They are "sensitive to student differences" yet "no child is labeled."

A user and creator of educational research.

Nine informants want teachers in their ideal 21st century schools to be knowledgeable

about educational research. They want these teachers constantly to be "increasing their

knowledge base and using research." These "teachers are learners." In fact, says one

informant, teachers who ignore the research are risking accusations of "malpractice."

These teachers will use research to guide their pedagogical decisions and they will "con-

centrate on that which is proven." And they will use research to "pull together their
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Curriculum."

Some want their ideal teachers to be "content experts." One wants his teacher to

have "subject matter strength." Another wants a teacher "who knows subject matter and

pedagogy." But another informant thinks his ideal teacher "needs to know how the mind

processes information and learns" and sees that as more important than knowing content.

Another informant agrees, and states that he wants teachers who are "learning experts,

not content experts."

To eight informants, teachers would not only consume research, but they would

create it. They would be "action researchers" who conduct research in their own class-

rooms. They would be "reflective practitioners" who would use this research to "control

what they do." And they would become "diagnostic practitioners" able to understand

student learning problems and develop plausible solutions.

Able to create cooperative, active learning experiences.

Twelve informants want teachers who are able to "collaborate with their students"

and act as "learning and instructional managers." They don't "stand and lecture to kids."

They "use cooperative learning activities," teach their students "how to work together,"

and structure learning activities so that students frequently "work and learn together."

In this teacher's classroom, "people learn side by side." Kids are "trained in team

work," and there is frequent "interaction among kids."

Curriculum and Instruction in Ideal 21st Century Schools

The essentials subjects of curriculum.

What are the essentials that must be taught in the 21st century? Some informants

were in favor of a curriculum that clearly prescribes a core of basic skills. And others

had a only a general notion of what there curriculum would be.

One informant could not precisely define what his ideal curriculum would consist of,

but he knew that in his ideal school his faculty would "find out what really had to be
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done" and then they would "get rid of the busy work." Another recommended "cutting

out choices and streamlining the curriculum." Although he admitted there was "no one

best way to teach," he thought you could identify basic skills to be taught. And one

informant wanted a "core curriculum that would bind people and society together, that

would build a sense of community in the students."

Another said that what was essential to him was "what students needed to know to be

valuable to society." He knew that he would recommend teaching "less of Keats and

Shelley" and would concentrate on developing "minimum competencies."

Still another informant did not provide specific details about his ideal curriculum but

instead said it would be "prescribed by the school community." Another says there can

"never be one description of what everyone needs to know."

Other informants, fourteen of them, had very definite ideas about what they believed

must be contained in their ideal curriculum. Most of them mentioned the importance of

teaching "basic skills." For one informant, the basics in her ideal curriculum start with

traditional subject matter--"literature, history, math, science, and physical education."

But she goes on to say that her essential curriculum contains much more. She would

make sure that her ideal curriculum taught "study skills" and that her arts curriculum

would give "every child a chance to sing." And one informant emphasized that in his

ideal 21st century curriculum "art will be essential."

One informant described his curriculum as starting with the basics--teaching students

to "spell well and compute." Another wants a basic curriculum that teaches students "to

read, do math, know geography, and support themselves." "Until middle school, teach

students to read, write, think and compute," says one informant, and then after that,

"concentrate on the traditional bodies of knowledge, the classics, history, and keep school

academically focused."

To four informants, the basic piece of curriculum that they would emphasize centered
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around "teaching democracy" and "teaching the principles of democracy." "Teaching

how democracy works would be done in all areas of the curriculum," said one informant.

Another said, "The curriculum should prepare students for life in a democratic society."

A few informants added novel pieces to their essential curriculum. One informant

would require that ethics be taught to all students. Another informant described a core

curriculum that included language arts, reading, and math--and "anthropology, taught at

all grade levels, starting at kindergarten." Another informant said that in addition to

math, science, and communication, he would make sure all students "were taught about

human behavior and cultures."

Choices in the curriculum.

Thirteen informants thought that students and teachers should have some choice

about the curriculum. One said that a standardized curriculum was O.K. in his ideal

school, but that teachers and students should "always have a choice" and be able to say "I

elect not to meet those outcomes."

One informant wants "every child to be involved in something other than the regular

academic program, and children would choose what to take." Another informant wants

students in his ideal school to be "engaged with problems and ideas that they have cre-

ated."

One informant wants at least part of her ideal curriculum to come from "the talents of

the teachers and the interests of the students." She wants a more "entrepreneurial" feeling

about curriculum development and wants "kids to do more, to lead more."

Another informant wants students in his ideal school to "have lots of choices, be able

to influence their learning objectives and design ways of getting there." To still another

informant, curriculum is "guided by the state, articulated by the district, and carried out at

the building." In this ideal school, "kids have more responsibility for determining their

learning and interests."
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One informant opposes a teacher developed curriculum and says that "teachers should

not develop their own curriculum" but "the plans for implementing, yes." And another

informant concurs, saying "How it is taught is up to the teacher, but not what is taught."

Teaching Thinking and Problem-solving.

Sixteen informants specifically mentioned that their curriculum would concentrate on

teaching students to think and problem-solve. One informant specifically said that his

curriculum would deemphasize "rote memorization and drills." They want to create

graduates who can "synthesize information, solve problems, and make decisions."

"I want people with a capability to think, " to be able to entertain the "what ifs" and

the "why nots" explains one informant. Hewould teach logic to all students. Another

informant explains "I don't want technocrats--I want people who can think, solve prob-

lems, and make their own decisions."

"The curriculum is too easy," complains another informant. His ideal curriculum

would be "harder," and he would teach students how to think, how knowledge is discov-

ered and applied in the real world." He would teach students to approach problems

"creatively and critically." Another informant's curriculum "encourages inquisitiveness"

and "integrates thinking skills into the entire curriculum."

And still another recommends a curriculum that teaches "higher order thinking skills

and creativity." He wants students to "make knowledge, not just absorb it" and "under-

stand how knowledge is produced." And one informant wants a curriculum that comes

from the kids: "Kids would construct knowledge, rather than being fed knowledge by

adults."

One informant thinks science is the ideal vehicle for teaching thinking and problem

solving. He would teach "the scientific methods of investigation" and then have students

apply these to "real problems in the community." Students would have to exercise

decision-making capabilities as they first chose the problem to investigate and then chose
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the solution to apply.

These informants want a curriculum that "equips students with research skills," that

"teaches processes not specifics," and encourages "curiosity" and "intellectual "explora-

tion." One informant promised that "problem-solving, inventing, creating, and innovat-

ing would all be valued and rewarded" in his school.

A multicultural curriculum.

Twenty informants created ideal curriculums with a multicultural perspective. "The

world is changing and we ought to reflect multiple perspectives, teach all the myths" said

one informant. These informants create a curriculum that is "sensitive to racial and

cultural differences," and "global" and uses curriculum materials that "reflect a respect

for diversity."

One recommends "downplaying Western heritage and presenting a broader view of

world cultures." To another informant, the curriculum should present "alternative models

of understanding" and be responsive to "diverse cultures." "The historical core should be

sensitized to multicultural issues," says one informant. "We must present the various

strengths and weaknesses of various people in the world--we can't exist as an island,"

says another informant.

Flexible approaches to instruction and curriculum.

Classroom instruction, as designed by fourteen of the informants for their 21st cen-

tury schools, is flexible and changes to meet the needs of particular groups of students.

One informant says "There are lots of good ways to get at objectives" and in his ideal

school instructional approaches will "vary throughout the district and throughout the

grades."

They want instruction that "proceeds at different paces," and that "accommodates

different cognitive styles, modality preferences, and left and right brain learners." Stu-

dents will be instructed "in groups, alone, at home, or by a computer." These informants
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want teachers to "look at their students' unique needs and then decide what to do."

One informant said that his ideal teachers "must find out what works with different

populations" and develop instructional approaches that are "contact sensitive." The

chosen instructional method "responds to the different learning needs of urban and rural

students, of students from different racial and ethnic groups."

Two informants thought that "pull-out" programs had value and they would include

them in their 21st century instructional program, although with some changes. One

wants "limited pull-outs" and would not want to see gifted and talented kids completely

segregated from the regular instructional program. The other informant views them as

"not necessarily bad, sometimes even better than the regular classroom," but wants them

used judiciously and would like the special teachers to work some of the time in the

regular classroom.

One informant's instructional program would not include "tracking." He felt that the

research did not support its use, and in his 21st century school students would not be

assigned to different groups based on their abilities.

Two informants also believe curriculum ought to be "developmentally appropriate

and not rigidly prescribed" and state that the curriculum should "not be almighty and

sacrosanct." Another informant echoed this sentiment and said that his ideal curriculum

would be constantly redesigning itself, "there would be a thousand different variations."

An accelerated. challenging curriculum for all students.

Five informants said that in their ideal 21st century school "the curriculum would be

difficult" and "not watered down." They would design a curriculum that was "challeng-

ing" and they would "maintain high standards," "expect mastery," and "end social pro-

motions."

Two informants want the accelerated curriculum usually only offered to gifted stu-

dents to be taught to all students.
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Instructional approaches that build a sense of community.

Twelve informants want their ideal teachers to use instructional approaches that

"require cooperation and work in teams," that "involves kids in community service," and

that teaches children "to be successful collaborators."

One informant says that his ideal instructional approach is one in which children

"learn to negotiate, resolve problems, communicate, and build relationships." Another

wants instruction to promote "more cooperative learning, more like the real world." An

instructional approach that "increases affective skill development" and that "teaches

people to work together" is what one informant wants in his ideal school.

Instructional approaches that motivate.

Fourteen informants want instructional approaches that make "learning a lot of fun"

and that "eliminate boredom." They describe instruction as including "active learning,"

"no standing and lecturing," "open participation," and "work that is meaningful and

relevant to students." Kids would be "highly engaged," and "partipate in projects."

There would be "more field trips," and instructional approaches would "build on the

students' spirit of adventure and inquiry" and cause students to feel "excitement."

In one ideal school, special instructional approaches would be used in drop-out

prevention programs. Another informant said he would "relate the material to the stu-

dents." One informant said that in his ideal school he would "tailor the method --but not

the curriculum--to the kids."

A thematic, integrated curriculum.

A "thematic, interdisciplinary" curriculum as opposed to a "compartmentalized" one

was recommended by eleven of the informants. They want a curriculum that "integrates

information gleaned from the different content areas." They want "the lines between the

subjects to be blurred." They want to see "writing across the curriculum," and "thinking

across the curriculum." They want instruction to be organized around real experiences
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and not "fragmented and individualized," and not organized around "discrete tasks."

To accomplish this, the informants created interdisciplinary units, cross-division

teams, and across grade level teams. One informant wants "children of all ages learning

from each other" and wants "subjects integrated like they are in real life." Another

informant would eliminate "blocks of instructional time" that are dedicated to one par-

ticular subject like math or art, so that "information could be processed across all kinds of

content." The ideal curriculum in one informant's school would "integrate vocational

skills--there would be no training in specifics." All subjects would be integrated in this

school and there would be no "35 minute periods."

Learning with technology.

Fourteen informants described the uses of technology in their ideal 21st century

schools. All but one of these informants want technology to be used as a instructional

tool, and not treated as a separate curriculum area. The lone dissenter believes that he

would use technology "largely as a tool," but thinks that it is also "legitimate" to have a

curriculum area focused on its use.

Three informants wanted limited use of technology in their future schools. One

thinks "kids working at home on computers" instead of coming to school is "nonsense"

because "parents won't be home to supervise--they'll be away working or playing tennis."

And another informant does not want his future students to become too dependent on

technology. He worries how they would fare "if someone unplugged it." And one

informant says that computers in her ideal school would never replace "human interac-

tion" as an instructional tool.

These informants describe multiple uses for technology in their future schools. One

will use technology to "inject the closest thing to real," virtual reality, into the classroom.

Another wants to use technology to help teachers with grading, gathering information,

and communicating with the students in their homes. Another sees computers as a great
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tool to teach spelling. One informant will use technology "to make kids more self-reliant

learners."

What kinds of technological tools do they think they will be using in their 21st cen-

tury schools? How will this technology change the look of curriculum and instruction?

These informants see each teacher's desk being equipped with a personal computer

terminal capable of taking them into any information storage system, allowing them to

retrieve information from data bases around the globe. Teachers will have video as a tool

to use to evaluate themselves and their peers or to record student work.

They dream of a 21st century educational system that provides each student with a

computer for their home. Students will do homework, communicate with their teacher,

and do research with their computers. Each student terminal will be hooked into a com-

puterized encyclopedia. And their parents can conference with teachers using the com-

puter.

These informants foresee students carrying disks instead of books. Using lap top

computers, students do assignments, record homework, and take tests. Test results from

each student's lap top terminal are conveyed quickly to the teacher's computer for scoring

and storage.

There will be satellite dishes at every school that provide immediate transmission of

world events. Interactive video will be a part of classroom life. Simulation programs

will be used routinely and kids can create or reenact any event on the computer screen.

And one informant says "virtual reality" learning tools will be available, too. By

donning gloves and a goggle, students will feel as if they have entered the computer

screen. The simulation of reality is so complete that students will feel as if they are

walking around in whatever environment is depicted on the screen. And by donning the

gloves and goggles, they can "become" any animal and experience reality as a frog or a

lobster. They can be the "ball" in ball games, or watch the action from the right field
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bleachers, or from wherever they choose.

One informant says that his ideal 21st century school system will have "the best

technology available--whatever the army has, schools will have." And another says that

"technology will be as much a part of every classroom as the blackboard--no one will

give it a second thought."

The place of a national curriculum.

Five informants had an opinion on the place of a national curriculum in their ideal

21st century system of schooling. Three thought that a national curriculum was "O.K.,"

could "promote fast change," and that "we need greater centralization of what is taught."

One other informant thought that national curricula "might be pretty good documents to

use as a general guideline." And one informant does not want a national curriculum as a

part of his ideal system of 21st century education.

Assessment of outcomes.

Fourteen informants redesigned student assessment procedures for their 21st century

schools. Instead of a heavy reliance on standardized tests written in multiple choice or

fill-in-the-blank formant, these informants recommend tests that require student perfor-

mances. They want to test "the cohesion of knowledge, not particles of knowledge."

They want tests that require "real life activities," that ask the student to "perform a

certain set of complex tasks," to "complete a project," or "to read a newspaper." They

want "authentic assessments" that are "qualitative" in design and that ask students to

"demonstrate their learning." Some informants envision "portfolios" of student work

being used instead of test scores to evaluate student progress.

One informant stressed that he wanted "learning for understanding, not grades."

Another informant says test results will be used "diagnostically" and to "inform parents"

of student progress. "Continuous progress checks" are more valuable to one informant

than once a year standardized test scores," said one informant. And she wants "grades
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based on mastery not test-taking skills."

For one informant, assessments would be "celebrations of successes, not just

summative processes." And tests would be multisensory and could be accomplished

with "paper and pencil, tape recorder, or through performances."

For two informants, assessment procedures will include'finding out "how kids do

after they leave school--on the job, in college, in their interpersonal lives." One infor-

mant preferred assessing "content mastery of individual objectives."

Images of a Probable 21st Century Educational System

A Portrait of the Future

Changes that might occur.

Two informants think that "the education system will get better" and "student perfor-

mance will improve." And they think education will "continue to grow and change."

One informant said that the "crisis is so severe that the message is getting out and we may

see some changes."

Will schools be significantly changed, restructured, to accommodate 21st century

society? Two informants thought some schools would be drastically restructured. One

informant thinks that at least "in middle class areas restructuring will probably occur."

Another informant predicts that ten percent of American schools might restructure. One

informant is "guardedly optimistic," and he sees things "moving in the right direction" to

support his vision of a 21st century free market choice system of education.

Another informant is hopeful that the centerpiece of his vision will materialize. He

wants to see a total democratization of school governance and says that "these are excit-

ing times." He is hopeful that his model will be adopted as "part of the larger democratic

movement going on in the world." "On a good day," one informant predicts that schools

in the 21st century will be "places that really succeed with all kids."
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Some said that educational reform will consist of a lot of "tinkering but not a lot of

significant changes." How will that "tinkering" change what happens in schools? Ac-

cording to one informant, there will be more "focus on how to lead and manage large

school districts" and that may improve the system of governance in large school districts.

Another foresees the continuation of site-based school governance. And one informant

thinks that shared decision making and the creation of collaborative work environments

"will happen."

In the 21st century, "schools will remain largely government funded, but we'll

develop a better funding system," predicts one informant. Another says "local funding of

education will disappear."

The curriculum will teach "more fundamentals" and instruction will include "more

experiential activities," says another informant who also thinks students will increasingly

be involved in "job co-ops" as part of their school experience. To another informant, 21st

century curriculum will include "more thinking skills" and math will be taught "using

math manipulatives."

Two informants predict that parents will be given a choice of schools, but only

within public school districts." Another says the "push for open, free market choice will

continue, but it won't have the impact proponents believe it will have." And although one

informant foresees "more school report cards," he thinks the 21st century public will not

know what to do with the information.

What won't change.

The majority of the informants did not think their idealized vision could be realized

by the 21st century. One predicts "a lot of school visions will explode and die." And

many said that they did not foresee "any dramatic changes." According to one informant,

"Schools in rural areas will be exactly the same--they will not change." And one infor-

mant predicts there will be "no change, if we are talking about restructuring at the very
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basic classroom level." Instead, "there will be lots of lip service, but not a lot of

enablement" of educational reform.

Three informants said "we can't possible achieve President Bush's goals" by the year

2000." One states "there simply isn't enough time."

Four informants do not foresee an open, free market system of educational choice

becoming part of the 21st century educational system, although three informants do

predict parents will be offered choices among public schools. "There will be no rapid fire

spread of choice," says one. Another predicts "an increase in private schools," but "free

market choice won't happen."

One informant is afraid site-based management of schools and efforts to empower

teachers will not continue because his experience with the educational system tells him

that most innovations "last about three years."

Two informants thinks the public will continue to solve educational problems through

litigation. One thinks that there will be an "increasing involvement of the courts with

educational funding," and another predicts that minority students and students with

special needs will continue to need the power of the courts to get what they need from

schools. Because many educational matters will be settled in the courtroom, one infor-

mant predicts that "nothing will change for a long time."

Five informants thought that education would be in a worse state in the 21st century

than it is now. One predicts that the country's leadership will "retreat" from the problem

because they will have to be concerned with the AIDs epidemic. Another informant is

not optimistic because he sees "more top-down mandates" and says the "system is not

being reformed." Another informant thinks our drop-out problem will become worse,

and another predicts that there will be no funding available to replace school buildings

that are in very poor shape.

Six informants painted a dismal picture of educational funding in the 21st century.
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"Schools trying to carry out their vision will face hard economic realities in the 21st

century," said one informant. "There will be little money for education--it will have to be

spent on the AIDs crisis," said another. This lack of funds means state of the art technol-

ogy "won't be used in most schools." Another predicts "states won't be volunteering any

additional funding." And one informant simply thinks the country just "won't spend the

money needed to improve education."

Why Visions Will Die: Barriers to Significant School Reform

Old Images and Historical Inertia

"The norm of the one room school house is so strong." "Parents are real eager for

schools to improve--they just don't want them to change." Fourteen of the informants

found the most serious barrier to school restructuring to be memories of childhood school

experience.

"People want schools to be a little bit better, but they want them to look like they

have always looked." "We all went to school and we know what it's supposed to be like."

Teachers have difficulty changing practice because of a strong attachment to childhood

images of teachers, and the public has difficulty accepting any change that significantly

alters the appearance of schools as they knew them.

"This is the kind of education I got, therefore, it will be fine for my kids." "There is

this historical inertia--this is the way I did it." Informants think the power of the known,

the tendency to habituate patterns of thinking and behaving seriously obstructs school

restructuring. One informant says a "fraternity mentality" helps to perpetuate ineffective

educational practices:

You go through hell week and you get in, and then you look at the next group of
people coming in and you say, 'Why should it be any different for them--it worked
for me.' I think we all tend to get mired down in this way. It worked in the past, so
it continues to work. The reality is that it really didn't work in the past. We kind of
worked our way through it in the past, but it didn't work--it certainly didn't work for
everybody.
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"We have created this system and it's like concrete." "It is always hard to change the

existing way of doing business, particularly if you need to shift responsibilities." "Tradi-

tion" impedes progress, according to these informants. And one informant is convinced

that "only when the dead weight of how we do it now is off our shoulders can we restruc-

ture the processes of what we now call school." "We must think about breaking molds,"

says one informant, "because we are completely constrained by the existing structures."

Insufficient Funding

Eleven informants mentioned a lack of funding as a serious barrier to school restruc-

turing. One informant labeled it "the number one barrier." "Contrary to the desire of

conservatives, reforms cost money and America has been cheap," comments another

informant. "Thanks to Bush and Reagan, there are less funds to feed kids who are com-

ing to school hungry," remarks another. "Tight finances," "inequitable funding formu-

las," and a "lack of funding for teacher education" squelch efforts to transform America's

schools.

Educators Inhibit Restructuring

Ten informants thought that educators stood in the way of educational reform. "Edu-

cators are interested in preserving their jobs," says one informant. Another complains

that there is "inertia" in education caused by a system that has made too many people too

"comfortable" and secure in their jobs.

One informant sees educators who are "fearful of change" and "insecure about their

ability to change." She thinks this fear prevents them from trying new practices in their

classrooms. Another informant sees too many teachers "who are not learners by inclina-

tion."

"The "training and capability of the staff" is deficient, according to one informant.

University training programs that do not teach innovative educational practices produce

teachers "that are not significantly different from the current batch of teachers," says
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another informant. "If the staff coming in is not different from the staff that is there, they

become bright new versions of the old staff," he explains.

One informant sees "teachers who went into education not as facilitators of other

peoples' growth but as a power base seeking a captive audience" as a serious barrier to

implementing many of the reform recommendations. Two informants sees educator

"ego" as blocking educational reform; they blame educators who can not say "I don't

know."

Another informant thinks educators "doubt they'll be given the power to make

changes, so they don't try." And she thinks this can act as an excuse that makes educators

comfortable with avoiding the stress of change.

Home Town Schools are O.K.

"Most people have not been convinced that there is a need to change schools." "The

vast majority of Americans don't get it. They are satisfied with schools as they are."

"People think education is terrible--except in my home town." Six informants said the

reason school restructuring will not happen is because most Americans are not convinced

it is needed.

The public is not convinced that the reform of education is "a worthwhile invest-

ment," according to one informant. She thinks the public believes that educators will

"waste" extra funding. Another informant says some Americans are convinced there is a

"global" problem with education, but they do not relate that to their own neighborhood

schools. He says this is a major barrier to achieving the educational reform agenda.

Because the public has not personalized educational problems, "we have waited too

long" to make changes and the problems have become huge and complex. And this

informant thinks the American public's "complacency" continues to obstruct significant

change. There is a "lack of commitment to change," so "people don't want to put money

into schools." One informant says this lack of a strong belief in the need to change
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schools stalls reform: "The moment you get a budget cut, they will go back to the same

old thing." Another informant says because the public lacks a sense of urgency, they

create "committees rather than commitment to change," and they "don't want to be both-

ered" with the hard work connected with reform.

The Problems of Public Education: Messy, Complex, and Overwhelming

Seven informants describe the task of educational restructuring as "overwhelming,"

"messy," and "complicated." The "sheer magnitude of the problem" is seen as a barrier.

Because restructuring schools is "perceived as an overwhelming task," educators do not

believe that their visions of better schools are attainable, says one informant.

The enormity of the task causes a "grid lock" and "no one knows how to move or how

to get started." Because the problems are so complex, "we lack a systemic view and we

are only able to focus on one thing at a time."

One informant says, "It's hard to keep the energy flowing when you feel you can only

make a small dent." And reforms "take so long" and require "so much energy" that

important "political support doesn't last." One informant says restructuring schools

requires individuals who are comfortable with the ambiguity and messiness of trying new

practices. And he thinks that "Most people don't like ambiguity."

Power, Bureaucracy, and Entrenchment

"Administrators who sit at the top of the hierarchy are frightened of moving off."

"People don't want to give up power." "Power is not surrendered voluntarily." "The

more you centralize, the more you bureaucratize, and the more you screw things up."

Eight informants point to America's entrenched educational bureaucracy as a serious

barrier to the restructuring of schools. They think dministrators and other bureaucrats are

"comfortable" in their jobs, and that they are reluctant to give up their power and status.

No One Understands the Change Process

Seven informants think school restructuring is aborted because no one really under-
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stands the complicated process of change. One informant bluntly states: "We don't know

how change happens, we don't know how to penetrate bureaucracies." Another thinks

even most educators "don't understand how the system works."

And the American public has an expectation that the problems of schools, like other

aspects of modern life, can be quickly transformed. They do not understand that the

"basic nature of schools is to resist change." People expect "rapid changes." They want

"instant" changes and the changes they want are in student achievement scores. Educa-

tors and taxpayers "lack the patience" necessary to see reforms instituitonalized, says one

informant. "We don't stick with things long enough to really understand the implications

of what we are doing," says another.

A Lack of Leadership

Five informants think a lack of leadership has been a barrier to reform. They point to

a "lack of visionary principals," and instead see "principals hired to do maintenance tasks

and keep the lid on." Administrators do not have "long range visions with clear out-

comes," says one informant, "and they are more comfortable talking about process rather

than outcomes."

One informant sees a lack of "administrative skill" as a deterrent to reform. Another

says that most leaders are working with an "unclear research base" and so "they don't

really know what to do - what best practice is." "Leaders don't push hard enough to make

schools more competitive," says one informant.

Public Relations and Posturing Drives Reform

"Politics" and "politicizing the concept of restructuring" is what obstructs change,

according to six informants. "School boards are highly politicized" and instead of com-

mitment to real issues, many school board members are "committed to their own careers."

Politicians "posture rather than seriously work" at reform says another informant. One

informant says the problem is that education has become a public relations business: "If
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it can't be presented to the public, then it is not an important thing to do."

A Distrust of Educators

The public's distrust of teachers and educators' distrust of each other act as barriers to

school reform. According to two informants, the American public believes that teachers

won't improve unless "we are riding herd and punishing." They think "we need to get

teachers because they are incompetent." This negative attitude does not build the com-

mitment and positive energy necessary "to do the hard work of change," says one infor-

mant.

Inside the system, efforts to create a collegial atmosphere are thwarted because

educators do not trust each other. Informants say that teachers "are fearful and tense" and

don't trust school district administration. Teachers "fear reprisals from peers" if they

work too hard or are too good, notes one informant.

A Failure to Involve Parents

One of the reasons educators have failed to get support for reform efforts is that "they

have failed to involve parents," thinks one informant. Another says educators think "it's

scary to involve parents, so they don't." And because parents "lack ties to their schools"

they do not come to their defense and they do not support educators in their efforts to

reform.

Special Interest Groups Thwart Change

One informant implicates teacher associations and unions and labels them barriers to

school reform. According to him, they are more interested in "protecting their member-

ship" than promoting quality education and he says unions create "pressure for the status

quo" because the current system lacks an accountability component and is more comfort-

able for the membership. Another informant says that associations and unions "make it

difficult to get rid of incompetent teachers."

Americans Don't Value Education
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One informant says we are "still fighting our pioneer heritage" that says "you don't

need book learning to succeed." Another informant notes that "Americans don't value

education like the Japanese."

Summary

In the first section of Chapter Four, the results of intra-person data comparisons were

reported. Profiles of twenty-nine visions of an ideal 21st century system of education

created by prominent educational theorists and practitioners were first presented. This

was followed by a presentation of each informant's vision of a probable 21st century

education scenario and the barriers each identified as potentially preventing that personal

vision from materializing.

In the second part of Chapter Four the results of the inter-person data comparisons

were reported. First, using the informants' responses a composite picture of their ideal

21st century system of education was presented. Next, the 21st century educational

system they collectively thought probably would materialize was described. Finally, a

composite image of the barriers they identified as thwarting the realization of educational

reform and restructuring was presented.



CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this study was to describe and analyze visions of 21st

century American education articulated by individuals involved with current reform and

restructuring efforts. A second objective was to describe and analyze their feelings and

thoughts as they constructed an image representing the most likely educational scenario

in the 21st century and as they explained the barriers they thought would prevent the

realization of their idealized vision. A third objective was to extend the data and infer

implications for current school reform and restructuring activities.

Five research questions addressed various facets of the informants' visions of an ideal

21st century system of schooling. Informants were asked to create beliefs and values to

define their ideal school, a system of school governance, a portrait of their ideal school's

culture, and an image of their ideal program of curriculum and instruction. A sixth

research question asked informants to predict the actual form of 21st century American

education and to speculate on the baffiers they thought would prevent their ideal school

system from becoming a reality.

This study used qualitative data collection and analysis procedures using an open-

ended, focused, in-depth interview instrument (Brandt, 1972; Stake, 1978; Bogdan and

Biklen, 1982). Two open-ended questions focused the interview. Informants were first

asked, "If you could create an ideal system of schooling for the 21st century, based on

what you think should happen, what would it look like?"

Once the informants had finished creating their ideal system of schooling, they were

asked to respond to a second question, "Given your knowledge of the sociopolitical

279
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realities impacting on educational reform, which aspects of your vision of 21st century

schooling do you think will survive the rigors and practicalities of change, which compo-

nents will become casualties of these constraints and why?"

Twenty-nine interviews were completed with informants representing a broad spec-

trum of educational leadership. Qualitative data collection procedures included collec-

tion and transcription of the interview data, the.writing of field notes, and collection of

written documents.

Data analysis was an iterative, on-going process throughout the research. Coding

categories were listed as they emerged from the data. This process of iterative data

analysis resulted in the creation of two sets of matrices. The first set of fifty-eight matri-

ces represented the themes and categories that emerged from an intra-data review of each

informant's vision of 21st century schooling. Two matrices were created for each infor-

mant. The first matrix displayed the categories and themes of each informant's ideal

system of schooling. The second matrix displayed the categories and themes that

emerged as the informants predicted what they thought 21st century schooling would

look like and the barriers that would prevent the vision from being realized.

The second set of nine matrices summarized the responses of all twenty-nine infor-

mants to each of the research questions. These matrices depicted the themes and catego-

ries that emerged from inter-person data comparisons.

This examination of the informants' visions of 21st century schooling revealed themes

that were common to all visions. This chapter will discuss these themes and is divided

into two sections.

The first section presents a composite vision of the ideal educational system of 21st

century with a focus on five themes that emerged from the iterative data analysis:

1. Relationships: A Caring Community of Learners

2. Democracy in Action
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3. Conserving and Developing Human Resources

4. Problem Solving

5. Flexibility.

The second section begins by presenting a composite prediction of what 21st century

schools will actually look like, based on the collective thoughts of the informants. The

discussion then focuses on how the reform and restructuring barriers identified by the

informants relate to current efforts to reform and restructure schools. Five themes repre-

senting the obstacles to school reform emerged from the data analysis and each is dis-

cussed separately. Finally, suggestions for future research that follow from this study are

presented.

A Vision of an Ideal System of Schooling in the 21st Century

Twenty-nine prominent educational theorists and educators painted portraits of the

schools that they think will ideally meet the needs of 21st century America. They have

drawn the end product of school restructuring. They have pictured for us what schools

should look like after enduring restructuring and reform.

Their sketches of ideal teachers, administrators, environments, and curriculum collec-

tively create a vision that can provide direction for current school reform efforts. What

current reform and restructuring activities support these visions? Do some reform and

restructuring efforts inadvertently stifle these changes? Are there other reform and

restructuring activities that need to be initiated? This discussion begins with a glimpse

into the ideal schools of the 21st century created by the informants. Five recurrent

themes are presented.

Relationships: A Caring Community Of Learners

In one significant way the ideal schools of the 21st century envisioned by the infor-

mants will be different from 20th century schools. People in these schools will form
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deep, personal relationships with each other, rather than the business relationships typi-

cally formed among faculty. There will be "a districtwide feeling of belonging."

A Less Efficient, Less Formal School Culture

Walk in the door of this ideal 21st century school, and you will feel the difference.

The atmosphere will feel "less efficient, less formal, more human." You might think you

had entered a home rather than a school because this school "will look like a family of

caring adults who establish uncle and aunty relationships with the children."

People will "bond with each other." They will feel responsible for each other and

they will care deeply about each other. Principals will care about the personal and pro-

fessional well-being of teachers. Teachers will know and care about each of their stu-

dents. And students will care about each other.

What kind of school structures will create and support this kind of culture? These

relationships will be supported by large and small changes in everyday school activities.

Opportunities to talk with colleagues and to attend workshops and conferences will

replace the isolated teacher existence experienced by most teachers. School councils,

decision-making teams, and peer coaching and mentoring alliances will create a "spirit of

collegiality and collaboration." New teachers will serve internships and be supported as

they learn their teaching craft. They will feel surrounded by valued colleagues and

friends.

New Administrative Roles

The "autocratic" principal of the 20th century is replaced with a "facilitator" or

"director" whose primary function is to make sure that resources exist so that teachers can

do their job well. These new administrators will meet with teachers not to criticize or to

evaluate, but to understand and to assist them in becoming the best educator they can be.

Teacher evaluations will be transformed into a welcomed opportunity to sit down

with a colleague and discuss professional issues. Teacher evaluation checklists will be
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replaced with teacher portfolios that give teachers an opportunity to display their best

work. Celebrations and rewards will be a large part of the evaluation process.

Valuing and Nurturing Students

How will students experience this change in school culture? Children will feel close

to their teachers and will "experience teachers enjoying them and enjoying being with

them." Teachers will be involved with kids both educationally and personally and "they

will value their relationship with the kids."

Every student in this 21st century school will feel nurtured and listened to, nourished

and cared for by everyone on the school faculty. Students will see school as a place to

find help for themselves and their families. If they do not have enough to eat or a place

to sleep, they will go to their school for help. If chemical or physical abuse threatens

their well-being, they will come to their school for assistance.

A Classroom Climate of Caring

The ideal teacher of the 21st century is a person who is able to relate well to students.

In this ideal school, being a content expert is not good enough-- "teachers need to be good

at relating." Teachers must be knowledgeable about people and not just subjects and they

must have counseling and social work skills. Humor, openness, and energy are the

instructional tools these teachers will use to build relationships with everyone. Students

will see their teachers as allies, as friends who are there to ensure their success. Teachers

will create a "climate of caring" and will "have the childrens' best interests at heart."

Cooperative learning strategies will forge the learning of cognitive and affective

competencies as all members of this school community "struggle collectively to do

better." Faculty will join students in the learning process. They will work together,

design together, plan together. Learning will be fun because kids know "that there are

adventures ahead and that they are going to grow." Students will come to school because
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they want to, not because they have to.

Conflicts and Fair Play

All members of this ideal school community will trust each other. Everyone will trust

that the inevitable daily conflicts in school life will be routinely handled with fairness and

good will. Teachers will be "angerless" and want to nurture, not punish. They will seek

understanding and not blame. In this school, there will be a palpable sense of "decency

and fair play." Children and adults won't feel defensive because they'll know that conflict

"is not the end of the world."

Democracy in Action

Throughout the interviews, the informants called for increasing the daily practice of

democratic principles by all members of the ideal 21st century school community. Many

voices spoke of reorganizing education to promote greater personal autonomy for both

educators and students and to ensure the well-being of minority members.

Choices Within the Public School System

According to the informants, Americans living in the 21st century will continue to

believe that they have both moral and fiscal responsibilities to educate all citizens in the

concepts and skills necessary to live in a democratic society. They will believe that

schooling should remain a public, collective responsibility. They will seek a system of

schooling that models and teaches both democratic conflict resolution principles and anti-

majoritarian principles that protect minority citizens in a democratic society.

The informants would construct an educational system that offers parents a choice of

schools and programs within the public school arena to serve as an example of this

balance between majority rule and minority protection. Offering these choices to parents

and students will demonstrate the freedom to choose cherished by those living in a

democracy. Keeping those choices within the public school structure will model another
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important principle of democratic living--the protection of minority group interests. All

of the informants, except one, describe ideal schools that reject the privatization of

education because it "supports quality education for the few rather than for all citizens."

Flattened Governance Structures

Unlike present schools, the ideal school of the future would have a "flattened" gover-

nance structure. Gone would be the autocratic hierarchy of 20th century schools. In-

stead, a democratic process of decision making would appear. Teachers and administra-

tors in this ideal school will form collective visions of the school they want. And all

members of the school community will be empowered.

Loosely networked schools with pared down bureaucracies will operate using a

decentralized, school-based, decision-making model. Schools will form "networks not

hierarchies." Power will be shared. This ideal school culture will always offer choices to

faculty and to students.

Principals will act as one member of a leadership team and they "won't have veto

power." Instead, 21st century leaders will be challenged to sell important ideas to

faculty members. As "facilitator" and "director," this new 21st century school leader

will lose the traditional principal identity and become an instructional facilitator rather

than an instructional autocrat.

Because 21st century teachers will be highly trained, competent professionals, 21st

century schools will operate like hospitals. The school administrator, like the hospital

administrator, will assume responsibility for obtaining resources and managing the details

of school life. Teachers will make their own professional decisions. Because these ideal

collaborative leaders inspire trust, their faculty will entrust them with the mundane

everyday decisions of school life. Administrators will "seek to understand adults, not

control them."

Autonomous Teachers
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Teachers in this ideal school, as autonomous, well-prepared professionals, will not be

led by rules and regulations. Teachers will not beg for authority in these ideal schools

because they will believe they have a right to participate and to make decisions in demo-

cratic ways.

The principal and a few chosen teachers will not independently run the school. In-

stead, there will be a broad range of teacher decision makers. "Teaming" and "shared

decision making" will replace the more traditional hierarchy of teacher leaders in this

21st century school. Participatory democracy will prevail as the vehicle for solving

school problems. To encourage greater proportional representation of the constitutencies

of the school, school councils will include many more teachers.

In some ideal schools, there would not be departments chairs and, instead, all mem-

bers of the faculty will be involved in decision making, even though this is a time con-

suming process. The role of teacher will be filled by a variety of professionals, each

possessing different skills and levels of expertise. But all professionals working in the

school will be respected and will participate in decision making. Together, teachers will

define good teaching and decide what is valued in their school. Together, they will

redesign their school.

Teachers in this ideal 21st century school will be able to choose any research-based

instructional method they want, as long as all students are reaching their learning poten-

tial. However, there will be a strict accountability system in place, defined by each

school community. And teachers will remain accountable "to their student customers"

and to their parents.

Empowerment of Community Members and Parents

In this ideal school system, a mixture of parents, community members, principal,

teachers, and support staff will all affect important school outcomes. Parents of children

in this ideal 21st century school system will feel empowered because they will be asked
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to make meaningful decisions; they will have real and important roles to play in school

life.

To encourage this democratic participation, schools will actively seek parental in-

volvement. They will not be content only to involve a small slice of the school commu-

nity, but will seek broad parental representation. They will visit homes of parents who do

not usually come to school meetings, they will organize "town meetings" and they will

use multilingual newsletters to communicate with parents.

Parents, business people, teachers, and students will come together and jointly decide

the school's mission and they will be heavily involved in deciding its curriculum. Demo-

cratic ideals will guide their curriculum decisions. The curriculum will have a standard-

ized core, one that teaches democratic principles and prepares students for life in a demo-

cratic society. Because of their strong commitment to democratic governance, all deci-

sions made by the school community also will respect the rights of all members of the

school community and a rich, multicultural curriculum that reflects minority viewpoints

will be taught.

Empowerment of Students

The ideal 21st century teacher will believe that the empowerment of students is the

most important goal of education. Their classrooms will be living models of democracy,

and they will model democratic principles during all student-teacher interactions. All

classroom activities will be designed to teach and reinforce democratic life skills: coop-

eration and problem solving.

Children in these democratic classrooms will have more responsibility for their own

learning and more choices. Students will "all feel like they have influence and control

over their own destiny." When student behavior becomes a problem in this democratic

school environment, teachers will help kids understand that their behavior is something

they choose, and the goal of the encounter will be learning and empowerment, rather than
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punishment.

Conserving and Developing Human Resources

In the past, America "squandered its human resources" because they were plentiful.

The talents of handicapped individuals were underutilized and high school drop-outs

were ignored because sufficient labor remained to power the workforce.

In the 21st century, a reduced labor pool and an increased respect for the talents of all

people will cause the American community to rethink its approach to human resource

development. The business community will tell schools in the 21st century that they

"can't afford to waste students" and will emphasize that the country needs the strengths of

all of its citizens. Everyone will begin to recognize that "each child has something

terrific to offer."

Commiting Tax Dollars to Human Resource Development.

For perhaps the first time, the country will believe that human resources are our most

important resources, and they will be willing to commit both time and money to the

development of people resources. Americans will support spending for programs that

address a broad spectrum of child needs, and not just those directly related to instruction.

Schools will offer a variety of social services to students and to their families because

21st century taxpayers will recognize the connection between their economic health and

the total well-being of every learner.

Because the public will see education as critical to the country's economic well-being,

they also will support the placement in schools of every technological learning tool

available to business and to the military. Simulation devices, virtual reality, interactive

video, and student lap-top computers will become as common in classrooms as black-

boards and chalk. Students will carry computer discs instead of textbooks. Teachers will

use computer terminals at their desk to read student assignments, record student grades,

develop tests, and gain instant access to world-wide data bases. Researching any topic
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will be an easy, routine task for both teachers and students. Each student will also have a

computer at home to use for homework and for conversing with teachers nights and

weekends.

Valuing and Developing the Talents of All Children

The goal of all instruction in this ideal school will be to ensure that "all children are

successful evety day." Each teacher will demonstrate the belief that "given the right kind

of learning experience, all children can be successful." The school culture will nurture

each student's success and teachers will not be allowed to "waste children."

Because all children are valuable, diverse cultures and diverse learning styles will be

respected and accommodated. Teachers will believe that "just because a kid is different

doesn't mean he can't learn." They will be familiar with the unique home cultures of the

children they teach, and they will tailor their teaching to accommodate the cultural values

students bring to school. They will understand and meet the special needs of "at-risk"

students. To promote the self-esteem of minority and handicapped students, the school

faculty will include role models for the students--black children will see black teachers

and deaf children will have deaf teachers.

These ideal teachers also will take responsibility for eliminating boredom, and for

making each student feel good about learning. They will know how to engage all stu-

dents and make them feel excited about learning. To meet the learning needs of all

students, educators will value a variety of models of education and schools will not all

look the same. Every child will receive an enriched, accelerated, challenging curriculum

taught by appealing to the unique cognitive style of each student. No student will be

assigned to a "slower track" of classes and "pull-out programs" will be used judiciously

and only when research supports their use.

Valuing and Developing the Talents of All Educators

This commitment to human resource development will extend to all members of the
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school community. In the 21st century, teachers will "have to be much more than they

are now." Teacher training programs will be far more rigorous. Inadequate teacher

training programs will disappear and only university training programs accredited by an

independent, national body will exist. Education faculty will possess an understanding of

what teaching skills are needed by their local school districts because they will be re-

quired to spend time each year teaching students in the local school districts. Five year

teacher education programs that demand both pedagogical and subject matter competence

will be offered by universities working in partnership with school districts. And teacher

trainees will spend a sixth year completing a supervised practicum at the school site.

Ideal 21st century school districts will commit to a strong program of staff develop-

ment for all of their employees. Teachers will spend only a portion of their work week in

direct contact with students; much of it will be spent in training and development activi-

ties. Faculty will be given ample time to learn, to practice, to reflect, to converse and

study with peers, and to attend conferences. "One-shot" workshops will disappear and

training with long-term follow-up components will be the norm. New teachers will learn

their craft supported by mentors and coaches. Administrators also will receive continual

training and coaching. Everyone will be expected to continually grow and stretch, and

these 21st century schools will function as "learning societies," and "learning communi-

ties."

Nurturing the Very Old and the Very Young

In the 21st century, human resources of all ages will be considered precious. These

ideal future schools "will not be just for people under 18." Schools systems will believe

that their mission is to provide life-long learning opportunities to all citizens. They will

restructure so that they can "educate everybody for the rest of their lives." Quality day

care facilities and programs for the elderly will share space on the school campus. En-

riching after-school programs and summer programs will be organized by the ideal 21st
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century school. Schools will become the center of their community's educational life.

Problem Solving

All members of the ideal 21st century school community will be expected to be

reflective, expert problem solvers. Teachers and students will value inquiry and feel

comfortable with ambiguity and uncertainty. Teachers will not act as sole disseminators

of sacrosanct knowledge, and students will not.behave like empty receptacles that need

filling.

Teachers: Leaders and Creators

Rather than blindly following state and school district rules and regulations, faculties

of the future will be responsible for shaping their practices to respond to the unique needs

of their student body. They will be responsible for analyzing the needs and desires of

their community and inventing a school vision and mission that responds to them. They

then will be asked to design daily instructional practices that are uniquely suited to the

needs of their particular student constituency.

Teachers will be expected to construct an effective learning process for each student

they encounter. They will not be rewarded for memorizing and routinely applying a pat

set of pedagogical rules. Instead, they will receive solid training in the best educational

practices defined by educational research, and they will be trained to diagnose individual

learner needs. Armed with that knowledge, they will be expected to act as "teacher

researchers" who construct unique educational plans for each student, actively test and

evaluate the results of their plan, and modify its structure when student success is not

forthcoming.

Learning Through Problem Solving

Lively, interactive, disputatious encounters will characterize the learning process.

Discrete subjects rarely will be taught; instead, instruction will be woven together the-

matically to encourage holistic understandings. Although a core of learning skills will be
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taught, these skills will be applied continuously to understanding and solving problems

that are real to the students and to their community.

Rote memorization will be deemphasized, and instead students will be expected to

synthesize information and then use it to solve problems and make decisions. Students

will be taught to use the scientific method of investigation to study community problems.

Students will learn processes rather than specifics and all learning activities will be

designed to encourage intellectual exploration and creation. Students will be invited to

explore existing knowledge so they can create new knowledge and new understandings.

Assessment tools also will be constructed by teachers and students who will consider

how to best evaluate whether they have satisfactorily achieved their learning goals.

Educational Flexibility

New technologies and scientific break-throughs will cause a constant reshaping of the

21st century marketplace, and the ideal 21st century school system will be capable of

rapidly reinventing itself to accommodate this continuously changing 21st century world.

Educational institutions and structures will be malleable and constructed in a way that

allows them to be easily and quickly reorganized and rebuilt.

Rewarding Flexibility

School cultures will reward and value change agents who can easily invent and apply

new paradigms. Risk-taking will be supported and rewarded; mistakes will be expected

as a natural by-product of experimentation.

Teachers and administrators will expect change. They will view change as inevitable

and they will take charge of how innovations are selected and blended into existing

practices. Rather than feeling threatened by new leanings, school faculties will have

developed processes for minimizing the stress that accompanies alterations in daily

practices.

Malleable Curriculum
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Curriculum design processes and documents will be structured in a way that allows

easy incorporation of new knowledge. There will be few state regulations pertaining to

curriculum and instruction; individual schools will be able to modify their practices

efficiently. Curriculum offerings will be developmentally appropriate and both the

sequence and content will not be rigidly applied to all students. In quality 21st century

schools it will be acceptable for both students and teachers to delete or add instructional

objectives or alter the order of their presentation in order to enhance mastery.

Instructional Variety

Like an experienced traveler, teachers will know many different routes to each learn-

ing destination. Teachers will look to each student's unique needs to determine which

route is best. They will consider different cognitive styles and modality preferences.

They will design activities that appeal to both left and right brain learners. They will also

vary the pace at which they drive students toward the learning objectives.

Standing in front of the room lecturing to a group of students who are sitting quietly

in rows of desks will represent only one model of teaching, and this model will occur

infrequently in quality 21st century schools. Instead, every day some students will

receive instruction in small groups, others in one-to-one conversation with the teacher.

Some students will learn alone, some will interact with a computer terminal, and still

others will learn at home.

Hundreds of Images of Schooling

The word "school" will evoke a variety of images in the 21st century. School might

refer to the traditional "little red schoolhouse," but it also will denote a store front, a

shopping mall, an office building, or a building filled with lounge-like rooms and offices-

-all alternative paradigms for "school" invented by the informants.

Citizens of the 21st century will recognize the limited usefulness of the image of

schooling that they remember from their childhood. They will let go of the notion that
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learning must be a somber, punitive process. Instead, they will expect to see teachers and

students laughing and talking as they learn.

Parents and educators will easily accept the many new versions of 21st century

schooling and will support innovative educational practices. Parents will feel comfort-

able when their children are schooled outside the classroom walls. They will see the

academic value of community activities. They. will feel comfortable with homework

assignments that involve the students in thinking about problems rather than practicing

rote skills.

Teachers will feel no need to adopt the teacher behaviors they have internalized from

their own educational experiences. Instead, they will invent new teacher roles that

support higher levels of learning for all students

A Vision of Schooling as It Probably Will Be In the 21st Century

Optimism was absent when most informants discussed the likelihood of their

envisioned ideal school becoming a reality in the 21st century. Only one informant was
"?guardedly optimistic" that a significant piece of his ideal system of schooling would

mark 21st century schooling. John Chubb thinks it is likely that a system of free market

choice will be a part of the American educational future.

Instead, a few informants think that only bits and pieces of their dreams might survive

to become part of 21st century schooling. Carl Glickman feels that schools will be more

democratic workplaces. Stephanie Hirsh thinks site-based decision-making models of

school governance will persist. Pam Robbins sees relationships among school faculty

becoming increasingly collegial and collaborative. Sybil Yastrow thinks that public

schools will allow parents to choose among schools and programs. Arthur Wise thinks

local funding of education will be replaced by more equitable state funding formulas.

Several informants predict that at least rich suburban schools will have a chance of
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producing the radical changes necessary to create competent 21st century citizens.

Some informants were unsure of the outcomes current restructuring efforts would

produce. "On a good day" Ann Lieberman thinks that schools will become places that

succeed with all kids, and "on a bad day" she thinks that there will be a lot of "lip service

but not a lot of enablement" and that the American education system will continue to fail

a large number of children.

According to Arthur Wise, "most reform is a lot of wishful thinking" and his pessi-

mistic sentiments were echoed by a majority of the informants. A. Harry Passow predicts

"no dramatic changes." Ron Brandt says the crisis is so severe that "the message is

getting out" and this will cause some changes. But he does not think President Bush's

educational goals will be achieved by the year 2000 and he thinks many schools will

remain unchanged and some will even be "a little bit worse." Lynn Olsen also does not

think President Bush's goals can be realized by the year 2000.

Martin Brooks does not believe schools will rise to the challenges of 21st century

society, and he points to the increase in top-down mandates as an indication that the

educational system is not being restructured. Blair Rudes thinks there will be more

school report cards, more statistics on school performance, but little understanding of

their purpose. He expects "things will get worse not better." He also says Americans

will "continue to be socially irresponsible" and that means they will refuse to fund educa-

tional initiatives. Dennis Sparks predicts that, except in middle class areas, school re-

structuring probably won't occur. And Henrietta Schwarz anticipates no school restruc-

turing, "if we're talking about basic changes at the classroom level." Most informants

reluctantly predicted that the current system of education probably would be re-formed,

but not significantly restructured, for use in the 21st century.

BaTiers to School Reform
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Why did informants like Mortimer Mondale predict that their visions of ideal 21st

century schools would "explode and die?" The informants had no difficulty conceptual-

izing and sharing barriers that would stifle change. They mentioned twenty-eight ob-

stacles that would prevent America from creating a world class educational system in the

21st century. What follows is a description of these barriers and the implications they

have for current school reform efforts.

Not Enough Dollars

Many informants agreed that although increased educational funding was not suffi-

cient to ensure the restructuring of America's schools, it was a necessary precondition.

Of the twenty-nine informants, eight see a lack of funding as a very serious obstacle to

creating a world class American school system. "Contrary to conservative rhetoric," says

Blair Rudes, "school reforms cost money and Americans have been cheap."

Marilee Rist spoke for the school superintendents who respond yearly to a poll con-

ducted by the American School Board Journal. Each year they rank lack of sufficient

funding as the number one reason they can not initiate school improvement efforts.

Rist also says that schools trying to carry out their visions will face hard economic

realities. Yet President Bush and Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander believe that

schools can be restructured without increasing the funds spent on education. What

components of the informants' visions of ideal schools can proceed without additional

funding, and which require an increased investment of dollars?

Unavailable Technologies

Without an increase in educational funding, Sybil Yastrow can not see how 21st

century schools will be able to afford expensive technologies. Computers for every

teacher and child, interactive video capabilities, simulation devices and access to world-

wide data bases all cost money. Continually up-dating computer hardware and software

is costly. Unless districts receive additional state funds, most schools will be forced to
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operate with insufficient or out-moded hardware. If, as Dennis Sparks proposes, all 21st

century schools have the same level of technological support as the military, American

educational spending will have to match defense spending.

Crumbling. Out-Moded School Buildings

Unless cash comes with restructuring plans, Blair Rudes predicts that crumbling, out-

dated school buildings will not be replaced with structures that compliment a more

collegial, collaborative school environment. Providing teachers with offices and personal

telephones, hooking up video systems that allow teacher trainees to watch live teaching

episodes, and furnishing learning lounges where students and teachers can comfortably

discuss problems can not happen without increases in funding.

Old school buildings also can not efficiently accommodate the electrical needs of

modern science and language labs, offices, and libraries. Will 21st century urban stu-

dents believe that America values education when they see their worn old schools stand-

ing next to glistening new shopping malls and opulent office buildings?

Developing Faculty Without Dollars

Operationalizing staff development and training programs that really impact on daily

classroom behavior requires more money. Although teachers can be creatively shuffled

around to cover classes while other teachers are acting as mentors or coaches, to create

the "learning societies" envisioned by the informants will require additional resources.

Harry Passow wants his ideal 21st century teachers to spend at least 20% of their work

week engaged in growth and planning activities. To free teachers from classroom duties,

additional teachers or teacher aides will need to be hired.

Up-grading and professionalizing training and development activities also is part of

the informants' 21st century vision of an ideal school system. Few classroom teachers

now attend conferences. Budgets for conference and workshop travel will have to in-

crease.
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Faculty in-district training activities are often conducted after the work day in school

cafeterias where adults sit at tables meant for tiny children. If quality performance is

expected from teachers during workshops, environmental cues will need to support this

expectation. Training activities will need to be held during the work day in environments

that are similiar to industrial training sites. Sophisticated snacks should replace school

cafeteria cookies. Comfortable adult-sized chairs should replace student furniture.

Video, audio, and other media supports should be available during the training. This will

require school districts to invest a much larger portion of their school budget in training

activities.

Hungry Children, Hopeless Families

If schools are to become the caring, nurturing places that the informants want them to

be, an expanded array of social services must be available to students at the school site.

Yet, "thanks to Bush and Reagan," says A. Harry Passow, "more kids are coming to

school hungry and schools have less money to feed them." Communities can reorganize

existing support service structures to make them more available to school personnel;

social service agencies can set up offices on school campuses. But existing social service

and support programs are woefully underfunded and they are failing to meet the needs of

poor students and their families. Reorganization will not solve this problem. More

money will.

Headstart programs are only reaching 25 percent of the eligible students (Howe,

1991). If schools are to nurture each child's total well-being, resources must be extended

to reach all eligible children. Free lunch and free breakfast programs need to be ex-

panded so that every child who comes to school hungry is fed.

Other school services need to be strengthened and integrated into the total educational

package offered to children if the ideal schools envisioned by the informants are to

materialize. The number of social workers available to investigate child abuse reports
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needs to increase. Many more counselors are needed to work with families in which

physical or substance abuse has become a problem. Because the ideal 21st century

educational system created by many of the informants makes schools responsible for

learners of all ages, quality day care services for infants and educationally sound pre-

schools must be available to all children who need them.

Getting More Funding for Schools

The images of ideal 21st century schools created by the informants are clear. What is

not clear is how they can be achieved without a fiscal commitment from the American

people. If the visions of ideal schools created by the informants are to be realized, new

sources of revenue for education will have to be found. How can this be accomplished?

First, taxpayers must be convinced that schools do not waste money. This will

involve bringing parents and members of the corporate community into the schools

during the work day. Letting them see the complexity of education, letting them experi-

ence the frustrations of working without sufficient resources may be one step towards

building taxpayer support for increased revenues for education.

Positive public relations campaigns must be funded by schools to counter the negative

images of schooling that many Americans now hold. Investments in the services of

professional public relation personnel capable of producing highly effective television

and radio commercials may pay off in increased support for tax increases and bond

issues.

Second, educators, particularly administrators, must be trained to seek fiscal support

from private sources. University school administrator training programs must include a

course on grant writing. Central office employees must obtain and distribute information

about private funding sources and they must provide quality grant writing support to

school personnel. Specific personnel in every school district should be given grant

writing and support responsibilities.
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Third, school-business partnerships must be strengthened. School personnel must be

open to what the business community can offer them. Many corporations, like the

DuPont Corporation, can offer assistance in training efforts. Other corporations are

willing to donate equipment. Some may be able to donate space for specific educational

activities. Educators must build cooperative relationships with the business community.

Old Images

Most Americans carry around a vision of education in their memory that harks back

to their childhood. School means one stern teacher in front of the room and rows of

desks that contain quiet, well-disciplined children who endure instruction for long peri-

ods. As Marilee Rist says, "we all know what schools are supposed to be like." To most

Americans, the one room schoolhouse provides a powerful picture of schooling as it

should be. And this image, says Ann Lieberman, is set in concrete.

Measuring New Ideas Against Old Memories.

This image comes into play whenever changes are proposed in school practice and

routines. Parents remember this type of school fondly and credit it with having done an

effective job of educating them. They assume that this model can still do the same good

job of educating their children. Even though, as Martin Brooks points out, all parents did

not receive an excellent education under this model, parents create rose-colored memo-

ries and believe they did. So when educators begin grouping children differently or using

portfolio assessments instead of grades, parents unconsciously measure the worth of the

changes with how much it departs from their childhood image of schooling.

Historical Inertia

Ron Brant says parents want their schools to be a little bit better, but only if they can

look pretty much like they have always looked. As a school administrator, Bob Wells

remembers parents who were very eager to see their schools improve--as long as they did

not change too much. These memories of schooling, says Martin Brooks, causes "histori-
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cal inertia." People resist anything that takes them too far away from the picture of

schooling they remember.

Educators also carry these memories of school around with them. They tend to teach

like they were taught, behave the way they remember good teachers behaving. Teaching

traditions, like not smiling before Christmas, keeping students quiet during lunch, and

having students march through the halls in quiet lines, are remarkably persistant.

Educators seem to support unconsciously structures that are congruent with their

memories. Marla Ucelli thinks education is "completely constrained by the existing

structures," and Mortimer Mondale predicts that we will not be able to significantly

restructure schools "until the dead weight of the past, how we have always done things, is

off our shoulders."

Breaking the Hold of Childhood Memories

How do we decrease resistance to redefining school, to making it different from the

factory model that is remembered and cherished? If people can be convinced by advertis-

ing agencies on Madison Avenue to buy "pet rocks" and to follow the latest fashion fads,

even when they are uncomfortable and ridiculously expensive, surely they can be con-

vinced to buy a new model of schooling.

A national ad campaign is needed that centers on debunking the usefulness of the

factory model of schooling. Norman Rockwell photos of schoolrooms need to appear

with a huge "X" across them. Photos of old schoolrooms and old practices need to be

paired with bloomers and "Victrolas" and Model Ts.

Through carefully planned ad campaigns, the public must be convinced that these

models of schooling can be affectionately remembered, but they must not be tolerated in

a modem public school. Instead, state of the art images of education must be paired with

objects representing modern culture. The public needs to see images of restructured

education: groups of children noisily and happily engaged in a cooperative learning
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project facilitated by a smiling teacher; images of busy, messy classrooms with comput-

ers and video being used as part of independent learning activities; students doing re-

search in the community. And they need to associate these images with other items that

are congruent with the current time period, modern hospital operating rooms, for ex-

ample.

To eradicate the resistance created by these old images of schooling, people must first

be taught to recognize them as antiques. Once they are convinced that these practices

belong to the educational past but not to an effective educational present, they can then be

educated to demand the inclusion of modern practices into their neighborhood school.

With an aggressive ad campaign, people can be taught to refuse antiquated models of

schooling, just like they have been taught to refuse antiquated medical treatment.

Educators as Obstacles

Many informants identified educators as a major obstacle to achieving significant

school reform. They identified both personal and professional characteristics of teachers

and administrators that prevented them from adopting major pieces of the current reform

agenda.

Seekers of Power and Control

Bob Wells sees school reform blocked by educators who "went into education not to

become facilitators of other people's growth, but as a power base seeking a captive

audience." Because they harbor a personal need to control their students and their class-

rooms, they are reluctant to incorporate instructional practices that empower students.

They find it difficult to let go of the autocratic teacher role and adopt a more facilitative

stance with their students.

Carl Glickman also sees administrators who have enjoyed their positions of power

and control and are reluctant to empower teachers because they fear losing that control.
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Administrators sitting at the top of the power hierarchy, according to Martin Brooks, do

not want to give up their authority and power. They resist site-based management mod-

els of school governance or democratic methods for determining school policy.

Facades of Competence

Carl Glickman sees many educators, especially administrators, that just can not say "I

don't know." They feel they are supposed to have all of the answers and maintain a

facade of competence that does not allow them to be open to new leanings. They are

hesitant to appear vulnerable, to make a mistake in front of their faculties. They fear

looking foolish. For this reason, they avoid putting themselves in any situation where

they are not totally comfortable and so they avoid participating in any new learning

activities.

Teachers Who Don't Love Kids

Eliot Wigginton was clear about how teachers should feel about their students: it is

not enough that teachers like their students; they must love them and value the relation-

ships they have with them. Creating relationships with students that were warm and

supportive was seen as a critical task of teachers. Yet many informants felt that the

greatest barrier to creating a nurturing, success-oriented school culture were teachers who

did not love kids, or did not love and value all kinds of kids.

They identified teachers who were content experts, but not kid experts. They did not

want to be bothered with the personal problems of their students and very narrowly

defined their job responsibilities. They talked of teachers who truly did not believe that

all children could learn and, instead, consciously and unconsciously ignored children of

certain races and ethnic groups, or handicapped students. They spoke of teachers who

approached student misbehavior with a need to become angry, to vent frustration, rather

than a desire to understand and help the student learn better ways of interacting.

An Addiction to Comfort
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Many educators are comfortable with the status quo because it is known. Tom

Albright sees these educators as being mainly concerned with preserving their jobs, rather

than becoming competent educators. This kind of educator is addicted to comfort and

both Ann Lieberman and Tod Kuchler says this comfort causes an inertia which obstructs

innovation.

Educational bureaucracies are difficult to penetrate because of the entrenchment of

these people in their jobs, says Ann Lieberman. Resisting change becomes a way of

maintaining power and authority and avoiding the discomfort of learning new ways of

behaving. John Chubb thinks that educational professional associations and unions

strengthen this resistance to change.

Comfort-driven teachers support mediocre standards of performance. If many of

these teachers work in the same building, Dennis Sparks says they will often cause

teachers who strive to be excellent to resign. Other teachers will give up quality teaching

practices because they fear reprisals from this group of teachers.

Dennis Sparks also believes that many educators are not learners by inclination; they

are not spontaneous developers of new ways of thinking and behaving. They are uncom-

fortable with the concept of life-long learning. They are comfortable with repeating time-

worn behavioral patterns and will only embrace new leanings when forced to.

Feelings of Powerlessness

Many educators believe they are powerless and can not effect changes in their school.

Carl Glickman and Rob Brandt both see many educators who are overwhelmed by the

enormity of the problems in education. This leads to inaction; no one knows where to

move or how to get started.

Stephanie Hirsh says some educators doubt that they will truly be empowered to

make important decisions and they do not believe their vision is attainable. So they use
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this as an excuse for not participating in innovative programs.

Visionless Leaders

Several informants, including Dennis Sparks, felt that educational leaders without

long-term visions, with clear outcomes, obstructed reform. They have encountered

administrators who were more comfortable talking about process rather than outcomes.

They know many administrators who see themselves as managers who think they have

been hired to "keep the lid on," rather than challenge their faculty with visions of excel-

lence. Inspiring, visionary principals are rare.

It is interesting to note that of the twenty-nine informants interviewed in this study,

only nine created visions of future schooling that were holistic, clear, ennobling, and

presented an operating paradigm of all aspects of 21st century schooling. The remaining

informants, all leaders in the school reform and restructuring, conceptualized ideal im-

ages of 21st century schooling that failed to conform to the definition of vision estab-

lished by Schlecty (1990), Renchler (1991), Behrens (1989), and Bennis and Nanus

(1985).

Educators Without Knowledge

Several informants think that poorly prepared teachers are responsible for the failure

of educational reform. Arthur Wise thinks many teachers, especially those who became

teachers through alternative certification programs, enter the classroom with insufficient

pedagogical knowledge.

Marla Ucelli says that the training and capabilities of faculty are not of the quality

needed to produce outstanding academic results in students. She notes that teachers often

receive disjointed staff development activities that lack follow-up components.

Making Educators Champions of Change

Can educators who resist change become champions of the change process? What

kinds of experiences can cause this transformation? To eliminate educators as obstacles
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to reform, current reform efforts must address the development of the teaching and

administrative faculty of schools.

High caliber training programs.

Teachers who are obstacles to school reform because of poor pedagogical skills need

retraining. School districts will have to increase their investment in staff development

and training programs. They also will have to make sure that all training activities are of

the highest caliber and contain plans for long-term support and follow-up. University

teacher training programs need to be longer and more rigorous. Alternative teacher

certification programs that scrimp on teacher training and supervision need to be

scrapped.

Personal growth through counseling.

University teacher training programs and school district staff development programs

need to address the personal growth issues of teachers and administrators. Educators

with a need to be in control, to always appear competent, and who feel powerless need

course work and counseling designed to remove these constraining structures from their

behavioral repertoire. Mandatory courses in counseling psychology or mandatory coun-

seling for all teacher trainees could be a first step. Thereafter, school districts would take

responsibility for their faculty's continued mental health. They will need to offer work-

shops that target personal growth issues and they need to make counselors available to

work with faculty as well as students.

Leadership training.

Existing school administrators need to be retrained to see themselves as leaders and

not managers. They need to receive training in vision building and be encouraged to

create grand dreams of better schools. University educational administration programs

need to devote coursework to developing vision-building skills. Administrators must

learn how to build a personal vision and help their faculty construct a collective vision of
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their ideal school.

Creating Learning Organizations.

Schools must become learning organizations, organizations that continuously nurture

all faculty toward high quality thinking. To achieve this, faculty will need training in

organizational growth and development.

First, they must be taught to see the similarities between organizational growth and

development and personal growth and development (Senge, 1990). Organizations, like

individuals, tend to blame outside forces for their reality; they generally respond to crises

instead of engaging in proactive planning; they have an inability to see and consider

multiple realities; they have a desire to be connected.

Second, administrators and teachers will need to develop systems thinking, a disci-

pline for seeing the structures that underlie complex situations and for seeing interrela-

tionships and patterns of change. They need to understand the interrelatedness of all

actions that occur in the school milieu and they need to understand the fallacies of sim-

plistic, linear cause and effect thinking (Senge, 1990).

Faculty must be taught to view school reform efforts from a systems perspective.

They must learn to slow down and to consider both short-term and long-term conse-

quences of a particular innovation. They must reflect on the set of consequences the

innovation will produce in its immediate environment, and the set of consequences it will

produce in other parts of the school community.

For example, when site-based management strategies are introduced, faculties in

learning organizations will consider both its short-term consequences (confusion over

new roles, exhiliration because of increased authority) and long-term consequences

(teacher fatigue, deepened commitment to school goals). They also will analyze the set

of consequences site-based management will produce in the immediate school environ-

ment (peer jealousy, self-serving decisions, enhanced feelings of collaboration and
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collegiality) and the set of consequence it will produce in the wider school community

(parental confusion over who is in charge, enhanced feelings of community ownership

leading to greater support for school goals).

Third, faculty in learning organizations will learn to recognize the many types of

covert structures that occur repeatedly in their school and the predictable outcomes they

cause. For example, as part of the their vision-building process, faculty in a school that is

a learning organization would be introduced to the cognitive and affective thinking

patterns that influence whether the vision will be realized. They will be taught to recog-

nize the creative tension that exists between current reality and the vision, and they will

learn to distinguish emotional tension from creative tension.

Emotional tension is anxiety caused by discouragement (Senge, 1990), and it causes

people to lower their vision and rationalize the abandonment of what is truly desired (i.e.,

"With this group of students, a 20 percent drop-out rate is fine; a 10 percent drop-out rate

was far too ambitious."). Creative tension transforms the way failure is viewed; failure is

seen as an opportunity for learning. It spurs analysis of strategies that didn't work as

expected, it calls into question the accuracy of the pictures that were formed to represent

the problem. Instead of abandoning the vision, people are energized to formulate new

tactics to use to make the vision a reality.

Faculty in learning organizations will subscribe to the belief that "structures of which

we are unaware hold us prisoner." They will strive to make covert cognitive and affec-

tive structures visible so they can choose to support or discard them.

Teacher termination.

If teachers are unable to work with and enjoy students even after having received

counseling support, if they are unable to support restructuring efforts, then school district

policies must permit and support their termination as employees.
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A Lack of Commitment to Changing Education

The Myth of the Perfect Neighborhood School

When asked if the American system of education is in trouble, most Americans

would answer "Yes." But if you ask the same group whether their neighborhood school

is in trouble, the same group would probably answer "No." Many informants said that

this attitude is a serious barrier to getting reforms started.

Americans think education is terrible, except in their home town, says Lynn Olsen.

Ron Brandt notes that the vast majority of Americans are satisfied with their schools as

they are and they do not see any need to change them. Gordon Cawelti says most Ameri-

cans have not been convinced that there is a need to change practice in schools. They

may hear statistics about the superior academic performance of European and Japanese

students, but they don't understand how that relates to what is happening in their child's

school. Americans simply can not detect problems on their hometown campuses and so

reform efforts do not generate community energy and commitment.

Posturing and Politics

A. Harry Passow and Mortimer Mondale both agree that reform efforts are hampered

because they have been politicized. Politicians at all levels may display a shallow com-

mitment to educational goals, a commitment that wanes and disappears when education is

not a hot political topic. Too often political rhetoric about educational reform replaces

action because actions are costly and words are cheap.

A Lack of Respect for "Book Learning"

Ron Brandt thinks one reason that Americans do not put tremendous resources into

education is that many harbor a deep suspicion of "book learning" that harkens back to

America's pioneer days. To a large number of Americans, formal education does not

seem connected to success or failure in their personal or work lives.
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Creating a Commitment to Change

Public awareness campaigns.

School reform efforts need to include funding for public awareness activities. Televi-

sion and radio advertisements need to be designed to personalize the educational crisis.

Parents and community members need to be educated about what to look for in their

neighborhood schools. They need to be given concrete, observable indices of quality

schooling.

Ad campaigns also need to focus on why all schools must change. These ads must

clearly explain why the old factory model of schooling is obsolete and why new practices

that encourage thinking and decision making must be adopted. The consequences of not

restructuring schools, a sluggish economy and unemployment, must be graphically

depicted.

Professionalizing Educational Reform

Educators must take control of reform and restructuring agendas and not allow politi-

cians to determine goals and agendas for change. This means that education will need to

develop a new visibility. Educators must take on the responsibility of teaching the

corporate community about how educational business is conducted and what is really

needed to make reforms a reality. Teacher associations and unions must exert their

collective power to force the funding of initiatives that will improve student performance,

rather than initiatives that merely protect their membership.

A Lack of Understanding of the Change Process

Often school communities display a lack of patience with school reforms. They

unrealistically expect rapid change and then become disappointed when it does not occur.

And they look only to student achievement scores as a measure of whether reforms are

working or not.
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Change Takes Time

Adam Urbansky says that communities do not understand that three to five years

must elapse before the effects of school reforms can be measured. Making changes in

any behavior is always difficult, and teaching behaviors are no less resistant to change.

Educators also expect instant results and become frustrated when they do not see

immediate and dramatic rises in student achievement scores. Impatient taxpayers refuse

to continue giving reform efforts fiscal support and impatient educators lose enthusiasm

and commitment for innovations when they do not see results. The result is that innova-

tions are abandoned before they have been around long enough to be properly evaluated.

The Complicated Business of Measuring the Impact of Change

Because test scores appear to represent the "bottom line" of school business, many

community members want to use them to judge the effectiveness of school reform efforts.

They do not understand that the effects of some changes may impact faculty job satisfac-

tion and students' attitudes toward their school long before it produces changes in test

scores.

Change As A Process, Not An Event

Community members and educators assume that enacting one particular reform item

will result in widespread improvements. They fail to recognize the interrelatedness of

school structures. They don't understand that producing significant school reform will

require systemwide changes in a variety of both observable behavior and thinking pat-

terns.

Preventing Premature Abortion of Innovations

When reforms are being proposed, all stakeholders must be presented with realistic

improvement timelines. They must be told that they will have to wait several years

before they can expect measurable results in student achievement scores.

They also must be introduced to alternative assessment tools. The must be educated
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about the value of attitude questionnaires, improved rates of school attendance, and

reduction in drop-out rates in determining the effectiveness of reforms.

The public also must be presented with models of schools that illuminate the com-

plexity of educational organizations. Attempts must be made to explain how a particular

reform effort relates to overall school improvement efforts.

Directions for Future Research

Childhood images of schooling were mentioned by the informants as significant

barriers to school reform. An investigation of these images of "the way schooling is

supposed to be" held by both the general public and stakeholders within the educational

community is needed so that the content of these images can be better understood.

This study only collected visions from individuals who were leaders in school reform

and restructuring efforts. Investigating the visions of ideal schools created by various

groups of stakeholders (i.e., teachers, administrators, members of the business commu-

nity) and identifying both common themes and major differences would lead to a clearer

understanding of the outcomes that drive each group's decision making.

In order to create a vision, an individual must be able to let go of their current operat-

ing paradigm, and they must be bold enough to question the wisdom of the status quo.

What constrains and enhances vision-building capabilities? Further study of individuals

who successfully create visions--their personalities and life experiences--could yield

information that could be used to nurture vision-building capacities in others.

Finally, more study needs to be done on the process of building a shared vision within

the school community. How does the process begin? Do most members of the school

community enter the process with well-developed personal visions? Which aspects of

individual visions are negotiable in order to create a shared vision for the group? Which
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aspects are non-negotiable? How much of the leader's personal vision is represented in

the final shared vision?

Conclusion

Recently the creation of ennobling visions of an ideal system of schooling has been

recognized as an important part of the movement to improve America's schools. These

visions of what should and could be characteristic of future schools are necessary to focus

reform and restructuring efforts.

Because American education is a collective enterprise, an important part of the vision

building process is the sharing of personal visions of people throughout the organization.

Studies indicate (e.g., Senge, 1990) that effective visions can not come solely from those

in leadership roles. Although President Bush's America 2000 report presents one very

influential vision of an ideal American educational system, this vision must be connected

to the personal visions of educators throughout the nation and woven into a whole that

can be more powerful than each vision alone.

This study illuminated the visions of ideal schooling articulated by twenty-nine

prominent educational theorists and practitioners from across the country. Five common

themes recurred throughout these visions. Informants characterized schools of the future

as caring communities of learners in which relationships were valued and nurtured. They

described an educational system that would model democratic principles in all aspects of

school life. Their ideal schools of the future would place supreme value on the conserva-

tion and development of all human resources. Informants described schools that were

immensely flexible both in structure and daily functioning. Finally, they described

schools that required each student and faculty member to become high caliber problem

solvers.

Informants were also asked to predict the outcomes of current reform efforts by
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creating a picture of what they thought 21st century schooling would actually become.

The majority of informants drew pessimistic portraits of the future of education. Most

predicted little or no departure from the models of schooling that currently exist, and they

also predicted that student learning outcomes would continue to be unsatisfactory to the

business community, if current reform and restructuring efforts persisted in their current

form.

They then defined the barriers that they perceived as obstructing the realization of a

more successful, ideal American school system. Their discussion of obstacles to school

reform can be collapsed into five major themes. According to informants, insufficient

funding is the number one reason many worthy reform efforts will fail. Next, many

informants cited powerful childhood memories of schooling as an unseen barrier to

accepting educational innovations that depart from the traditional form and function of

schooling. Educators themselves, their personal and professional short-comings, were

identified as obstacles to school reform by the informants. They also saw the public's

lack of dissatisfaction with their own neighborhood schools as preventing the success of

reform initiatives. Finally, informants thought that a lack of a sophisticated understand-

ing of the change process itself caused reform efforts to be prematurely aborted.

This study presents a composite vision of ideal 21st century schools created by

prominent American educators. The common themes in these visions can prove useful

as targets for school reform efforts. The efficacy of reform and restructuring efforts can

be measured in part by reflecting on whether or not they support these targets. And if the

current effort to reform America's schools is to succeed, the barriers defined by the

informants in this study need also to be dismantled.
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APPENDIX B

OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Interview Introduction

Phil Schlecty says that one of the greatest barriers to school reform is the lack of a
clear and detailed vision of the form of 21st century schooling that would clarify the
restructuring strategies required to make the vision a reality. In your discussion of (or
experience with) school reform, you indicate (insert here statements regarding the key
informant's stance or activities related to school reform). Given your personal experi-
ences and beliefs, can you describe to me two visions of schooling in the 21st century:
one that focuses on what ought to happen and one that focuses on what you think really
will happen.

Interview Questions

1. First, if you could create a system of quality schooling for the 21st century
based on what you think should happen, what would it look like? (Use probe questions,
if necessary, to elicit specificity.)

2. Second, given your knowledge of the sociopolitical realities impacting on
educational reforms, which aspects of your vision of 21st century schooling do you think
will survive the rigors and practicalities of change, and which components will become
casualties of these constraints? (Use probe questions, if necessary, to elicit specificity.)
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APPENDIX C

OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: PROBES

To encourage key informants to stay focused on and answer the research ques-
tions, the following prompts may be used:

1. What basic values and beliefs about schooling will be held by Americans?

2. Who will be the major participants in school decision making? What will be
the role of the federal government, the state government, the central office admin-

istrators, school-based administrators, parents, and teachers?

3. What will it feel like to be a teacher, a student, and an administrator in 21st

century schools?

4. Can you describe the daily rhythms of school life in the 21st century? How
will schooling be scheduled? How will lessons be scheduled?

5. Can you describe the monthly and yearly calendar rhythms pertaining to

teachers, students, and administrators?

6. How will teacher, student, and administrator competency be evaluated?

7. How will parents describe their relationship with their child's school?

8. What will be the form and substance of curriculum?

9. How would you describe the role of instructional technology?

10. What obstacles do you foresee that will prevent realization of your vision?
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KEY INFORMANT:

RESEARCH QUESTIONS A B C D E*
1. Assumptions/beliefs

2. School decision-making

3. Roles of teacher, studen
administrator

4. Form & substance of
curriculum

5. Role of instructional
technology

6. Role of schools

*Categories created by noting recurrent patterns of responses
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Dr. Ron Brandt

Basically trying to get a handle on what people like yourself, who are the movers and
the shakers the creators of the future see as the shape of the school the curriculum, the
roles and relationships between people. If you could create your ideal scenario first,
what would this -look like?

You understand that I don't have a carefully articulated well coordinated view here, so.
It's only what comes to me as we talk about it. Probably flexibility is the prime
describer. It's seems to me that and I think that I have to preface$ this by saying are
we talking about what we want or what will in fact happen, so I think I need to focus on
what I think we want and what we're looking for. (Part two is what will happen.) It
doesn't matter, OK. Well it seems to me that what we're looking for is a situation in
which we go beyond the set opening and closing time, the set length of instructional
oeriods so that there is a great deal more flexibility in use of time for one thing and use
of space for another and so on. Interesting, we have come, we keeping taking stabs atthis. In the late 60's there was a lot of talk about modular scheduling and so on. All of
that still makes sense to me. Team teaching, teachers working in groups, I think that
there is. My notion of schooling does no involve single teachers scheduled to a single
classroom and working independently of other people. Occasionally a person is going to
be independent work, and that is fine, but by in large they are always part of a larger
structure in which they are frequently exchanging ideas and planning together with other
people. If that means that students are doing the same. I see, what I would see whenI walked into any school is far less of the divided into standard cubicle things and much
more of lots of people working in a variety of ways, doing things that are following up
whatever it is that their goal for the moment is done. Working in longer blocks of time,
occasionally, shorter blocks of time, other times doing whatever it is they need to do,
and that is being done in conjunction with quite a large variety of adults, some of whom
are highly specialized and well paid for that purpose and some of whom have lesser
particular professional skills, but may even have more human relation skills, who knows.You know they are hired for a particular tasks that they preform with people and one of
those is very much just a matter of their relationships with the kids and of course go
beyond that, that just means you just use technology in very, very interesting ways. Not
necessarily kids sitting in front of a machine and being taught by it, but using the
equipment to gather information for what ever their purposes are. That also meansyou're goirg-beyond the walls. of a building called the school to get out into life because
there's so much to be learned out there that it can't beontained in a school building.
So that's what I am talking about is flexibility in every aspect of who teaches, what the
kids do during the day and night, and what kind of activities are involved in this, all that.

Tell me more about curriculum, you mentioned about technology that it would be more
than just having a machine teach. Tell more about what do you think will be the
content of that curriculum.

That's a hard problem, because I see we do have to define a set of things we want the
students to know in order to get by in the world and our problem is increasingly
complicated, because we can't really predict what a particular individual will be. If wenew very well that a person is going to be a plumber and really enjoyed plumbing, you
can plan a set of experiences when they are young that would help them to get ready
for that. But when we don't know whether a person is going to be a plumber or going
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to become a dentist or what, then we don't know what experience. So we requirepeople to learn a whole lotiOf Stuff that many of them don't need and I suspect that weare just going to have to continue to do that. That we plan out a series of things thatgive them protection so that if they decide to do something later in life they have hadsome preparation for that. On the otherhand, I would like curriculum to specifyexperiences as a valuable for their own sake then and their and not always enablingyou to do something later on. (in the future) So what we have to do is to find a set ofthings that we want people to learn, because they are generally regarded as valuable inthe whole society and then provide a wide variety of times and ways to learn that and itdoesn't mean that your are now in 8th grade, therefore, I'm going to teach you thiswhether you need it or not. It really means that thereare ways of monitoring what kidshave learned to do and what they still need to catch sometime and that there are adozen ways to get at that. I don't know curriculum that does this quite yet, but I believethat it is quite a different curriculum tharwe generally have now.
How do you envision the outcomes of curriculum being measured, student evaluation,how would you envision that. If you could create the ideal.
Clearly we're making some progress in this area right now, at least in terms of ourability to conceptualize this. describe in a general way what it looks like when aperson has'certain kind of ability They're able to perform a certain set of complextasks. These tasks are the bet approximation we have of what it means to knowsomething or to be able to do something. They are not the real thing sometimes, but itgets as close as we can get it. This is not a new idea, it is very interesting to me that Ihave seen this expounded time and time again by various people in various ways andnow we are beginning togsee that lots of people who have come from different schoolsof thought are all coming together on this. It is describing a set of proximations, if anadult, to succeed in the world needs to be able to do this, what would that look likewhen you're 8 years old? What sorts of things are appropriate for an 8 year old to beable to do this, moving along in that direction, that is 8 year old stuff, however, not 17year old stuff. That, I think we're ready to start doing that.

Do you have any feelings about national or state assessments as being a part of whatyou would like to see?
That's one I'm not sure of at this point. We do need information about what the schoolsare accomplishing and I am convinced that a lot of that information needs to be local,needs to be basical the people who are working with an individual student need toknow. Take d etistry, I mean, how much real need do we have to know howkn people need certain kinds ofcarries dealt with? Basicall,the dentist needs toknow that in order to work with the patient and if everybody is satisfied that's all youneed. Beyond that maybe it is useful for us to have some general pictures of the dentalhealth of the whole society. So, I think everyone is struggling with this right now andthe only thing I can say satisfactory about it is that I feel some very thoughtful, ablepeople who have not in the past been very much involved in this are really addressingtheir minds to the issue and have some funding and some resources to try to deal withit. The questions that we're still unclear about are: can the same assessment practicesyield information for both broader accountability and policy purposes and localinstructional people purposes? A good example of that is the portfolio that everyone isexcited about. It seems to me that George Medouse, a testing specialist is right whenhe says that whenever tests are used for very high stakes, that in itself distorts theinformation and it is not the test. We complain about the multiple choice in standardized
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tests. Now clearly portfolios is a good example of that. If you are going to start making
judgements about the future employment of teachers on the basis of the portfolios they
present, then you are not going to get honest, objective indications of this students work.
The teachers are bound to help the kids make a better portfolio and so on. I think our
problems are very difficult in terms of getting the technology for this clear, but the
general idea that our assessment processes need to be clear in advance so students
know what is expected of them and in a general way how they're going to demonstrate
that, how they're expected to demonstrate it and that they themselves and the people
who work face to face with them get information that helps them know where we go
next from this, what kind of progress is this student making, but then as much as
possible, that information should be available in a broader sense to help policy makers
know whether they are providing the appropriate support for education and whether their
general policies are yielding the results they want. I think probably that just realistically
we're going to have to expect that there will be an additional level of quite objective
assessment pftformed by outsiders who are not part of this process under rather
controlled conditions which will yield information that is much more reliable. And that
ought to be alright if it too uses processes that are educationally sound and it is done in
a fair way so that students know clearly what they are going to be expected to do there
as well. We have lots of things right now that violate that.

You mentioned just a few minutes ago, you were talking about curriculum and teachers
needing a clear understanding of where to take a student. Do you envision a national
curriculum? Do you like some of the state curriculum? Do you think that would be a
part of what you would choose for the 21st century?

Here is where I think people with the best knowledge and interest in mind can differ. I
differ quite frequently with my colleagues here at the ASCD staff who are so suspicious
of the political implications of national activity that they are just afraid there is no way
that any kind of national curriculum can actually yield positive results. My own case, Ihave been very interested in national assessment for many, many years. When I was a
local school administrator, back in the 1970's, I was very intrigued by national
assessment when they first did a writing assessment back in the early 1970's and
released the results in 1974. At that time I looked into the matter. There was a
conference being held in Denver of speed level assessment people in which the national
assessment people were expected to report to state level people what they were
learning in order to help the s9ledgling state assessment movement get started. I was
in Nebraska at the time and Nebraska didn't have anybody at the state level who they
could afford to send to Denver, so I was the state representative. I was the local school
administrator, the only one there representing my state and those little assessment
conferences have been held every year since. I have attended them for some years
now. They are sponsored by the Education Commission of the states which was a
former sponsor of the assessment before it went to BTN and so I brought back from
that conference what I had learned about how National Assessment did it and we were
the first local school district in the country to administer national assessment style writing
assessment in a local district. We brought in the people who had designed the
assessment nationally, trained our own people on how to do it, tried to have those same
controlled conditions and then tried to produce a writing assessment that would give us
"how do our kids in this community compare with what national assessment has found
out about writing across the country". So we looked a little bit better than average, but
we are not the kind of community that should have looked a little bit better, we should
have looked a lot better and we did not have a good writing program and on the basis
of that we started building a writing curriculum which took years and years to build. In
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short, I am a much more of an advocate of what national assessment has done over the
years than many of my colleagues are. When we talk about objectives, for example, I
have seen for years the little booklets of objectives that national assessment has
developed painstakingly has the basis for what they do for when they go out into the
schools and assess. It seems to me that those are orettv good curriculum document$.
I would have no trouble, and I think most other people would have no trouble in saying,
"yea, that pretty well represents. If you take a subject matter approach to school, which
they have in the last few years done more of them than they use to, then that is a
pretty good representation of what we think we think is subjects that we now teach in
the school. A whole lot better than most of the stuff that commercial publishers do. So,
to me the direction that we are beginning to take, which is to strengthen and expand
national assessment, which supposedly is not a curriculum, but if applied is clearly a
curriculum is alright. I think that in the long run it is ok. This is a democratic society in
which people participate it's open, these descriptions of what it is that we think people
need to know are broadly desciminated and I think they ought to - more and more
people will participate in them and the more important they will become and we will
deliberate these things. The danger which everybody recognizes is that then there gets
to be one description of what the students need and there never can be a single
description of what everybody needs to know. So it is like setting goals in the school
district or in a personal assessment. Don't take it too seriously. Don't get carried away
with this. Don't think you have finally got it just because you have written down a kind
of curriculum here. It soon becomes a death if you don't make this, then we are in
trouble, but so long as it is a general guideline to what it is we all can agree we want, I
say we need it.

Can we shift gears here a minute. I want to add to that though. That I do see choice
as a major a aspect of everything that goes on and so while I , and when I talk to
advocates of choice, they say that there is no problem with the school, even a school
for the arts, graduating kids who have satisfied a school districts general curriculum
requirement. If that is true and people who know claim it is true in most cases, then I
think that people ought to have schools, people ought to be able to go to schools that
are very, very different from one another. We have to deliberately encourage schools to
be different from one another and in general they can probably satisfy a single set of
broad outcomes that we all have agreed upon, but I would even there say that there
ought to always be a choice for someone to say, "I elect to not meet those outcomes.
and there ought to be a process by which people can say OK. I think it would be
alright, sorry to extend this. No, this is exactly where I was going so you are on the
right track. I use to struggle with this question of minimum compententcies, when that
was the hot item some years ago and I even wrote position papers in our district and
when I left the district I am not sure they even carried on with what I were trying to do.
I was impressed with the idea of minimum competence and I thought we ought to know
to the extent we could define it, what it is that a person at least needs to know in this
woiW in order to be a successful adult and there can be some definitions of minimum
levels of ability, but I would always take those for two purposes: 1) to identify the kids
who are not meeting those and to do something about that, not to set them as barriers
but to set them as diagnosis and the other think I would want to do with such
examinations is to be able to set down with parents and the child and say it looks like
we have a problem here. We need to make very publicly clear that we have a problem,
you may have a learning disability or whatever. The school district has done the best it
can, but in this instance you may have to get a high school diploma without satisfying
this requirement. Now, if everyone signs off on that, that's perfectly ok, but what I don't
want is an adult sooig the school system, saying my kid can't read and stuff like that.

tw "vl
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I think it's perfectly legitimate, however, to say that if they're needing some requirements
that an individual doesn't meet, but we all know that and we all recognize that.

Let me ask this because you made a marvelous point. Can we take that a step further,
How do you feel then, in Texas for example, where we have the ExCET exam as a
barrier for teachers and all teachers must pass this exam or they cannot teach? This
has inadvertently excluded some deaf adults and some other minority adults faftntering
the teaching profession. Do you think that is a legitimate barrier to provide minimum
competency for teachers?

I think providing them is appropriate. What they are is a matter of debate, so you have
to make some public policy decisions as to what minimum abilities are in fact required to
be an effective teacher. Legally, I think you have to be able to prove a person without
these abilities can't be an effective teacher and so that is a hard problem. I mean, I
would need to review a whole lot of data to determine what degree of deafness will
prevent a person from being an effective teacher. There may be a level at which that is
true, I don't know. But again, the policy issue is not inappropriate to set standards.
What those standards are is the issue.

Taking off on the decision making aspect. That's a different thing from the students
situation, because what I think is what we are doing is sending a student out into the
world and the people most closest and most responsible for that student need to make
a decision as to what you are willing to live with. But you are not putting somebody in
responsible for someone else in that situation.

You were talking about choice and how you feel this is an integral part of what you
envision. Can you expand on that and talk about who the decision makers will be in
schools and how those relationships between administrators and teachers will change as
a result of this choice? Are we talking narrowly about choice or more broadly - both?
Both. OK.

I've just begun, I've seen the first issue of a little journal that is being published by a
professor at George Washington University, his name is 6Q1e Eini and he is a
scholar in organizations, he has written a classic book on organization and Ebkpni held
a session a month or two ago about choice in which he sponsored Al Shanker, John
Chubhand a whole lot of fascinating people at which ASCD was represented by our
deputy director who is skeptic about choice and so our own position in this association
isn't as all clear about where we stand on it. I got some sense from E0oni's questions
that night and I've seen the new publication that he is editing about - what he is calling
it the Responsible Community or something like this, that I think articulates Egicioni's
view of things. What he is searching for and I'll get to your question here in a minute,
Eoioni is oe poition between he calls the ext 6,U view that
individual rihts are the rimehinour society and the_ight wing view-hat says
governments ot to make sure does wM-evre tod. What he is seeing is
fin ing a way to balance individual rights with community responsibility. Now, for him, a
kind of ehubview of choice is going to too great an extreme, because Ls putting the
individual satisfaction of needs completely ahead of the community's responsibility and
it's an extreme, I am sure, I have not ask him about choice, but his questions does
indicate this. It is an extreme view in the direction of making educan q p rio

rathethanubLgodand the danger of that, then in time the government just decides
to move out of it more and more altogether and begins to say this is basically a private
thing, why are we paying for it. There are people who argue that is not true, because
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we do have quite a bit of money going into health which is maintained as purely a
private thing. I mean all of these major things, medicare or whatever else, you go to
tour private doctor and so most of the choice people point to health being a very
.mportant public function. A lot dollars at the state and national level going into it and
yet it's still private health care because that's our tradition. They would say you could
still do the same thing with education. A lot of public money going there. People are
agreeing that it is a public function, but it is satisfied by people making choices
individually. That's my view. I think it is a public function and it has to be, those public
functions have to be satisfied but there are a variety of ways of satisfying them and for
bureaucracies to decide the only way in which you can satisfy just gets me the wrong
way. So, h n to see in a situltion with ChnA i that carry it too far then you

sa ,for example, I would be worried about an 1 rb school in Detroit that would
reac r rin that would e teaching the sort of thinking that we see in Sadam

Hsien's view of the world at which that might well happen.

I guess what is happening in England in some of the schools. I think that there would
be extremist groups who would want to form schools. I think I could propose a way to
deal with that, which I didn't invent. There are school districts, Eugene, Oregon, is one
of them, where if there is a proposal for a school which would be started and would
receive public expenditure, then there must be a public democratic process which is
gone through in determining whether this is a school that's appropriate to be done. Now
you're going to have a real problem there. Yu have to pet the maioritv deciding
whether they will A ent a minoritidea-and so that requires the best of the democratic
process. But it is better than saying they can have anything they want, because that
would be a problem. (We could envision the worse case scenario.) t uessthat is what
I am looking for in making choices up and down the line is that there is some enera

es that con h reasonableness or choices, but to the maximum you ave
peop ing the-things that they like to do, that they believe in strongly, that they have
talents and interests in doing. I believe, for example, in our staff here we always try to
walk a line between the objective job description before a person ever was hired and
how to satisfy an individual who is in that job now. You kind of would like to do this,
but doesn't really like to do that or isn't really good at it. So, you are finding ways to say
hey this personigoing to do it, let them do it, let them be themselves as much as
possible. In any bureaucracy that is not easy, because you do have - fairness means
everyone getting treated alike.

Taking that thought you just had - helping everyone to be who they are and so on, can
you describe the how it will be to be a teacher in the school you envision and how it will
be to be an administrator?

It is conceivable that we are going to have to develop s ecialties in educators. It's a
long tradition of'Mr. Chip9=1'1kof teacher no onemgex erts in contend, but also
bein human bein swts. ome teachers are very, very
now e geable and are not very good at that relating thing atjZ You can see that

extreme in the universities, some places where some professors are just - they're smart,
but that's ALL. So, I would think there is room for us to begin to develop specialftie in
people who know how to develop human beings and eoplewho are specialist in some
aspe in education that requires a hi h degreofepertise.-So long as we try and try
and try to make every teacher both those things we just really have a problem. We
continue to come up with the idea that we are going to have the teacher advisor system
and everybody in the entire building can have only 14 kids, cause even the principal is
going to do it and all this stuff. It sounds great, but some of the teachers are just not
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up to that and you probably aren't even using them well to be doing that sort of thing.So, it seems to me that we have to create positions in the same way that anyorganization does, by writing job descriptions for a particular position and then thesepositions have to differentiate between the kind of skills that are needed for one role andfor another role and those aren't always the same. It would be nice if we could getschools to begin to operate the same way as an organization like ours does where wecreate positions, we don't just say you are a teacher, you know. Every teacher i9 anintrc angeabFe part, get in there and teach 5 classes a day. We do have editorial-assistance and so on and so on, but6e 0#to, we can invent jobs here. We can inventany job we want to. We are an independent organization and if we think there ought tobe a job here for, I'm currently talking about we need a person who does nothing butproduce audio tapes and conceives of audio tape packages for example that we seeother commercial manufactures producing. We could create such positions and we don'thave to worry all that much about is this a teaching position or an administratingposition. It is iutf apoodiinn- we describe it and go out and search for a oerson-whowill fill that ob)elI. People are use to operating this way in business just don'tundersand W nation where we don't do that, where we pay a teacher of dvereducation exactly the same as an advance chemistry teacher and you know, gosh, wethis sort of thing I would be very surprised if we do not continueto hve poplewho re aministrators in education. If we do not follow the laws ofsupply and demand, which I believe our current system pretty well does, that is, I haveoften times thought, would I want to be a superintendent of schools. I even applied forsuperintendency several times in my career, didn't happen to get that. A couple ofcases, didn't work hard enough at applying because I wasn't sure I really wanted towork. But I would have had the attractions. It would have been the opportunity toinfluence what's really happening, give direction to things that are really going on, andthe salary. The disadvantages would have been never being home in the evenings andso on. Attending a lot more basketball games than I would ever want to attend.Malox - Problems, negative problems, I hate that. I love the positive nature of my job.It's almost all positive and rewarding. I don't think anybody who has been a teachervery long has any doubts about that, that it takes certain abilities to be a superintendent,that anybody can enter the contest if they want to, but nobody is going to want to if theymake the same rate if they make the same rate as a classroom teacher makes. Whyshould they? It really doesn't make sense to me. And the same is pretty much true forprincipals job, I think. So to think smhwte- rincipa sh ld't be a)id that much'!~etha tachrjustoesn't make at much sense to me. becuase whereargoing tofidapical one that is going to do the things principals have to do and stillget paid on a teacher's salary schedule. It's supply and demand. I don't think we're sofar off on this that where we are right now. What I do think we are off on is in trying tomake..onJpdividual be everything, both detailed administrator and educational leaderThere have been attempts to find so6uti5is to this. I don't know what the exact solutionis, but I am in favor of further experimentation on that andi think.it is entirely possibleto have a person who is'a primary educational ea-der who is the chief -administrator andto have others who are very, very good at the administration who are right hand personsboth to the supenniitendeIin -andthe -pincipals. We don't do that for some reason. Weget -spientendents at this point who are mainly politicians, business people inorientation, clearly they are. They come from education. I think there is somethingwrong with our system. So when we start thinking about this, if I had my way, 'd rttaking a riou took t his Ical board of education routinetand so on. I think JohnCubbhas his eye on something very interesting, *says tht the new method ofdemocratic control we use has got something wrong with it. I doubt that Chub remedyis going to get it adopted, but I think that a lot of people could point to the idea that
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accountability system is wrong. The incentive system is wrong for doing the sorts of
things that need to be done in public education. I wish I could prescribe a better plan.
I don't have one.

That sounds very interesting. How about union Where will they be in the 21st

century? Will they be a part of the school scene? Here we're getting into what we
wish would happen. This is the wish part.

What we wish for is that the unions would become more like profesional associations in

other professions, American Bar Association, the American Medical Association and so
forth. Organizations of people you need to belong to it. They are the gate keepers for
who gets into the profession and they certainly do represent the highest aspirations in
most cases of their membership, not always, those other organizations have their
problems too, but that they don't havetogldstrikes because we are beyond that now.
We are a profession and we have established that are - we have a certain amount of
awards that are appropriate and answer prerogatives that are appropriate. That's what
my fantasies says will happen.

So, a union, but with more of a professional bent. Yes. OK. Thft.still may be some
association but kind of reshaped. Yes, it's what the NEA tried to be years ago and just
decided hey this is no way to go, we've got to go out here and be a union for awhile.
Whether NEA can every go back to it again, I see at this point the AFT is doing a better
job at least at the national level then the NEA is in actually doing this and at the local
level it is not necessarily the case.

How do you see teachers empowered or how would you like to see teachers
empowered in the 21st century?

Well I think that is the most controversial part of my own feelings about this, is that
there should be positions that are considered a teacher that are powerful, very well paid
and have a great deal of prestige associated with them. That goes much further than
saying I am a nice administrator and I let my teachers do this, this, and this. No way.
That's paternalism. I am talking ab9ut prerogative.rightsassciated with the role and
that I would hope these people are not arrogant SOB's, but that they can be. This is
spelled out that this is your right. -If you are in this position, you don't have to go ask,
you tell them. You may do it in the nicest way possible, let's hope you do, but it's just
not a materofbgging for whatever you want and I think in that sense of relationship
between teachers and administrators would change a great deal. For example, my
daughter is a nurse, so you do look at the health profession as models in this. We do
know that medical schools are inhumane places. That a whole lot of doctors are
completely insensitive to the patients, but we never question whether they have the
right to do what they do. What you do is you work on, and the health profession is
working on this same question of how do we get personalized, thoughtful care for
patients. It's a big problem they've got to solve and maybe they need nice doctors and
talented doctors too. I don't know. Right! But, there have got to be some positions in
our professions in which people have earned the right to say this is how I wat it and
people do it. That's empowering as far as I am concerned. That's a controversial
definition of empowering. I hear lots of people say no, no, we're talking about just good
teachers with a chance to make curriculum decisionS. All that too, but I think it goes far
beyond that. I think it, they not onlyrimhttaitn k ccu
decisions, they have the right to make those decisions.
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Alrighty! Having created this vision with teachers who are empowered to actually have
the kind of professional rights that we see other professionals having and all the other
aspects we just outlined, what do you think really will be in the 21st century,
which is only ten years away, but what do really think will happen.

Well, clearly I am two minds about that. I see both see both things going on and one
at the same time and have no idea which one is going to win out. I have written a real
nasty editorial in the next issue that we're going to publish about president Bush's
national goals and saying these are ridiculous and there is absolutely no change we are
going to make'those things. On the day they were written we knew we wouldn't make
those goals. I noticed that the latest issue of Education Week, I was reading on the
bus coming in this morning, says that the -mow panel that's monitoring these is
beginning to reach the same conclusion. They couldn't possibly aet these goals. No it
isn't the roamer panel, it's the national governor's association recent report which is
monitoring their results thing that they announced 4 or 5 years ago. Nothing is
changing that much in American education. At this point it is pretty much the same as it
has been, mabe it's ver t iatle worse. We have all these optimistic
possibilities that we see going on, but until we see a maior change in the way things
are done, little thins aren't going to C . So wh I ee is a inter d,
what do you-call this, griloc where nobody " where to move anything in
ordertoget started. We're all tugging away at this, ick u stick e to
have, you know You're tugging away t inct fn Isricn ntsu h

matter of quality of peopleswho chooseto go into this professing has got to e better
and they've got to have the right incentives to make those kind of choices. The quality
of the curriculum that we refer to has got to be better, but that's going to take these
better people. You can't have - just plain ordinary teacher is not going to use better
curriculum. We have a lot of records to show that. Assessment has got to be changed.
We have all kinds of images of how it's going to b changed but is not now being
chngd Its only eing takedabout, rmostly. Even more imotn ta ht the

aspirations of the general public, the way parents view their children and the way
parents treat their children and the way general public deals with parents. I mean the
way employers deal with parents. All this stuff has got to be changed. WE just do not
have this commitment to children that the Japanese have for example. It isn't the
question of how long the school year is in Japan or anything else, or even how much
teachers are paid, although that is clearly a symbol of it. What it is, is a dedication to
learning that you just believe in that. t isa clear cut sensenthat human resources are

themot iootan sources you can ve. There are more and more people who are
lie leaders of industries the CEO's supposedly who clearly understand this now. When
we're talking about the vast range of the Amrianpee Tre
satisfied with schools as they are. Well, they want them to be a little bit better, -bt thii
wan em be a little b t better in the current ima what is s
do. They want the teachers to e satistied with a few more dollars a year and my gosh
we gave them a $100 raise last year, what do they want. We want scho I o look likewhat we always thought a SchooIsld look like.e_,whatd al look like. We reaf= a ' h is _broa e r
ki~e of how important Learning erson can be. Too many people are in front of their
TV sets every night and don't even read their newspapers. How can they have a vision
of whaLt.S f educated person is. So we have got some major changes in our
society to make and I don't know what's going to trigger those changes. Because you
get thp kind of leaders that the people elect. The leaders don't challenge those people.
A vij''icircle. I believe that Bush has done some fine things as president, but he
has played down to people rather than lifting their sights and challenging them as Jimmy
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Carter tried to do but didn't do very satisfactory. That's my own view of things.

So, if I were to ask you what the major obstacles were to the realization of your dream,one of them would be the attitude of the general American public towards education.That would be a major ...

Because for whatever reason these things are cultural. They are very deeply imbeddedin us. They come all the way from our pioneer eritage of book-learning is not all thatimporant. We can dotit without and that the United States does everything right. Weare sti not quite sure about that. I mean, use to, in the 50's we were the leaders ofthe world. Welmew what to do and now we are beginning to question that, but we stilldon't und stand what it is we have to do to be different. Now, that's the bad news andof cours the good news is that it's beginning to change, that people are be inning towake up and because the crisis is so severe that the message is getting o. 'Thatthose CEO's are beginning to influence and I assume that they may have a way ofinfluencing broadly American business and so on. But that is only begun to happen, itis not really gone very far to a simple idea that we've qot to develop human beings whoare ar more toroughly educated thqn we have ever had in the at hat makes meobooetetoo along with the rest of us. I don't know which of these two tracks is goingto win out. They can't both win out. Well, maybe they can, because what you can seeis the possibility of chbinp ano b ing more extreme sothat yoL see those people who understand this developing better quality schools thenwhat we will see is an even bigger differentiation between the good schools and thegovernment, plain old bureaucratic schools which will become worse and worse.
So, really, when you are talking about the realization of your vision for the 21st centuryright now you are not too optimistic??

I am always optimistic. I think I ignore my own view of reality. The thing that justkeeps me going is this, I mean I am just like a kid in a candy store with all of thesenew ideas and that's why I continue to be excited about assessment for example I'mjust fascinated by the possibilities here. Whether it is brain research that tells ussomething about how that mind operates and so on, I just find this stuff, fascinating and Ithink we are learning alot and developing sme understandings that w-e may not havedJOne.beor. I think there is a sophistication to the writing about educationthat I havewatched that I think is just very, very delightful. I go back to some of the good oldnames like Ralph Tyler and Art Combs and these wonderful things that are our classicreadings and I read them and I think they are so pedestrian. They are so boring tocompare with the sorts of things that educators are exchanging among themselves thesedays. That's one sign that we are bnhisticated rofessionYou know you can see John Goodlads book on teacher education. Goodlad says thatwe still have committed young people coming into this profession. They're not alwaysthe smartest, but they are morally they are strong people. I was just so excited. I gotto write an editorial about this one of these days, that Goodlad was saying that they'rekids coming into teacher education institutions and their parents are telling that is astupid choice to make, their professors are telling them it's a stupid choice to make andthey say, *I don't care, I want to be a teacher." You know? That's right. This iswonderful. They are knowingly doing this. Missionaries. They really are. Exactly right,I've seen it in teaching the undergraduates and the honor students and they have beentold by their families, why are you wasting that. That's right so there is that little groupthere and those are future leaders in this profession.
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One last thing I want to ask you to reflect on. What kind of, this is sort of a minority
question, I guess, but what vision do you have of not only ethnic and racial minority
education, but also education for the handicapped in the 21st century.

OH! Well, that's so obvious that I didn't even want to ask about it. I clearly, you can
say it as simply as "We need everybod and it must ha . It is beginning to. If youtake the broad view o e sorts of changes that we have seen happening over the lastseveral years. They are absolutely unavoidable. It is like a rock coming down amountain and you just say we can argue about it a while, and we will, but it ishappening, the whole desegregation thing that happened and then the 94-142 and allthese other things. Society will respond and is. It's ragged the way we do it. It 'suncomfortable and so on. All the arguments we have had in the last year or two aboutmulticultural curriculum and should we do this and should we abandon our wse
heritage and so on. We don't abandon it. We down play it, of course we do. We aretaking a broader view of world cultures and we are beginning to see that there are someother cultures beside the Europeans have something to offer. We're still oin to haveto try maintain that, but we're going to each a little less Keith & Shelly an a itt e moresomethingelse that I don't even know at this point and its not a question of should we,it is a question of we will, we will! We can't avoid it. We will adapt. It's going tohappen. So I think we're struggling to find how to do this right now and we're just tryingto say at what point is it more appropriate for a person to have specialized classroomthan a regular classroom. Nevertheless we are finding more and more ways to do thiskind of integration and the school of the future and here is where I say it's not ust awish but it's a prdicing towhaI wnt be andl We g
greater anti a ater mix.of thnic groups and of ability levels and so on. All of thesetin gs we will be working together, we've got to.
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